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INTRODUCTION TO THE EDITION
Dr Philip A Burton
Law Review’s Academic Adviser
Within academia in general, and legal academia in particular, age is revered. Who can resist the temptation to
burnish our advocacy and research with references to obscure ancient precedents and past masters? In legal
discourse, systems of pedigree and prestige venerate the wisdom of elders.
This edition of the Bristol Law Review stands as a rebuke to such tendencies. The breadth and nature of the topics
covered are testament of the radical ambition of youth. Individually and collectively, they demonstrate an
unflinching eye and a keenness of perception, a willingness to gaze directly at the grave challenges, and radical
potentialities, of our time. The studies cover diverse and fundamental topics, encompassing the professional ethics
of lawyers in the face of catastrophic climate change, the challenges of regulating non-human intelligence, the
relation of individual autonomy and consent to our underlying genetic make-up and how to reconcile dignity with
protection in assisted dying. Perhaps unsurprisingly in light of the apparent disintegration of orthodox political
economy, we find numerous contributions reflecting on the relations of public and private, of politics and markets.
In this vein, the edition contains provocative works on the applicability of ‘public’ functions and mechanisms of
accountability to ‘private’ actors, considering, for example, the role of social media giants in upholding the integrity
of public debate, the scope for judicial review of employment decisions and the sufficiency of the profit motive
as an ethos for 21st century capitalism. Lastly, this edition eschews parochialism, embodying instead an earnest
and practical humanitarianism which aspires to prevent and alleviate suffering across the globe, with contributions
examining the responsibility of states to prevent trafficking, the legality of contemporary practices of non-entrée
in relation to maritime migration and challenging pervasive critiques of legitimacy of the International Criminal
Court.
This critical ambition, and the craft and skill embodied in the execution of these texts, augurs well for the futures
of the contributors and legal scholarship more generally. However, these virtues are also testimony to the
dedication, diligence and open-mindedness of the team of student editors based here in Bristol. It is through their
labour that we are able to offer a platform for our contributors. In particular, it is necessary to recognise and credit
the role played by Timothy Lo and Isaac Chambers, the Editor in Chief and Managing Editor respectively. Their
vision and determination has reanimated the Bristol Law Review. It has been my humbling pleasure to work
alongside them.
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FOREWORD
The Rt. Hon. Dame Elizabeth Gloster DBE, PC
It is a privilege to have been asked to write the foreword to this exciting and frontier-pushing 2021 edition of The
Bristol Law Review. In my year as Patron of the Bristol Bar Society, which is a partner of The Bristol Law Review,
I have been impressed with the enthusiasm and intellectual rigour of the students’ approach to some of the
incredibly important socio-legal issues of today. It is no surprise, therefore, to see these qualities reflected in the
impressive and well-written articles that make up this year’s contribution to the Review.
As Timothy Lo, the Editor in Chief, says in his “Letter from the Editor”, the Review has attracted contributions
internationally by reaching out “to the greater legal world”. And, certainly, there is nothing inward-looking or
parochial about the diversity and breadth of topics addressed by contributors.
Might I dare to suggest something practical which might be considered for next year? As a student I always relied
on, and so appreciated, the latest - and often very critical (but nonetheless scholarly) - analyses of recent English
cases written by dons or students and published in the Cambridge Law Journal. These critiques were invaluable
in informing the last-minute, would-be, assiduous student of the likely exam questions that summer. Such articles
do not address global issues, and perhaps might be characterised as “parochial”, but nonetheless might be regarded
as a welcome and useful addition for your student readership.
Your contributors, together with Timothy Lo, Isaac Chambers, the Managing Editor, and the whole editorial team
are to be congratulated for producing an intellectually stimulating collection of articles in this year’s edition of The
Bristol Law Review.
Elizabeth Gloster
One Essex Court,
Temple EC4Y 9AR
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
Timothy Lo
Editor-in-Chief
On behalf of the Editorial Board, it is with great pleasure that I present the seventh edition of the Bristol Law
Review.
I begin by noting this academic year is an extraordinary one. Amid coronavirus, most of the work has been carried
out without any in-person contact, but the Board has gone from strength to strength when our fortitude was put
to the test. I must extend my thanks to all members of the Board for their travails throughout the year to ensure
all articles met a rigorous academic standard. It is truly my privilege to have worked with a team of gifted and
committed editors. The Board would like to thank our academic adviser Dr Burton for his supervision and
thorough review of our drafts. We are also deeply grateful to Dame Elizabeth Gloster for writing us an inspiring
foreword and for supporting the Board’s endeavours.
Despite challenging constraints, the Law Review was not at all stopped from broadening its horizons by reaching
out to the greater legal world. We have received a high amount of submissions from Bristol and beyond - ranging
from Ireland to Australia - and it must be said that the Editorial Board is enormously impressed by the originality,
persuasiveness and clarity that are marshalled in the legal literature we are presented with. Taken together, this
edition of Law Review embodies a serious reflection on a wide array of legal topics. We sincerely hope that all the
published Articles will provide valuable insights to both British and international audiences. Additionally, even
though the Law Review’s operation is met with physical restrictions, we cultivated new relationships beyond
Bristol. For the first time ever, we have successfully fostered collaborative partnerships with the Cambridge Law
Review, the LSE Law Review as well as the Oxford University Undergraduate Law Journal. These partnerships
are critical in laying the foundations for the Law Review’s continued exchanges with other student groups in the
realm of academic publishing.
The Law Review is equally committed to sparking interest in vexed yet timely legal discussions. To this end, in
conjunction with the University of Bristol’s Bar Society, we have earlier organised an essay competition sponsored
by Brick Court Chambers, which allowed fresh views to be channeled on how the Law should respond to racial
inequalities. We are grateful for Brick Court Chambers for their generosity in encouraging legal scholarship.
Congratulations go to Tochi Ejimofo and Sam Allibone for winning the competition and earning the runner-up
prize respectively. Both thought-provoking pieces are now published on the Law Review’s online blog.
The production of the Law Review signifies the depth of legal talents in our University’s Law School, and I am
confident that this long tradition of legal excellence will continue.
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THE LEGAL PROFESSION AND CLIMATE CHANGE:
A CONSIDERATION OF THE LAWYER’S ROLE AND
AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE POSSIBLE EXISTENCE
OF RELATED DUTIES
Thomas McInerney1
ABSTRACT
Climate change is one of the most pressing issues of our time, but crucially for many, it may not be pressing in
this lifetime. This fact has birthed an inter-generational ignorance and/ or selfishness, which may not be malicious,
but certainly is not admirable. And while lawyers are not expected to be moral exemplars, and legal truth is not
the same as moral truth, one might hope that a commitment to justice, good faith and values which respect the
society, and thus the environment in which we live, ought to be an aspect of the professional legal pursuit.
The lawyer’s role is one steeped in tradition. As a result, change comes slowly and reluctantly, but lawyers play a
crucial role in a society which is changing rapidly and unpredictably, and with potentially dire consequences.
Traditional notions of professionalism lack nuance in this new world. It is submitted that an unwavering
commitment to such notions can lead to a practice of law which ultimately fails to uphold some of its own
fundamental values. A re-evaluation of a number of lawyer’s duties in the context of climate change might
hopefully show how the role of the lawyer in society can in fact change with the times, and how some of the
cracks in traditional understandings of professionalism can be mended with an acceptance of an element of
nuance.

1

LLB Law at Trinity College Dublin. LLM in Global Environmental and Climate Change Law at University of Edinburgh.
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“In all spheres of social and economic life, globalisation, with its unprecedented compression of time and space,
and connection of far-flung processes and events, creates and amplifies new territorially unbounded commonalities
and also new territorially unbounded differences in respect of interests, identities and values. Law is no exception”.2
INTRODUCTION
The lawyer’s role has always held inextricable links to the notion of nation state. Outward expressions of this
connection are apparent in professional rules of conduct and in practices which vary from state to state. From
nation-based professional practice courses to professional oversight carried out by regulatory bodies, there are
expressions of characteristics reflective of the ethos and idiosyncratic culture of the society in question. In the
maintenance of their legitimacy, lawyers’ have generally operated as independent advocates in self-regulatory, or
partly so, operational environments. Though, despite their relative regulatory independence, no realistic
examination of the lawyer’s role can ignore the relevance of the political and cultural norms dominant at any given
time. Such an examination is particularly difficult in a society evolving at the rate we now see. As a result, a full
assessment of the lawyer’s role is not the intention of the present article.
Rather, this is at first instance an acceptance that practical difficulties arise alongside a stubborn commitment to
rigid traditional ideas of the lawyer and his or her place in society. An attempt will be made to diagnose some of
the cracks in the traditional conception of the lawyer’s role. A consideration will follow as to whether a more
nuanced conception, which reflects more realistically on the practice of law in the modern world, can be envisaged.
Far from attempting to provide a complete picture of all conceptual and practical problems, this will involve a
focus on lawyer’s duties which might be applicable to one particular aspect of legal practice. The light here is shone
on lawyers’ duties in the realm of environmental law, in particular, where issues of climate change arise. This
analysis will conclude with a consideration of some potential cures to the systemic maladies of legal practice. It is
possible that, if the role is re-envisaged to reflect the changing societal and environmental landscape, there could
be a change in the commonly held belief as to a crisis of professionalism in the practice of law. Moreover, the
climate crisis needs action from all aspects of society and all parts of the world, something which international law
is slow to effectively mobilise. Lawyers are well aware of their importance in society, but to direct that peculiar
influence towards the betterment of society requires conscious attention and constant re-evaluation. Hopefully,
some insight can be gleaned from this analysis and some discussions around positive changes from within the legal
profession could at least be inspired in its wake.
Change does not come lightly to a role steeped tradition. Under the standard conception of the lawyer’s role,
partisanship, neutrality and non-accountability are seen as foundational.3 Acting in the best interests of the client
is primary and moral considerations need not bear much weight. Arguably, this relatively simple notion of legal
professionalism no longer provides an adequate account of what lawyers do, why they do so and how they go
about it. One reason for this increasingly defunct description is because the where and when of the lawyer’s role
have shifted as a global society has developed rapidly and unpredictably over the last century. The combination of
globalism and capitalism has brought about novel modes of governance, complex balances of power, and a more
privatised and deregulated global economy. Multinational corporations, international institutions and agreements,
and cross-border law firms bring about an array of challenges to traditional ideas of national sovereignty and the
operation of legal practice.4

2 Neil Walker, ‘The jurist in a global age’ (2017) in R van Gestel, HW Micklitz & EL Rubin (eds), Rethinking Legal Scholarship: A
Transatlantic Dialogue (Cambridge University Press, 2017) 84, 97
3 David Luban and Bradley Wendel, ‘Philosophical Legal Ethics: An Affectionate History’ (2017) 30 Georgetown Journal of Legal
Ethics 337, 343
4 Laurence Etherington and Robert Lee, ‘Ethical Codes and Cultural Context: Ensuring Legal Ethics in the Global Law Firm’ (Winter
2007) Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies, Vol. 14, No. 1, 95-118
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This new world order means that there are new expectations on lawyers if they are to adapt with the times and
retain their connection to the ever-evolving society in which they operate. It has been suggested that multinationals
and their lawyers “are ever more the makers of public policy for an interconnected world”.5 This is hard to deny
when one considers the financial resources and political influence of large multinationals such as oil and gas
companies. In many instances, their power outshines that of the states that supposedly govern them. Though it is
not just the clients that have gone global. Many law firms now provide an international service. As a result, issues
of ethics have become more convoluted and the resolution of ethical dilemmas less complete. It has been argued
that the classic style of regulatory control “may be replaced by a fluidity in which clearly defined rules and duties
are not easily discernible”.6 Thus, the ‘where’ is no longer a straightforward national legal system. Rather, it consists
of a network of both complementary and contradictory authorities pervasive on a global scale.
By ‘when’, what I mean to speak to is the fact that the lawyer’s role no longer holds the preeminent temporal
significance it once had. In a world where untested rules amass to deal with novel problems, and arise from a range
of sources, ties to the legal past lose value and predictions about where we are heading become less accurate. This
does not change the fundamental reality of the law, described by Walker as a “cultural product”.7 Rather it involves
an evolution of the context, and thus, the content of the law. Walker states that the meaning of this “artefact” is a
matter of “interpretative or speculative judgment and of reflection on deep tradition”.8 Arguably, as our global
society evolves and morphs into novelty, such reflections become blurred by history and such judgments become
more speculative due to the tide of change.
In some regards, it can be said that this new world order actively encourages, through financial, professional and
other types of reward, those who are willing to act for the present and disregard the utility of tradition and any
participation in a better future. The reality of this changing landscape for lawyers inevitably means that personal
and professional judgment can come into conflict more and more in their day-to-day work. Such judgments must
be made in the light of multitudinous, and not always clear cut, responsibilities to clients, colleagues, the courts,
and to society generally. An obvious dilemma arises where clients’ desires are out of alignment with certain ethical
considerations held by their lawyers. More and more we are learning how our activities have negative consequences
for the environment, for example.
A further alteration of the legal landscape has occurred within the relationship of lawyer and client. Often, powerful
clients will hold an expectation that their lawyers exist solely to act as “hired guns”,9 or at least to turn a blind eye
to morality and to use their specific skill, knowledge and influence towards the realisation of the single-minded,
client-focused goal. Increased competition in the legal market means that such clients can shop around for the
legal advice that is best suited to their interests. Though this problem is not solely one which leans on the morality
of lawyers, and frankly, its consequences are significantly more far-reaching. As Rhodes puts it, longstanding
problems of professionalism in the practice of law “are a matter of public as well as professional concern”, in that,
“the principles that guide professional practice have crucial social consequences”.10 Lawyers hold valuable
information and unique influence. This should not be forgotten in the current milieu rife with debate about
withering ideas of professionalism and growing commercialism in the practice of law.

Martha Nussbaum, ‘Cultivating Humanity in Legal Education’, The University of Chicago Law Review, 70:1, Centennial Tribute
Essays (Winter, 2003) 265-279, 275
6 ibid 95
7 Neil Walker, ‘The jurist in a global age’ (2017) in R van Gestel, HW Micklitz & EL Rubin (eds), Rethinking Legal Scholarship: A
Transatlantic Dialogue (Cambridge University Press, 2017) 84, 87
8 ibid.
9 Robert W Gordon, 1.3, ‘Why Lawyers Can’t Just Be Hired Guns’, in Deborah L Rhode, Ethics in Practice: Lawyers’ Roles, Responsibilities,
and Regulation’ (Oxford University Press, 2000)
10 Deborah L Rhode, ‘Ethics in Practice’ in Deborah L Rhode, Ethics in Practice: Lawyers’ Roles, Responsibilities, and Regulation’ (Oxford
University Press, 2000) 8
5
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While traditional ideas of professionalism may not persist into the future, as long as lawyers operate, their role will
be scrutinised by reference to the original notions of what service they ought to provide. An examination of the
difficulties that arise from an unwavering commitment to traditional ideas of the lawyer’s role forms the basis of
the first part of this article. This will lead into a consideration of a more nuanced, and hopefully realistic, conception
of the modern lawyer. Ultimately consisting of an attempt to inform a theoretical understanding of the lawyer’s
role, the function of this first part is to lay the foundations for the second part’s more practical investigation into
specific duties. As Suttle notes, “theoretical clarity is important for defining the broad contours of the landscape
and can lead to more effective practical applications”.11 In this vein, the current analysis seeks to outline the
academic discussion on the lawyer’s role and at the same time to bring some clarity to the grey area between theory
and practice.
The second part is intended as a natural progression from the first. Climate change is one of the most pressing
issues of our time, but crucially for many, it may not be pressing in this lifetime. This fact has birthed an intergenerational ignorance and/ or selfishness, which may not be malicious, but is certainly not admirable. And while
lawyers are not expected to be moral exemplars, and legal truth is not the same as moral truth, one might hope
that a commitment to justice, good faith and values which respect the society, and thus the environment in which
we live, ought to be an aspect of the professional legal pursuit.
To the extent that climate change is a contested moral or political question, positive action is not easily argued
against as doing so involves either ignoring or contesting the best science that we have. The Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change reported in 2018 with high confidence that, continuing at its current rate, global warming
is likely to reach 1.5 degrees Celsius between 2030 and 2052.12 Anything beyond 2 degrees would technically be a
breach of the main commitment of the Paris Agreement, to which there are 191 signatory parties. The
repercussions of climate change cannot simply be cured ex post facto. Yet we learned from a report in 2019 that
governments around the world are planning to produce around 120% more fossil fuels by 2030 than a 1.5 degree
pathway, and 50% more than a 2 degree pathway, would allow for.13 The latest report from the IPCC is stark and
specific. The world’s most authoritative body on issues of climate science earlier this year reported that the world
is likely to reach or exceed 1.5 degrees of warming within the next two decades.14 Imminent drastic action is clearly
required. A quote from Kassie Siegel, Senior Counsel and Director of the Centre for Biological Diversity’s Climate
Law Institute in the US lays a solid foundation for the themes and questions which have motivated the present
analysis. She says:
Some of the most important legal issues today are large corporations lying about climate change
and being able to pollute a few more years. The role of lawyers helping them do that and the
ethical considerations governing our profession will increasingly come under the microscope.15

Brooks A Suttle, ‘Reframing Professionalism: An Integral View of Lawyering’s Lofty Ideals’ (2011) 61 Emory JJ 161, 205
IPCC, 2018: Summary for Policymakers. In: Global Warming of 1.5°C. An IPCC Special Report on the impacts of global warming of 1.5°C above
pre-industrial levels and related global greenhouse gas emission pathways, in the context of strengthening the global response to the threat of climate change,
sustainable development, and efforts to eradicate poverty [Masson-Delmotte, V., P. Zhai, H. O. Pörtner, D. Roberts, J. Skea, P.R. Shukla, A.
Pirani, W. Moufouma-Okia, C. Péan, R. Pidcock, S. Connors, J.B.R. Matthews, Y. Chen, X. Zhou, M.I. Gomis, E. Lonnoy, T.
Maycock, M. Tignor, and T. Waterfield (eds.)]. In Press, 4
13 SEI, IISD, ODI, Climate Analytics, CICERO, and UNEP. (2019). The Production Gap: The
discrepancy between countries’ planned fossil fuel production and global production levels consistent with limiting warming to 1.5°C or 2°C, 2
14 Lee, J. Y., J. Marotzke, G. Bala, L. Cao, S. Corti, J. P. Dunne, F. Engelbrecht, E. Fischer, J. C. Fyfe, C. Jones, A. Maycock, J. Mutemi,
O. Ndiaye, S. Panickal, T. Zhou, 2021, Future Global Climate: Scenario Based Projections and Near-Term Information. In: Climate Change 2021:
The Physical Science Basis. Contribution of Working Group I to the Sixth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [MassonDelmotte, V., P. Zhai, A. Pirani, S. L. Connors, C. Péan, S. Berger, N. Caud, Y. Chen, L. Goldfarb, M. I. Gomis, M. Huang, K.
Leitzell, E. Lonnoy, J. B. R. Matthews, T. K. Maycock, T. Waterfield, O. Yelekçi, R. Yu and B. Zhou (eds.)]. Cambridge University
Press. In Press
15 Joshua Gostel, ‘Ethics, Energy and the Environment: A Proposal to Hold Attorneys to Certain Standards in Protecting Our Planet’
(2017) 30(4) Geo J Leg Ethics 819, 823
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The second part of this article will depart from an essentially descriptive analysis of the lawyer’s role in society and
begin a more explicit examination of externally sourced duties which lawyers may bare in relation to climate change.
It is widely acknowledged that extensive duties in relation to human rights already exist, and some comparisons
with these duties may prove useful. The leap to climate change from the realm of human rights is not a major one
given the ever-increasing incidences of catastrophic events caused by climate change, and the particular
vulnerability of certain communities.16 Left to its own devices, the current global machine will ensure that these
impacts become more frequent and more dramatic. And there will be no rolling back of those ‘few more years’ to
which Siegel refers.
PART 1: THE ROLE OF THE LAWYER IN SOCIETY
A. Varying Conceptions:
(i) Traditional Professionalism
Professionals hold positions of responsibility and authority in which one is generally expected to have a certain
level of skill, knowledge and competence. Professionalism then, though notoriously difficult to define, must to
some degree involve an ethic and a practice of living up to these expectations. While the professional nature of
the practice of law is widely accepted, it may be worthwhile to begin by asking: what is it that makes the practice
of law a profession? Kronman offers a reasonable explanation based on four observations. First, he claims that
legal practice is “a public calling which entails a duty to serve the good of the community as a whole”.17 Second,
he notes the non-specialised nature of the practice of law enabling the carrying out of a wide variety of work. The
third justification for the professional classification is lawyer’s supposed capacity for judgment. On this point,
Kronman claims that lawyers must develop their “perceptual and emotional powers” in addition to the presupposed level of intellectual skill.18 Finally, Kronman argues that the enduring nature of the law justifies a claim
to respect it, and that this “must be considered and weighed even when we reject it”.19
There is nothing unreasonable about Kronman’s four-part justification of the lawyer as a professional. It positively
informs the idea that the lawyer takes on a responsibility, which, by way of an interplay between their personality,
their intellectual judgment and their legal knowledge, ought to be carried out in a manner which respects the society
in which they operate, thus ensuring its endurance over time. This responsibility is summarised by Walker in
referring to legal practice as a “pervasively value-relevant activity”.20 He argues that the responsibility of the jurist
is to take this seriously and to look beyond a narrow client-focused approach, taking into account the broader
ethical implications of one’s work. Relevant to the current analysis of professionalism, is this idea of a duty which
extends beyond the demands of a client, and into the vague but socially important realm of the good of the
community. While the good of the community can and does change over time, is there something theoretically
tangible and lasting about the idea of professionalism? Or is any concept of professionalism merely an evanescent
ideal reflective of the prevalent norms and practices at the time of its conception?
(ii) Morality: How does it inform the role of the lawyer?

16 See; Oppenheimer, M., B.C. Glavovic , J. Hinkel, R. van de Wal, A.K. Magnan, A. Abd-Elgawad, R. Cai, M. Cifuentes-Jara, R.M.
DeConto, T. Ghosh, J. Hay, F. Isla, B. Marzeion, B. Meyssignac, and Z. Sebesvari, 2019: Sea Level Rise and Implications for Low-Lying
Islands, Coasts and Communities Supplementary Material; in: IPCC Special Report on the Ocean and Cryosphere in a Changing Climate (2019) [H.-O.
Pörtner, D.C. Roberts, V. Masson-Delmotte, P. Zhai, M. Tignor, E. Poloczanska, K. Mintenbeck, A. Alegría, M. Nicolai, A. Okem, J.
Petzold, B. Rama, N.M. Weyer (eds.)]. In press; accessed at https://report.ipcc.ch/srocc/pdf/SROCC_FinalDraft_Chapter4_SM.pdf
on 1 June 2020
17 Anthony T Kronman, ‘The Law as a Profession’ in Deborah L Rhode, Ethics in Practice: Lawyers’ Roles, Responsibilities, and Regulation
(Oxford University Press, 2000), 32
18 Ibid, 33
19 Ibid, 34
20 Neil Walker, ‘The jurist in a global age’ (2017) in R van Gestel, HW Micklitz & EL Rubin (eds), Rethinking Legal Scholarship: A
Transatlantic Dialogue (Cambridge University Press, 2017) 84, 96
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As opposed to codes of ethics, rules of conduct and those duties which are drawn from the principles embedded
in the framework of law, professionalism idealises self-motivated action. Thus, here we venture into what has been
described as the “murky waters” of intention and morality.21 What we have then is a spectrum. On one end of the
extreme is the standard conception of the lawyer. This type of lawyer has been described as operating with
“atomistic self-interest”22, and with a prerogative to ignore the morality of the actions of their client. One such
image is that of the “business servant”.23 It tends to be the client’s desires which take precedence at the cost of
other concerns. In this sense the business servant, conceptually at least, fails to balance their duty to the client with
other broader duties. The idea that some lawyers have utilised their position to manipulate the system in direct
opposition to the public interest has led to commentary on a crisis of professionalism.
Towards the other end of this spectrum would be a lawyer whose adherence to morality would not be ignored,
but rather incorporated into, thus informing their work. Simon, whose ‘Ideology of Advocacy’ provided the
definition of the standard conception of ethics noted at the outset, proposed a de-professionalisation of sorts
whereby such moral convictions would be part of legal practice, though did later abandon this idea.24 Clearly,
settling on one idea of the legal professional as the all-encompassing and persisting one is not a simple task and
may in fact be impossible in today’s world. It is clear then that legal ethics can be understood in two very different
ways. From one perspective, an ethic manifests in the normative rules laid down in professional codes of ethics.
From another, it is guided by individual conscience along with an understanding of, and respect for, morality in
the practice of law. Yet, in the reality of legal practice, there is at all times a balancing between the two.
In teasing out the foundations of this struggle, Nussbaum gazes back to the Greek and Roman Stoics and their
focus on a shared common humanity. From this universal idea, she notes that “we have moral obligations to
(people) that transcend the reach of current positive law”.25 These obligations to humanity formed the basis for
the development of international law “especially in the area of war and peace”.26 Thus, it would seem that the
resolution of nation-based conflicts requires a return to an objective morality and an understanding of the
interconnectedness of the world and its seemingly separate components. Arguably, the prevention of climate
change deserves the same depth of consideration given that its consequences could be devastating to society at
large. Moreover, the timescale involved is not enclosed by the same human limitations of war. Whether or not
being bound to certain ethical standards equates to a duty to consider environmental harm is an issue for
consideration in Part B. For now, it suffices to accept this stoic idea of a common humanity and ask how this has
manifested in legal practice.
Ethical codes are essentially a codification of moralistic principles into a set of generally accepted and expected
practices. The introduction of binding rules based on notions of the ‘right kinds’ of professional duties is a
relatively recent development. The American Bar Association introduced binding rules for the first time in 1969
and since then “there has been an outpouring of codification, commentary, and curricular initiatives on
professional responsibility”.27 While professional codes have seen very little change over the years, the profession
continues to face ever-more complex ethical dilemmas. Rhode believes that the failure of the codes to evolve is
partly due to “a lack of consensus about what the problems are, and what values should be most central to
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28
professional life.” This failure to underline the problems must be considered in the context of the overall role of
the lawyer. If, as has been submitted, defining a concrete role is potentially impossible for reasons such as the
changing legal environment and the variety of work carried out by lawyers, then the failure to identify the problems
must be seen in light of this malleable reality. Just as an organism and its environment cannot be understood
without reference to one and other, the ethical dilemmas faced by lawyers, and the values which must be weighed
against each other, cannot be solved in the absence of a realistic attempt to understand the societal role of the
modern lawyer.
The value of formal ethical codes in defining and guiding legal practice is a hotly contested issue consisting of
reasonable commentary on either side of the debate. Nicolson and Etherington and Lee express scepticism as to
the ability of duty-based codes to uphold high ethical standards.29 Some of the problems with a deontic approach
are identified by Nicolson and include, a reduction of standards to the lowest common denominator; requiring the
reduction of moral issue to formulae; minimising sensitivity to issues; and neglecting the need for judgment in
identifying and analysing problems and solutions.30 A further problematic outcome of such approaches might be
a felt sense that this tick the box exercise marks the end of the line in terms of fulfilling one’s moral obligations.
This is undeniably a worry given that, as noted by Nicolson, it is the lowest common denominator which one can
expect to see codified.
National Codes of Ethics commonly give primacy to the duty which is owed to the client with the subjugation of
other concerns. However, the IBA has made some positive developments recently in this regard. It published a
‘Climate Crisis Statement’ in May 2020.31 The statement begins, unsurprisingly, by making it clear that lawyers are
required to treat their client’s interests as paramount. Though it goes on to urge lawyers to take some positive
ethical action in their daily practice, including but not limited to, advising clients of the potential risks, liability, and
reputational damage arising from activity that negatively contributes to the climate crisis; encouraging clients to
disclose risks posed by the climate crisis to their operations when reporting to regulators, investors and
stakeholders; and engaging in climate dispute resolution on a pro-bono, volunteer, or reduced-fee basis.32
The utility of these recommendations might be questioned by some, but for others, the codification of rules and
guidance is a necessary addition to self-motivated morality. For Cranston, as the legal profession has become larger
and more variegated, a need has developed for the profession to be assimilated and disciplined by “rules and a
bureaucratic machinery”.33 He adds that the profession has had to give more attention to ethical standards because
“in many ways they are symbolic of how the profession sees itself”.34 Unlike Nicolson and Etherington and Lee,
Cranston calls for codes of conduct to be refined. He argues that the “linchpin” of the current rules around
confidentiality and loyalty is the assumption that a lawyer serves justice by single-mindedly serving the interests of
their clients. Some difficulties with this are identified. Firstly, he believes there is a public perception that this
particular formulation of the idea of serving justice is merely a method of obscuring the reality of lawyer’s selfinterest. Cranston opines that inequality in access to legal services, along with the varying quality of such services,
undermines this model’s validity. The second difficulty identified is that the notion of lawyers acting as a hired gun
has practical limitations. He notes that “in some circumstances, the law and the profession’s ethical rules recognise
that unquestioning zeal in a client’s interest may cause social harm”.35 Cranston opines that a move to more specific
Ibid
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rules of ethics is desirable but also inevitable, and that “intuition or appeals to secular or other morality are no
substitute for a framework of rules”.36 The chapter, written twenty five years ago, concludes with some salient
questions still relevant today:
When do the interests of others and the public interest trump devotion to the client’s interests?
When should a lawyer question his or her client’s intentions and activities and be justified by
code provisions in doing so? When should a lawyer cease to act for a particular client or indeed
disclose suspected wrongdoing to the relevant regulatory agency?37
While calls are regularly made to set out and uphold the foundational principles of the legal profession, agreement
on what these are, and how they should be realised, is not easily reached.38 And whether one believes in the moral
conviction of the individual or the imposition of rules which guide ethical decision-making, it is this lack of
agreement which provides one of the biggest obstacles to mending some of the problem-areas in the complex
relationship consisting of lawyer-client-and everyone else.
B. A Modern Understanding of the Lawyer’s role
(i) New dynamics in the lawyer-client relationship
Of course, all relationships evolve as the surrounding circumstances and the relative power of the parties change
overtime. The important question in this instance is whether there are aspects of the traditional relationship which
ought to be regarded as sacrosanct. Or alternatively, whether some aspects of the traditional relationship are no
longer fit for purpose, and thus, in need of adaptation and refinement. Complicating matters is the fact that lawyers
provide an array of services to a variety of clients. Traditional client loyalty, when focused on an individual in
relation to some personal matter, would usually pose no fundamental threat to the interests of the wider
community. However, the same cannot always be said of corporate clients. While the generation of profit is often
given statutory importance in the legislation which govern the duties of companies and their boards, this should
not, for reasons already elaborated, apply equally to the lawyers who advise them.
Pepper argues that corporations are a novel type of client and should be treated as such.39 Large business operations
are generally more powerful than individuals. As a result, they have the capacity to cause greater harm.40 Another
idiosyncrasy of many of these clients is the limited motivations informing their decision-making. Pepper comments
on the “dangerously limited” nature of the idea of shareholder profit in comparison to “the complexity and range
of individual human motivation, values and ends”.41 A further unique characteristic of the corporate client is a
tendency to be more price-conscious in their selection of representation. Recent decades have seen a steady
increase in the numbers of practicing lawyers in many countries. This trend has facilitated the selective tendencies
of certain clients with the capacity to be so inclined.
Statistics from the Solicitors Regulation Authority of England and Wales tell us that between December 2011 and
December 2020, there was an increase in the number of practicing solicitors in those countries by almost 27,000.42
One consequence of this trend common to developed economies, and noted by Rhode, is a heightened pressure
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on lawyers “to accept troubling cases or satisfy clients’ short-term desires at the expense of other values”.43 It is
arguably fair to assume that increased competition in the legal services market makes it more difficult for lawyers
to raise issues of ethics, or to challenge demands which would be regarded by many as unreasonable. This is
especially so in the absence of any guidelines or codes encouraging this type of consultation, through which a
lawyer could justify their unease with a specified and legitimised course of action.
It has even been suggested that the pendulum has swung so far in favour of client’s interests that lawyers “are
increasingly bound by a set of norms and codes of conduct that embody notions of ‘social responsibility’ that
originate from their clients’ understanding of their own social responsibility”.44 This is a worrying proposition and
flies directly in the face of any hope of the profession maintaining its calling to professionalism, independence,
and the a practice of the highest ethical standards. Whelan and Ziv, with an air of pessimistic realism, note how in
this neo-liberal age driven by forces of competition and deregulation, the legal profession’s claim to
professionalism has become “a leveraged business consideration”.45 They see a real risk of lawyer’s losing their
special privileges with this trend towards being considered as merely service-providers. As noted, Kronman has
averred that four features justify the claim that legal practice is a profession. However, the so-called “crisis of
professionalism” caused him to conclude that commercialisation, particularly in the larger firms, has compromised
each of these features. He believes that many lawyers now view their responsibilities to the public “as a luxury they
can no longer afford in the frantic scramble to attract business by appealing to the self-interest of clients”.46
Putting this analysis in the broader context of the evolution of the role of the lawyer over time, what becomes
clear is that a rigid adherence to client loyalty at the expense of broader duties to the community is both harmful
to society and to the legal profession itself. Whether there is one fix to the systemic maladies is highly unlikely. It
is also unclear what such a fix might look like. Moreover, proposals based on hindsight are inherently blurred by
the inaccuracy and emotional nature of memory. On this particular intellectual limitation, Galanter and Palay note
that “it is easy to believe that the way it is supposed to be is the way it used to be”.47 It is submitted that a reasonable
point of departure is to re-assess our understanding of the lawyer’s role in an effort to understand why so many
are writing about a crisis, and to attempt to understand the role in light of the new and ever-changing global
society.
(ii) The introduction of nuance
There are those who believe that even reaching a consensus on a definition of professionalism may no longer be
possible.48 But what if the fundamental nature of the definition is altered? What if we no longer limit the definition
by reference to the circumstances of its original framing? Some lawyers advise multinational corporations while
others advise individuals. Others act as government agents and others become judges. This is just the beginning
of a long list of positions of influence which lawyers hold globally. Nussbaum notes how the variety of work that
lawyers engage in creates possibilities to “set the norms and directions for public life”.49 For Suttle, the concept
of professionalism is not only complicated, but also dynamic.50 He notes how the oft-cited professionalism crisis
stems from developments in society generally, and in the practice of law in particular. Many of these developments
are irreversible. The cure is not to be found in attempts to reverse the tide, but through a process of oversight
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and management. Thus, Suttle believes that “this problem does not lend itself to a final and permanent solution”.51
His proposal is to view the tensions surrounding professionalism not in terms of a crisis, but rather as “an inherent
symptom of continuing social progress”.52
This theory is line with a parallel concept which views the journey to professional responsibility as the learning of
a culture rather than a code of rules.53 Once a perspective of this kind is realised, ameliorative efforts can hopefully
be more effective. The idea of professionalism as a process, which needs to be overseen and managed, arguably
provides the most practical basis on which lawyers themselves, and those who make the rules, could begin to
establish a mutually acceptable set of ethical duties which are appropriate for the times. Suttle concludes with a
call to the bar to remain vigilant, to ensure lawyers are instructed in contemporary aspirational values, and holds
hope that these values will retain their relevancy while society and the legal profession evolve.54 It is not just the
range and diversity of the work, but the complexity and also the specificity of the issues called to be advised upon
with which justifies an attempt to reenvisage the role of the lawyer.
What then could a new model for legal practice look like? While not attempting to provide a full account of such
a model, one can imagine some changes to the current realities of practice which could provide a service more
aligned with ethical standards, and thus more beneficial to society, clients, the profession itself, the environment,
and so on. Part B will turn to the intricacies of altering or adding to lawyer’s duties with this goal in mind.
By way of general overview, one positive development might be to accept something akin to Wald and Pearce’s
concept of a “relational approach”. Not unlike the present discourse, the authors do not attempt to provide a full
account of a professional ideology, but rather explore some of the difficulties with a profession they believe has
come to be dominated by the “pervasive influence of atomistic self-interest”.55 They note how the atomistic model
“has come to celebrate and embody aggressive self-interest as morally desirable”.56 Their proposed solution is to
pay more heed to the relationships which exist between people and organisations.57 This approach has benefits
both for those directly involved and for the wider community. For Wald and Pearce, such an approach requires
“an ethic of mutual benefit in relationships that includes basic values, such as honesty, trust and cooperation, as
well as consideration of the public good”.58 They argue that on a practical level, this approach, when applied to
counselling, could allow for a “plurality of values” rather than a single-minded iteration of client loyalty. Moreover,
an unconstrained loyalty to clients, which the authors believe to be ineffective, could be replaced by a duty of
loyalty which would go beyond the avoidance of conflicts and incorporate “a fiduciary commitment to wise
counselling and representation”.59 The feasibility of such an approach will be considered in the next part.
Of course, any positive change needs a realistic catalyst. Arguably, lawyers are best situated to redefine their role.
They are not solely beholden to the profit-generating ends of their clients, and as noted, often hold a range of
influential positions. Thus, redefining their own role is undeniably a realistic endeavour. In the absence of uniform
and widespread change, the uncertain interplay between individual responsibility and a commitment to codified
duties, be they national or international, will remain a constant aspect of the daily practice of lawyers.
PART 2: CLIMATE CHANGE AND LAWYER’S DUTIES
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Widespread action is needed, across sectors and regardless of borders, if something akin to ‘Paris Alignment’ is to
be achieved by those countries committed to doing so. That being the case, we learned recently in a report from
the Climate Accountability Institute that just 20 fossil fuel companies caused over one third of all greenhouse gas
emissions since 1965.60 Though since that time many others have turned a blind eye. In the mid-sixties, the impacts
on the environment from the burning of fossil fuels were arguably known, or at least becoming known, by those
in politics and the energy industry. While one might expect a broader spectrum of moral concern to be held by
national governments than private companies, twelve of these top emitters are in fact state-owned.61 The CAI
Report concludes with the following plea:
It is incumbent on companies that value their social license to operate to respect climate science,
manage corporate risks accordingly, commit to reducing future production of carbon fuels and
their emissions in alignment with the Paris Agreement pathway under 1.5 °C (net zero by 2050),
support the decarbonization of the global economy, and shift their capital investments toward
renewables, carbon sequestration, and low-carbon fuels in line with science-based targets.62
The introduction to this article closed with a quote from Director of the Centre for Biological Diversity’s Climate
Law Institute, Kassie Siegel. In it she opined that the lawyers assisting large corporations to continue in their
polluting activities, and the ethical considerations governing the profession, “will increasingly come under the
microscope”.63 To the extent that lawyers hold various duties to the public as well as to their clients, however
contested or uncertain they may be, adherence to certain standards must be a prerequisite to the profession
maintaining its status and respect in society. This is particularly so when the consequences of legal advice, in the
absence of a radical reassessment of underlying values, are as potentially detrimental as the changing of the climate.
This investigation will begin by laying out three foundational criteria on which the subsequent selection of duties
will be based. Whether or not a principled ethical framework can be delimited will be considered thereafter.
A. Criteria on Which to Base the Selection of Duties
In all reality, we know for the most part what is required of corporations and states to prevent the devastating
effects of climate change, but what is less discussed and understood is what basic values the legal profession ought
to operate under to achieve the same end. The following criteria are assumed to be foundational commitments of
a lawyer that need little justification. For this reason, they provide a useful starting point in the elucidation of more
specific duties. They have also been selected because they are broad enough to cover the whole range of legal
practice.
(i) Criterion 1: A commitment to the law
As well as being students, experts, and teachers of the law, lawyers are also officers of the legal system and of the
courts. The American Bar Association speaks of lawyer’s having a duty to “conform to the requirements of the
law”, to “use the law’s procedures only for legitimate purposes”, to “demonstrate respect for the legal system” and
to “uphold the legal process”.64 Thinking one step further, Gordon hopes that lawyers will “carry out their public
function of recommending improvements in the legal framework that will reduce the danger of their clients’ and
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65
their own subversion of that framework”. This responsibility includes the provision of an important societal
service as representatives of the legal interests of others. This commitment to the law in the provision of a service
is not then a selective one and the legitimacy of the entire body of law must be respected and upheld.
In relation to climate change, the practicalities of this commitment to law are complicated by the fact that
international law tends to lack bite. There are of course sacrifices in relation to stringency and specificity which
must be made at international negotiating tables. Diplomacy can only go so far when there are 191 voices, as there
are parties to the Paris Agreement. That said, while often lacking in substantive sanctions or genuine enforcement
mechanisms, international law entails explicit commitments between states at the highest level and, as such,
lawyers’ various commitments to the law ought to incorporate the treaties, protocols and conventions established
at international level. For Walker, the “jurist of the global age must perforce be interested in the rich diversity of
transnational law”.66 He refers to Twining’s idea of an engagement with a “general jurisprudence” and the study
of “legal traditions, cultures, or orders… from the micro-comparative to the universal”.67 While the International
Bar Association provides a standard guide of professional rules at this level, national professional rules take
primacy. And while client loyalty is recognised as the first and foremost concern of the lawyer, national rules also
recognise the importance of professional conduct in legal practice at the international level.68 Thus, a commitment
to the law is a commitment to all applicable law; and in those states who are parties to the Paris Agreement, the
commitments therein are a part of the legal framework which lawyers ought to respect and uphold.
(ii) Criterion 2: Independence
As elaborated upon in the first part, lawyer’s responsibilities are multi-faceted and have the capacity to require the
making of difficult ethical decisions. Finding a path forward that maintains the highest ethical standards can be
extremely complex. Crucial to the effective management of this precarious situation is the retention of the
profession’s independence. Independence underlies many of the privileges which form the basis of lawyers’
professional standing. They need to be able to turn down clients’ requests for legitimate reasons. They must have
the capacity to define their own work because, as discussed, they are officers of the legal system, and thus cannot
be blind servants of their clients’ interests. Rather they are advisers, advocates, and representatives. The Irish guide
to professional conduct puts it as follows:
Independence is essential to the function of solicitors in their relationships with all parties and
it is the duty of solicitors that they do not allow their independence to be compromised.
Solicitors should not allow themselves to be restricted in their actions on behalf of clients or
restricted by clients in relation to their other professional duties.69
Retaining the independence of the legal professional is essential to ensure that lawyers have the capacity to deal
with difficult ethical decisions when they inevitably arise. If a lawyer is beholden solely to their client’s wishes, any
duties which ought to be owed to parties outside of that relationship are subjugated to irrelevance.
(iii) Criterion 3: Honesty
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An unwavering commitment to the generation of profit has led some corporations to spend huge sums of money
on campaigns which skew the truth or proffer false alternatives. We saw this first with cigarette companies, and
again with fossil fuel companies. The climate crisis, with an immensely diverse range of causes, impacts and
culprits, is particularly susceptible to biased reformulations of self-serving narratives. Whether we expect the
codification of professional ethical rules, or are satisfied with the self- motivated moral judgment of lawyers, it is
hard to argue against a lawyer who is committed to the truth. Whether codified or not, honesty is an aspect of the
lawyer’s role which one might presume to be extant given their commitment to justice. Of course, questions as to
what an honest lawyer is in all possible circumstances are not clear cut. How and when a lawyer should be permitted
to breach client loyalty are extremely difficult questions to answer. The next section will consider whether there
might exist specific duties which could override a strict adherence to client loyalty and require certain steps to be
taken by a lawyer in circumstances where a client’s actions may be harmful to the environment.
B. Duties Consistent with these Moral Values
The three values above: commitment to the law, independence, and honesty have been selected as a starting point
for this investigation for three reasons. Firstly, one would have a difficult time finding a lawyer who did not at
least claim to hold these values at the fore in every aspect of their work. Secondly, these three values arguably
cover a significant breadth of the lawyer’s role. They encapsulate the lawyer’s standing in relationship to the
substance of their work, to the parties they encounter, and to their commitment to justice. And thirdly, in the
context of climate change, one can hardly deny that widespread commitment to these values from corporations,
state bodies, and their lawyers alike would amount to welcome progress in the global effort to protect the
environment. This section will analyse the substance of a number of duties which seem to be consistent with these
values and may provide a basis for an environmental element of ethical legal practice.
(i) Duty 1: A reformulated and limited duty of confidentiality
As has become quite clear, the prevailing idea in legal practice and in codes of ethics is that client loyalty is
paramount. Of course, lawyers must ensure the trust of their clients, and to do this, they must be honest about the
private nature of the relationship. But as has been seen, a lack of nuance inevitably leads to difficulties. Disputes
which arise in this context tend to revolve around questions as to whether a client’s confidence should be breached
in the interest of some other good. It has been argued that the elevation of confidentiality from a legal right held
by clients to a moral obligation placed on lawyers “created a conflict between the lawyer’s duty of loyalty to the
client on the one hand and his duties of candour and fairness on the other”.70 Patterson believes the new absolute
concept of loyalty, which was motivated in large part by money, became logically corrupt with the creation of this
exclusive moral obligation.71 The hope was that by serving the client’s interests, justice too would be served.72 But
we have seen that this has not been the case.
The first part noted some failings underlying the effectiveness of codes of ethics in formulating the parameters of
this duty. The American Bar Association accepts that “attorney-client privilege is one of the more complicated
and nuanced areas of an attorney’s practice”.73 Yet, ethical codes are in dire need of nuance and have been for
some time. Just over forty years ago, it was stated that “the ABA’s attempts to promulgate and enforce guidelines
for professional behaviour in the client misconduct dilemma have been resoundingly criticised as confusing and
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ethically unsatisfactory”. With the ongoing absence of detailed and effective guidelines or legislative rules, one
might hope that an ethical duty might evolve naturally in practice.
74

Moreover, one might be forgiven for assuming that such lessons might be learned in time. In 2006, information
was leaked about the destruction of documents by a law firm which would have been extremely damaging to their
client, British American Tobacco, in what has been labelled the “McCabe Tobacco Litigation”.75 In writing about
this litigation, Parker et al speak of lawyers as the gatekeepers of justice and make a connection between the classic
situation of a whistleblower and the ethically challenging situations which lawyers often find themselves in. They
believe lawyers are “justified, and indeed obligated, to whistleblow where they have information about clients
subverting the administration of justice”.76 They note how whistleblowing has become an essential tool for
ensuring the accountability of public institutions, yet lawyers lack the same protections.77 Large corporations are
continually gaining power and influence. Their capacity to damage the environment enhances alongside this
growth. But it is not fair to expect lawyers to disclose information if the rules are not in place which detail how
they can do so without repercussions; apart from the expected loss of business with which they had serious
reservations about in the first place.
In the United States, engineers, physicians and architects are all encouraged to adhere to the principles of
sustainable development in their respective codes of ethics in order to protect the environment for future
generations.78 Lawyers, who by reason of their training and the content of their work, understand the rules and
principles behind whistleblowing better than most, could go one step further and call for the incorporation of
disclosure rules into the practice of law. Disclosure requirements in relation to climate change and the environment
could be realised either by way of amendments to ethical codes, or through the introduction of legislation.
Requirements of this nature already appear in codes which relate to crimes and fraudulent activity. The harm that
will occur as a result of climate change has been noted and cannot be understated. It is submitted that these
exceptions to the duty of confidentiality should include incidences of environmental harm in circumstances where
the causes are clear, as are the culprits.
Lininger suggests that lawyers be permitted to disclose imminent environmental harm, whether criminal or not;
that they be encouraged to engage clients in dialogue related to the environmental aspects of their activities; and
that third-party harm be reconceptualised to include protection of the environment from professional
misconduct.79 The third of these proposals is aspirational and may be a stretch given the usual step-by-step nature
of regulatory development. Moreover, there tends to be a greater emotional response when the harm discussed is
that felt directly by people, even if this is due to environmental changes. The first of Lininger’s proposals is
essentially what is being suggested here; and the second will be dealt with shortly.
If one accepts the necessity, or at least the benefits, of the introduction of environmental disclosure rules, the only
remaining question is whether non-binding codes or guidelines would be a sufficient medium for conveying this
message. We saw the introduction in 2017 of voluntary disclosure recommendations by the Taskforce on Climaterelated Financial Disclosures (TCFD).80 This report is welcome and provides helpful guidance for companies on
how to increase their transparency in relation to climate risk. Ultimately however, there is no obligation on any
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Disclosures, June 2017) accessed at https://www.fsb-tcfd.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/FINAL-2017-TCFD-Report11052018.pdf on 23 July 2020.
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company to partake. The TCFD’s 2019 Status Update reported that while disclosure of climate-related financial
information had increased since 2016, the level was insufficient given the speed at which changes are needed to
limit the increase in global temperatures. It notes broadly that “more companies need to consider the potential
impact of climate change and disclose material findings”.81 This plea is vague, though this is unsurprising in light
of the voluntary nature of the work of the TCFD.
By implementing changes to legal confidentiality of this nature through legislation, the prospect of compliance is
drastically increased.82 Gostel notes that other disclosure laws already exist with the aim of protecting third parties
who could be harmed by the actions of a client.83 He adds: “because climate change can lead to the harming of
innocent people, it is not too much of a stretch to create a law to help prevent this harm”.84 Climate change is no
longer a future issue, something which the law often struggles to provide for. The impacts of climate change are
already being felt. The protection of clients’ privacy needs to be weighed against this reality.
(ii) Duty 2: Wise counselling and representation
The first criterion for the selection of duties was a commitment to the law, a trait which one would reasonably
expect of all lawyers. This idea can be taken to a number of different extremes, each of which can lead to varying
formulations of a resulting duty. If this commitment is seen solely as a commitment to upholding the word of the
law, then a lawyer’s duty may only be deemed to go as far as ensuring the lawfulness of a client’s conduct and
relieve the lawyers of a duty to consider the wider parameters. However, as has been submitted, lawyers are the
ideal candidates to make determinations as to what a wrongful usage of the law might look like. This more
expansive responsibility, if reasonably held, could oblige lawyers to consider the actions of their clients, not on a
strict understanding of the letter of the law, but with a fuller consideration as to what the intended use of the law
is, as well as what the repercussions of its misuse might look like. Ultimately, how the client chooses to proceed is
at their discretion. However, a lawyer may find themselves in a situation where they have to choose between
honesty and independence or proceeding with a lower standard of ethics and deferring to the client’s proposals.
While not seeking to establish an obligation, the American Bar Association’s guidance on this clearly stems from
a holistic conception of a lawyer who can and ought to see the fuller picture, and ultimately, is willing to convey
this wider reality to their clients. They state that in giving advice, “a lawyer may refer not only to law but to other
considerations such as moral, economic, social, and political factors that may be relevant to the client’s situation”.85
Engaging in dialogue with a client is one obvious and relatively simple potential restraint on the wrongful use of
the law. The relative interests of all parties who may be affected can be discussed. Moreover, as Pepper notes, a
dialogue of this kind is useful whether or not the client changes their mind, as “it enlivens and enriches our shared
moral experience and understanding, while a purely legal and material perspective may well diminish and
impoverish it”.86 The benefits seem obvious, but in the absence of clear guidelines or duties, it is not surprising
that these kinds of discussions are unlikely in practice. Guidance of this kind already exists in relation to human
rights. The Law Society of England and Wales, in relation to advising clients on the human rights impacts of their
activities, states, “it is well established that where in the course of taking instructions a solicitor learns of facts
which reveal the existence of obvious risks, the solicitor is required to do more than merely advise within the strict

81 Task force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures: Status Report, (Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures, 2019) accessed at
https://www.fsb-tcfd.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/2019-TCFD-Status-Report-FINAL-053119.pdf on 23 July 2020
82 Joshua Gostel, 'Ethics, Energy, and the Environment: A Proposal to Hold Attorneys to Certain Standards in Protecting Our Planet'
(2017) 30 Geo J Legal Ethics 819, 836
83 Ibid
84 Ibid, 830
85 American Bar Association (2020), Text of the Model Rules of Professional Conduct, ABA, accessed at
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/professional_responsibility/publications/model_rules_of_professional_conduct/rule_2_1_advi
sor/ on 26 July 2020
86 Stephen L Pepper, 'Three Dichotomies in Lawyers' Ethics (with Particular Attention to the Corporation as Client)' (2015) 28 Geo J
Legal Ethics 1069, 1132
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limits of the retainer”. It is submitted that such a duty ought to extend to the environmental risks related to the
conduct of a client.
87

(iii) Duty 3: Due diligence and the making of ethical assessments
The third and final duty is one which has the potential to enhance the efficacy of the previous two by better
informing lawyers as to what issues may require discussion with a client and what information might need to be
disclosed. Again, a comparison to human rights may provide some guidance. In 2019, the FAO published a report
examining the responsibilities of lawyers in relation to human rights impacts on tenure rights holders when advising
on agricultural investments. The Report drew from the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights and from relevant FAO Guidelines88 and states the following:
Law firms will wish to be able to demonstrate that they operate due diligence internally as well
as supporting their clients to conduct appropriate due diligence. Due diligence is an ongoing
process to enable businesses to ‘know and show’ that they are addressing their human rights
impacts through assessing impacts, taking integrated action in response to identified impacts,
and tracking and monitoring, and communicating the company’s efforts to address its human
rights impacts.89
Thus, in the human rights sphere, this undertaking is one which exists within the lawyer-client relationship, and
also as part of a firms own ethical practice. The dual aspect of this duty makes the codification of specific rules a
difficult task. Moreover, policies and processes will understandably need to vary according to a firm’s size, their
circumstances, and the nature of the activity being assessed. Human rights due diligence in the context of tenure
rights is broadly noted to involve mapping impacts by conducting surveys; reviewing national laws; and consulting
with and ensuring the participation of all potentially affected stakeholders.90 This process arguably does not
translate easily to activities which may pose environmental risks. Firstly, it is extremely difficult to single out a set
of people who suffer from the effects of climate change as caused by one particular harmful activity. Secondly, a
regulatory review would need to be broader, and consider what international commitments the state in question
may have. Whether such commitments could extend to private activities must also be of concern. The mapping
of impacts, however, is something that already occurs in environmental law in the form of Environmental Impact
Assessments (EIAs), though the applicability of this process to climate change impacts is not entirely clearcut.91
Sok et al examine the suitability of climate change issues to the normal EIA processes. In doing so they surveyed
members of the International Association for Impact Assessment. They note that, from one perspective,
greenhouse gases could be treated like “any other pollutant or cumulative environmental effect”.92 However,
another perspective might take into account the seriousness of climate change, and thus hold that EIAs ought to
include specific requirements related to climate change issues. From the surveyed members, a majority believed
that guidelines and regulations were important at all stages of the EIA process.93 This is not something that we
have seen to date in relation to climate change. Sok et al conclude with a “call to arms” on behalf of EIA
practitioners in circumstances where formal regulations and higher-level policies may be too slow in the making.
In the absence of these formalities, individual action provides the only hope.

Solicitors Regulation Authority, Guide to Professional Conduct.
UN FAO Voluntary Guidelines on the Responsible Governance of Tenure of Land, Fisheries and Forests (VGGT)
89 Ibid, vi
90 Ibid. 39
91 Vong Sok, Bryan J. Boruff & Angus Morrison-Saunders, ‘Addressing Climate Change Through Environmental Impact Assessment:
International Perspectives from a Survey of IAIA Members’ (2011) Impact Assessment and Project Appraisal, 29(4) 317, 318
92 Ibid
93 Ibid, 324
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C. A Normative Framework of Ethics

The present analysis, while initially descriptive, also intends to inform evaluative and normative considerations
about the lawyer’s role, and how it ought to evolve. This requires more than theoretical arguments about the
lawyer’s place in society and must endeavour to provide cogent justification as to why certain ethical practices are
good and ought to be considered as duties. Hopefully, some insight into potential improvements can be gleaned
from this. Moreover, the standard of duties framing the normative framework must fit with the descriptive
concepts of the lawyer’s role. As well, it is hoped that a normative framework based on re-aligned ethical duties
can be justified by the changes which have occurred in the realities of legal practice over the last number of decades.
The present argument is essentially that certain modifications to our understanding of the lawyer’s role in society,
and to rules around confidentiality, wise counselling, and due diligence, could benefit all interested parties,
including broader society. While there may not yet exist specific duties on lawyers to consider the protection of
the environment in their advice to clients, some of the foundational values on which the profession is based
arguably justify a renewal of some of the ethical cornerstones of legal practice. It is hoped that the rules governing
or guiding lawyer’s duties can be clarified and updated to appreciate the new ethical complexities of the practice
of law in modern society, as well as the many relationships and affected parties therein. Ultimately, lawyers are
best-placed and best-suited to steer the course of the profession.
CONCLUSION
As the opening comment from Walker notes, globalisation has created and amplified both commonalities and
differences in respect of interests, identities, values and law. It has also birthed a cultural acceptance of blind
economic growth and an ethic of consumption. The most recent IPCC report tells us that ‘each of the last four
decades has been successively warmer than any decade that preceded it since 1850’.94 The causes of climate change
are no longer blurred into obscurity by those who benefit from widespread ignorance. They are well-known and
well-expressed. Possible cures however are multitudinous and uncertain. Success is required on every front. This
problem is a global commonality, although its impacts will be felt first and foremost by vulnerable communities.
Differences, be they of opinion or action, must be resolved and aligned.
Lawyers have always held positions of responsibility. They hold themselves to high ethical standards and society
expects the same. Clearly, there are duties expected of lawyers which can and do relate to situations where a client’s
actions may have consequences for the climate. However, it is submitted that in their traditional iterations, as
vague and unspecific guidelines set out in national and international codes of conduct, these duties cannot ensure
that key values underlying the profession are upheld. A number of these shortcomings have been discussed. It is
submitted that the creation of legislative duties, in areas such as disclosure, consultation and due diligence would
be beneficial, not only to clients and wider society, but also to lawyers, by providing structural guidance and
legislative support for their decisions. In the absence of legislation, the refinement of codes of ethics with the
introduction of an element of nuance would be welcome. The IBA’s Climate Crisis Statement is a positive
development in this regard but, in practice, it is national codes which hold greater weight.
The aim has been to shed light on some of the problems that go along with a failure to acknowledge the need for
the legal profession to evolve. In the absence of rules, lawyers themselves have the position and power to
determine the responsibility which they will bear, and thus, the role which they will inhabit. A re-evaluation of

94 IPCC, 2021: Summary for Policymakers. In: Climate Change 2021: The Physical Science Basis. Contribution of Working Group I to
the Sixth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [Masson-Delmotte, V., P. Zhai, A. Pirani, S. L.
Connors, C. Péan, S. Berger, N. Caud, Y. Chen, L. Goldfarb, M. I. Gomis, M. Huang, K. Leitzell, E. Lonnoy, J.B.R. Matthews, T. K.
Maycock, T. Waterfield, O. Yelekçi, R. Yu and B. Zhou (eds.)]. Cambridge University Press. In Press, SPM-5, para. A.1.2 (accessed at
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/downloads/report/IPCC_AR6_WGI_Full_Report.pdf on 14 September 2021)
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ethical practices can hopefully be expected to motivate positive change, or at a minimum, motivate discussion
which could lead to such change.
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THE JUDICIAL REVIEW OF EMPLOYERS' DECISIONS:
ABOUT THE TRANSFERABILITY OF PUBLIC LAW
TO PRIVATE LAW IN THE EMPLOYMENT CONTEXT
AS A LEGAL COMPARISON BETWEEN
UNITED KINGDOM AND GERMANY
Benedict Seiwerth1
ABSTRACT
The application of proportionality as a test in English employment law to review employers exercise of discretion
is increasingly discussed. Since in German law proportionality is well established in both public law as well as
employment law, this article aims to contribute to the English debate via a comparison between both jurisdictions.
This article will explore three issues: first, how the public/private divide is perceived in each jurisdiction and thus
forms a potential obstacle to the translation of public law concepts into the employment field; secondly, the article
will assess how the considerations on appropriate judicial restraint, by which the German labour courts are guided
in the flexible formulation and application of proportionality in individual employment cases (so-called ‘deference
factors’), compare to those deference factors recognised by English courts. This analysis will be carried out using
the example of occupational pensions, bonuses and work instructions/ relocations; thirdly, whether the implied
term of ‘trust and confidence’ provides a sufficient basis for a proportionality test in English employment law.
The article will argue firstly that, despite the differences between both legal systems, the courts of both jurisdictions
mainly consider the same deference factors in a similar manner, which allows to carry over considerations and
experiences made by German labour courts. Secondly, that the wage-work bargain is apt to form a (further)
deference factor for the English courts as well, which could justify proportionality rooted in the intentions of the
parties. Thirdly, that the implied term of mutual trust and confidence is an appropriate basis for proportionality
tests, which can be formulated and applied in a flexible way, because the purpose of many discretionary powers
requires that employers, when exercising discretion, must take into account the interests of employees as
well — for which proportionality is the best tool.

1 LLM in Labour Law and Corporate Governance at University of Bristol. PhD candidate at University of Tuebingen and currently an
Associate at Baker McKenzie.
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1. Introduction
Employment relationships have, inter alia, two features: first, the incomplete nature of employment. Employment
contracts are often agreed for an indefinite time. As the employee’s role might evolve, and the employer’s demand
change, many particulars cannot be foreseen and regulated expressly ex-ante. Such particulars may even concern
essential elements of the bargain (e.g. pay, place or hours of work). To address the ‘incompleteness problem’,
employers are often given or reserve contractual discretionary powers in the employment contract. However, there
is a risk inherent in every power that it may be abused, misused or at least used opportunistically, which becomes
even more significant when one considers the second feature of an employment relationship: employers’ unequal
bargaining power relative to their employees.2
Since Braganza, the established standard of contractual review on the outcome of a decision is whether an employer
did not reach a decision which no reasonable decision-maker could have reached (Wednesbury reasonableness).3 A
mere glance at the formulation of the test indicates the enormous margins of discretion of the employer. At the
same time, as Transco illustrates, the protection provided by statutory rights as an alternative means is only
fragmentary.4 As a result, decisions made by employers may be reasonable and thus valid, but nonetheless be far
from legitimate employee expectations or, at least, contractual fairness.
By applying Wednesbury, a public law test, Braganza acknowledges parallels between employers and public bodies in
the exercise of power over a person. Drawing on this, this article will examine whether and how proportionality,
as a more sensitive test, is adequate to inspire a development that leads to more intensive contractual review as a
way of securing fairness in the exercise of discretionary powers. Since in German law proportionality is established
in both public law and in the review of contractual powers in the employment contract, this examination shall be
carried out as a comparison between both legal systems. To this end, the article will assess the prospects for a
doctrine of proportionality in English employment contracts based upon the German experience. Since both legal
systems differ in many regards, the limitations on ‘transplantation’ in comparative method will be assessed. In
particular, the article will explain how proportionality as a ground for judicial review in English public law is less
well-established than its position in German public law. With these issues in mind, the article will explore three
issues: first, how the public/private divide is perceived in each jurisdiction and thus forms a potential obstacle to
the translation of public law concepts into the employment field (3.); secondly, the article will assess how the
considerations on appropriate judicial restraint, by which the German labour courts are guided in the flexible
formulation and application of proportionality in individual employment cases (so-called ‘deference factors’),
compare to those deference factors recognised by English courts. This analysis will be carried out using the
example of occupational pensions, bonuses and work instructions/ relocations (4.);5 thirdly, whether the implied
term of ‘trust and confidence’ (referred to as "TC" hereafter) provides a sufficient basis for a proportionality test
in English employment law. The article will conclude by suggesting that the flexible German approach may thus
provide guidance to establish proportionality as a ground for contractual review in English employment law as
well (5).
2. Preliminary: Potential Pitfalls

Würdinger, M., in ‘MÜNCHENER KOMMENTAR ZUM BGB (8th ed.)’ (2019), [Section 315 BGB] para 63
3 Braganza v BP Shipping Ltd and another [2015] UKSC 17, [2015] ICR 449, 457 [19] (Baroness Hale), 460 [30] (Lord Hodge), 476 [103]
(Lord Neuberger), referring to Associated Provincial Picture House Ltd v Wednesbury Corporation [1948] 1 KB 223, 233-234; application of
Wednesbury reasonableness recently confirmed by IBM United Kingdom Holdings Ltd v Dalgleish [2017] EWCA Civ 1212, [2018] 1681
4 Transco Plc (formerly BG Plc) v O'Brien [2002] ICR 721-728
5 In German understanding, a relocation is a subset of the general term of ‘work instruction’. When an employer relocates an
employee, the employer simply issues an instruction specifying the place where the work is to be performed. In more detail see below
in Ch 4.2.1
2
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As made clear at the outset, this article will demonstrate that proportionality does not have to be a peculiarity of
German employment law. However, although the methodologies applied in comparative law are generally
recognised as a sui generis academic discipline,6 it is important to clarify what expectations can be placed on how
comparative methods is used in this piece. To this end, this section intends to establish the purpose of comparisons
made between English law and German law.
Kahn-Freund identified three purposes of comparative law for the use of legal reform.7 In his view, foreign law
could first be considered with the aim to unify legal systems; secondly, to give legal effect to social change taking
place in a foreign country in a similar way to that in one's own country; and thirdly, to promote social change in
one's own country, which foreign law is ‘designed either to express or to produce’.8
When it comes to proportionality limiting the employer's power over its employees and thus serves to protect the
latter, it cannot be said with certainty whether its establishment in English law would keep abreast of social changes
already occurring or whether its establishment would facilitate social change. Either way, it is recognised that
employment relationships are characterised:
‘by an imbalance of economic power. Recognising the vulnerability of employees to
exploitation, discrimination, and other undesirable practices, and the social problems which can
result, Parliament has long intervened in those relationships […] rather than leaving their rights
to be determined by freedom of contract.’9
Hence, the endeavour of this article can cautiously be categorised as pursuing the second purpose identified by
Kahn-Freund, namely to adapt common law to the social changes already happening.
However, this cannot be achieved by a mere ‘transplantation’ of proportionality into English law, as understood
in German law. Because, as Kahn-Freund put it in a nutshell, even though:
‘all purely intellectual obstacles to assimilation are, in practice, surmountable; the real obstacles
are to be found in the widely differing histories, political and social structures of European
countries.’10
At this point, one might be inclined to refer to the shared history and common developments between Germany
and the United Kingdom since the latter joined the European Union in 1973;11 and to highlight those legal changes
that the United Kingdom has undergone driven by the vision of a social Europe.12 However, one cannot conceal

Zweigert, K., & Kötz, H., ‘Introduction to comparative law (3th ed. reprinted)’ (2011), The Functions and Aims of Comparative Law,
13
7 Kahn-Freund, O., ‘On Uses and Misuses of Comparative Law’ (1974), The Modern Law Review, 37(1), 1-27
8 Ibid, 2
9 Regina (UNISON) v Lord Chancellor (SC(E)) [2017] 3 WLR 409, 417[6]
10 Kahn-Freund, O., ‘Common Law and Civil Law: Imaginary and Real Obstacles to Assimilation’ (1978), in Cappelletti, M., ‘New
Perspectives for a Common Law of Europe’ (1978), 137, 163-4
11 Back then, until the Maastricht Treaty of 1992, the European Community as its predecessor.
12 Cf. Davies, A.C.L., ‘Perspectives on Labour Law (2th ed.)’ (2009), ‘The UK joined the EC in 1972. Although the Community began
life as an economic union, its role in labour law has increased over time. During the 1980s and early 1990s, Community law was a
source of new developments in workers’ rights against their employers’.
Or the ‘Good Work: The Taylor Review of Modern Working Practices’ (July 2017), p 107, available at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/good-work-the-taylor-review-of-modern-working-practices: ‘The principles that
underpin the employment law framework we use today have developed over decades – a combination of domestic policy intervention,
European legislation and a plethora of case law’.
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that proportionality as a ground for judicial review is less well-anchored in English law than in German law, due
to historical and political differences.
The German constitutional law, referred to as Basic Law (Grundgesetz — GG), is largely shaped by experiences
made during the cruel Nazi regime.13 Correspondingly, human dignity and the right to personal freedom are at the
heart of the German constitution.14 Constitutionally, people enjoy fundamental rights which they cannot be
deprived of.15 In this vein, the Federal Constitutional Court ruled that the principle of proportionality arises from
the very nature of fundamental rights, and — as an element of the German principle of substantive Rechtsstaat16
expressing that all three powers are bound by law and justice — has constitutional status.17 Proportionality seeks
to safeguard the position that the actions of the state do not intervene in fundamental rights more than necessary.
To this end, the general German understanding of proportionality works on four limbs:
‘A decision must pursue a legitimate aim (a), be appropriate (b), be necessary (c) and there must
be an adequate relationship of proportionality between the benefits resulting from achieving the
legitimate aim on one hand and the impact on the interests affected on the other (‘narrow
proportionality’)’18
The significance of proportionality as a ground for judicial review is different in English public law. The English
constitution is originally not based on the idea of fundamental rights but on the idea of residual freedom according
to which citizens may do or say whatever they want, unless it is so prohibited by law.19 The requirement that

For an interesting overview of the Labour Party's relationship to the EU single market and its prerequisite of a social Europe, see:
Cole, J., ‘UK Labour and the EU Single Market: ‘Social Europe’ or ‘Capitalist Club’?’ (2020), The Political Quarterly, Volume 91, Issue
2, 430-441.
13 Whittaker, S., & Zimmermann, R., ‘Good faith in European contract law: surveying the legal landscape’ (2000), in Whittaker, S., &
Zimmermann, R., 'Good Faith in European Contract Law' (2000), p 22.
14 This is reflected in the fact that both values are laid down at the very beginning in Article 1 and 2 of the Basic Law.
15 Article 19 (2) GG: ‘In no case may the essence of a basic right be affected’.
16 Rechtsstaat can be translated as ‘state under the rule of law’.
17 Federal Constitutional Court of 19 October 1982 – 1 BvL 34/80, 1 BvL 55/80, in NEUE JURISTISCHE WOCHENSCHRIFT
[1983] 559, p 559.
The principle of substantive Rechtsstaat means that the German constitution embodies certain values to all of which the legislature,
executive and judiciary must have regard to when exercising their task. Freedom as protected by German Basic Law therefore does not
mean unlimited freedom, since the constitution itself is rampart trying to prevent a further regime like the Nazi one. Böckenförde, a
scholar and former member of the Federal Constitutional Court, describes substantive Rechtstaat as follows in Böckenförde, E.W.,
‘State, Society and Liberty’ (1992), p 67:
‘The logic of thinking about values and justice demands that the constitution conceived along the lines of the material Rechtstaat should
lay claim to an absolute validity extending to all spheres of social life. […] It no longer guarantees liberty unconditionally by way of
formal legal demarcation; it does so only within the fundamental system of values (Wertgrundlage) embodied in the constitution’.
18 Federal Constitutional Court of 27 February 2008 – 1 BvR 370/07, in NEUE JURISTISCHE WOCHENSCHRIFT [2008] 822,
p 828-829, para 218 and 227.
This understanding similar to the ‘structured test’ described by Lord Neuberger in Lawrence and another v Fen Tigers Ltd and others (No 3)
(SC(E)) [2015] USKC 50, [2015] 1 WLR 3485, p 3497, para 31; and as explained in Forsyth, C.F., & Wade, W., ‘Administrative Law
(11th ed.)’ (2014), p 307 and in Elliot, M., & Robert, T., ‘Public Law (3th ed.)’ (2017), p 543.
However, the respective first limbs are different to the German understanding, as German courts do not ask whether an objective is
‘sufficiently important’ but ‘legitimate’. An objective is usually ‘legitimate’ if it is consistent with the purpose of the legislation on which
the administrative decision is based.
19 Attorney General v Guardian Newspapers Ltd (No.2) [1988] 2 W.L.R. 805, p 869; or as the former Prime Minister John Major put it even
in 1997: ‘We have no need of a Bill of Rights because we have freedom’, as cited in Lord Irvine of Lairg, ‘The Lord Chancellor, The
Development of Human Rights in Britain under an Incorporated Convention on Human Rights, Law Society Hall, London,
16 December 1997 (The Tom Sargent Memorial Lecture).
Historically, the protection of fundamental rights is warranted only fragmentary. One example is the Habeas Corpus Act 1679
requiring a court to examine the lawfulness of a detention and therefore prevent unlawful or arbitrary imprisonment, Farbey, J., &
Sharpe, R.J., & Atrill, S., ‘The Law of Habeas Corpus’ (2011), p 16.
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freedom may only restricted by law is one aspect of the rule of law coined by Dicey.20 In this respect, the English
rule of law is comparable with the German principle of Rechtsstaat. However, the rule of law does not require a floor
of rights.21 In theory, parliament, due to its sovereignty, has unlimited legislative authority and does not need to
respect fundamental rights.22 As parliament is superior to the judiciary, the traditional understanding of the role of
the courts is limited to supervision that public authorities do not overstep the limits of their powers (jurisdiction)
given by parliament (ultra vires doctrine).23 Where courts want to review a public act on grounds of abuse, they
cannot invoke fundamental rights or values to justify their own jurisdiction unless parliament has enacted them,
as in the Human Rights Act 1996 (HRA).24 Outside the scope of such express rights, courts justify their review on
the outcome of public decisions by the implicit intent of parliament that no delegated power shall be used irrational
(Wednesbury unreasonableness).25
Indeed, the concept of irrationality or unreasonableness evolved over time and became more protective of citizens,
which is demonstrated by the so-called sub-Wednesbury test, according to which a public decision intensely
interfering with fundamental rights is subject to a ‘most anxious scrutiny’:26 A decision which encroaches on the
rights of a citizen is unreasonable if there is no important public interest in the restriction of the right. In such
cases, mere plausibility is not sufficient. In addition, there has been an impetus to develop proportionality as a
general common law test in English public law.27 However, according to the European Court of Human Rights,
the sub-Wednesbury test — preferred to a separate test of proportionality28 — is less intense than a proportionality
test.29 As a result, despite its relevance to cases concerning fundamental rights and European law,30 proportionality
is not yet formally recognised as a general common law test replacing the Wednesbury standard, but part of an
ongoing vigorous debate.31 There is, however, a silver lining: in the more recent case of Pham v Secretary of State,
where a citizen appealed against the deprivation of his citizenship, the UK Supreme Court
20 Dicey, A.V.‚ ‘Introduction to the study of the law of the constitution (1885)’, p 167-168; the principle of legality was articulated first
in John Entick, Clerk v Nathan Carrington and Three Others, Messengers in Ordinary to the King (1765) 2 Wilson, K. B. 275 95 E.R. 807-818,
holding a raid on a citizen's home as unlawful due to the lack of statutory or common law powers.
21 Forsyth, C.F., & Wade, W., ‘Administrative Law (11th ed.)’ (2014), p 20.
22 Ibid, p 19. Jean Louis Delolme describes the sovereignty of parliament somewhat smugly as: ‘It is a fundamental principle with
English lawyers, that Parliament can do everything but make a woman a man, and a man a woman’, as cited in Dicey, A.V.‚
‘Introduction to the study of the law of the constitution (1885)’, p 39.
23 Forsyth, C.F., & Wade, W., ‘Administrative Law (11th ed.)’ (2014), p 27; critical about the ultra vires doctrine: Craig, P., ‘Competing
models of judicial review’ (1999), Public Law, Aut, 428-447; Craig, P., ‘Ultra Vires and the Foundations of Judicial Review’ (1998), The
Cambridge Law Journal, Volume 57, Issue 1, 63-90; Arden, M.D., ‘The Changing Judicial Role: Human Rights, Community Law and
the Intention of Parliament” (2008), 67 The Cambridge Law Journal, Volume 67, Issue 3, 487-507.
24 Forsyth, C.F., & Wade, W., ‘Administrative Law (11th ed.)’ (2014), p 27.
25 This is illustrated by the fact that proponents of the so-called ultra vires doctrine explain the judicial review on ground of, say,
irrationality as being justified by the implicit will of parliament that no decision should be taken irrationally, cf. Forsyth, C.F., & Wade,
W., ‘Administrative Law (11th ed.)’ (2014), p 28-29.
26 Regina v Ministry of Defence Regina, ex p Smith [1996] ICR 740; R v Secretary of State for the Home Department, ex p Bugdaycay [1987] AC 514.
27 Council of Civil Service Unions and others v Minister for The Civil Service (‘GCHQ’) [1985] ICR 14, p 37, para E: ‘That is not to say that
further development on a case by case basis may not in course of time add further grounds. I have in mind particularly the possible
adoption in the future of the principle of “proportionality” which is recognised in the administrative law of several of our fellow
members of the European Economic Community; but to dispose of the instant case the three already well-established heads that I
have mentioned will suffice’.
28 Regina v Secretary of State for the Home Department, ex p Brind [1991] AC 696, p 722: ‘As Watkins L.J. pointed out, acceptance of
"proportionality" as a separate ground for seeking judicial review rather than a facet of "irrationality" could easily and speedily lead to
courts forgetting the supervisory nature of their jurisdiction and substituting their view of what was appropriate for that of the
authority whose duty it was to reach that decision’.
29 Smith and Grady v UK (2000) 29 EHRR 493.
30 Following the ECtHR decision Smith and Grady (2000) 29 EHRR 493 and the enactment of the HRA 1998, in R (Daly) v Secretary of
State for the Home Department [2001] UKHL 26, [2001] ICLR 532-549, the court recognised proportionality as the relevant test for cases
concerning Convention Rights.
31 Lewans, M., ‘The Legacy of the Diceyan Dialectic.’, in ‘Administrative Law and Judicial Deference’ (2016), p 73-80; Sales, Sir P.,
‘Rationality, Proportionality and the Development of the Law’ (2013), 129 Law Quarterly Review 223, p 224; Leigh, I., ‘The standard
of judicial review after the Human Rights Act’, in Fenwick, H., & Masterman, R., & Phillipson, G., ‘Judicial Reasoning under the UK
Human Rights Act’ (2007), p 174-178: Thomas, R., ‘Legitimate Expectations and Proportionality in Administrative Law’ (2000), p 77.
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suggested — obiter — that the proportionality test might become more widespread in the domestic law. In this
spirit, Lord Sumption doubted
‘whether it is either possible or desirable to distinguish categorically between ordinary and
fundamental rights, applying different principles to the latter. There is in reality a sliding scale, in
which the cogency of the justification required for interfering with a right will be proportionate
to its perceived importance and the extent of the interference.’33
But how should one deal with the remaining differences between developments in Germany and the UK? First,
recognising the fact that there are degrees of transferability, Kahn-Freund uses a metaphor according to which a
transplantation might be of a ‘mechanic’ or an ‘organic’ nature.34 While some legal institutions are linked closely
to their original political and historical environment (organically), others are linked more loosely (mechanically)
and thus easier to compare. Second, Teubner argues that institutional transplants are ‘irritating’ in two dimensions.
Foreign law, so Teubner, impacts the domestic legal discourse but also the social discourse the domestic law is
linked to.35 Teubner concludes that both ‘irritating’ effects lead to an individual development within the domestic
idiosyncrasies.
Drawing on this, this article will not try to ‘transplant’ the German understanding of proportionality into English
law, as a ‘walled garden’. Instead, this article can only provide impulses for the domestic legal discourse around a
more sensitive judicial review in English employment law as already conducted. To this end, this article focuses
on the comparison between the deference factors considered by English courts and German labour courts for two
reasons: first, the individual deference factors are easier to compare than a ‘ready-made system’ of proportionality
that, in its concrete form, is closely linked to the German legal and social discourse. To put it like Kahn-Freund,
proportionality, as concretely applied in German law, is ‘organic’ and thus runs the risk of repulsion, while the
deference factors are rather ‘mechanical’ and thus easier to carry over. Finally, deference factors — as we will
see — are a vital part of the domestic legal discourse on a more sensitive judicial review in English employment
law.36 This fact increases the chance that considerations and experiences made by German labour courts may
contribute to the English discourse — that these considerations are fruitfully ‘irritating’.
3. Perception of the ‘Public-Private Divide’
3.1 German Law
In German law, administrative law is generally perceived as a special law empowering the state to exercise power
over its citizens and is therefore separated from private law.37 Historically, according to Otto Mayer, a formative
figure for German administrative law who lived during the monarchy of the German Empire,38 an administrative
act is a decision made by the authorities determining what is right for ‘the subordinate’ in the individual case.39
This idea of subordination is still applicable today. Section 40 (1) Code of Administrative Court Procedure
(Verwaltungsgerichtsordnung — VwGO) confines the jurisdiction of administrative courts to ‘public-law

Pham v Secretary of State for the Home Department (Open Society Justice Initiative intervening) [2015] UKSC 19, [2015] 1 WLR 1591-1630.
Ibid, p 1626, para 106.
34 Kahn-Freund, O., ‘On Uses and Misuses of Comparative Law’ (1974), The Modern Law Review, Volume 37, Issue 1, 1, p 5-6.
35 Teubner, G., ‘Legal Irritants: Good faith in British Law or How Unifying Law Ends Up in New Divergences’ (1998), The Modern
Law Review, Volume 61, Issue 1, 11, p 32.
36 Cf. Ch 4.1. (‘Deference Factors in English Employment Law’), p 14.
37 Hufen, F., ‘Verwaltungsprozessrecht (11th ed.)’ (2019), § 11 Verwaltungsrechtsweg und zuständiges Gericht, para 14.
38 German Empire describes in retrospective the phase of the German Empire from 1871 to 1918 to clearly distinguish it from the
period after 1918. In the German Empire, the German nation state was a constitutional monarchy organised as a federal state.
39 Mayer, O., ‘Deutsches Verwaltungsrecht’ (1895), Volume 2, p 95.
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disputes’. According to interpretations developed over time, a ‘public-law dispute’ is given where the relevant
law establishes special rights or obligations for public authorities (Sonderrechtstheorie), or where the case involves a
de facto relationship of subordination (Subordinationstheorie).41 Contrastingly, private law is commonly characterised
by private autonomy and equality of rights and power.42
However, this divide has been pierced since the landmark decision of Lüth in 1958.43 According to the Federal
Constitutional Court, German Basic Law binds private law indirectly. The court extended the scope of the Basic
Law beyond the relationship between government and the people to the field of private law. The Basic Law does
not bind citizens, but the lawmaker in creating private law and the judiciary in interpreting it. The argument is that
Basic Law not only provides protection against the state, but also forms an objective value system for social
coexistence. As interpreting the law is the main mean by which courts give horizontal effect of Basic Law,
considerations into private law relationships, vague provisions, so-called ‘undefined legal concepts’, such as Section
242 German Civil Code (Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch — BGB), are the most relevant. Their broad and very
normative wording gives courts a wide scope of interpretation enabling them to ‘create’ unwritten quasi-statutory
legal provisions.44
As a result, although the principle of proportionality derives initially from public law, and although public law and
private law are generally perceived as separate, the public-private divide does not form an insurmountable obstacle.
Proportionality, understood as a technique for balancing competing interests, can be implemented in private law
by the means of interpretation of vague statutory provisions or, as some would argue, by the judicial development
of law.45 As we will see in the next chapter, this very mechanism of ‘constitutionalising’ is also used for the
application of proportionality in the context of employment, where German labour courts interpret statutory
provisions containing the requirement of ‘reasonable exercise of discretion’.
3.2 English Law

Section 40 (1) VwGO: Recourse to the administrative courts shall be available in all public-law disputes of a non-constitutional nature
insofar as the disputes are not explicitly allocated to another court by a federal statute.
Translation as officially provided by the German Federal Ministry of Justice and Consumer Protection, and the Federal Office of
Justice (emphases supplied). Translation available at:
https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_vwgo/englisch_vwgo.html#p0164.
The requirement set out by Section 40 (1) VwGO is comparable to the requirement of ‘public function’ as laid down in Practice
Direction 54.1 (2) — Judicial Review.
41 Hufen, F., ‘Verwaltungsprozessrecht (11th ed.)’ (2019), § 11 Verwaltungsrechtsweg und zuständiges Gericht, para 13-17.
42 Correspondingly, where a public authority acts like a normal citizen, for example by buying office supplies, no ‘public-law dispute’ is
given and the ordinary courts are competent for disputes arising from the purchase contract.
43 Federal Constitutional Court of 15 Januar 1958 – 1 BvR 400/51, in VERWALTUNGSRECHTSPRECHUNG [1958] 419-434.
44 Waas, B., ‘Good Faith in the Law of the Employment Relationship: Germany’ (2011). 32 Comp Lab L & Pol'y J 603, p 604.
In employment law, until 1984, the Federal Labour Court went even further. In a former case, a contract of employment contained a
so-called ‘celibacy clause’ according to which the employment relationship of a female employee terminates when she marries a
superior. The Federal Labour Court held that the Basic Law has direct effect between private parties, and thus the celibacy clause is
void due to infringement of Art. 6 Basic Law (Freedom of Marriage). The court argued that public and private law are distinct mainly
due to the values of private autonomy and freedom of contract, both underpinning the private law. However, so the court, both values
are limited by other constitutional rights of higher importance, cf. Federal Labour Court of 10 May 1957 – 1 AZR 249/56, in NEUE
JURISTISCHE WOCHENSCHRIFT [1957] 1688-1691.
Eventually, since 1984, the Federal Labour Court acknowledged that Basic Law does not have direct effect on private law, but only an
‘indirect’ horizontal effect as established by Federal Constitutional Court in Lüth for general private law; cf. Federal Labour Court of 20
December 1984 – 2 AZR 436/83, NEUE JURISTISCHE WOCHENSCHRIFT [1986] 85-87.
This leaves the freedom of association as the only constitutional provision directly applicable in private, because Article 9 (3) GG
expressly states: Agreements that restrict or seek to impair this right shall be null and void; measures directed to this end shall be
unlawful.
45 Whittaker & Zimmermann stress the fact that the line between mere interpretation and judicial-development is rather fuzzy,
Whittaker, S., & Zimmermann, R., ‘Good faith in European contract law: surveying the legal landscape’ (2000), in Whittaker, S., &
Zimmermann, R., 'Good Faith in European Contract Law' (2000), p 22.
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In English law, the transfer of public law considerations on proportionality to private law is less natural than in
German law. First, the mechanism of ‘constitutionalised’ private law norms as a basis for private law developments
based on public law values is less established in English law. In particular, good faith established by TC, as basis for
judicial review,46 is not a constitutionalised private law norm.47 Secondly, even if the latter were to be assumed,
proportionality is not yet fully recognised as an independent ground for review in public law, but confined to
fundamental rights and European law. This could be an obstacle in cases where the exercise of contractual
discretion does not affect fundamental rights. Nevertheless, as we have seen in Pham v Secretary of State, the
acknowledgment of proportionality as a stand-alone test is looming on the horizon.48
As the question of whether proportionality should be applied in private law is closely related to the question of
whether its general applicability in public law is given and the latter is still under development,49 the means by
which proportionality can be introduced in private law cannot be a means of ‘transplantation’. Moreover, such
‘transplantation’ would be open to considerable criticism, such as that expressed by Himsworth.50 Himsworth
argues that, in succinct terms, the differences between the public law functions of the courts in judicial review and
their private law functions in the interpretation of contracts would be too wide to allow a transplantation of the
review of discretionary powers.51
Instead, a proposal by Davies provides a ‘bridge’.52 Davies upholds the public-private divide. She acknowledges
that ‘in public law […] the courts’ aim in developing deference has been to keep within their own constitutional
limits [considering] the separation of powers [, and that] in labour law, these issues do not apply’.53 However, she
demonstrates two important aspects: firstly, Davies describes how courts utilise different standards of review when
examining public decisions.54 These different standards reflect varying degrees of deference by the courts. The
latter, so Davies, depends on two deliberations: ‘the formulation of the standard of review to be applied and the
application of that standard to the facts of the case’.55 Secondly, she observes a sophisticated discussion in public
law on ‘deference factors’ which are considered by the courts when assessing ‘due deference’. Davies argues that
those deference factors could instruct a development in labour law as well. This approach provides fruitful ground
for the purpose of this article for three reasons:
First, as Lady Hale observed in Braganza, ‘there is an obvious parallel between cases where a contract assigns a
decision-making function to one of the parties and cases where a statute […] assigns a decision-making function
to a public authority’.56
Second, different to civil law systems like Germany, in English law no formal divide between public and private
law exists.57 Both are rooted in, and have developed under, common law. This is reflected in the absence of a
separate court system for public law disputes.58 This ‘root argument’ applies especially to the jurisdiction in judicial
The implied term of mutual trust and confidence (TC), as the basis for judicial review in the context of employment, is discussed in
more detail below in Ch 5., p 54.
47 Bogg, A., ‘Good Faith in the Contract of Employment: A Case of the English Reserve’ (2011), Comparative Labor Law & Policy
Journal, Volume 32, Issue 3, 729, p 733.
48 Pham v Secretary of State for the Home Department (Open Society Justice Initiative intervening) [2015] UKSC 19, [2015] 1 WLR 1591, p 1626,
para 106.
49 Bogg, A., & Freedland, M., ‘Pensions Law, IBM v Dalgleish, and the Public/Private Divide’ (2020), in Agnew, S., & Davies, P.S., &
Mitchell, C., ‘Pensions Law, Policy and Practice’ (2020), p 240.
50 Himsworth, C., ‘Transplanting Irrationality from Public to Private Law: Braganza v BP Shipping Ltd’ (2019), Edinburgh Law
Review, Volume 23, Issue 1, 1-21.
51 Himsworth, C., ‘Transplanting Irrationality from Public to Private Law: Braganza v BP Shipping Ltd’ (2019), Edinburgh Law
Review, Volume 23, Issue 1, p 20.
52 Davies, A.C.L., ‘Judicial Self-Restraint in Labour Law’ (2009), Industrial Law Journal, Volume 38, Issue 3, 278-305.
53 Ibid, p 289.
54 Ibid, p 280.
55 Ibid, p 280.
56 Braganza v BP Shipping Ltd and another [2015] UKSC 17, [2015] ICR 449, p 457 para 19.
57 Schwarze, J., ‘Europäisches Verwaltungsrecht (2th ed.)’ (2005), p 133. Dawn Oliver questions whether a line can be drawn, cf. Oliver,
D., ‘Common Values and the Public-Private Divide’ (1999), p 14.
58 De Smith, S.A., & Woolf, H., & Jowell, J.L. ‘Judicial Review of Administrative Action’ (1995), p 156.
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review, as the latter’s basis can be seen in common law’s ‘ancient function in putting injustices right’.59 Since this
idea of equity is universal, it seems logical that, as Davies suggests, both sides, private and public, could learn from
each other.
Finally, common law already experiences interactions across different areas of law. One important example for
such interaction is the common law doctrine of illegality according to which a private law claim might be barred if
allowing the claim would run counter public policy.60 Essentially, the doctrine of illegality aims to preserve the integrity
of the legal system.61 To this end, the doctrine of illegality, although part of private law, considers relevant values
enshrined throughout the whole legal system. In the light of this, there must be a reasoned justification as to why
other common law ‘institutions’ should be confined to the area of law they have originally been developed for.
So altogether, focusing on deference factors allows us to kill two birds with one stone, since — as explained
earlier — deference factors can potentially form a ‘bridge’ also from German law to English law.
4. German Approach: A Worthwhile Guide?
4.1 Deference Factors in English Employment Law
Davies identifies three deference factors recognised which are involved in judicial review in English public law and
which she considers as potentially relevant to employment law.62 The first deference factor, named by Davies, is
institutional competence which ‘addresses the fact that judicial proceedings may not be well suited to resolving
polycentric disputes in which more than two competing interests are at stake’.63 Second, courts may have regard
to their potential lack of expertise when reviewing employers’ decisions because ‘employers know best how to run
their business’.64 She mentions an objection that the expertise of employers should not be overestimated, since
both the Employment Tribunals (ET) and the Employment Appeals Tribunal (EAT) have expertise because of
their lay members. This first objection should be treated with caution for the purposes of this article, since the
courts are competent for contractual review and not the tribunals.65 However, her second objection is relevant: as
an argument for less deference due to expertise, Davies points out that — different to an administrative law
context — no assumption can be made that an employer will use their expertise for the good of employees.66
Third, she considers democratic accountability as apt to guide courts when assessing an appropriate degree of

Oliver, D., ‘Common Values and the Public-Private Divide’ (1999), p 44, who suggests that judicial review and the exercises of
supervisory jurisdictions in private law represent moves towards a ‘civil’ version of democracy requiring that private bodies should
exercise power with regard to those affected. Oliver’s suggestions resemble the German idea of an ‘objective value system for social
coexistence’ as described above (constitutionalisation), cf. p 15.
60 Hounga v Allen [2014] UKSC 47, [2014] ICR 847, p 861, para 42.
61 Ibid, p 862, para 44.
62 Referring to Laws LJ in International Transport Roth GmbH v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2002] EWCA Civ 158; [2003] QB
728, p 765-767, para 83-87:
‘[first] greater deference is to be paid to an act of Parliament than to a decision of the executive or a subordinate measure [second]
there is more scope for deference “where the Convention itself requires a balance to be struck, much less so where the right is stated in
terms which are unqualified” (per Lord Hope in ex parte Kebeline) [third] greater deference will be due to the democratic powers where
the subject matter in hand is peculiarly within their constitutional responsibility, and less when it lies more particularly within the
constitutional responsibility of the courts [fourth] greater or less deference will be due according to whether the subject matter lies
more readily within the actual or potential expertise of the democratic powers or the courts’.
63 Davies, A.C.L., ‘Judicial Self-Restraint in Labour Law’ (2009), Industrial Law Journal, Volume 38, Issue 3, 278, p 290. Davies stresses
that institutional competence should not be conceptualised as an absolute category. In fact, so Davies, courts should consider whether
the employer had been in a better position ‘to balance the variety of competing interests and was making positive efforts in this regard’.
64 Ibid.
65 The fact that the contractual review of the employer's decision falls within the jurisdiction of the courts and neither ET nor EAT will
be considered more closely in Ch 4.3, p 38.
66 Davies, A.C.L., ‘Judicial Self-Restraint in Labour Law’ (2009), Industrial Law Journal, Volume 38, Issue 3, 278, p 290-291; according
to Davies, in administrative law, several doctrines are in place which are upstream to reasonableness or proportionality.
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deference. Democratic accountability means that courts might show more deference where an employer’s
decision had been agreed in advance with the workforce. Davies concludes that expertise is of particular relevance
and that courts are ‘particularly ill qualified to scrutinise decisions with serious economic consequences.68 Both of
these are, as we will see, highly relevant considerations for German labour courts as well.69
67

Bogg and Freedland draw on Davies’ work and advocate for less judicial restraint.70 According to them, employees’
legitimate expectations should be protected by the courts — calling for a more detailed scrutiny. As a normative
justification for this, they suggest that courts should consider the nature of the employee's right and be less
restrained when the employee's central capabilities matter.71 According to Bogg and Freedland, the central
capabilities approach aims, in short, to establish a ‘minimum threshold for a life that is worthy of human dignity’
encompassing ‘life; bodily health, bodily integrity; senses, imagination, and thought, emotions; practical reason;
affiliation; relations with other species; play; and control over one’s environment (political and material)’.72 This
proposal has been selected for the purpose of this article for three reasons: first, its perspective. The central
capabilities’ thrust is to demand a more detailed scrutiny. Its positive engagement with judicial review is more apt
to guide a development towards less restraint. Second, setting a minimum threshold for a life worth living, which
governs the relationship between the private parties to an employment relationship, is comparable to the German
mechanism of ‘constitutionalisation’ of private law described above.73 Admittedly, the German Basic Law as the
basis for objective values embedded in private law, provides more than a mere minimum for a life worth living,
namely an order of social coexistence.74 However, the values set by German Basic Law involve those central
capabilities enumerated above (‘common denominator’).75 Consequently, despite the differences between the two
legal systems, because of this overlap, comparisons based on central capacities are — to put it like Teubner — less
‘irritating’.76 Finally, as central capabilities are not rooted in public law, they are less prone to objections based on
the public-private divide.
4.2 Deference Factors in German Employment Law
In order to assess how the deference factors by which the German labour courts are guided compare to those
discussed in English law, at first, it is necessary to give a brief overview of the legal basis for the judicial review of
employers’ exercise of discretion in German law (4.2.1.). Next, as the main focus in this section, the relevant
deference factors will be analysed (4.2.2.) and evaluated (4.2.3.). Finally, this section discusses how to take account
of the difference that German labour courts are specialised courts (4.3.).

67 Davies, A.C.L., ‘Judicial Self-Restraint in Labour Law’ (2009), Industrial Law Journal, Volume 38, Issue 3, 278, p 291. Davies points
out that democratic accountability might not safeguard the protection for minorities. Her example of a male dominated union failing to
represent female workers interests falls on historic ground, as evidenced by the Ford sewing machinists strike of 1968 and the
subsequent introduction of the Equal Pay Act 1970; cf. Moss, J., ‘The Ford Sewing machinists’ strike, 1968, Dagenham’ (2019), in
Moss, J., ‘Women, workplace protest and political identity in England, 1968–85’ (2019), Chapter 2.
68 Davies, A.C.L., ‘Judicial Self-Restraint in Labour Law’ (2009), Industrial Law Journal, Volume 38, Issue 3, 278, p 304-305.
69 Cf. in particular, Ch 4.2.2.2, p 25.
70 Bogg, A., & Freedland, M., ‘Pensions Law, IBM v Dalgleish, and the Public/Private Divide’ (2020), in Agnew, S., & Davies, P.S., &
Mitchell, C., ‘Pensions Law, Policy and Practice’ (2020), p 223-248.
71 Ibid, p 242-244.
72 Ibid, p 243; referring in particular to Nussbaum, M.C., ‘Creating Capabilities: The Human Development Approach’ (2011).
73 Cf. an explanation of ‘constitutionalisation’ above Ch 3.1., p 9; cf. also Bogg, A., ‘Good Faith in the Contract of Employment: A
Case of the English Reserve’ (2011), Comparative Labor Law & Policy Journal, Volume 32, Issue 3, 729, p 731.
74Petersen, N. ‘Proportionality and Judicial Activism: Fundamental Rights Adjudication in Canada, Germany and South Africa’ (2017),
p 97.
75 The Basic Law, especially Article 1 and 2 GG, can be understood as a reaction to the inhuman totalitarianism of the Nazi regime,
with which the editors sought to safeguard, among other things, human dignity and the right to personal freedom, cf. Whittaker, S., &
Zimmermann, R., ‘Good faith in European contract law: surveying the legal landscape’ (2000), in Whittaker, S., & Zimmermann, R.,
'Good Faith in European Contract Law' (2000).
76 Teubner, G., ‘Legal Irritants: Good faith in British Law or How Unifying Law Ends Up in New Divergences’ (1998).
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4.2.1 Legal Basis for contractual review

The legal basis for contractual review is mainly provided by three provisions, depending on the context in which
discretion is exercised. Employment contracts are treated as amenable to general principles of contract law under
the BGB.77 However, if the legal assumptions made for general contracts differ too much from those made for
employment contracts, the general principles are selectively overridden by provisions that apply only to
employment contracts (lex specialis).78 For example, the parties to a commercial contract may agree that they exercise
discretion 'freely', meaning that discretion need not be exercised ‘reasonably’.79 This is not possible for the parties
to an employment contract. Given the unequal bargaining power, the requirement of reasonable exercise of
discretion is mandatory.
The first provision is Section 315 BGB which is part of general contract law (lex generalis) and therefore relevant
for both commercial contracts and employment contracts. The provision is relevant where one of the parties to a
contract is reserved contractual discretionary power to specify either a performance or a consideration under the
contract. In a commercial context, a typical example is price adjustments by energy suppliers.80 In an employment
context, Section 315 BGB is relevant where employers specify discretionary bonuses or adjust an occupational
pension scheme. Section 315 BGB states that:
(1) Where performance is to be specified by one of the parties to the contract, then in case of
doubt it is to be assumed that the specification is to be made at the reasonably exercised discretion of the
party making it. […]
(3) Where the specification is to be made at the reasonably exercised discretion of a party, the
specification made is binding on the other party only if it is equitable. If it is not equitable, the
specification is made by judicial decision; the same applies if the specification is delayed.81
One feature must already be addressed at this stage. Paragraph three empowers the court to make a specification
by judicial decision. At first blush, the court seems to be in a position to adjust decisions of employers – which
would be diametrically opposed to the conception of their British counterparts. It is therefore necessary to clarify
that this is not the case: first, courts can only specify a performance where they found the original specification
was not made at reasonably exercised discretion (unequitable). At this first ‘quashing’ stage, when assessing the
reasonableness, courts only assess whether the specification made by the employer falls within the limits of a

The German counterpart to Section 230 Employment Rights Act 1996, defining the employee status is Section 611a BGB according
to which a contract of employment is given if:
‘The contract of employment obliges the employee to perform work in the service of another person in personal dependency and in
accordance with the instructions of the other party. The right to issue instructions may relate to the content, performance, time and
place of the work. An employee is bound by instructions if he is not essentially free to organise his work and determine his working
hours. The degree of personal dependency also depends on the nature of the respective activity. In order to determine whether an
employment contract exists, an overall view of all circumstances must be taken. If the actual implementation of the contractual
relationship shows that it is an employment relationship, the designation in the contract is irrelevant.’
78 Preis, U., in ‘ERFURTER KOMMENTAR ZUM ARBEITSRECHT (20th ed.)’ (2020), [Section 611a BGB] para 4-7.
‘Special law’ is implemented not only by the legislator but also by the courts by interpreting vague general contractual provisions in a
way that protects employees.
79 Würdinger, M., in ‘MÜNCHENER KOMMENTAR ZUM BGB (8th ed.)’ (2019), [Section 315 BGB] para 33.
80 Kühne, G., ‘Gerichtliche Entgeltkontrolle im Energierecht’(2006), in NEUE JURISTISCHE WOCHENSCHRIFT [2006] 654-657.
81 Translation as officially provided by the German Federal Ministry of Justice and Consumer Protection, and the Federal Office of
Justice (emphases supplied). Translation available at:
https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_bgb/englisch_bgb.html#p1156.
As the original wording ‘nach billigem Ermessen’ is very vague even in German, it might be helpful to keep in mind that ‘Ermessen’ means
discretion and ‘billig’, as the decisive word, can also be translated as fair, just or equitable.
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reasonably exercised discretion. Several specifications may be ‘reasonable’. The fact that there are alternative
decisions which give greater weight to the interests of employees does not affect the validity of the decision made
by the employer.84 Second, having found the original specification as unreasonable, courts must consider the
criteria laid down in the contract or established by employer’s conduct when making a specification. At this second
stage, the approach is essentially the same as that applied in Horkulak where the court awarded damages after an
employer had unreasonably denied to pay a discretionary bonus.85 According to the court, its task is then to
82

‘assess, without unrealistic assumptions, what position the employee would have been in had the
employer performed its obligation. That will involve the court in assessing the employee’s bonus,
on the basis of the evidence before it, and thus to that extent putting itself in the position of the
employer.’ 86
Finally, as we will see in more detail, courts may feel ill-equipped to specify a performance or consideration in
some cases and thus do not make any specification.
The second provision is
(Gewerbeordnung — GewO):87

Section

106

Trade,

Commerce

and

Industry

Regulation

Act

‘The employer may, at its reasonably exercised discretion, specify the subject matter, place and time of
the work performance, provided that these working conditions are not specified by the
employment contract, provisions of a works agreement, an applicable collective agreement or
statutory provisions.’88
Section 106 GewO is central where an employer issues work instructions or the relocation of an employee. Section
106 GewO was introduced in 2002 and supplements the general contract law provisions of Section 315 BGB.89
Section 106 GewO is lex specialis to Section 315 (1) BGB, since a work instruction issued is a 'performance […]
specified' within the meaning of Section 315 (1) BGB. Section 315 (3) BGB remains relevant for empowering the
labour courts to review work instructions issued or ‘specified’ by the employer.
Conversely to the suggestive wording of Section 106 GewO, the employer's right to issue instructions is not
statutory but contractual.90 The provision is purely declaratory. For the sake of clarity, the legislature intended to

Maschmann, F., in ‘BECK-ONLINE.GROSSKOMMENTAR (Ed. September 2018)’, [Section 106 GewO] para 78.
The restraint in this respect is explained below by the example of the work instructions on p 36 (courts self-perception) and p 37
(resemblance to ‘band of reasonable responses’).
84 Maschmann, F., in ‘BECK-ONLINE.GROSSKOMMENTAR (Ed. September 2018)’, [Section 106 GewO] para 78.
85 Horkulak v Cantor Fitzgerald International [2005] ICR 402-433.
86 Ibid, p 422 para 56, quoting Burton J in Clark v Nomura International Plc [2000] IRLR 766, p 775.
87 The Trade, Commerce and Industry Regulation Act (GewO) is not an act regulating the individual employment relationship
comprehensively. It contains only few provisions concerning the contract of employment (e.g. work instructions, job reference).
Unlike English law, there is no uniform Employment Right Act in German law. Although there have been repeated attempts by the
legislator to issue a code containing all individual employment rights, individual employment rights are widespread over several codes.
For example, unlike the Employment Rights Act 1996, the protection against unfair dismissal is regulated by a distinct act regulating
only this topic.
88 No official translation available. Therefore, Section 106 GewO has been translated by the author of this article. As far as the German
wording of § 106 GewO is identical to § 315 BGB, the official translation of § 315 BGB was consulted for the translation of § 106
GewO. In particular, the phrase 'at reasonably exercised discretion' is identical in the original wording of both (emphases supplied).
89 Contrary to § 315 BGB (‘in case of doubt it is to be assumed’), an employer must always exercise his discretion reasonably when
issuing work instructions or relocations. An opt-out from Section 106 GewO is not possible.
90 Federal Labour Court of 23 September 2004 – 6 AZR 567/03, in NEUE ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR ARBEITSRECHT [2005] 359,
p 360.
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express the principles already developed by the courts in the light of Section 315 BGB.91 As the identical wording
of Section 315 BGB and Section 106 GewO indicates, (‘reasonable exercised discretion’) the standard of judicial
review has the same origins.
Finally, the third provision is Section 242 BGB. This provision is relevant in the context of dismissals, where an
employee falls outside the scope of statutory protection against unfair dismissal.92 According to Section 242 BGB,
‘an obligor has a duty to perform according to the requirements of good faith, taking customary
practice into consideration.’93
Common to all three provisions is their very vague wording (‘reasonably, good faith’) reflecting an ‘undefined legal
concept’.94 As explained earlier, such vague wording gives courts a wide scope for interpretation by which courts,
bound to Basic Law, give indirect effect to the Basic Law and thus implement objective values for social coexistence
into contract law.95 The purpose of Section 315 BGB and Section 106 GewO, to prevent abusive exertion of
discretion and facilitate fair exchange,96 can be understood as a subset of Section 242 BGB’s overarching aim of
doing justice to each individual case (Einzelfallgerechtigkeit).97 Correspondingly, the former are closely linked to good
faith as expressed by Section 242 BGB.98 Finally, due to the broad meaning of ‘reasonably exercised discretion’ and
‘good faith’, courts have considerable scope to formulate the applicable standard of review and apply that standard
to the facts of the individual case, which is comparable to the modus operandi observed by Davies in English courts.99
4.2.2 Deference Factors
Since situations in which employers exercise power over employees are manifold, the following explanation is not
exhaustive. Analysing cases in German labour law, it can be seen that the deference factors are considered as
identified by Davies, and proposed by Bogg and Freedland for English courts. However, whereas institutional
competence, central capabilities (4.2.2.1.) and expertise (4.2.2.2.) are vital part of both English and German courts
considerations when reviewing employers’ exercise of discretion, democratic accountability (4.2.2.3.) is difficult
metric to compare.100 In addition, German labour courts consider the wage-work bargain as a factor for less
deference (4.2.2.4.).
4.2.2.1 Institutional Competence/ Central Capabilities

91 Parliamentary Documentation of 17 April 2002 – No 14/8796, p 24: Although the employer's right to issue instructions is generally
recognised in case law and literature today as an essential part of the employment contract, an explicit regulation of the content and
limits of the right to issue instructions is required in the interest of legal clarity and legal certainty in the employment relationship.
92 Waas, B., ‘Good Faith in the Law of the Employment Relationship: Germany (2011)’, Comparative Labor Law & Policy Journal,
Volume 32, Issue 3, 603, p 624.
93 Translation as officially provided by the German Federal Ministry of Justice and Consumer Protection, and the Federal Office of
Justice (emphasis supplied). Translation available at:
https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_bgb/englisch_bgb.html#p0731.
94 Also called ‘general provisions’, ‘general clauses’, ‘vague legal terms’, cf. above detailed explanation in Chapter 3.1 (Perception of the
‘Public-Private’ Divide — German Law), p 8.
95 See above Ch 3.1., p 17.
96 Würdinger, M., in ‘MÜNCHENER KOMMENTAR ZUM BGB (8th ed.)’ (2019), [Section 315 BGB] para 6.
97 Waas, B., ‘Good Faith in the Law of the Employment Relationship: Germany (2011)’, Comparative Labor Law & Policy Journal,
Volume 32, Issue 3, 603, p 606.
98 Ibid, p 618.
99 Davies, A.C.L., ‘Judicial Self-Restraint in Labour Law’ (2009), Industrial Law Journal, Volume 38, Issue 3, 278, p 280.
100 Dogmatically, collective agreements usually do not restrict the way in which employer can exercise their discretionary powers but
limit the contractual scope for possible outcomes in advance. For example, this is expressed by Section 106 GewO: The employer may,
at its reasonably exercised discretion, specify the subject matter, place and time of the work performance, provided that these working
conditions are not specified by the employment contract, provisions of a works agreement, an applicable collective agreement or statutory provisions.
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A noticeable field where proportionality is flexibly formulated are adjustments to occupational pension schemes.101
Since occupational pension schemes represent a particularly long-term commitment for employers
(‘incompleteness problem’), such schemes are open to amendment, adjustment or restructuring by the employer.
When employers make (reasonable) changes to pension schemes,
they must respect the principles of proportionality and legitimate expectations. Measured against
the purpose of the new regulation, interventions must be appropriate, necessary and
proportionate. The reasons for change must be weighed up against the interests of the employees
in protecting their rights. The greater the degree of intervention in employees' rights, the more
serious the justification must be.102
This formulation of the standard of review is both rather vague and essentially a mere rendition of the concept of
proportionality as prevalent in German public law.103 However, drawing on this general formulation, courts
developed subtler review standards, subject to the individual case.104 For example, the Federal Labour Court has
developed three different standards of review (‘three level model’) where an employer wants to change their
employees’ occupational pension entitlements:
‘(1) Changes to entitlements already earned (vested) must be protected because they are a
consideration for the work already performed by the employee and his loyalty to the employer.
Therefore, changes can be made only in exceptional cases and for imperative reasons.105 Imperative
reasons are only given if the (economic) assumptions on which the pension scheme was built
have changed significantly or become obsolete.106 For example, if an employer’s company is at
risk of going bankrupt.107
(2) Changes to vested entitlements to future increases of a pension's defined-benefits are only
proportionate where employer can demonstrate compelling reasons. The change must be necessary
to avoid endangering the existence of the company in the long term.108

Direct pension promises (Pensionszusage or Direktzusage), where employees receive pension payments directly from their employer,
represent approximately 40 percent of all German occupational pension schemes, according to Kirchner, J., Kremp, P., & Magotsch,
M., ‘Key Aspects of German Employment and Labour Law (2th ed.)’ (2018), p 365.
Larger employers sometimes set up a funding vehicle legally separate from the employer's legal entity, so-called Contractual Trust
Arrangements (CTAs). However, such CTAs are not trusts as understood by English law; cf. Kirchner, J., Kremp, P., & Magotsch, M.,
‘Key Aspects of German Employment and Labour Law (2th ed.)’ (2018), p 366; Höfer, R., et al., ‘Betriebsrentenrecht (25th ed.)’ (2020),
Volume 1, Chapter 3, para 17.
As a result, the question whether such occupational pension schemes should be subject to the principles of employment law or the
principles underlying trust law does not arise in the same way as in IBM United Kingdom Holdings Ltd v Dalgleish [2017] EWCA Civ 1212,
[2018] 1681-1774 —
categorisation discussed in more detail by Bogg, A., & Freedland, M., ‘Pensions Law, IBM v Dalgleish, and the Public/Private Divide’
(2020), in Agnew, S., & Davies, P.S., & Mitchell, C., ‘Pensions Law, Policy and Practice’ (2020), 223-247.
102 Federal Labour Court of 16 July 1996 – 3 AZR 398/95, in NEUE ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR ARBEITSRECHT [1997] 533, p 534.
103 See above at p 11.
104 The first vague definition/ formulation of reasonableness can be understood as a linguistic intermediate step of the interpretation
process. Starting with of the undefined legal concept of ‘reasonableness’, courts try to specify such concepts in several steps. In every
step the wording becomes more specific, while courts aim to develop a predictable set of applicable rules, while linguistically maintain
the link to the original vague wording of the undefined legal concept.
105 Federal Labour Court of 16 July 1996 – 3 AZR 398/95, in NEUE ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR ARBEITSRECHT [1997] 533, p 534.
106 Ibid.
107 Kirchner, J., Kremp, P., & Magotsch, M., ‘Key Aspects of German Employment and Labour Law (2th ed.)’ (2018), p 372.
108 Federal Labour Court of 16 July 1996 – 3 AZR 398/95, in NEUE ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR ARBEITSRECHT [1997] 533, p 534; for
example, if future pension entitlements could not be financed from the income and the increase in value of the company.
101
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(3) For changes to entitlements not yet earned, reasons are sufficient which are not arbitrary and
which provide a transparent explanation of the facts and considerations on which the intended
change is based.’109

It is apparent that German labour courts demonstrate considerable flexibility in formulating and applying
proportionality as a test. At the first level, imperative reasons, understood as a potential risk of bankruptcy, leave the
employer only little discretionary scope, as a relevant prognosis concerns the near future. This immediacy makes
it easier for the courts to review the plausibility of the prognosis made by the employer. At the second level,
compelling reasons, understood as long-term risks, employers will inevitably have a greater margin of discretion. It is
in the nature of a long-term perspective, where many causes are potentially relevant, that the courts are less able
to question the plausibility of the long-term risks of a company, as predicted by the employer. At the third level,
the not arbitrary level, the relevant test leaves an employer a wide margin of discretion and comes close to Wednesbury
reasonableness.
So, which are the relevant deference factors? To begin with, as judicial review becomes significantly more detailed
when an entitlement has already been accrued, the legitimate expectations of employees are clearly a factor for less
judicial self-restraint. The rationale for this is twofold: first, if the changes only affect future entitlements,
employees have the opportunity to adjust to possible reductions, for example by entering into a supplementary
private pension insurance or by changing employer.110 Employees maintain control over their material
circumstances. Conversely, where this is not ensured, the courts must keep a closer eye on adjustments. Thus, this
ratio is close to the central capability approach as supported by Bogg and Freedland.111 Second, entitlements already
earned are not altruism but a (deferred) remuneration for the work already performed by the employee.112
Protecting these entitlements ultimately means protecting the wage-work bargain.
Next, at the third level, where neither material control nor wage-work bargain are at stake, the decisive factor for
significant judicial self-restraint is institutional competence. This is expressed by a more recent judgment: an
employer adjusted payments to be made on basis of a defined-benefit plan. The court found that the adjustment
was disproportionate and thus exceeded the limits of reasonably exercised discretion.113 However, although it
would have been up to the court to specify a reasonable adjustment by judicial decision, the court found itself
unable to do so

Ibid, p 534.
Federal Labour Court of 16 July 1996 – 3 AZR 398/95, in NEUE ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR ARBEITSRECHT [1997] 533, p 534:
These interventions [changes to the pension scheme] are all characterised by the fact that a gap in pension benefits arises in
comparison with what the employee was entitled to expect on the basis of the pension promise originally made to him. The pension
level initially attainable for the employee is diminished in all cases. Depending on its extent, the resulting pension gap can be a reason
for the employee to try to compensate for it with private pension insurance in the remaining time until the end of active working life.
Where this is no longer possible – as is regularly the case with interventions in vested entitlements – due to the time that has passed in
working life, or only at disproportionate expense, greater protection is required.
111 Bogg, A., & Freedland, M., ‘Pensions Law, IBM v Dalgleish, and the Public/Private Divide’ (2020), in Agnew, S., & Davies, P.S., &
Mitchell, C., ‘Pensions Law, Policy and Practice’ (2020), p 242-244.
112 Federal Constitutional Court of 19 October 1983 – 2 BvR 298/81, in NEUE JURISTISCHE WOCHENSCHRIFT [1984] 476,
p 477-478: The assumption that occupational pensions should also be regarded as remuneration is supported by their historical
development. In general, today's occupational pension schemes date back to the post-war period. This period was characterised by the
reconstruction of the German economy, which experienced an extraordinary recovery that ultimately culminated in a long period of
economic boom. There was a general shortage of labour. Occupational social benefits therefore became a preferred mean for
companies to gain an advantageous position in the increasingly competitive labour market and to build up and maintain a permanent
workforce. In this situation, many companies felt induced to bind their employees to them through pension promises. […] This
illustrates the reciprocal relationship between loyalty to the company and pension promises and thus the remuneration character of the
latter. […] The employee has earned the pension benefits through his loyalty to the company. He has performed his work over a long
period of time, possibly over a whole working life. It is then obvious that the employer must now be liable for the consideration and
can only withdraw from this consideration by means of a withdrawal tied to objective reasons.
113 Federal Labour Court of 13 November 2007 – 3 AZR 455/06, in RECHTSPRECHUNGS-REPORT ARBEITSRECHT [2008]
520, p 522.
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‘because this would be an intervention in a complex pension system which would not only affect
the claimant but would have a polycentric effect. Therefore […] a judicial specification of an
adjustment, which corresponds to a reasonable discretion, is not possible here, […].’114
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4.2.2.2 Expertise
Most evidently, courts consider their potential lack of expertise when reviewing an employers’ decisions.
Dogmatically, judicial self-restraint in this regard is due to Article 12 GG laying down the basic right of
‘occupational freedom.115
Factually speaking, however, there is also an economic rationale. Since it is the employer who bears the
entrepreneurial risks and not the state, courts must not make business decisions on behalf of the employer.116
Employers’ discretion in running their business is emphasised on several occasions. For example, according to the
Federal Labour Court, it must be respected if an employer decides to outsource work originally carried out by its
own employees and assign it to subcontractors117 or to reduce its workforce for having the same task done by
fewer employees in future.118 In this context, the Federal Labour Courts regularly states that
‘it is not for the labour courts to dictate a ‘better’ or ‘more appropriate’ business strategy to the
employer and thus intervene in the employer's cost calculation. The organisation of a business,
the question whether and in what way someone wants to engage in economic activity, is part of
the occupational freedom protected by basic rights. In general, [this] also includes the right of the
employer to give up his business, to decide for himself what size it should be and to decide
whether certain work should continue to be carried out in his own company or be
subcontracted.’119
As Lord Steyn put it for English law, in order to strike a balance ‘between an employer’s interest in managing his
business as he sees fit and an employee’s interest in not being unfairly and improperly exploited’,120 when reviewing
on the ground of proportionality, the German labour courts have established five subtleties to ensure that
sufficient weight is given to the expertise of employers in running their business.
First of all, how the courts consider their role when reviewing employers’ decisions: according to the Federal
Labour Court, the employer, for reasons of business, is left with a margin of discretion when issuing instructions,
which must be exercised reasonably.121 Within this margin of discretion the employer may have several choices.122
Several decisions may be ‘correct’ or reasonable.123 The courts' role here, so the Federal Labour Court, is to review

114 Ibid, p 523; consequently, it is for the employer to make a new decision, taking into account the considerations and concerns
expressed by the court when reviewing the employer's original decision, in order to avoid a new quashing.
115 Article 12 para 1 GG: All Germans shall have the right freely to choose their occupation or profession, their place of work and their
place of training […].
116 Junker, A., ‘Grundkurs Arbeitsrecht (19th ed.)’ (2020), para 14.
117 Federal Labour Court of 17 June 1999 – 2 AZR 141/99, in NEUE ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR ARBEITSRECHT [1999] 1098, p 1100.
118 Federal Labour Court of 20 November 2014 – 2 AZR 512/13, in NEUE ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR ARBEITSRECHT [2015] 679,
p 682.
119 Federal Labour Court of 26 September 2002 – 2 AZR 636/01, in NEUE ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR ARBEITSRECHT [2003] 549,
p 550.
120 Malik v Bank of Credit and Commerce International SA (In Liquidation) [1997] ICR 606, p 622, para A.
121 Federal Labour Court of 30 November 2016 – 10 AZR 11/16, in NEUE ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR ARBEITSRECHT [2017] 1394,
p 1397, para 28.
122 Ibid.
123 Maschmann, F., in ‘BECK-ONLINE.GROSSKOMMENTAR (Ed. September 2018)’, [Section 106 GewO] para 78.
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whether the employer has observed the limits of his discretion.124 As already mentioned for Section 315 BGB,125
the courts ask whether the employer's decision took adequate account of the employee's legitimate interests, but
not whether an alternative decision would give more weight to the employee’s interests.126
Second, when courts apply proportionality to the facts, they leave employer a margin of appreciation
(Beurteilungsspielraum). As stated before, the general German understanding of proportionality works on four limbs:
a decision must pursue a legitimate aim (a),127 be appropriate (b), be necessary (c) and there must be an adequate
relationship of proportionality between the benefits resulting from achieving the legitimate aim on one hand and
the impact on the interests affected on the other (‘narrow proportionality’) (d).128 When courts review whether a
decision was appropriate (b) and necessary (c), they are restrained. This can be exemplified by a case where a nurse
was transferred from one department of the hospital to another.129 One reason for this was her conduct, which
had led to tensions with her colleagues. She argued that the transfer was unreasonable because the transfer was
not a necessary response. It would have been sufficient, so the nurse, to give her a written warning. The court held
that it was up to the employer to decide how to respond to the complaints made by the colleagues.130 An employer,
the court held, is not obliged to use the mildest means, as it is usually not certain that the milder is equally
effective.131 The approach on limbs (b) and (c) essentially comes close to the ‘range of reasonable response’ test as
laid down in Iceland Frozen food, where Brown-Wilkinson J said: ‘In many, though not all, cases there is a band of
reasonable responses to the employee's conduct within which one employer might reasonably take one view,
another quite reasonably take another’.132 Thus, ‘the function of the industrial tribunal […] is to determine whether
in the particular circumstance of each case the decision [under review] fell within the band of reasonable responses
which a reasonable employer might have adopted’.133
Third, when the courts apply limb (d), 'narrow proportionality', to an employer's decision and attach weight to the
interests of an employee affected, an important consideration is the purpose of the contract as foreseeable when
concluded. For example, a flight attendant was permanently assigned to another airport, which would have
required her to move her home from Hamburg to Munich. She argued that this relocation was disproportionate
given the impact that the move would have on her family life. The court dismissed her claim. When applying the
‘narrow proportionality’, the court held that
‘it is important to note that, according to the purpose of the contract, a flight attendant cannot have
the legitimate expectation to enjoy the social and other benefits of a permanently unaltered place
of work. Longer periods of absence are generally part of the job description. The relocation

124 Federal Labour Court of 24 October 2018 – 10 AZR 19/18, in NEUE ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR ARBEITSRECHT [2019] 619 p 621,
para 26.
125 See above Ch 4.2.1.
126 Maschmann, F., in ‘BECK-ONLINE.GROSSKOMMENTAR (Ed. September 2018)’, [Section 106 GewO] para 78.
127 The test on limb (a), legitimate aim, usually does not cause frictions in the context of an employment relationship. In principle, any
aim related to business reasons is a legitimate one to pursue. Hence an employer can often conceal his true motivation, it is hard for
employees to demonstrate that an instruction was given on, say, discriminatory grounds. A rare example where the Federal Labour
Court held an instruction as not pursuing a legitimate aim is an instruction issued by the employer asking his employee to hire a tax
consultant chosen by the employer. Since the instruction concerned the employee's private tax return, the court held that the employer
could not demonstrate any legitimate business interest justifying the instruction; cf. Federal Labour Court of 23 August 2012 – 8 AZR
804/11, in NEUE ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR ARBEITSRECHT [2013] 268, p 270.
128 Federal Constitutional Court of 27 February 2008 – 1 BvR 370/07, in NEUE JURISTISCHE WOCHENSCHRIFT [2008] 822,
p 828-829, para 218 and 227.
129 Federal Labour Court of 24 April 1996 – 5 AZR 1031/94, in NEUE ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR ARBEITSRECHT [1996] 1088.
130 Ibid, p 1089; confirmed in a recent judgment of the Federal Labour Court of 24 October 2018 – 10 AZR 19/18, in NEUE
ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR ARBEITSRECHT [2019] 619, p 621, para 30.
131 Federal Labour Court of 24 April 1996 – 5 AZR 1031/94, in NEUE ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR ARBEITSRECHT [1996] 1088, p 1089.
132 Iceland Frozen Foods Ltd. v Jones [1983] ICR 17, p 24-25.
133 Iceland Frozen Foods Ltd. v Jones [1983] ICR 17, p 25.
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emphasises these particularities, but does not cause them. The undoubtedly occurring burdens
and additional costs must be borne by the claimant.’134
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This approach stresses that proportionality, in a private law context, aims to ensure contractual fairness. Especially,
the factor of ‘foreseeability’ shows the strong correlation between proportionality and the ‘incompleteness
problem’.135 The importance that German courts attach to the purpose of the contract is similar to that attached
by English courts. The latter is highlighted as central to judicial review, for example in Braganza.136
Fourth, as with occupational pension schemes, the courts forego their power to issue instructions on behalf of the
employer under Section 315 (3) BGB because such a decision is regarded as an 'unlawful encroachment on the
employer's business organisation'.137
Finally, and most important, depending on whether an instruction is implementing a so-called business decision or
was issued ‘separately’, the Federal Labour Court formulate two different standards of review.138 A business decision
can be defined as a decision by which the employer decides what his business objective is and how to organises
his business.139 An example of an instruction based on a business decision is the relocation (instruction) of employees
to another site as a result of site closure (business decision).140 If a court were to annul the relocation of a single
employee, such a decision potentially jeopardises the (wider) business decision to close the original site and thus
strongly interferes with the employer's business strategy. An example of a ‘separate’ instruction is the assignment
of an individual worker to another task or to different working hours for health reasons.141 Here the employer
could adapt to a court's decision without the necessity to change his business concept or his business strategy.
In the case of a ‘separate’ instruction, considered as the normal case, as the initial point of any review, the Federal
Labour Court formulate ‘reasonably exercised discretion’ as follows:
‘A specification made at reasonably exercised discretion requires a weighing of the mutual
interests according to constitutional and statutory values, the general evaluation principles of
proportionality and appropriateness as well as common practice and fairness.’142
Where an instruction cannot be viewed as ‘separate’ because this instruction implements a business decision, courts
restrict the formulation quoted above:
‘If an instruction is based on a business decision, the latter is of particular importance. The
organisational concept is not to be reviewed for its expediency. Labour courts cannot require the
134 Federal Labour Court of 30 November 2016 – 10 AZR 11/16, in NEUE ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR ARBEITSRECHT [2017] 1394,
p 1400, para 53 (emphases supplied).
135 For the comparable provision Section 315 BGB: Rieble, V., in Rieble, V., & Schwarze, R., & Löwisch, M. ‘Staudinger BGB –
Volume 2: Recht der Schuldverhältnisse (16th ed.)’ (2020), [Section 315] para 327-328: Section 315 aims at specifying the obligation in
conformity with the contract. The decision [of the employer] must (similar to the supplementary interpretation of the contract) respect
and further consider the will of the contracting parties expressed in the contract, namely the discretionary power. [For the court,]
Section 315 is not an instrument for correcting contracts […] This means in particular that no correction of the originally agreed
condition may be made via the equity control.
136 Braganza v BP Shipping Ltd and another [2015] UKSC 17, [2015] ICR 449, p 460, para 27, para H: ‘[…] the law’s object is also to limit
the decision-maker to some relevant contractual purpose’.
137 Federal Labour Court of 18 October 2017 – 10 AZR 330/16, in NEUE ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR ARBEITSRECHT [2017] 1452,
p 1461, para 75.
138 To recap, dogmatically, the different formulations of proportionality are ‘simply’ different interpretations of the vague wording of
‘reasonably exercised discretion’ according to Section 106 GewO.
139 Since a (wider) business decision usually expresses a concept how an employer intend to organise his business, the expression business
decision is equally common, cf. Dütz, W. & Thüsing, G., ‘Arbeitsrecht (24th ed.)’ (2019), para 410b.
140 Federal Labour Court of 30 November 2016 – 10 AZR 11/16, in NEUE ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR ARBEITSRECHT [2017] 13941400.
141 Federal Labour Court of 18 October 2017 – 10 AZR 47/17, in NEUE ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR ARBEITSRECHT [2018] 162-166.
142 Federal Labour Court of 24 October 2018 – 10 AZR 19/18, in NEUE ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR ARBEITSRECHT [2019] 619 p 621,
para 26 (emphases supplied).
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employer to make business decisions which he does not intend to make. However, a business decision
does not mean that the weighing of interests of the employee is excluded from the outset and
that the employee's interests can only prevail within the framework set by the employer through
the business decision. The business decision is an important, but not the sole consideration
aspect. In individual cases, particularly serious, in particular constitutionally protected, interests of the employee
may prevail. It depends on whether the employer's interest in implementing his business decision
justifies the instruction in the individual case. This is the case if the underlying business decision
suggests the instruction issued despite the disadvantages arising for the employee and does not
make it appear arbitrary or abusive.’143

Although it is apparent that the court attempts to give employees a leg up, it cannot conceal the fact that under
this formulation, work instructions are disproportionate only in exceptional cases. As a consequence, the applicable
test drawing on this limiting formulation shows a high degree of deference and deviates from the ‘normal’ test of
proportionality as explained above:144first, the courts do indeed consider both the business decision (e.g. site
closure) and the subsequent instruction/ relocation. However, the business decision is only reviewed as to whether
it was actually taken (a), whether it was put into practice (b) and whether it was not taken irrationally, capriciously
or arbitrarily (c). Second, where an employer can show that the subsequent instruction implements (‘suggests’) the
business decision (d), the instruction may only be disproportionate due to severe infringements of employee’s
contractual and fundamental rights (‘limited narrow proportionality’) (e).
The rationale for the deference on limbs (a), (b) and (c), that is to say the business decision, is all about expertise:
‘The judicial review of a business decision does not aim to impose organisational requirements
on the employer. It is not intended to examine the validity of the considerations which led him
to adopt the very concept he had chosen. The sole purpose is to prevent abuse. Such abuse can exist if
the employer's concept is solely aimed at ‘getting rid of’ the employee and justifies this with a
business decision.
A business decision that has been made and carried out can be assumed to be made on rational - not
least economic - grounds and is not based on abusive motives. […] the employee must explain
[…] circumstances from which it should be apparent that the business measure taken is obviously
irrational, capricious or arbitrary.’145
It is noteworthy that although a business decision (e.g. restructuring) usually affects many employees not involved in
the proceeding and its adaption has considerable polycentric effects, German labour courts do not use institutional
competence as an argument for their deference in this context.
In detail, Limb (c), irrational, capricious or arbitrary, clearly states that a business decision itself is not susceptible
to a proportionality test. This high level of deference mirrors, as the quote above points out, the concerns
expressed by Lord Hodge in Braganza when he emphasises that ‘the court is not entitled to substitute its own view
of what is a reasonable decision for that of the person who is charged with making the decision’.146 German labour
courts feel ill-equipped not only because of the potentially harsh impact a judgment might have on employers'
Federal Labour Court of 30 November 2016 – 10 AZR 11/16, in NEUE ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR ARBEITSRECHT [2017] 1394,
p 1397, para 30 (emphases supplied).
144 To recap: A decision must pursue a legitimate aim (a), be appropriate (b), be necessary (c) and there must be an adequate
relationship of proportionality between the benefits resulting from achieving the legitimate aim on one hand and the impact on the
interests affected on the other (‘narrow proportionality’) (d); cf. above p 25.
145 Federal Labour Court of 18 June 2015 – 2 AZR 480/14, in NEUE ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR ARBEITSRECHT [2015] 1315, p 13181319, para 35.
146 Braganza v BP Shipping Ltd and another [2015] UKSC 17, [2015] ICR 449, p 465, para 52 (Lord Hodge).
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business strategies — which is consistent with Davies’ observation for English courts according to which they are
‘particularly ill qualified’ to review decisions with high economic relevance.147 Moreover, since every business
strategy is inherently risky, it is simply difficult to say where the justifiable taking of business risks stops and
irrationality begins.148
The approach taken by the German labour courts on limb (c) is easier to grasp if one bears in mind the legal
consequence if an employer can demonstrate that a business decision implements an instruction: on limb (e), an
employee is no longer protected by the full set of ‘narrow proportionality’, but only in cases of severe infringements
of his fundamental or contractual rights. Thus, on limb (c), German labour courts ask, in a nutshell, whether there
are indications that the business decision had been taken only ostensibly in order to lower the standards for the
‘narrow proportionality’ test.149 For example, a business decision which has conspicuously only been taken for an
insignificant, easily manageable, period of time or the withdrawal of which is apparent may be an indication of an
arbitrary exercise of discretion.150 However, this test is just as difficult to satisfy as the Wednesbury test, since German
labour courts presume a business decision which is taken and carried out to be reasonable, as long as a worker cannot
raise reasonable doubts.151
Limb (d), ‘implementation’, replaces both appropriateness and necessity of the original proportionality test. The
employer must demonstrate that an instruction of an individual employee is ‘required’ to ‘implement’ the business
decision. Consequently, this test is much stricter than a ‘reasonable response’.
On limb (e), the subsequent instruction is susceptible to a test of ‘limited narrow proportionality’, meaning — and
this is of utmost importance — the instruction is disproportionate only in severe cases (e.g. fundamental right
infringement). The rationale is twofold: first, the very idea of ‘narrow proportionality’, understood as an adequate
relationship between the employer’s benefits resulting from an instruction on one hand and the impact on the
employee’s interests affected on the other. Where an instruction implements a business decision, it is difficult for
the courts to distinguish between the benefit achieved by the instruction and the benefit achieved by the business
decision when weighting the employer's interests — the former is issued for the sake of the latter. Only particularly
severe consequences for an individual employee can justify an employer having to adapt the organisation of his
business beyond the scope of that individual employee.152 Second, by considering a priori only severe
Davies, A.C.L., ‘Judicial Self-Restraint in Labour Law’ (2009), Industrial Law Journal, Volume 38, Issue 3, 278, 305.
Kiel, H., in Ascheid, R., & Preis, U., & Schmidt, I., ‘Kündigungsrecht (5th ed.)’ (2017), [Section 1 KSchG] para 460.
149 It might also be helpful to bear in mind that the distinction between the business decision and the subsequent instruction derived from
concepts originally developed for redundancy. According to the Federal Labour Court, an employee is redundant if the employer has
surplus labour. Such a surplus does not already result from external influences (e.g. decline in sales), but only from the employer's
decision to adapt to the situation (produce less). An employer might as well produce on stock.
The business decision to produce less is distinct from the (selective) decision to dismiss a particular employee. The business decision is only
scrutinised through the lens arbitrariness and capriciousness (essentially, if it is only a pretence for lay-offs). This is very similar to the
approach taken by English courts in cases of redundancies.
The dismissal is in principle susceptible to a proportionality test. However, given the surplus labour, the dismissal is basically never
disproportionate. Instead, the courts focus on the procedure, namely the ‘selection out’.
On instructions, the approach is similar. However, since an instruction is usually no reaction to surplus labour, the interests of
employers are usually less affected, which leaves the courts considerably more scope to balance the interests of the employer and the
employee.
150 Federal Labour Court of 26 September 2012 – 10 AZR 412/11, in NEUE JURISTISCHE ONLINE-ZEITSCHRIFT [2013] 457, p
460, para 37.
151 See the above quote for the rationale/ presumption made by the courts, p 42.
152 From this point of view, the different formulation of the ‘limited narrow proportionality’ can be seen as anticipating a result of the
weighing which the courts would normally reach in individual cases even under the normal ‘narrow proportionality’ when an
instruction implements a wider business decision. The different formulation ultimately serves to increase legal certainty and
predictability for the employer. If he can show that limbs (a) to (d) have been satisfied, he need not worry much about whether the
instruction will be found by the courts to take adequate account of the employee's interests.
The different formulations for a separate instruction and an implementing one follow a pattern which is typical for German courts,
where they are dealing with very normative concepts such as ‘reasonable exercised discretion’. For the sake of legal certainty and
predictability, courts try to identify decisive factual points/ questions recurring in similar context — thus easier to grasp for lay
persons — and formulate tiered standards of review around these factual points. In the context of work instruction this ‘turning point’
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encroachments on important employee interests, the courts ensure that the employer's business strategy expressed
by his business decision is in principle not reviewed for its expediency through the back door of ‘narrow
proportionality’.
So how does the German approach to proportionality in the context of work instructions work in practice? This
shall be exemplified on basis of case of United Bank v Akhtar.153 In this case, an employee’s contract contained an
express mobility clause referring to employer’s discretion. 154 After the employee had received notification of a
relocation with three days' notice and without allowance, he informed his employer about his wife’s illness and an
impending house sale. His request to postpone the transfer was refused.155 The court held that the employer
breached TC: due to factual obstacles (illness and sale), it would had been impossible for the employee to follow
the instruction within such a short time and without allowance.156 An order 'frustrating' the employee's attempt to
perform his obligations, is a 'conduct […] to destroy or seriously damage [TC] between employer and employee'.157
Therefore, the relocation required an appropriate period.
According to Germany, the decision to increase the headcount in the other branch would be regarded as a business
decision which can only be reviewed through the lens of arbitrariness. The selection of the claimant would be
considered as the instruction. If the employer can demonstrate that the selection of the claimant was required to
implement the business decision, e.g. because the claimant meets special skills required for the position in question,
the instruction could only be reviewed through the lens of ‘limited proportionality’. In this case, a German
judgement would probably be similar in outcome. An order frustrating an employee's attempt to fulfil his
obligations would be considered a severe breach of his contractual rights, because such an order would circumvent
the employee's protection against unjustified dismissal. However, even the German courts would confine
themselves to requiring a longer period and an allowance, and would not consider it disproportionate that the
employee was transferred at all. Otherwise, such a judgment would indirectly call into question the employer's
business decision, something to which the courts regard themselves as not entitled.
This might be different if the employer cannot demonstrate that the new position does require the particular
employee to be relocated (‘no implementation’) because, say, several employees are suitable. In this case, the
employee could, given his burdens, potentially claim to not be relocated at all. A court decision allowing such a
claim would not interfere with the employer's business decision, since the employer could transfer another colleague
who is equally capable but less burdened.
4.2.2.3 Democratic Accountability
Democratic accountability, understood as situations where the workforce had been able to influence an employer's
decisions, conferring legitimacy to those decisions, is not equally evident as a deference factor in German
employment law.
First, German employment law provides a sophisticated set of rules facilitating employees’ participation in
employer decisions. This is realised on two separate levels. First, through the involvement of works councils,
is limb (d) — implementation. In the former example of occupational pension schemes, the ‘turning point’ is the question whether the
entitlements are already vested.
Cf. a more detailed explanation below Ch 4.3., p 53 et seq.
153 United Bank v Akhtar [1989] IRLR 507-513.
154 Ibid, p 509, para 8: 'The bank may from time to time require an employee to be transferred temporarily or permanently to any place
of business which the bank may have in the UK for which a relocation or other allowance may be payable at the discretion of the
bank'.
155 Ibid, p 507, 'the facts'.
156 Ibid, p 512, para 45.
157 Ibid, p 512, para 49.
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elected employees who represent the workforce's interests at company level. Second, through trade unions and
collective bargaining, which usually represent the interests of employees from several employers.159
At firm level (works council), in central issues, participation is not primarily achieved through consultation rights
but through negotiating rights (co-determination). For example, Section 87 Works Constitution Act
(Betriebsverfassungsgesetz — BetrVG) contains a wide range of co-determination rights, as such employers’
obligation to negotiate with the works council any temporary reduction or extension of the hours normally worked
in the establishment.160 When an agreement is concluded, it is directly binding on the employer and fetters his
discretion.161
Next, while there are consultation rights not fettering employers’ discretion. For example, if the employer makes
a business decision resulting in a reorganisation of an establishment, as in the example of the relocated flight attendants
described,162 such a decision is subject to consultation with the works council.163 As explained, courts show a high
degree of self-restraint when reviewing such business decisions (arbitrariness).164 However, and surprisingly,
although democratic accountability would provide a perfect argument for this self-restraint, the courts are only
concerned with questions of expertise.165
Finally, collective bargaining achieved by trade unions is indeed subject to very limited judicial review. According
to the Federal Labour Court, there is an assumption that the interests of employees have been adequately
considered in collective agreements (Richtigkeitsgewähr).166 However, this assumption is based less on the rationale
of democratic accountability than on the idea of equal bargaining power:167
‘Collectively agreed terms are assumed to be in the interests of both sides and not to give either
side an unacceptable preponderance. Due to the equal bargaining power, in contrast to the
parties to the employment contract, the parties to the collective agreement must be left an
extensive discretion. It is not for the courts to review whether the fairest and most expedient
regulation has been found.’168
Richardi, R., & Maschmann, F., in Richardi, R., ‘Betriebsverfassungsgesetz mit Wahlordnung (16th ed.)’ (2018), [Section 1 BetrVG]
para 3-5.
159 Löwisch, M., & Rieble, V., ‘Tarifvertragsgesetz (4th ed.)’ (2017), [Section 1 TVG] para 1-8.
160 E.g., Section 81 para 1 no 10 BetrVG: The works council shall have a right of co-determination in the following matters in so far as
they are not prescribed by legislation or collective agreement: […] Questions related to remuneration arrangements in the
establishment, including in particular the establishment of principles of remuneration and the introduction and application of new
remuneration methods or modification of existing methods.
161 Cf. Section 77 para 4 BetrVG: Works agreements shall be mandatory and directly applicable. Any rights granted to employees under
a works agreement cannot be waived except with the agreement of the works council. Such rights cannot be forfeited […].
162 See above Ch 4.2.2.2.
163 Cf. Section 111 BetrVG: In establishments that normally have more than twenty employees with voting rights the employer shall
inform the works council in full and in good time of any proposed alterations which may entail substantial prejudice to the staff or a
large sector thereof and consult the works council on the proposed alterations [...].
164 See above Ch 4.2.2.2.
165 See above Ch 4.2.2.2.
166 Federal Labour Court of 4 September 1985 – 5 AZR 655/84, in NEUE ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR ARBEITSRECHT [1986] 225,
p 226.
167 Dütz, W., & Thüsing, G., ‘Arbeitsrecht (24th ed.)’ (2019), Chapter 12: Tarifrecht, para 640.
168 Federal Labour Court of 4 September 1985 – 5 AZR 655/84, in NEUE ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR ARBEITSRECHT [1986] 225,
p 226.
Democratic aspects play a role in so far as the ‘assumption of correctness of collective agreements’ only functions if it is ensured to a
minimum extent that the collective bargaining power has potentially been used in the interests of the employees affected by the
agreement; cf. in more detail: Federal Constitutional Court of 11 July 2017 – 1 BvR 1571/15 in para 202-204, the translation of the
judgment into English provided by the Federal Constitutional Court is available at:
http://www.bverfg.de/e/rs20170711_1bvr157115en.html.
A theoretical basis is provided by the concept of countervailing power described by Nobel Prize winner John Kenneth Galbraith. The
‘equality of arms’ of the contracting parties is achieved by a balance of power between interest groups organised in associations; the
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4.2.2.4 Wage-Work Bargain

As already seen in the context of occupational pension schemes, German labour courts consider the wage-work
bargain as a deference factor.169 This approach can also be observed in cases concerning bonus pay.
To begin with, the degree of deference depends on whether a bonus is intended to remunerate the work done by
the employee or whether it is a so-called gratuity payment. The latter means a payment which serves other than
remuneration purposes.170 Examples are payments rewarding an employee's loyalty to the employer or covering an
employee's additional expenses due to holiday travel or Christmas.171
While employers remain a wide scope of discretion on gratuity payments, courts have a much closer eye where a
bonus pay is intended to be part of employee’s remuneration. The latter is illustrated by a case following the
financial crisis where an employee claimed a bonus pay (remuneration) for 2008 which had been denied, although
the employee met the relevant individual performance criteria.172 The employer — a bank — argued that the
refusal was reasonable given the tremendous loss the bank suffered in 2008 and the fact that the bank had to be
stabilised by the government.173 The court sided with the employer. However, this was due to the ‘serious and
extraordinary circumstances which, exceptionally, justify’ rejecting ‘any’ performance bonus.174 The court hinted that
losses reflecting the ‘normal’ risks inherent in the employer’s business are not per se a sufficient reason to refuse
any bonus payment if an employee has achieved the performance targets set for him.175 This is due to the purpose
of a performance-based bonus which is to incentivise an employee to perform better in a particular way (either
qualitatively or quantitatively). Where an employee had ‘delivered’ the required performance, the employer has
benefited regardless of his residual business risks.176 Variations of the performance bonus ultimately affect the
wage-work bargain and thus might fail employee’s legitimate expectation of consideration.

collective agreement brings contractual freedom to an upper level where it can function better than at the individual contractual level;
cf. Galbraith, J.K., ‘American capitalism: the concept of countervailing power (2th ed.)’ (1980).
In this vein, by determining the working conditions for a large number of employees and thus eliminating competition on the labour
market, trade unions and collective agreement have a cartel effect. In the interest of worker protection, this cartel effect is to a certain
extent considered desirable in the labour market, as opposed to other markets; cf. Junker, A., ‘Grundkurs Arbeitsrecht (19th ed.)’
(2020), para 20; Rieble, V., ‘Arbeitsmarkt und Wettbewerb: der Schutz von Vertrags- und Wettbewerbsfreiheit im Arbeitsrecht’ (1996),
p 335, para 1117.
169 See above Ch 4.2.2.1.
170 Hexel, C., in ‘MÜNCHENER ANWALTSHANDBUCH ARBEITSRECHT (4th ed.)’ (2017), Ch 20, para 122.
171 German employment contracts often contain clauses stating that any gratuity payment is only granted voluntarily or that the employer
can withdraw from a promise originally made in the employment contract. Gratuity payment, which are intended to reward the loyalty of
the employee, are often granted on condition that the employer can reclaim the payment if the employee subsequently gives notice
before a certain date; cf. Junker, A., ‘Grundkurs Arbeitsrecht (19th ed.)’ (2020), para 253-254.
172 Federal Labour Court of 20 March 2013 – 10 AZR 8/12, in NEUE ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR ARBEITSRECHT [2013] 970-974.
173 Ibid, p 973, para 37: In the financial year 2008, the employer’s loss amounted to EUR 2.8 billion. The financial support provided by
the Special Financial Market Stabilization Funds (SoFFin) amounted to EUR 6.4 billion.
174 Federal Labour Court of 20 March 2013 – 10 AZR 8/12, in NEUE ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR ARBEITSRECHT [2013] 970, p 973,
para 37 (emphasis supplied).
175 Ibid.
176 This rationale is expressed by a court in a parallel decision when assessing, one step earlier, whether the right to withdraw from a
performance bonus after the employee has already performed his extra work is an unfair contractual term:
‘By concluding a target agreement which is related to remuneration, the employer sets performance incentives for the employee and
thus determines how, from his point of view, the employee should perform his work in a certain period in an optimal way. The
promised performance-related remuneration is thus in return for performance; it is part of the consideration for the work performed
by the employee. It is not compatible with this character of consideration if the employer reserves the right, despite the work
performed and even if the employee achieves the agreed objectives, to waive the claim to remuneration and not, as in this case, to have
to decide on it at his own discretion.’, cf. Federal Labour Court of 19 March 2014 – 10 AZR 622/13, in NEUE ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR
ARBEITSRECHT [2014] 595, p 601, para 52.
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Next, with regard to bonuses which have a remuneration purpose, the less a bonus is linked to the concrete work
performed by the individual employee, the more reluctant the courts are to award bonuses.177 This can be
exemplified by a comparison between a performance bonus and a bonus tied to the employer’s business success
(profit sharing). First, the latter gives employees only a more generic incentive — mainly promoting loyalty through
the prospect of a piece of the employer's cake. In the absence of individual performance thresholds, such a bonus
is granted irrespective of the individual contribution of the employee.178 Consequently, although part of the
employee's remuneration, the individual wage-work bargain is less concerned. Second, it is apparent that its
purpose is also to protect the employer by sharing the economic business risks between employer and employee.179
And thirdly, from a factual point of view, the assessment of business success is broad and naturally leaves the
employer a greater scope of discretion.180
As a result, German labour courts vary the detail of judicial review depending on the purpose for which a payment
is intended. The more a payment is linked to the individual work performed by an employee, the less deferent the
courts are.
Looking closely, the different approach on clauses promising an individual performance bonus compared to such
promising a profit share can be justified not only by the importance of the wage-work bargain, but also by the
parties’ implicit intent. Compared to the promise of profit-sharing, an employer promising a performance bonus
implicitly expresses that the individual performance of the employee should play a more decisive role in the
exercise of the employer’s discretion than the success of the company — and vice versa.
Furthermore, the fact that German labour courts scrutinise bonus pay through the lens of the wage-work
bargain — emphasising their contractual nature — is accentuated by the following: according to the Federal
Labour Court, even where an employer unreasonably denied any bonus, the courts cannot specify an reasonable
amount instead if the proceedings do not bring to light any relevant criteria on the basis of which the employer
normally exercises his discretion and which were established either by contract or by the employer's remuneration
policy.181
4.2.3 Evaluation
The first conclusion that can be drawn is that the German legal basis for judicial review simplifies a comparison.
The legal provisions enabling the courts to review the employer's decision are only marginally defined by the
legislator. Instead, the provisions contain ‘undefined legal concepts’ leaving the courts a considerable scope in

It is straightforward that, if an employer cannot reserve an unrestricted right to withdraw from a promise of a performance bonus, he
must provide substantial reasons when exercising his discretion and denying any performance bonus if the employee already fulfilled
his part of the agreement.
177 Lingemann, S., & Otte, J., ‘Bonuszahlungen und Freiwilligkeitsvorbehalt: Die Gewichte verschieben sich’ (2014), in NEUE
JURITSISCHE WOCHENSCHRIFT [2014] 2400, p 2402.
178 Preis, U., in ‘ERFURTER KOMMENTAR ZUM ARBEITSRECHT (20th ed.)’ (2020), [Section 611a BGB] para 495.
179 Davies, A.C.L., ‘Employment Law’ (2015), p 102, para 4.
180 In addition, although German courts do not name these factors in this context, bonuses linked to the employer’s company success
trigger much more the deference factors expertise and institutional competence, as it must be up to the employer to allocate the
profits. For example, to decide whether profits should be reinvested in development of new products, or to pay it to employees in
order to strengthen the workforce, or to distribute profits to shareholders as dividends to attract the capital market.
181 Federal Labour Court of 3 August 2016 – 10 AZR 710/14, in NEUE ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR ARBEITSRECHT [2016] 1334,
p 1338, para 30.
In the relevant case, the court found the refusal made as unreasonable, because the employer did not meet his burden of proof. The
employer did not provide any criteria for his decision and thus failed to proof, comparable to limb (a) of the Wednesbury test, that he
had taken into account relevant considerations.
However, in the next step, when the courts have to specify a reasonable bonus pay, the employee can present criteria contractually
agreed or usually used by the employer. An example might be the employer's explanation for bonuses paid in previous years. As a
result, cases in which the courts do not find any admissible criteria are admittedly rather rare.
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interpreting its purpose and in developing the law. Therefore, the role of the German courts in this area of law is
very similar to the role of the English courts in common law.
Second, German labour courts are equally concerned about their jurisdiction and ‘due deference’ as English courts.
Employers’ expertise is a vital reason for their self-restraint. The latter is evident in the distinction between an
instruction and an upstream business decision. But also, in cases without a business decision, German labour courts leave
employers a considerable scope of discretion when applying proportionality, as their approach on appropriateness
and necessity is close to the reasonable response test well-known in English law. Another example is the
formulation of proportionality in relation to occupational pension schemes. Where neither material control nor
wage-work bargain are at stake, the formulation of proportionality is similar to that of Wednesbury reasonableness,
leaving a wide margin of discretion to the employer.
Third, German labour courts are essentially governed by the same deference factors as identified by Davies and
proposed by Bogg and Freedland for English courts. However, two differences can be observed: first, although
German employment law provides vivacious means for the workforce to influence on employers’ decisions, either
via works council or trade unions, German labour courts do not express considerations based on democratic
accountability when reviewing employer decisions. Next, a vital consideration for the German labour courts is the
wage-work bargain. The wage-work bargain could be of particular interest to English courts, as it is closely linked
to the contract and is therefore less prone to objections based on arguments rejecting good faith in English contract
law and based on the public-private divide. Moreover, the wage-work bargain, understood as a deference factor
calling on the courts to ensure that employers cannot simply pass on their economic risks to employees, is in line
with the leitmotif that employees, unlike employers and freelancers, are not entrepreneurs. The latter is expressed
by the ‘economic reality’ test used in the cases of Quashie and Market Investigation, according to which employees
normally do not work for their own account and do not to bear the economic risk associated with their work.182
Fourth, when formulating and applying proportionality, German labour courts utilise these factors ‘alongside the
proportionality test so that courts ask, at each stage […], how much respect should be afforded to’ employers’
initial evaluation, which is exactly the approach as called for by Davies for English employment law.183
As a result, the German approach to proportionality contains many considerations and values that also prevail in
English law (especially the importance of the purpose of the contract). German courts also share the concerns of
English courts regarding courts’ jurisdiction, in particular that courts may not substitute their view for that of the
employer. Consequently, the German discussion on the judicial review of employer decisions can provide valuable
impulses for the discussion in English employment law.
4.3 German Labour Courts as a Feature: no ‘Deal Breaker’
Davies observed that English courts are particularly deferent due to their potential lack of expertise and due to the
economic consequences, a court’s decision might have.184 In terms of expertise, German labour courts have lay
members and are thus more comparable with ET and EAT than with English courts.185 This imposes the question
on how to take account of the fact that German labour courts are specialised courts.186

182 Stringfellow Restaurants Ltd v Quashie [2013] IRLR 99, CA; Market Investigations Ltd v Minister of Social Security [1969] 2 QB 173; Davies,
A.C.L., ‘Employment Law’ (2015), p 102.
183 Davies, A.C.L., ‘Judicial Self-Restraint in Labour Law’ (2009), Industrial Law Journal, Volume 38, Issue 3, 278, p 283.
184 Ibid, p 304-305.
185 Section 6 Labour Court Act (Arbeitsgerichtsgesetz — ArbGG): ‘The labour court shall give decisions sitting with one professional
judge and two honorary judges [lay members], one from the employer side and one from the employee side’.
186 Besides the participation of lay members, proceedings before German regular courts and German labour courts differ primarily in
the faster proceedings and a lower cost risk in the latter. Both reflect the fact that the employment relationship is usually the basis of an
employee's livelihood (Rationale: easy access to justice). These rules on procedure have no influence on substantive law. The described
purposes is comparable to the ones emphasised by the Donovan Report in 1968 for the UK Employment Tribunals (back then
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First of all, the answer to this question can hardly be to completely shy away from a sensitive judicial review where
expertise matters.187 Even cases ‘about money’ (pension schemes, bonus pay) invoke critical deference factors such
as the wage-work bargain or central capabilities, which require a more employee protective approach.
Instead, the answer to this question lies in the approach already adopted by English courts, namely to formulate
the relevant review standard flexibly and to apply the respective standard sensitively to the individual context of a
case. As with their English counterparts, the German labour courts are very cautious about the fact that the
employer bears the residual economic risks associated with his business. That is why German labour courts have
developed, alongside a common understanding of proportionality,188 subtle variations taking account of the
individual context. Central to the variations in each example presented above is the identification of a
‘fulcrum’ — meaning factual points/ questions recurring in similar contexts. These serve, on one hand, to respect
the expertise of employers and mitigate the economic consequences of a judgement and,189 on the other hand, to
ensure that the legitimate expectations of employees are protected. In the example of adjustments to occupational
pension schemes the ‘fulcrum’ is whether entitlements are already earned (vested). For work instructions it is
pivotal whether an instruction implements a business decision; and for bonus pay it is whether a payment is part of
the remuneration and how closely a bonus is tied to an employee’s individual performance. These variations are,
dogmatically, often different formulations of the ‘narrow proportionality’ anticipating a result of the weighing
which the courts would usually reach anyway because a specific context usually generates a recurring pattern of
considerations. For example, where entitlement to a pension payment has vested, employees have spent part of
their working life (non-recoverable) with one employer.
This approach could be a tool also for English courts, although probably different in detail.190 To begin with, such
‘tiers’ are not vague notions of equity, but can be explained by the purpose of a discretionary power. This can be
seen in the distinction between gratuity payments, bonuses paid in return for an employee's individual performance
and those aimed at sharing the employer's profits. If an employer, having the choice,191 deliberately decides to
promise a bonus based on an employee's individual performance, this (contractual) intention of the employer
justifies expecting him to keep his promise.192 Consequently, such an approach is in line with Lady Hale’s argument,
when quoting British Telecommunications v Telefónica, that a contractual discretion ‘must be exercised consistently with
its contractual purpose’.193
Next, ‘tiered’ review standards building upon a ‘fulcrum’ facilitate legal certainty and predictability. Since such
‘fulcrums’ reflect factual points/ questions recurring in similar contexts, they are easier to grasp for lay persons.
For example, if a work instruction implements a business decision, the formulation of proportionality is much more
Industrial Tribunals): ‘easily accessible, informal, speedy and inexpensive’, cf. ‘The Royal Commission on Trade Unions and Employers’
Associations, 1965–1968’ (1968), Cmnd 3623, para 572, as cited in Morgenweck, J., ‘Die Arbeitsgerichtsbarkeit in England’ (2013), p 7.
187 This holds true for institutional competence as well, since the boundaries between expertise and institutional competence are — as
Davies pointed out — sometimes rather blurred, cf. Davies, A.C.L., ‘Judicial Self-Restraint in Labour Law’ (2009), Industrial Law
Journal, Volume 38, Issue 3, 278, p 286.
188 For the understanding of proportionality as established in German law see above Ch 2, p 11.
189 Again, this is also relevant to institutional competence.
190 As Teubner has observed, and as stressed at the beginning of this article, ‘irritating’ effects caused by such a comparison lead to an
own development within the British domestic idiosyncrasies, cf. Teubner, G., ‘Legal Irritants: Good faith in British Law or How
Unifying Law Ends Up in New Divergences’ (1998), The Modern Law Review, Volume 61, Issue 1, 11, p 32.
191 This consideration becomes even more relevant if one takes into account employers’ unequal bargaining power relative to their
employees.
192 That the purpose of a contractual discretion is not only instructive for the formulation of the relevant review standard but also for
its application to the facts, can be seen by the German cases already described above. For example, in the case dealing with the flight
attendant who had been relocated (p 38), the court held (when assessing the narrow proportionality) that the attendant could not
invoke the harmful impact the required house move would have on her family life, since it is inherent in the job of a flight attendant to
be deployed to different airports.
193 Braganza v BP Shipping Ltd and another [2015] UKSC 17, [2015] ICR 449, p 460, para 27; where she quotes British Telecommunications plc
v Telefónica O2 UK Ltd [2014] Bus LR 765, p 780-781, para 37.
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confined to arbitrariness or capriciousness and thus much closer to Wednesbury reasonableness. As a result, an
employer knows much better in which situations he has a wide margin of discretion or in which he must be more
sensitive to the employer's interests. This would strengthen Lady Hale’s argument in Braganza, where she expects
an employer to ‘inform themselves of the principles which are relevant to the decisions which they have to make’.194
5. Trust and Confidence as a Sufficient Basis for Proportionality?
TC provides a foundation for proportionality in English employment law, as TC’s formulation, establishing a
standard of good faith, is flexible enough (5.1.), and the purpose of many discretionary powers suggests an
interpretation of TC towards proportionality (5.2.).
5.1 Good Faith as a foundation
The key implied term providing principles constraining the exercise of employers' power is TC.195 TC requires,
according to Malik v BCCI, that ‘the employer shall not without reasonable and proper cause, conduct itself in a
manner calculated and likely to destroy or seriously damage the relationship of confidence and trust between
employer and employee’.196 Drawing on the general duty of cooperation,197 via TC courts imply an increasing
standard of good faith in employment law.198 As such, TC provides a foundation flexible enough to allow courts an
interpretation of TC towards proportionality.
First, as Davies points out,199 TC shows a striking resemblance to proportionality when one considers Lord Steyn's
further statement in Malik v BCCI, where he describes TC as
‘apt to cover the great diversity if situations in which a balance has to be struck between an
employer's interest in managing his business as he sees fit and an employee's interest in not
being unfairly and improperly exploited’.200
Second, the flexibility of the TC is demonstrated by the remarkable development it has already undergone. This is
expressed by French v Barclays where the employer lent money to his employee and subsequently demanded a
readjustment of the loan agreement.201 The court sided with the employee because the readjustment, which would
have meant an enormous loss for the employee, would have destroyed his legitimate expectations and thus a
breach of TC.
Third, freedom of contract and private autonomy do not form convincing counter-arguments. To begin with, TC
is a term implied in law and — different to terms implied in fact — not based on parties’ will.202 Next, the
justification for both (‘free will’) requires a balance of bargaining power which is not given in an employment
Braganza v BP Shipping Ltd and another [2015] UKSC 17, [2015] ICR 449, p 462, para 36.
Johnson v Unisys Ltd [2001] ICR 480, p 495, para 36: 'The contribution of the common law to the employment revolution has been
by the evolution of implied terms in the contract of employment. The most far reaching is the implied term of trust and confidence';
Davies, A.C.L., ‘Judicial Self-Restraint in Labour Law’ (2009), Industrial Law Journal, Volume 38, Issue 3, 278, p 294-295; Bogg, A., &
Freedland, M., ‘Pensions Law, IBM v Dalgleish, and the Public/Private Divide’ (2020), in Agnew, S., & Davies, P.S., & Mitchell, C.,
‘Pensions Law, Policy and Practice’ (2020), p 235.
196 Malik v Bank of Credit and Commerce International SA (In Liquidation) [1997] ICR 606, p 621, para D.
197 Brodie, D., 'Beyond Exchange: The New Contract of Employment' (1998), Industrial Law Journal Volume 27, Issue 2, 79, p 80.
198 Bogg, A., ‘Good Faith in the Contract of Employment: A Case of the English Reserve’ (2011), Comparative Labor Law & Policy
Journal, Volume 32, Issue 3, 729, p 732.
199 Davies, A.C.L., ‘Judicial Self-Restraint in Labour Law’ (2009), Industrial Law Journal, Volume 38, Issue 3, 278, p 295.
200 Malik v Bank of Credit and Commerce International SA (In Liquidation) [1997] ICR 606, p 622, para A (emphases supplied).
201 French v Barclays Bank Plc [1998] IRLR 646, CA.
202 For terms implied in law see: Bogg, A., & Freedland, M., ‘Pensions Law, IBM v Dalgleish, and the Public/Private Divide’ (2020), in
Agnew, S., & Davies, P.S., & Mitchell, C., ‘Pensions Law, Policy and Practice’ (2020), p 232; Peel, E., & Treitel, G., 'The law of contract
(14th ed.)' (2015), para 6-044. For terms implied in fact see: Shirlaw v Stouthern Foundries Ltd [1940] AC 701.
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context. This inequality has become even more alarming as collective bargaining has declined massively since the
Thatcher government.203 The focus of the law has shifted from collective laissez-faire to the protection of individual
employment rights.204 Eventually, this led to the recognition of employment law as a special field of law aiming to
protect employees.205 This 'transition' allows for the development of the TC liberated from values of general
contract law not equally applicable in an employment context.206
Fourth, an expansion of TC towards proportionality is underpinned by the nature of employment contracts as socalled relational contracts.207 Relational regards contracts as relations and not as ‘discrete transactions’.208 This
continuous relationship makes the especially the weaker party dependent. No relationship other than employment
allows such a high degree of control over a person.209 It is not without reason that control is a decisive factor in
determining employee status.210 At the same time, as Lord Hoffmann noted in Johnson v Unisys, ‘a person’s
employment is usually one of the most important things in his or her life. It gives not only a livelihood but an
occupation, an identity and a sense of self-esteem’.211 The combination of both, the employer's control and the
employee's vulnerability, creates a responsibility on the part of the employer underpinning the requirement that
decisions be taken in a proportionate manner.
5.2 The Purpose of the Respective Discretion as a Determining Factor
Pivotal for the formulation and application of reviewing standards — all varying in their sensitivity — is the
purpose of the relevant discretionary power.
This is expressed not only in the reasoning in Braganza,212 but can be drawn from commercial cases like Socimer.213
The latter takes place in the financial market. The parties entered into a forward sale agreement which gave the
defendant bank the discretion to value certain assets if, as happened, the claimant bank defaulted. The claimant
bank criticised the valuation made by the defendant bank as too low. The court held that the discretion conferred
to the defendant bank was ‘limited as a matter of necessary implication, by concepts of honesty, good faith, and
genuineness, and the need for the absence of arbitrariness, capriciousness, perversity and irrationality’.214 However,
given the difficult market conditions, the purpose of the discretionary power to value the assets, which was to selfprotect the defendant bank, and that the agreement was made between sophisticated trading partners, the court
held,

Machin, S., ‘Union Decline in Britain’ (2000), British Journal of Industrial Relations, Volume 38, Issue 4, 631, p 631-632. To this
end, the Thatcher government enacted the Employment Act 1980.
204 This is reflected in particular by tremendous increase of claims brought to tribunals which led the government to the enactment of
the Employment Act 2002. The latter aimed to reduce the number of proceedings by introducing a grievance procedure (abolished in
2009). Another example is the ET and EAT Fees Order 2013 which introduced fees before bringing a tribunal claim (declared as
unlawful in 2017).
205 Regina (UNISON) v Lord Chancellor (SC(E)) [2017] 3 WLR 409, p 417, para 6.
206 For the flaws of the general contract law when dealing with relational contracts see for more detail: Gaudel, P.J., ‘Relational
Contract Theory and the Concept of Exchange’ (1998), Buffalo Law Review, Volume 46, Issue 3, 763-798.
207 Brodie, D., ‘How Relational Is the Employment Contract?’ (2011), Industrial Law Journal, Volume 40, Issue 3, 232.
208 MacNeil, I.R., ‘The Many Futures of Contracts’ (1974), Southern California Law Review, Volume 47, Issue 3, 691, p 693-694.
209 As Bogg and Freedland put it: ‘to sell one’s labour power is in fact to sell oneself’‚ cf. Bogg, A., & Freedland, M., ‘Pensions Law,
IBM v Dalgleish, and the Public/Private Divide’ (2020), in Agnew, S., & Davies, P.S., & Mitchell, C., ‘Pensions Law, Policy and Practice’
(2020), 223, p 246.
210 Ready Mixed Concrete Ltd v Minister of Pensions and National Insurance [1968] 2 QB 497, p 515.
211 Johnson v Unisys Ltd [2001] ICR 480, p 495-496, para 37-38.
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471.
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‘that in coming to its assessment, subject to the limitations of good faith and rationality, [the
defendant bank] is entitled primarily to consult its own interests.’215

What seems sobering at first glance becomes all the more enlightening when the rationale is carried over to
employment relationships, because the purpose for which the discretionary power was granted shall be decisive
for the degree of judicial review.
First of all, the parties to an employment relationship are usually not equally sophisticated and well-versed.216 Next,
the reason for many discretionary powers for the employer is not the antiquated idea of master and servant, nor is
it the protection of the employer, but it is the incomplete nature of employment contract. The power of discretion
is usually given for matters that cannot be regulated in detail at the time the contract had been concluded
(‘discretion as gap filler’). This incomplete nature does not favour one party over the other. It is rather a necessity
to conclude a contract of employment at the first place. As such, the purpose of ‘gap filling’ is neutral and requires
that the interests of both parties are considered.
Through the lens of incompleteness, applying proportionality aims to sustain contractual fairness. Both sides of
an employment enter the relationship with the expectation that the relationship will be conducted, as Lord Nicholls
put it in Malik v BCCI, ‘in the manner the employment contract implicitly envisages’.217
Consequently, employers are required to consider the interests and expectations of employees. Where one does
not allow the decision maker to act only in his interest, but requires him to have regard to the others party's interest
as well, it is natural to ask (as a test) whether the decision's aim justifies the impact on the other party — or to put
it like Lord Steyn, whether a balance has been struck.218 It follows from the very nature of balancing that an
employer remains a wide margin of discretion where he can demonstrate that a decision either does only have little
effect on employees interests (pension entitlements not vested) or that the decision is necessary to pursue his
legitimate business interest (work instruction implementing wider business decisions) — and vice versa. Moreover, as
shown above, the purpose of discretionary powers is sometimes not only neutral but favours the employee. For
example, bonus pay tied to the individual performance of an employee. Its purpose is to incentivise employees to
contribute to their employer’s business and not to reserve employer the opportunity to lower their costs by
withholding bonus pay for any reason which is not ‘so outrageous in its defiance of logic as to be perverse’.219
6. Conclusion
As Davies, Bogg and Freedland suggest for English law, the German labour courts use expertise, institutional
competence and central capabilities as deference factors, alongside the proportionality test, to assess at each stage
the extent to which the evaluation of the employer as the original decision-maker should be respected. As the
example of occupational pensions schemes, work instructions and bonus pay have shown, proportionality can be
formulated and applied with a great degree of flexibility. Its formulation ranges from mere Wednesbury
reasonableness (e.g. adjustments to non-vested pension entitlements, business decision) and similarity to the
‘reasonable response test’, to the full set of ‘narrow proportionality’ requiring an adequate relation between
employers’ aim and employees’ interests affected. The fact that these formulations resemble those already used by

Socimer International Bank v Standard Bank London Ltd [2008] EWCA Civ 116, [2008] Bus LR 1304, p 1493, para 112.
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English courts demonstrates that German labour courts and English courts share important considerations, which
provides fertile ground for exchange.
In addition, German labour courts consider the wage-work bargain as an important deference factor. This factor
is not only helpful to underpin the application of proportionality in the first place. Moreover, it can be used to
identify different formulations of proportionality (‘tiers’), as seen in the examples of adjustments to pension
entitlements and the different reviewing standards for bonus pay. But most importantly, the work-wage bargain is
closely linked to intentions of the parties to an employment contract. The wage-work bargain is less prone to
objections based on the public-private divide, but constitutes a valid justification based on the values prevailing in
general contract law. The wage-work bargain emphasis that proportionality serves to ensure contractual fairness,
a part of good faith, and does not ‘smuggle in’ values alien to contract law.
Next, the German method of developing ‘tiers’ of proportionality could be a fruitful tool to take account of the
fact that the English courts are not specialised courts. Such tiers would allow courts to predictably distinguish
between situations where a high degree of deference is justified and situations where employees’ interests call for
a detailed scrutiny.
Finally, trust and confidence and good faith provide a basis for proportionality in English employment law. As stated in
Socimer and Braganza, the purpose of the relevant discretionary power is decisive for the degree of judicial review.
Through the lens of the ‘incompleteness problem’, many discretionary powers are at least ‘neutral’ and therefore
require the employer to consider also the interests of employees. The best way to balance these interests is through
the use of the proportionality test — flexibly formulated and applied.
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A CRITICAL EXAMINATION OF
HOW ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE SHOULD BE
REGULATED IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
Roxanna Yaghmai1
ABSTRACT
In an age of technological revolution, Artificial Intelligence continues to grow at an exponential rate, playing an
increasingly active role in society. Although these entities generate tremendous opportunities, the risks which
accompany their uses are undeniable. The United Kingdom’s current lack of regulatory oversight to govern these
applications has led to concerns regarding their safety. As although there have been attempts by the administration
to regulate AI by introducing bodies such as the Office for AI and CDEI, there is still no concrete framework.
This article will explore the various existing proposals ranging from government intervention, self-regulation and
co-regulatory strategies to assess how AI can be regulated in the United Kingdom. Arguably, however, each
proposed framework has its caveats which make it unsuited to regulating AI individually. Therefore a wholly new
framework, one which draws inspiration from other successfully regulated industries such as the pharmaceutical
drug sector, as well as one which addresses the ambiguities of the aforementioned frameworks will be considered.
The Artificial Intelligence Regulation Agency will be responsible for regulating AI in the United Kingdom under
a singular regulatory umbrella, endeavoring to construct an innovative approach that is both practical and realistic.
By introducing binding Codes of Conduct and Essential Requirements alongside the adoption of a risk-based
regulatory structure, the Agency hopes to achieve uniform standards for AI within the United Kingdom.
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I. Introduction
Artificial Intelligence (AI) continues to traverse into almost every aspect of society, proceeding to develop at an
exponential rate as computational capabilities double every two years.2 Current AI applications have the capacity
to increase road safety through autonomous vehicles, predict when earthquakes will occur,3 and detect potentially
cancerous cells.4 The commercial applications of these algorithms appear limitless, with illustrations such as
DeepMind’s AlphaGo, which successfully overcame a human master at a Chinese board game,5 or Microsoft’s
Chatbot Zo, which integrates AI into personal agents who can perform a multitude of tasks and respond to
questions.6 Although the benefits of these algorithms are unequivocal, they pose new and unknown risks which
current laws and regulations are unequipped to face. Concerns including algorithmic bias, autonomous vehicle
safety, and AI explainability and transparency are some instances of issues that require immediate regulatory
redress.
Much of AI’s development has occurred in a regulatory vacuum, with few laws or regulations existing to specifically
address the unique difficulties they raise. It also appears that there is a general absence of legal scholarship
discussing potential regulatory approaches for AI7 - especially concerning institutional competence, examining
which government establishment may be best equipped to confront these novel matters. Traditional methods of
regulation including Command & Control type approaches appear particularly unsuited to manage these intelligent
algorithms. Therefore, by observing the limited dialogue of existing AI-specific proposals, as well as drawing on
lessons from other successfully regulated industries such as that of the medical drug sector, this paper hopes to
find a practical regulatory framework that could be implemented in the United Kingdom.
Though there is an extensive scholarly debate regarding whether AI should be regulated, resolving this dispute is
beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, this discussion will proceed on the assumption that AI should be regulated,
specifically concentrating on how the UK should proceed. As navigating existing regulatory stances is only one
piece of the puzzle,8 arguably regulators face a much larger task to formulate a new architecture which caters
specifically to AI. Therefore, this article will advance this discourse by beginning to form a new coherent structure
which addresses existing ambiguities.
Chapter II begins by exploring the background of AI, examining the unique risks it poses including bias, safety,
and explainability, as well as the difficulty of regulating algorithms. Chapter III expands upon this discourse,
focusing on establishing the patchwork of recommendations which have been proposed by the UK and EU thus
far in an attempt to regulate AI. Chapter IV begins to analyse some of the existing regulatory strategies and
proposals within the literature. These include government intervention, self-regulation, and co-regulatory
strategies, which could form the foundation of future regulation of AI in the UK. Finally, Chapter V outlines a
wholly new framework – and one which considers the shortcomings of the aforementioned proposals, drawing
Pedro Domingos, The Master Algorithm: How the Quest for the Ultimate Learning Machine Will Remake Our World (1st edn, Basic
Books 2015) 287
3 Thomas Fuller and Cade Metz, 'AI Is Helping Scientists Predict When and Where the Next Big Earthquake Will Be' (The New York
Times, 26 October 2018) <https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/26/technology/earthquake-predictions-artificialintelligence.html> accessed 2 July 2020
4 ARM Al-shamasneh and UHB Obaidellah, 'Artificial Intelligence Techniques for Cancer Detection and Classification: Review
Study' [2017] 13(3) European Scientific Journal 342
5 Deepmind, 'AlphaGo' (DeepMind, 10 March 2017) <https://deepmind.com/about/deepmind-for-google> accessed 30 July 2020.
6 Aimee Riordan, 'Microsoft’s AI vision, rooted in research, conversations' (Microsoft News, 13 December
2016) <https://news.microsoft.com/features/microsofts-ai-vision-rooted-in-research-conversations/> accessed 30 July 2020
7 Matthew Scherer, 'Regulating Artificial Intelligence Systems: Risks, Challenges, Competencies, And Strategies' [2016] 29(2) Harvard
Journal of Law & Technology 356.
8 Clifford chance, 'The challenges of regulating artificial intelligence Robots and regulation' (Talking Tech, Emerging Technologies, 27 April
2017) <https://talkingtech.cliffordchance.com/en/emerging-technologies/artificial-intelligence/ai-and-the-law.html> accessed 9
August 2020
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inspiration from other successfully regulated industries and creating a model which specifically caters to the novel
characteristics of AI. The Artificial Intelligence Regulation Agency is a centralised government Agency, tasked
with regulating AI in the UK under a singular umbrella. This agency will introduce binding Codes of Conduct and
Essential Requirements for AI alongside a risk-based certification topography.
II. The Future of Artificial Intelligence
This Chapter will explore the background as to the definitional ambiguity surrounding AI. The risks it poses such
as bias, safety, explainability, and transparency, as well as some difficulties which regulators may encounter. This
will form the backdrop for the issues which require regulatory redress when considering how the UK should
regulate AI.
A. Defining AI
There is currently no singular accepted definition for AI.9 This is something that must be resolved before effective
regulation can begin and it can be predominantly attributed to the conceptual ambiguity surrounding the term
‘intelligence’, the precise essence of which has become the subject of considerable scholarly debate due to its
enigmatic essence.
Widely attributed as coining the term ‘Artificial Intelligence’, John McCarthy stated that there is no ‘solid definition
of intelligence that doesn’t depend on relating it to human intelligence’ as ‘we cannot yet characterise in general
what kinds of computational procedures we want to call intelligent’.10 This characterises AI by its ‘human-like’
qualities but fails to demarcate the boundaries of what constitutes AI more broadly.11 Wang in contrast offers a
contemporary reading, finding that AI should signify a system which can adapt with insufficient knowledge and
resources.12 The European Commission adheres to the latter school of thought, defining AI as ‘systems that display
intelligent behaviour by analysing their environment and taking actions - with some degree of autonomy. 13’
Due to the lack of definitional clarity, AI has become a broad vernacular term for a range of programmes,
algorithms, and networks14, the resolution of which is beyond the scope of this article. Therefore, this article will
utilise the following working definition: AI is an entity which combines a collection of technologies which can
learn through trial and error,15 handling different tasks by itself and adapting itself to various situations which
would normally be attributed to requiring human intelligence. This discussion will also place AI and algorithms
under the same intellectual umbrella, as although algorithms are simplified versions of AI, AI applications generally
rely heavily on algorithms, thus making them inseparable.
B. The Problematic Characteristics of AI

Builtin, 'What is Artificial Intelligence?' (Builtin, 1 May 2019) <https://builtin.com/artificial-intelligence/ai-companiesroundup> accessed 17 July 2020
10 John McCarthy, 'What is Artificial Intelligence?' (Stamford University Computer Science Department, 12 November
2007) <http://jmc.stanford.edu/articles/whatisai.html> accessed 27 June 2020
11 Miriam C. Buiten, 'Towards Intelligent Regulation of Artificial Intelligence' [2019] 10(1) European Journal of Risk Regulation 43.
12 Pei Wang, 'On Defining Artificial Intelligence' [2019] 10(2) Journal of Artificial General Intelligence 1.
13 European Commission ‘Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the European Council, the Council, the
European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions on Artificial Intelligence for Europe’, Brussels,
25.4.2018 COM (2018) 237 final
14 Michael Guihot et al., 'Nudging Robots: Innovative Solutions to Regulate Artificial Intelligence' [2017] 20(2) Vanderbilt Journal of
Entertainment & Technology Law, Forthcoming 395
15 Laura Onita, 'Trial and error advances artificial intelligence in robots' (E&T Engineering and Technology, 22nd
May) <https://eandt.theiet.org/content/articles/2015/05/trial-and-error-advances-artificial-intelligence-in-robots/> accessed 17 June
2020
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AI brings enormous potential but also gives rise to a cacophony of dangerous implications if not regulated
appropriately. This section will outline some of the main controversies which require the most urgent regulatory
address.
i. Bias
Algorithms identify patterns in data and codify them into predictions, rules and decisions.16 Therefore, if those
patterns reflect existing biases within the creator, it is likely that the AI will amplify that particular bias in its
outcomes, potentially ‘reinforcing existing patterns of discrimination’.17 Some common patterns include
unintended sexism, racism, and discrimination in the outcomes of data analysis.18 Bias is difficult to detect,
therefore caution is advised as it can ‘become part of the logic of everyday algorithmic systems’.19
A recent investigation for prejudice can be observed in a gender discrimination complaint arising from Apple
Card’s spending limits.20 It was discovered that Apple Card, when viewing the same profile of a man and a woman
who both possessed identical financial profiles and credentials, offered the man a credit line twenty times higher
than was offered to the woman. Apple was unable to comment on how this bias arose, raising concerns regarding
explainability21 which will be discussed below. Crawford sees these complications as part of a wider algorithmic
bias issue, calling for more vigilance in AI system design and training to avoid built-in bias.22 These issues are
unlikely to require regulatory capture if they are addressed within the system design.23 However, these issues can
be ameliorated with the incorporation of regulations which require careful designing or prompt shooting24 at the
early stages.
ii. Safety
A range of safety concerns have been expressed25 regarding physical and non-material AI application usage
including vehicle safety, data privacy, and security.26
Physical safety issues can be illustrated through autonomous vehicle usage. These applications can potentially
improve road safety by reducing accidents resulting from slow reaction times, inattention, and inappropriate risktaking27 caused by human error. However, the first fatal accident in 2016 involving Tesla’s autonomous vehicle
has raised a host of novel concerns.28 Vehicle accidents caused by software or hardware errors, as well as unethical
decision making in the context of multi-risk scenarios29 are all real possibilities.

Titu-Marius Băjenescu, 'The Risks of Artificial Intelligence ' [2018] 25(4) Journal of Engineering Science 51
Ibid
18 Kate Crawford, 'Can an Algorithm be Agonistic? Ten Scenes from Life in Calculated Publics' [2016] 41(1) Science, Technology &
Human Values 77
19 Kate Crawford, 'Artificial Intelligence's White Guy Problem' (The New York Times, 25 June
2016) <https://www.cs.dartmouth.edu/~ccpalmer/teaching/cs89/Resources/Papers/AIs%20White%20Guy%20Problem%20%20NYT.pdf> accessed 5 August 2020
20 Neil Vigdor, 'Artificial Intelligence's White Guy Problem' (The New York Times, 10 November
2019) <https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/10/business/Apple-credit-card-investigation.html> accessed 5 August 2020
21 Ibid
22 See Crawford supra note 17, at 77
23 See Guihot et al. supra note 13, at 405
24 Ibid
25 Patrick Lin et al., 'Robot ethics : Mapping the issues for a mechanized world' [2011] 175(5) Artificial Intelligence 942
26 David D. Luxton, Ethical Issues and Artificial Intelligence Technologies in Behavioral and Mental Health Care. in Luxton et
al., (eds), Artificial Intelligence in Behavioral and Mental Health Care (Elsevier 2016) 255
27 See Crawford supra note 17, at 77
28 Kacey Deamer, 'What the First Driverless Car Fatality Means for Self-Driving Tech' (Scientific America, 1 July
2016) <https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/what-the-first-driverless-car-fatality-means-for-self-driving-tech/> accessed 2 July
2020
29 See Lin supra note 24 at 945
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This is further complicated by the highly context-specific dangers which these algorithms face. These could include
unique cultures, geographical terrain, or indigenous fauna.30 Volvo is facing this dilemma in relation to its animal
detection system, where its vehicles struggle to comprehend the unusual way in which kangaroos move.31 However,
in contrast, Google’s autonomous driving division Waymo, illustrates the potential that these AI possess. This
vehicle has passed over two million miles in the United States32 and has only been at fault in one accident,
demonstrating that in real-world scenarios, these issues may have little impact on the day-to-day functioning of
these vehicles.
The safety and reliability of non-physical software systems are critical in protecting consumers’ data and ensuring
algorithmic integrity. Software technology must safeguard all data and communications within its algorithms,
ensuring security against unauthorised access and changes.33 Healthcare robots which encompass surgical, routinetask, and personal care robots34 are particularly at risk. These applications often require access to personal and
medical data, as well as ‘know[ing]…and possibly shar[ing] the location of medical objects and people’35 with
hospitals.36 This leads to an unprecedented volume of personal information which could potentially be remotely
accessed by unauthorised parties – or worse, leaves devices such as pacemakers37 and drug infusion pumps38
vulnerable to hacking. This could result in immeasurable health complications and damages, illustrating the need
for robust protection.
iii. Explainability and Transparency
Explainability and transparency are both tools that promote fair AI decision making by providing a meaningful
explanation39 as to how the AI may have reached an outcome. As learning algorithms become more sophisticated,
difficulties relating to the explainability40 and transparency of AI will need to be confronted. The Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) has raised concerns that current AI algorithms lack the ability to explain how they derive their
results, and thus advises caution in ‘blindly accepting ’computer-generated answers.41
Demonstrating transparency of AI-driven decision making is challenging. This can be attributed to the fact that
when an algorithm has trained itself iteratively on datasets, it can be difficult to provide an accessible explanation
of the precise factors for the ultimate decision.42 Explaining the weights learned in a multilayer neural net with a
Ibid
Riley Morgan, 'Volvo's driverless cars can't work out kangaroos because their hopping confuses their systems - but they have no
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34 See Luxton supra note 25, at 255
35 Drew Simshaw, 'Regulating Healthcare Robots: Maximizing Opportunities While Minimizing Risks' [2016] 22(3) Richmond Journal
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Parliament , March 2019 ) 76,
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complex architecture will inevitably be complex. This issue will only continue to escalate as AI becomes more
complex and its degree of autonomy increases.
43

However, explainability and transparency are arguably not novel concerns, as complex systems such as
pharmaceutical drugs have previously confronted them.44 When companies begin to develop these drugs, the
hypothesis regarding why they may prove effective are often little more than smart guesses.45 Therefore, drugs
could be used as a point of reference for developing future regulations which incorporate explainability and
transparency into algorithms. This notion will be further explored in Chapter V where the proposed framework
will take inspiration from the MHRA which is the UK’s pharmaceutical drug regulatory authority.
C. The Difficulties of Regulating AI
Regulation is often referred to as ‘state intervention into the economy by making and applying legal rules’46 which
are designed to ensure safety and protect society from harm. The section above illustrates the tangible risks which
AI pose, emphasising the need for regulation to protect against AI’s dangers. However, governments have
struggled thus far to regulate AI due to the highly context-dependent and ambiguous nature of this field which
encompasses a broad range of applications. From data privacy in deep learning healthcare networks to autonomous
vehicles, the need for specificity when determining the permissible uses of AI47 has made it challenging to create a
legislative framework that addresses every aspect of AI algorithms.
The issue is further compounded by a ‘pacing problem’, where existing governance structures are unable to
respond to the changes posed by rapid technological development.48 This has led legal and ethical oversight to lag
behind technological advancement,49 leading some to believe that regulation is a ‘blunt and slow-moving
instrument which is easily subject to political interference and distortion’.50 To solve this, governments often opt
for excessively strict regulation, which, though justifiable in inherently harmful industries such as nuclear waste or
fossil fuel manufacturing, can ultimately lead to stifled innovation in those which are not, reducing the potentially
world-changing capacity of AI.51 Two strategies have been proposed to tackle this dilemma. One is to slow the
pace of technological advancement so regulatory initiatives are less likely to lag, which is arguably impossible; the
second involves accelerating the adaptability and responsiveness of initiatives to AI development.52
Although introducing initiatives to keep pace with progress is likely to stimulate enhanced regulation, this will be
challenging. Horst argues that it will be difficult for states to agree on a singular framework, leading to a divergent
and competitive’53 regulatory spectrum due to jurisdictions diverse array of ‘deep normative structures’.54 This
may result in states competing to incentivise large corporations to invest in their countries by promoting lax
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regulations and robot friendly laws.55 Formulating a regulatory response may be problematic, but, however, with
the right regulatory mechanisms it will be possible to ensure cohesive and safe AI regulation in the UK.
III. Contemporary Legal Frameworks
Chapter II established the fundamental principles and problematic characteristics of AI. This Chapter will expand
upon this discussion, focusing on existing regulatory initiatives proposed by the UK and the European Union.
These will be utilised in Chapter V’s discussion to assess whether they could form the building blocks for future
regulation.
A. United Kingdom
i. House of Lords Select Committee on AI
In its consideration, the Select Committee created an ethical framework to guide AI development.56 However,
these guidelines were criticised for their vagueness. Principles including regulating AI for the ‘common good of
humanity’ and the inclusion of ‘integrity and fairness’57 demonstrate this. The committee further concludes that,
at this stage, blanket AI-regulation would be inappropriate as existing regulators, such as the Information
Commissioner's Office (an independent authority tasked with upholding information rights in the public
interest),58 are best placed to consider AI regulation.59 Although this deliberation showcases the early stages of a
framework, the vagueness of the ethical proposals and lack of AI-specific expertise possessed by the ICO indicates
that a far more concrete mandate and regulator must be created in the future.
ii. Office for Artificial Intelligence
The Office for AI published guidance in June 201960 on ethical principles for data-driven technologies and AI.
The report urges a framework of ethical values which ‘respects the dignity of individuals’ and ‘care for the wellbeing
of all'.61 Similarly to the Lord’s considerations, as discussed above, these ethical frameworks are extremely broad
and are unlikely to prove useful due to their non-obligatory nature and vagueness. Although the Office was an
attempt by the UK government to catalyse AI research and development, it is evident that these guidelines are a
work in progress, despite failing to propose an actionable regulatory framework; the Office itself and its existing
expertise could potentially be utilised in the future.
iii. Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation
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The Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation (CDEI) operates as an independent public sector adviser to the
government to specifically tackle AI regulation.62 The CDEI is currently attempting to address ‘issues of public
concern’ such as ‘data bias’,63 which is one of the primary risks associated with AI as discussed in Chapter II.
The Committee on Standards in Public Life in its ‘Artificial Intelligence and Public Standards Review’ concluded
that the government should establish the CDEI as a centre for regulatory assurance to assist regulators.64
Establishing the CDEI as a central body, the review concluded that the UK does not need a ‘specific AI regulator,
but all regulators must adapt to the challenges that AI poses to their specific sectors’.65 However, a following CDEI
consolation paper stated that the main purpose of the body is to advise the government on how to address
potential gaps in the regulation, denoting that it will not regulate the uses of AI66 and has no intention of becoming
a ‘central body’ as the committee suggests above. Veale is concerned that the CDEI ‘will descend into one of many
talking shops, producing a series of one-off reports looking at single abstract issues’67 if it is forced into this role.
This is further evidenced by the CDEI’s lack of statutory footing. However, the government has implied that it
intends to place the CDEI on a legislative basis after its initial phase of operation,68 although, this does not
guarantee that that CDEI will be able or willing to fulfil the proposed role the government intends to impose upon
it. However, the CDEI’s expertise and its ability to advise the government specifically on AI regulation suggests
that this will allow this body to play an active role in future regulatory strategies.
Overall, it is evident that the UK is yet to devise a coherent regulatory framework for AI. Although the work of
the Office for AI and CDEI is commendable, there is still an urgent need for practical guidance and enforceable
regulations.69 It has been argued that these bodies are best placed to devise regulatory frameworks. However, their
limited scope, vague ethical guidelines, and lack of statutory footing suggest that more concrete measures must be
considered in the future. Chapter V will explore how some of these existing bodies could be incorporated into a
new regulatory structure, utilising their existing expertise and knowledge to form a coherent framework.
B. European Union
In contrast to the UK, the EU has taken a more proactive approach in developing a comprehensive regulatory
strategy for AI.70 Below, some of the most significant recommendations will be discussed to ascertain whether
they could provide the grounding pillars for future AI regulation within the UK.
i. General Data Protection Regulation
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The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)71 2018 was the first piece of legislation which explicitly
addressed algorithmic discrimination and explainability. Article 22 of GDPR provides that individuals have ‘the
right not to be subject to a decision based solely on automated processing’. However, the GDPR’s narrow focus
on personal data and restrictions may make its applicability for regulating AI marginal.72 Article 22 only applies to
'significant' decisions’,73 and therefore, it is unlikely that this legislation could enforce accountable and transparent
algorithmic decision making74 as many decisions made by AI algorithms are unlikely to fit into this ‘specific’
category.
Furthermore, this legislative measure was not specifically intended to encompass AI.75 It could, thus, be ‘premature
to speculate on GDPR outcomes generally, let alone in terms of AI’.76 However, it could be argued that this
established piece of legislation could provide the building blocks for future AI regulation specifically concerning
personal data and explainability.
ii. White Paper On Artificial Intelligence
The European Commissions February 2020 White Paper77 on AI and accompanying Report and Liability
Framework consults on a possible new AI-specific regulatory framework that imposes additional legal
requirements to facilitate trustworthy and secure development of AI in Europe.78 The accompanying Report
analyses the existing legal frameworks, ultimately determining that ‘at this stage’ current product safety legislation79
and privacy protections (GDPR) adequately safeguard against a multitude of risks. The Commission concludes
however that these frameworks will likely need adjustments to cover new risks presented by AI80 and collaborate
with new AI-specific legislation81 which addresses novel risks without duplicating existing functions.82
The Liability Framework recognises the unique nature of AI which makes it challenging to attribute liability. In
response, a risk-based approach with additional binding requirements for high-risk AI was proposed which
focused on areas where the public was at risk.83 To distinguish between high-risk and low-risk AI, a list of highrisk sectors such as healthcare and transport were considered.84 However, the current lack of a comprehensive
criteria could potentially lead to ambiguity.85 Overall, it appears that the Commission is leaning towards a light-
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touch approach, focusing on existing rules and sector-specific risk-based regulation, rather than blanket regulation
or bans.86
Although the EU’s AI regulatory agenda remains at an elementary stage, the efforts made thus far show
encouraging signs and sensible recommendations. Despite much more detail being required, the EU has expressed
a strong sentiment to establish a regime of mandatory requirements, especially for high-risk AI.87 In contrast, the
UK’s findings indicate a reluctance to place an EU-style AI regulator, opting to utilise existing mechanisms. The
UK will likely need to devise its own regulatory AI strategy which this paper will attempt to guide in the following
Chapters.
IV. Existing Regulatory Proposals
Chapter III outlined the current patchwork of recommendations and proposals intended to regulate AI in the UK
and EU. This Chapter will build upon this discussion by examining some of the existing regulatory strategies and
proposals within the literature. These could inspire, or be implemented, in part by future AI governance strategies.
Although there is a diverse array of proposals, the most prominent shall be discussed below to initiate a dialogue.
These include government intervention, self-regulation, and finally, co-regulation. The merits and drawback of
each model will be carefully considered to ascertain whether they are practically workable, ultimately assessing
whether they are adequate to regulate AI in the UK.
A. Government Intervention
Traditionally, responsive government regulation is designed to prevent harm and protect the public interest.
Although having the power to direct behaviour with effective sanctions, these institutions are often inflexible,88
responding slowly to industry change.89 When applied to a dynamic environment like AI, delayed or misplaced
regulation has the potential to derail innovation. The following proposals will stray from a draconian Commandand-Control style90 regulation whereby the state sets standards and controls performance by monitoring
adherence.91 Even though this offers a high level of predictability, it is likely to be inflexible and insufficient92 when
considering AI. More innovative and flexible approaches including risk-based regulation and various levels of
government agency influence will be discussed in this section to assess whether this is an adequate method to
regulate AI.
i. Risk-Based Regulation
Risk-based regulation informs government resource allocation by providing a distinct regulatory focus which
establishes what risks require the most urgent regulatory redress,93 such as those which present a significant public
risk.94 Given the breadth and complexity of AI, regulators are advised to adopt a risk-based approach to decipher
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where to focus its limited resources.95 The European Commission’s White Paper 2020 as discussed in Chapter III
emphasises the use of this framework, exemplifying the strong momentum behind this approach.96 By working
through the different applications of AI and identifying where to focus its efforts, the government can offer a
tailored approach to regulating AI.
The initially proposed typology presents three risk categories: low-, medium-, and high-risk applications.97 Lowrisk applications are those which arguably do not pose a threat to safety or human life. In contrast, high-risk
applications include more concerning issues, for instance, breach of privacy and causing unemployment.98 This
framework often follows the pattern where firstly, the regulator sets the level and type of risks it will accept.
Secondly, the regulator conducts extensive risk assessments. Finally, evaluating and classifying the risks, allocating
resources accordingly - which is arguably the most crucial stage in understanding how regulatory strategies could
be adapted. This process will commonly be conducted by a regulatory agency after consulting those within the
industry.99 By working closely with the industry, regulators will have ‘access to accurate information so that they
have a clear idea of the risks they are regulating’,100 allowing enhanced targeted regulation.
Nevertheless, risk-based regulation cannot alone regulate AI. Thus, the government will likely need to work
collaboratively alongside the industry. Black and Baldwin’s ‘Really Responsive Risk-Based Regulation’ is perhaps
the most appropriate method which addresses this matter. The extra ‘responsiveness’ of this framework emanates
from blending self-regulation by the industry and risk-regulation in the form of soft-law government influence, by
developing a strategy of applying a variety of regulatory instruments in a flexible and sensitive manner.101 This is
accomplished by being responsive to the behaviour, attitudes, and cultures of the industry.102 The regime’s
institutional setting, performance over time, and finally, changes in each of these elements, will foster a controlled
strategy which may be capable of regulating AI.103
However, this model also has its shortcomings. This framework may decipher high-risk application actions
quickly,104 while lending less assistance in identifying intervention methods for low- or medium- risk applications,
as they are deemed less important. Therefore, it will be crucial to maintain the same level of scrutiny when assessing
each level of risk within AI applications to ‘ensure consistency’.105 Furthermore, in relation to AI specifically, many
of these applications will likely work differently in distinct contexts, possibly falling in-between categories, making
it imperative for the government to consider varying applications, uses, and possibilities to prevent regulatory
asymmetry. Although applying a risk-based regulatory model may be challenging, the benefits and certainty it
provides arguably outweigh such concerns.
ii. The Artificial Intelligence Development Act
Attorney and legal scholar Matthew Scherer calls for an Artificial Intelligence Development Act (AIDA), alongside
the creation of a government agency to certify AI applications. The Agency will promulgate rules defining AI,
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ensuring safety, and protection from discriminatory harms. Although the proposal fails to detail who exactly will
staff this agency, it is proposed that it will be staffed by AI specialists with relevant ‘academic or industry
experience’,107 exemplifying the high level of expertise. Also tasked with overseeing pre-certification research, the
Agency gives developers a secure environment to test their designs and gather data. This will give developers a
‘regulatory-sandbox’ which offers immunity from liability, allowing the opportunity for improvements and observe
how applications will work in practice.108 Although this ‘safe-space’ works to replicate how these applications will
work in practice, it is important to note that this is within a controlled environment, therefore is unlikely to reflect
the unpredictable nature of the real-world.
a. Utilising the Existing Tort Law System
Scherer presupposes that damage caused by AI is already actionable under traditional UK tort law.109 A tort can
be characterised as a civil claim in which a party requests damages for injuries caused by harmful acts.110 AIDA
fastens onto this existing liability system where the designers, manufactures and sellers of certified systems would
enjoy limited tort liability, whereas uncertified systems will be subject to strict joint and several liability.111 This is
intended to incentivise companies to accredit their AI under the Act as well as compel manufacturers to internalise
the costs associated with harm, ensuring the safety of their systems.112
b. The Court’s Role
As AIDA works conjointly with the existing tort system, it is proposed that the courts should adjudicate individual
tort claims arising from AI induced harms by allocating responsibility and applying ‘the rules governing
negligence’.113 This utilisation of the courts has also been advocated by Turner, who adds that judges could
potentially lay down principles from individual cases which may apply in future scenarios.114 However, many cases
of harm do not reach the stage of judicial determination,115 as is demonstrated in the few notable fatalities caused
by self-automated vehicles being settled swiftly out of court.116 Therefore, it is unlikely that new laws or regulations
for AI will be adjudicated by the courts. Suggesting that in terms of AIDA, the court’s role will likely be redundant
in determining outcomes.
Overall, AIDA’s utilisation of the existing tort system, as opposed to new stringent regulations, allows scope for
future development. Encompassing a middle-ground between providing incentives for developers to embody AI
system safety, as well as being workable; choosing not to impose bans on companies which choose not to certify.
However, the voluntary nature of this act could lead to asymmetries between companies and the industry, resulting
in some choosing not to adhere to basic safety standards which certification encourages. This is more likely to
occur within larger corporations that can absorb the potential financial burden of the joint and several liability.117
Whereas small- and medium-sized AI manufactures, who will need the financial protection offered under AIDA’s
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limited tort liability, have little choice over whether they want to be agency-certified or not, leading to potentially
disjointed standards and inequality between manufacturers.
Furthermore, although Scherer118 presupposes that damages caused by AI are already actionable under tort law,
this in itself may be problematic as applying the aforementioned liability system may be challenging as the law 'is
built on legal doctrines that are focused on human conduct, which when applied to AI, may not function’119
effectively. Traditional tort law may not be sufficiently adaptable to address the unique risks associated with AI
solutions. Therefore, they may appear particularly unsuited to manage the challenges and risks associated with
AI.120 Moreover, although the courts are proposed to enforce AIDA and adjudicate individual tort claims, they are
unlikely to have a significant role in AIDA since most claims are settled outside of court. Therefore, to regulate
AI, the UK will need to adopt a much more stringent compulsory regulatory regime or an obligatory; higher
standard of certification which does not fasten onto an existing system of liability.
iii. An FDA for AI
Contrasting to the approach discussed above, a heavier-handed AI regulatory agency resembles that of the US
Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA)121 drug approval programme. Under this notion, products cannot be sold
in the absence of agency approval, which involves numerous phases of rigorous safety testing.122 Arguably, as
discussed in Chapter II, issues surrounding AI explainability and transparency are similar to those surrounding
pharmaceutical drugs.123 Therefore, drawing an analogy between these fields, a rigorous approach to regulation is
warranted considering the dangerous risks both sectors pose.
a. A Central Government Agency
Given AI’s unique characteristics and risks, a government agency specifically tasked with overseeing its
development and applications may be appropriate. AI’s complexity, opacity, and dangerousness124 may warrant a
national regulatory solution requiring premarket approval. The opaque nature of algorithms may benefit from a
government regulators expert evaluation.125 Furthermore, algorithms pose an immediate threat to humans in a way
that other applications do not126 due to their current lack of safety and explainability. Therefore, trying to
incorporate AI into existing regulatory structures, such as the aforementioned tort law liability system or data
protection provisions of the GDPR, is redundant. This is due to the fact that these instruments were not designed
to specifically target AI and are unlikely to have the capacity to respond to the complexities and novel issues
presented by algorithms. Based on these considerations, Tutt articulates that a central regulatory agency with premarket review will be best placed to regulate algorithms.127
Acting as a standard-setting body, the Agency will coordinate and develop classifications, design standards, and
best practices128 for AI. The centralised nature of this body will allow a rich house of diverse AI experts, ranging
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from psychologists, sociologists, programmers and economists to be pooled. The Agency will also possess the
power to prevent the introduction of certain AI onto the market 'until their safety and efficacy has been proven
through evidence-based pre-market trials’.130
b. Analogy Between Drugs and AI
As aforementioned in Chapter II, pharmaceuticals operate on elaborate complex systems similar to AI. Due to the
complexity of the human body, it is difficult to predict the side-effects if drugs in advance.131 Future AI will likely
operate similarly, raising a host of questions regarding explainability and predictability without extensive controlled
trials.132 Therefore, given the similar relationship between complex drugs and AI, it may be wise to create a
centralised government agency specifically tasked with regulating AI similar to that of drugs.
However, the FDA addresses drugs, which have a singular function of operating on the human body. Conversely,
algorithms apply across multiple domains, requiring a wider variety of expertise which a single agency may find
difficult to tackle.133 This brings into question whether a centralised system will be viable to regulate AI within the
UK. Additionally, the FDA has received criticism for reacting slowly to demands for personalised medicines,134
raising concerns as to whether this regulatory regime would be ‘nimble enough’135 to keep pace with the rapidly
evolving landscape of AI. However, given the risks which AI pose, it would be wise to take inspiration from an
equally hazardous field.
Overall, these proposed regulatory models offer distinct levels of agency certification and regulation. Endorsed by
the EC’s White Paper, a risk-based approach will likely allow the effective regulation of the most dangerous highrisk AI’s. However, since this method regards low- and medium-risk AI’s as less important, many applications are
likely to be forgotten. Therefore, risk-based regulation alone is unlikely to provide an all-encompassing solution.
However, the latter school of thought which considers certification by a centralised agency could potentially fill in
the gaps where some AI applications are overlooked in risk-based regulation. AIDA offers a state regulator who
certifies AI following safety testing and voluntary certification, alongside the utilisation of the existing tort law
system of liability. Variations on this are offered by Tutt who recommends a singular agency approach.
Encapsulating all forms of algorithms, drawing inspiration from the pharmaceutical industry which arguably poses
a similar degree of societal harm as AI. Although a risk-based approach and a centralised government agency have
unequivocal benefits, alone, they are unlikely to have the capacity or scope to regulate AI effectively in the UK.
Therefore, various other proposals will be discussed below.
B. Self-Regulation
In the absence of government regulatory efforts, private companies have begun to act unilaterally. Tech giants
such as Apple, Google, and Microsoft, which hold the lion’s share of the regulatory resources in the AI industry136
have started promoting soft law alternatives137 to self-regulation. These soft-law mechanisms are not directly
enforceable,138 - unlike government requirements. While not legally binding, these instruments offer advantages in
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areas of emerging technologies such as AI as they allow regulators to adapt quickly to changes, addressing issues
as they arise without stifling innovation.139 These can often take the form of codes of conduct, set industry
standards, ethic committees and informal guidance by the government.140
i. Codes of Conduct
Codes of conduct are designed to guide principles of behaviour to developers of algorithms and AI systems.141
Although in theory codes provide assurances and encourage beneficial behaviours, they often lack the enforcement
measures of binding law.142 The voluntary nature of these codes could lead to asymmetry within the market, with
some organisations adopting much stricter policies than others. Without one unifying regulatory regime for AI,
this could lead to chaos and confusion between companies adopting divergent codes.
Dolmans et al. encourages introducing codes for ‘ethical AI’ that allow experimentation before turning to stringent
regulation, which should be a measure of last resort.143 However, they also note not to ‘leave it all to the market’,
understanding that self-regulation has its limitations. Furthermore, although codes carry the possibility of sanctions
for violators, the extent to which they are enforced internally within organisations varies widely and there is often
a lack of external scrutiny144 which brings into question their impartiality. Moreover, these codes often contain
abstract terminology, with expressions including ‘moral responsibility’, ‘judicial transparency’, and ‘commitment
to bias mitigation’.145 These vague terms foster ambiguity and are subject to interpretation,146 providing little
actionable assistance to those navigating daily issues in practice.147
ii. Ethics Committees
The importance of internal ethics committees is increasingly receiving recognition148 in response to controversies
such as Google’s NHS royal free health data transfer where Deepmind received 1.6 million identifiable personal
records without the consent of patients.149 Since then, DeepMind, the Google-owned market-leading AI company
launched a new internal ethics board in 2017. This was an attempt to ‘help technologies put ethics into practice,
and to help society anticipate and direct the impact of AI’.150 Although industry leaders appear optimistic, without
any checks and balances, self-regulation, as seen here, could lead to dangerous outcomes. Although corporate
social responsibility and ethical practices are encoded into company codes, company directors have a duty to
promote the success of the company and profit maximisation is incentivised by UK corporate law. This could lead
to a conflict between the corporation’s legal duties and ethical standards. This could suggest that the government,
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whose primary focus is to protect the safety of society is better placed to regulate AI as they do not face these
conflicting interests.
Furthermore, the extent to which these internal committees have an impact within technology companies is
difficult to assess, leading to public frustration due to their lack of visible impact.151 This has led to concerns
attributing ethics committees’ primary function with maintaining a company’s public image to avoid government
regulation.152 In response, Deepmind emphasises that their oversight bodies include independent experts who are
not public relation tools, illustrated through their partnership with non-governmental organisations such as the
United Nations Children’s Emergency Fund.153 Although on the surface, it appears that these companies are taking
responsibility to ensure the safety of their applications, there is a risk that if governments do not respond with
their own independent AI agencies, ‘a significant proportion of thought-leaders in the field will become aligned to
one corporate interest or another’,154 leading to the absence of impartiality.
The dangers associated with allowing industries to self-regulate by promoting ‘independent boards’ was made
apparent in the tobacco industry. The notorious ‘Frank Statement to Cigarette Smokers’ published in hundreds of
US newspapers in 1954 announced that they were establishing a joint industry group known as the Tobacco
Industry Research Committee.155 They noted that there would be an ‘Advisory Board of scientist disinterested in
the cigarette industry…[such as] distinguished men from medicine, science, and education’.156 Since, researchers
have attributed the success of the tobacco industry’s campaign for self-regulation to millions of extra deaths from
smoking each year.157 The tobacco industry tells a cautionary tale of the dangers and high humanitarian costs which
self-regulation can lead to if adequate government checks and balances are not in place. Though understanding
how self-regulation failed in this industry, caution must be taken when utilising this framework within the AI
industry. With the potential high humanitarian cost which AI poses, it would be unwise to allow unregulated
internal ethic boards and unbinding codes of conduct to operate independently without a government oversight
body present.
iii. Influencing the Industry - ‘Nudging'
Elizabeth Denham, the UK’s information commissioner, has noted that regulators should develop broad ethics
so that the industry can develop its own standards aligned with them,158 ultimately allowing regulators to then
certify the standards developed by private companies. Guihot et al. builds upon this notion, proposing a soft-law
approach where the government helps to shape the AI regulatory environments at a ‘very board policy level by
nudging or influencing beneficial development’.159 The corporation will be free to choose whether to adopt the
government’s intentions without any repercussions, ultimately relying on self-regulation to implement government
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intentions. In comparison to the purely internal self-regulatory approaches as discussed above, ‘nudging’ offers an
increased level of government oversight and influence. However, due to the non-obligatory nature of this form of
regulation, it’s suitability for regulating AI will be discussed below.
Governments can set expectations and send signals to influence, or ‘nudge’160 participants in AI development.
‘Nudge theory’ is a concept in behavioural economics which can be characterised as 'any aspect of the choice
architecture that predictably alters people's behaviour without forbidding any opinions’.161 Applying this to AI,
government policies, such as incorporating safety measures and bias checks to ensure the appropriate use of AI,
could be ‘nudged’ towards the industry by the government. This could be done through policy statements
presented to company’s boards of directors,162 fostering ethical and safe AI development. Examples of traditional
policy tools include offering subsidies or tax and financial incentives.163 The government could offer tax reductions
and subsidies to companies that embody their regulatory agenda, which could include AI safety and explainability
mechanisms.
Nudging’s inexpensive nature and potential effectiveness appear appealing. However, there is little authority of an
initiative similar to this succeeding. The voluntary nature means that it is unlikely to be willingly adopted across
the industry, particularly by larger deep pocketed corporations where financial incentives and tax subsidies provide
little motivation. This could result in smaller companies, who benefit more from these monetary incentives due to
their smaller size and revenue intake, with little choice but to adopt the government’s vision as they are more likely
to need this additional financial support, leading to industry asymmetry. Moreover, the multitude of different AI
applications would likely make nudging improbable at the micro-level of individual applications.164 However, it
could be argued that it is precisely this reason the government is unequipped to cover the variability of AI.
Therefore, regulation should be left to the industry, as they have the expertise and scope to regulate their own
applications. Overall however, the lack of enforceability and statutory backing for this proposed regulatory rout
makes it unlikely to be formed as a foundation for AI regulation in the UK.
Due to the UK government’s current lack of regulatory scope, private companies are likely to continue to drive
the agenda for AI regulation. If this continues, it will become increasingly difficult for the government to introduce
new regulatory regimes, bodies, or agencies in the future. This could result in the government having no choice
but to ‘endorse the systems of regulation already adopted by the industry’165 as these would have likely already
shaped internal regulatory regimes.166 This section addressed how although self-regulation can save the government
time and resources and provide field expertise, leaving a potentially dangerous field such as AI to be self-regulated
when industry which has proven to be ineffective in the past, through instances such as the tobacco industry,
would be dangerous. Furthermore, the lack of enforceability of codes of conduct and lack of oversight associated
with internal ethics committees means that if this form of regulation is to be utilised in the future, a strict
overarching umbrella of enforceability will be needed to monitor these forms of self-regulation. This is something
which could be difficult considering the current lack of government resources, therefore, other proposals which
may be more viable to regulate AI will be considered below.
C. Co-regulation
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Co-regulation adopts somewhat of a ‘middle-ground’ between government intervention and self-regulation as
detailed above. It involves strong government oversight paired with private sector ‘regulatory markets’,167 which
reflects the needs of all parties without leaning too heavily to one side.168 When applied to AI, co-regulation could
reduce friction between static rules and dynamic technologies,169 introducing a constructive dialogue among
various stakeholders who may otherwise be less amenable to compromise.170 Firms are more likely to adhere to
voluntary codes of conduct if faced with credible threats of stricter government regulation if they fail to abide by
the agreed-upon standards.171 The high-level of ethics, dynamic technological prowess and enforceable rules172
makes co-regulation particularly attractive to regulators.
The GDPR as detailed in Chapter II exemplifies a successful co-regulatory strategy. Revolving around the
‘principle of accountability’,173 this framework is regulated through established legal rules while also leaving room
for self-regulatory measures. The GDPR effectively strikes a balance between government oversight and industry
expertise. Although this legislation was not specifically aimed to encapsulate AI, the successful use of a coregulatory model could be utilised in AI regulation. Co-regulation has the prospect of enabling the progressive
development and adaptation of effective AI regulation174 in the UK. By devolving some of the responsibility to
independent bodies, this model theoretically gives agility and flexibility to regulators175 due to existing industry
knowledge and reduced workload. This approach is responsive to emerging technology environments176 where
there are many variables and high context dependency.177
However, this framework also has limitations, with it arguably being inadequate to address the challenges presented
by AI.178 Pagallo alleges that co-regulation is not strong enough to tackle the complex challenges which AI
presents.179 Similar to self-regulatory ‘nudging’ as discussed above, co-regulation is dependent on implementation
by the private sector. Therefore, it could be suggested that this means of regulation is only suited in cases where
fundamental rights or major political choices are not called into question,180 which AI does. However, contrasting
to ‘nudging’ where the corporation is free to choose whether to adopt these intentions without repercussions, coregulation offers tangible threats of stricter government regulation if they fail to abide by the agreed-upon
standards. However, the private sector will likely be unwilling to relinquish its ambition to influence AI
regulation.181 Hirsch criticises this model, suggesting that the ‘industry will not reveal insider knowledge to
regulators but will instead use its informational upper hand to obtain weaker standards’.182
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While co-regulation is more robust than less interventionist regulatory designs such as self-regulation, it is
unsuitable for regulating AI in the UK. This is primarily due to the fact that this framework will likely find it
challenging to tackle the complex structures surrounding AI applications. Although the GDPR displayed a
successful use of this regulatory strategy, this framework only grapples with the singular requirement of protecting
personal data and explainability. In contrast, if the same principles were to be applied to algorithms, a co-regulatory
model will likely become confused and disjointed due to the vast variability of AI applications which it will need
to encapsulate. Therefore, a regulatory regime which has a stronger government agency presence alongside more
minor industry influence may be more suitable.
This Chapter has offered a comprehensive examination of government intervention, self-, and co-regulatory
methods which could be utilised to regulate AI in the UK. Risk-based regulation and a centralised government
agency as seen in Tutt’s183 proposal appear particularly capable of encapsulating AI’s novel risks. Although there
has been a push for self-regulation by the industry resulting from a lack of existing intervention, this method
appears to accomplish little due to its voluntary nature in relation to codes of conduct and internal ethics
committees. Co-regulation attempts to strike a middle ground between self-regulation and government
intervention. However, since this model is still dependent on implementation by the private sector, as well as being
inadequate to tackle the complex challenges which intelligent algorithms present, it is unsuitable for regulating AI.
Although the various proposals as outlined above are all commendable, many of them are inadequate on their own
to regulate AI effectively. Therefore, in Chapter V, a new framework that is specifically targeted to tackle the
unique risks which AI pose will be introduced. This model will address some of the issues with current structures,
as well as take inspiration from other successfully regulated industries to form a coherent framework to regulate
AI in the UK.
V. The Artificial Intelligence Regulation Agency
The current lack of AI-specific regulatory intervention in the UK has seen an array of ordinance proposals, ranging
from government intervention to self- and co-regulatory approaches. As discussed above, many of these models
appear particularly unsuited to regulating AI individually. This Chapter will build upon these models, accounting
for their flaws as best as possible, endeavoring to design a comprehensive structure which could be implemented
in the UK. This article will not offer an exhaustive blueprint as to how this may work in practice. Instead, intends
to initiate a discussion that draws on lessons from other successfully regulated industries to regulate AI.
The proposed regulation will need to address issues including algorithmic bias, safety, explainability, and
transparency. The following model will endeavor to capture these issues, creating an efficient framework which
addresses these dangers. The proposed Artificial Intelligence Regulation Agency (AIRA) will form a new AIspecific central government agency, tasked with regulating algorithms and ensuring the safety of AI applications
in the UK.
A. The Centralised Nature of AIRA
As a centralised government agency, the AIRA will be best placed to specifically oversee the novel applications
and risks which AI present. Its singular nature will allow for policy coordination184 and certainty, as well as possess
the capacity to meet the complex, systemic regulatory challenges which AI poses.185 As noted above, some such
as Scherer have proposed an overarching agency that has the power to establish a certification process for AI
systems.186 Similarly, Tutt contemplates the creation of an agency tasked with supervising the development,
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deployment, and use of algorithms. The AIRA will take inspiration from these models, building upon their
designs to pioneer an effective regulatory framework.
187

The Committee on Standards in Public Life, however, argues against the creation of an AI-specific agency,
concluding that a singular regulator is unnecessary in the UK as all regulators must adapt to the challenges that AI
pose to their specific sectors.188 However, Bar-Gill and Warren contest this notion, suggesting that trying to adapt
existing regulations around the novel risks which AI pose will lead to an overall lack of expertise189 to regulate AI
consistently and effectively. Existing regulatory frameworks are inadequate to provide effective, meaningful and
timely oversight of emerging technologies190 as their structures only exert authority over a small slice of the AI
spectrum.191
The introduction of a uniform regulator which has the power to set standards for all developers and users of AI
systems192 will bring uniformity. The AIRA will endeavor to perform this role, developing comprehensive policies
which respond quickly to new applications and risks by utilising its expertise arising from its centralised nature.
Nevertheless, the singular nature of this Agency does not require it to take on all the roles of a regulator. Therefore,
by delegating some of its roles to different actors under the umbrella of the Agency, which will be discussed more
in detail later in this Chapter, the AIRA can operate efficiently. In this manner, the AIRA can overcome the
downfalls of Tutt’s aforementioned FDA proposal which was criticised for being slow-reacting in cases of
personalised medicines,193 which could be argued as being attributable to its lack of delegation.
B. Looking Towards the MHRA
As discussed in previous Chapters, an analogy can be drawn between pharmaceutical drugs and AI due to their
similar risks, potentially destructive consequences and lack of explainability. Due to these factors, the medical drug
industry will be utilised to provide inspiration for the AIRA as it is a long-standing successfully regulated industry.
The Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency194 (MHRA) which is the UK equivalent to the FDA
and is what Tutt’s proposal195 focused upon, could be utilised as a guide to how an agency could regulate AI within
the UK. This body is the government agency responsible for the regulation of medicines, medical devices, and
product liability in the UK.196 Although the AIRA will take inspiration and reference the MHRA below, it is
essential to formulate novel ideas which can keep pace with the technological field, rather than simply deferring
to established regulations that has been built in a unique, and different, albeit similar context.
C. AIRA’s Scope
The centralised nature of this Agency will allow a rich house of diverse AI experts to be pooled, attracting industry
talent and thereby guiding its expertise.197 The AIRA will be staffed by government officials, AI experts, and
industry professionals who are impartial members form the technology industry with extensive expertise in AI
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research. The rationale behind this diverse array of actors is to allow the Agency to gather the top talent from all
aspects of intelligent algorithm design, manufacturing and production. Thereby increasing the level of expertise,
making it more likely to construct a well-balanced method to regulate AI.
The AIRA’s main aim is contending with AI-specific issues: algorithmic bias, safety, and explainability. To do this,
the Agency will create an Ethics Committee with mandatory Codes of Conduct which implement algorithmic
explainability and transparency into its design, as well as to eliminate built-in bias198 by capturing this at the system’s
design. To ensure the safety of AI, the Agency will adopt a risk-based classification that separates AI into low-,
medium- and high-risk categories similar to the categorisation proposed by Guihot et al.199 above. This will have
the effect of allowing the Agency to concentrate primarily on high-risk AI which requires the most urgent
regulatory redress. This risk-based classification will be discussed more in detail later in this Chapter.
The MHRA Innovation Office assists the MHRA with novel medicines, being the first point of call for regulatory
queries regarding these novel applications.200 Similarly, as discussed in Chapter III, the CDEI will continue to fulfil
its function as an advisory body.201 Acting under the umbrella of the AIRA, the CDEI will continue to address
regulatory gaps and provide counsel to the Agency on how each AI application should be regulated. This advisory
role will allow the CDEI to offer its AI expertise to the Agency. Furthermore, the CDEI will be entrusted to
conduct quarterly reviews on various AI applications which show more than a 15% growth in computational
power compared to the previous quarter. This will help to tackle the ‘pacing problem’ as illustrated in Chapter II,
as the CDEI will have the ability to identify and address areas of significant growth regularly. Advising the Agency
how best to accommodate these new growths so that regulations can keep pace with technological change.
In lieu of regulating research and development which could lead to stifled innovation, the AIRA will work
collaboratively with the industry202 to provide ‘regulatory sandboxes’, which allow AI developers to test their
applications without having to follow all the standard regulations.203 The trials taking place within these sandboxes
will be reviewed by the Office for AI’s Ethics Committee, which will be discussed more in detail below. Before
trials can begin, similarly to the MHRA, when conducting clinical trials, the Office for AI and the AIRA must
conclude that the benefits of the AI application outweigh the risks.204 This method has proven to be effective
before as seen in the case of the FCA, which launched the first successful fintech regulatory sandbox in June
2016.205 Although they provide a safe environment to test products, as discussed in Scherer's AIDA proposal206
above, these sandboxes will not provide an accurate reflection of how these algorithms will work in real life. To
combat this, the AIRA will introduce a new two-step process. Firstly, manufacturers will have the opportunity to
test their products in this confined and controlled environment. Then, if vigorous tests show adequate levels of
safety, manufacturers will have the opportunity to test their algorithms in a real-world scenario. This will, however,
be accompanied by strict human oversight by the Office’s Ethics Committee. Moreover, similar to the
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aforementioned MHRA’s clinical trials, the manufactures of these AI applications will need appropriate insurance
to cover any liabilities which may arise from these trials.207
Concerning how liability may be attributed to damages resulting from AI, the AIRA will be responsible for creating
standards that manufacturers must adhere to. As discussed above, especially regarding high-risk AI, existing tort
law liability is unlikely to prove effective. Therefore, an obligatory insurance scheme for high-risk AI could provide
a possible solution to this dilemma.208 This will ensure that these applications, which have catastrophic risks, are
insured to secure compensation for potentially detrimental damage209 that they may cause. Manufacturers and AI
system operators could procure insurance from approved carriers specifically designed for AI systems which are
ratified by the AIRA, although this will be dependent on when the insurance industry introduces coverage
specifically targeted at high-risk AI. Concerning low- and medium-risk AI, the current law governing negligence
in tort law could provide a possible interim solution until the AIRA configures an applicable liability scheme. This
is as low- to medium-risk AI are less likely to cause detrimental damage which means that they could be
encapsulated into existing frameworks for now.
D. Ethics Committee
Under the umbrella of the AIRA, the Office for AI as discussed in Chapter III will form an Ethics Committee,
introducing binding ethical ‘Codes of Conduct' and ‘Essential Requirements’ that those involved in the AI
application process will be bound by. The Committee will strive to form a well-balanced board that is staffed by
both government officials within the Office itself, as well as industry professionals such as the members of AI
companies’ internal ethics committees. Together, their main objective is to produce applicable frameworks for AI
which incorporates provisions which eliminates bias and incorporates transparent and explainable system design
into algorithms. As discussed in Chapter IV, the voluntary nature of Codes of Conduct and internal Ethics
Committees demonstrated that self-regulation is unlikely to work in the context of AI. Therefore, the mandatory
nature of these Codes under the AIRA is likely to ensure that all provisions are adopted equally across the board.
Moreover, the independent nature of this committee will prevent it from being swayed by industry influence.
As discussed in Chapter III, the Office for AI and Lords’ Select Committee both attempted to introduce ethical
guidelines which were ultimately too vague, including those such as ‘care for the wellbeing of all'210 which provided
of little use. However, the AIRA’s Codes will introduce practical guidance, becoming essential requirements similar
to the highly specific requirements seen in that of the MHRA. These will be required to be inbuilt into all
algorithmic systems regardless of the level of risk they pose. Some instances of these requirements could include
‘bias checks’ to eliminate any pre-existing prejudices, ‘thorough explainability’ for decisions taken by algorithms
and ‘transparency of design’. To show compliance, the AI manufacturer must follow the certification procedure
which will be determined on a risk-classification of the application as detailed below.
If there is an unintended breach of these Codes by a manufacturer, the Ethics Committee will be lenient and take
steps to support them, especially if they come forwards themselves. However, if a producer is well-aware of a
Code breach, the Committee will have the discretion to impose strict fines to the violator. Furthermore, depending
on the severity of the breach, if an actor is seen as behaving unethically or anti-competitively, the Committee will
have the power to impose an immediate 3-month ban which can be extended on any actors, deterring unethical
behaviours.
E. Risk-Based Regulation
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As discussed in Chapter IV, a risk-based approach will provide an effective medium to regulate AI by separating
AI categories, allowing regulators to concentrate on the most urgent risks. Endorsed by the European
Commission’s White Paper 2020 as detailed in Chapter III, this model has the potential to effectively tackle the
dangers which AI pose by addressing the safety concerns relating to algorithms.211 However, issues with current
risk-based frameworks could make it unsuitable for regulating AI. Firstly, current frameworks focus heavily upon
‘high-risk’ AI, potentially leading to lower-risk applications being forgotten. Secondly, as demonstrated by the EC’s
proposal, currently no framework elaborates on the notion of ‘risk’.212 Finally, risk-based regulation cannot alone
regulate AI effectively due to finite government resources. The AIRA will strive to address these issues, elaborating
upon a risk-based framework by creating a structure unique to AI which tackles its complexities.
The AIRA’s approach will focus equally on each risk category, delegating each class of risk to appropriate actors
to ensure that they are catered to individually. Furthermore, arguably risk-based regulation alone will not be
sufficient in regulating AI, thus, by taking inspiration from Black and Baldwin’s ‘Really Responsive Risk-Based
Regulation’ as detailed above, which concentrates on blending self- and risk-regulation by applying a variety of
regulatory instruments213 may be most appropriate. In turn, this will allow the Agency to concentrate upon the
most urgent algorithmic applications which require regulatory redress.
The AIRA’s risk-based regulation will operate on a certification framework. Manufactures of applications with low
risk will have the ability self-certify and regulate their applications. Additionally, applications which can already be
encapsulated into existing frameworks and only require minimal ‘tweaks’ will fall into medium-risk categories.
These algorithms will be able to obtain certification following an assessment by the CDEI which will affix an ‘AC’
mark to prove agency certification. Finally, high-risk AI will require mandatory certification which can only gain
approval from the AIRA.
i. Low-Risk Applications
Under the AIRA, low-risk applications will be delegated to the industry to be self-regulated. Having this element
theoretically gives flexibility to the Agency to concentrate on more pressuring high-risk applications. Low-risk
applications are those which arguably do not pose a threat to safety or human life,214 therefore can be entrusted to
private companies as there is less at stake. Arguably, these companies will best understand the risks and capabilities
of these algorithms and are therefore best placed to set standards.215 Although the industry will be permitted to
certify its applications, they will first need to be approved by the Agency as having complied with the ethical
principles and Essential Requirements which the AIRA Ethics Committee set. Certification could be offered
through companies such as Cathy O’Neil’s ‘ORCAA’ Algorithmic Auditing, which are offering ‘algorithmic
accuracy, bias & fairness’ certification’.216 Showcasing that the industry can self-regulate its products and could
therefore, theoretically, successfully certify low-risk applications.
ii. Medium-Risk Applications
Unlike academic proposals, new regulatory regimes rarely land onto a blank canvas, often falling into existing
norms and rules.217 Therefore, although the AIRA is a new centralised agency, this does not mean that it should
See European Commission White Paper On Artificial Intelligence supra note 83
See Kingaby, ’The EC’s risk based approach to AI regulation is inadequate, here’s why' supra note 84
213 See Black, supra note 100, at 2
214 See Guihot et al, supra note 13, at 411
215 See Turner, supra note 66, at 210
216 Rajaetal Chatila et al, 'The IEEE Global Initiative for Ethical Considerations in Artificial Intelligence and Autonomous Systems
[Standards]' [2017] 24(1) IEEE Robotics & Automation Magazine 110
217 Julia Black and Andrew Murray, 'Regulating AI and Machine Learning: Setting the Regulatory Agenda' [2019] 10(3) European
Journal of Law and Technology 16
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operate in isolation from existing regulatory regimes. Under the Agency’s risk-classification scheme, mediumrisk applications should be categorised as those which can already be implemented into existing structures. These
will be scrutinised by the CDEI who will identify any regulatory gaps which may be left alongside a conformity
test.
Although the GDPR is not AI-specific, the provisions surrounding personal data could be utilised. However, the
GDPR only applies to ‘significant’ decisions, which is not sufficiently elaborated upon within the legislation and
will likely fail to encompass ‘non-significant' applications of AI. This is where the CDEI, who’s main aim is to
identify gaps219 in the regulation, could utilise its role to identify and recommend amendments by performing a
conformity test to regulators which do not yet cater specifically to AI. Similarly to the MHRA which affixes a ‘CE
mark’220 for certified applications, once the medium-risk AI has been deemed safe and encompassed under the
legislation, the CDEI could affix an ‘AC mark’ standing for ‘Agency Certified’. This demonstrates that it has
undergone through the official conformity assessment and all gaps have been bridged in accordance with the
Essential Requirements.
iii. High-Risk Applications
High-risk applications are arguably the most dangerous, having the potential to have high humanitarian costs if
not regulated adequately. Many of the proposals explored in previous Chapters concentrate on regulating this area
in particular. Due to its hazardous nature, high-risk AI will be directly regulated by the AIRA which will impose
strict disclosure and mandatory certification requirements. These mandatory risk-based requirements reflect
applications within equally harmful sectors. These will include healthcare, transport, and policing where the
applications ‘poses risk of injury, death or significant material damage’.221 The applications will be required to have
pre-market approval by the Agency, with various levels of safety testing and pre-market trials. In addition, being
required to provide evidence of conforming to the Essential Requirements. Furthermore, additional obligations
may be imposed for hazardous AI which will be predetermined by the AIRA, such as those including remote
biometric identification222 software.
Similarly to the MHRA where certain medical manufactures must be registered with the Agency,223 all
manufacturers of high-risk AI will be required to be registered with the AIRA. The AIRA is the only body which
can certify these algorithms, and without Agency certification, these algorithms will be unable to enter the market.
The AIRA will also have the discretion to ban certain applications which it considers to be of ‘humanitarian risk’.
These could include ‘Any type of biometric monitoring, such a voice or facial recognition’224 software. The Agency
will ban these products 'until their safety and efficacy has been proven through evidence-based pre-market trials’.225
Showcasing the rigorous regiments which accompany high-risk AI.
Overall, the AIRA attempts to capture the existing risks associated with AI, creating an AI-specific regulatory
framework that accounts for the flaws of the models aforementioned in Chapter IV, as well as taking inspiration
from the MHRA, which regulates an equally hazardous field. The centralised nature of the Agency enables policy
Ibid
Ibid
220 See Knapper et al, 'Medicinal product regulation and product liability in the UK supra note 203
221 Natasha Lomas, 'EU lawmakers are eyeing risk-based rules for AI, per leaked white paper' (Tech Crunch Website, 17 January
2020) <https://techcrunch.com/2020/01/17/eu-lawmakers-are-eyeing-risk-based-rules-for-ai-per-leaked-white-paper/> accessed 10
August 2020
222 See BCLP, The EC white paper shows that AI regulation is at a crossroads: where is the UK now and where is it going? supra note
58
223 See Knapper et al, 'Medicinal product regulation and product liability in the UK supra note 203
224 Natasha Lomas, 'EU lawmakers are eyeing risk-based rules for AI, per leaked white paper' (Tech Crunch Website, 17 January
2020) <https://techcrunch.com/2020/01/17/eu-lawmakers-are-eyeing-risk-based-rules-for-ai-per-leaked-white-paper/> accessed 10
August 2020
225 See Tutt, Supra note 120, at 117
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coordination and uniformity as well as allowing a diverse house of AI experts to be pooled. The AIRA, although
a new centralised agency, expertly utilises existing bodies such as the CDEI and Office for AI, allowing the Agency
to save time and resources by harnessing the functions and capabilities of these established bodies.
Although this is a centralised agency, this does not require it to take on all regulatory roles. Therefore, adopting a
staggered risk-based regulatory approach which devolves power for low-risk AI’s to the industry and medium-risk
AI’s to be encapsulated into existing frameworks, gives the Agency time and resources to concentrate on high-risk
AI’s which have potentially disastrous consequences. Although the AIRA aims to eliminate most of the weaknesses
of the aforementioned frameworks, it could be criticised on certain matters. One of these is regarding liability
attributed to AI-derived harms. Although high-risk applications are accounted for by mandatory insurance, there
is still yet to be an adequate proposal for low- and medium-risk AI’s which are currently encapsulated by the
existing tort-based system. Furthermore, concerning these low-risk AI’s, some could argue that self-certification
by the industry under the risk-based classification is unwise due to the risks which this form of regulation poses
as discussed above, although arguably, their low-risk, coupled with the industry's expertise could justify industry
certification.
Although this proposal may have its caveats, it is not intended to offer an exact blueprint as to how this framework
may be implemented in practice. Instead, by taking inspiration from other proposed frameworks and
understanding their strengths and flaws, the AIRA attempts to construct a proposal that could provide the future
building blocks of AI regulation within the United Kingdom.
VI. Conclusion
In conclusion, this article attempts to answer the question: How should Artificial Intelligence be regulated in the
United Kingdom? In answering this, the background of AI, its definitional ambiguity and problematic
characteristics were considered. This led to a discussion on the existing proposals from the UK and EU, as well
as various frameworks submitted by academics and legal scholars. Through assessing these models, the current
patchwork of laws and recommendations was made apparent. Focusing primarily on government intervention,
self-regulation, and co-regulatory strategies, it was evident that there is currently no singular accepted or applicable
strategy to encompass AI. Although some proposals were commendable, including the risk-based regulation
endorsed by the EU or thoroughly conceptualised centralised government agencies proposed by those such as
Tutt, it was clear that the proposed models in Chapter IV could not effectively regulate AI within the UK
individually. Building upon this existing discourse, Chapter V attempts to formulate a wholly unique framework
that could be best utilised. The Artificial Intelligence Development Agency takes inspiration from existing schools
of thought as well as other successfully regulated industries, such as pharmaceutical drugs which pose similar risks
to those of AI. The centralised nature of this Agency enables policy uniformity and its utilisation of existing bodies
such as the Office for AI and CDEI allow for government resources to be salvaged. By devolving its powers
within the risk-based classification system, the AIRA can concentrate upon the most dangerous high-risk
categories which have potentially high humanitarian costs. Although it is yet to be seen how this proposal will
work in practice, this model endeavours to encapsulate the most dangerous features of AI. By successfully
accounting for the flaws in the existing proposals, the AIRA works to effectively regulate this fast-evolving
technological field within the United Kingdom.
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NON-CONSENSUAL GENETIC TESTING:
AN EQUITABLE BREACH OF CONFIDENCE?
Henry Gallagher1
ABSTRACT
This article proposes that an equitable action for breach of confidence may provide a mechanism for redress
against non-consensual genetic testing. Direct-to-consumer genetic testing offers a novel means of violating the
bodily autonomy and informational privacy of others, yet the present legal landscape offers victims of such testing
limited remedies against parties who secretly collect and analyse their genetic material. The application of equitable
actions to protect non-consensually obtained genetic information has received limited academic and judicial
analysis, which is surprising given their flexibility and powerful remedies. It is submitted that knowledge of the
confidential nature of genetic information and the plaintiff’s absence of consent to testing binds the conscience
of a surreptitious tester, enabling equity to take cognisance in its exclusive jurisdiction and provide a remedy.

1
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I. Introduction
The access and analysis of genetic data is a profoundly useful scientific development. However, scientific advances
often steer into uncharted legal waters. This article specifically considers the non-consensual collection and genetic
analysis of human tissue, a matter of legitimate public concern and uncertain legal consequence.
Raw genetic material is everywhere. For instance, any public garbage bin would contain used tissues, chewing gum,
cigarette butts and a host of other objects containing genetic material. These materials can be collected and
analysed. In many cases, notably forensic investigations, such testing has a great public benefit. However, the
highly personal nature of genetic data is of some concern where non-consensual testing is carried out for purposes
that do not carry a public interest. There is no obvious remedy to restrain the use of extracted genetic data.
Australian law is regularly criticised as ‘too narrow’,2 and ‘far from clear’3 with respect to human tissue and genetic
material, necessitating an investigation into whether any protection is currently available.
The primary objective of this article is to consider if equity’s protection of personal information under an action
for breach of confidence can provide a remedy for non-consensual genetic testing. Breach of confidence is
occasionally cited as a plausible action to protect genetic information,4 but there are no detailed academic or judicial
attempts to apply the doctrine to genetic testing.
Genetic analysis produces highly personal information, especially regarding an individual’s health and family. An
enforceable means of protecting personal control over such sensitive information may in some circumstances thus
be critical to protecting individual autonomy.5 Articulating this equitable action may dissuade non-consensual
testing by identifying tangible legal consequences. Incidentally, articulating an action to protect genetic information
also offers a valuable opportunity to address several doctrinal uncertainties surrounding breach of confidence.
This article has two major sections. Part II explains non-consensual genetic testing and briefly considers existing
statutory frameworks, including the Human Tissue Act 1983 (NSW)6 and the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth).7 Part III
assesses equitable breach of confidence and applies it to surreptitiously obtained genetic information. The part
sets out the conceptual foundations of the doctrine and attempts to anticipate the difficulties facing a prospective
plaintiff.
The article concludes that surreptitious genetic testing arguably falls within the accepted scope of breach of
confidence without requiring any significant doctrinal extension. The central proposition is that a party who
knowingly tests a plaintiff’s genetic material without their consent could owe an enforceable obligation of
confidence to the plaintiff.
II. Non-consensual Genetic Testing

Imogen Goold, ‘Tissue Donation: Ethical Guidance and Legal Enforceability’ (2004) 11 Journal of Law and Medicine 331, 332.
Jennifer Falcon, ‘Privacy of Bodily Samples’ (2010) 18 Journal of Law and Medicine 344, 349.
4 See for example Dianne Nicol et al, ‘Time to Get Serious about Privacy Policies: The Special Case of Genetic Privacy’ (2014) 42
Federal Law Review 149, 163–164; Margaret Otlowski and Diane Nicol, ‘The Regulatory Framework for Protection of Genetic Privacy
in Australia’ in Terry Sheung-Hung Kaan and Calvin Wai-Loon Ho (eds), Genetic Privacy: An Evaluation of the Ethical and Legal Landscape
(Imperial College Press, 2013) 283, 286; Australian Law Reform Commission and Australian Health Ethics Committee
(ALRC/AHEC), Essentially Yours: The Protection of Human Genetic Information in Australia (Report No 96, May 2003) vol 1, 530 (‘Essentially
Yours’).
5 Elizabeth Joh, ‘DNA Theft: Recognizing the Crime of Nonconsensual Genetic Collection and Testing’ (2011) 91 Boston University
Law Review 665, 679.
6 (‘Human Tissue Act 1983’).
7 (‘Privacy Act 1988’).
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Non-consensual or ‘surreptitious’ genetic testing occurs when a person collects and analyses the DNA of a subject
without that subject’s consent. The practice is common among law enforcement agencies that conduct it in the
public interest, but concern arises when other third parties collect and test genetic material for nefarious purposes
including stalking, blackmail and political espionage.8 Unlike samples held by law enforcement or other agencies
which are regulated under statutory schemes subject to public law remedies,9 private individuals who seek to test
samples are not so bound.
A. Testing Genetics
Deoxyribonucleic acid (‘DNA’) defines the genetic structure of an individual and is the molecular foundation of
each person’s ‘uniqueness’.10 Humans are not exclusively determined by genetics as environmental factors have
considerable developmental influence,11 but inherited traits encoded in DNA are immensely important.12 Aside
from sex cells and mature red blood cells,13 every cell contains a complete copy of an individual’s DNA contained
within twenty-three chromosome pairs.14 Consequently, almost anything that contains cells also contains DNA,
including hair follicles,15 saliva16 and fingernails.17 The double helix of a DNA strand unifies two ‘chains’ made of
molecules called nucleotides. Every nucleotide in a chain contains one of four nucleobases: adenine (A), thymine
(T), guanine (G) or cytosine (C).18 Similar to binary code which uses ones and zeros to store information, these
four ‘letters’ constitute a chemical language so that a nucleotide chain can be read as comprising a long code (e.g.,
AATTGCTAGGC…).
Covalent bonds between their nucleobases link the two chains, forming the ‘rungs’ in the double helix ladder.19
These strands determine how cells create proteins,20 driving a molecular process that transforms the chemical code
into complex life. A ‘gene’ is a sequence of nucleotide pairs that codes for a particular molecular function. A
complete human genome contains approximately three billion base pairs, comprising between 20,000-25,000
genes.21
Three forms of genetic testing are relevant. The first is ‘DNA profiling’ which is used to determine whether two
different genetic samples match, commonly for parentage or forensic investigation purposes. Short Tandem
Repeat (STR) analysis is a widely used method.22 An STR is a short sequence of nucleotide bases (e.g. TAGCT)
that repeats itself many times throughout a DNA code.23 By comparing the locations on the DNA strand where a
particular STR appears to where it appears, if at all, on another sample strand, a match can be determined with
Colin McFerrin, ‘DNA, Genetic Material, and a Look at Property Rights: Why You May Be Your Brother's Keeper’ (2013) 19 Texas
Wesleyan Law Review 967, 980.
9 See for example In re Z (Children) (DNA Profiles: Disclosure) [2015] 1 WLR 2501.
10 Jessica Gabel, ‘Probable Cause from Probable Bonds: A Genetic Tattle Tale Based on Familial DNA’ (2010) 21 Hastings Women’s
Law Journal 3, 5.
11 Leon Rosenberg and Diane Rosenberg, Human Genes and Genomes: Science, Health, Society (Elsevier, 1st ed, 2012) 135-136.
12 Ibid 27–50.
13 Essentially Yours (n 3) 132 [3.18].
14 TA Brown, Genomes (Wiley-Liss, 2nd ed, 2002) <https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK21122/#A9026>; ‘Deoxyribonucleic
Acid (DNA) Fact Sheet’ National Human Genome Research Institute (Web Page, 16 June 2015) <https://www.genome.gov/aboutgenomics/fact-sheets/Deoxyribonucleic-Acid-Fact-Sheet> (‘DNA Fact Sheet’).
15 James Robertson, Forensic Examination of Hair (Taylor & Francis, 1st ed, 1999).
16 April Matthews et al, ‘Saliva Collection Methods for DNA Biomarker Analysis in Oral Cancer Patients’ (2013) 51 British Journal of
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery 319.
17 Lisa Hebda, Ashley Doran and David Foran, ‘Collecting and Analyzing DNA Evidence from Fingernails: A Comparative Study’
(2014) 59(5) Journal of Forensic Sciences 1343.
18 Neil Campbell and Jane Reece, Biology (Pearson, 6th ed, 2002) 82.
19 Peter MacFarlane and Betty Kontoleon, ‘Some Legal Issues Regarding the Patenting of Human Genetic Materials’ (2016) 24 Journal
of Law and Medicine 181, 185–186.
20 Ibid.
21 Brown (n 13).
22 Pankaj Shrivastava et al, ‘Application of DNA Fingerprinting Technology in Forensic Investigation’ (2012) 2(10) International
Journal of Scientific and Research Publications 1.
23 Ibid.
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high probability. Second, ‘genotyping tests’, which place DNA on genotyping chips that are incubated, allowing
probes on the chips to detect predefined genetic variants that are associated with particular traits, disease risks or
ancestry groups. These constitute the majority of direct-to-consumer genetic testing (DTC-GT) services. Finally,
full genome sequencing identifies the entire set of base pairs in a DNA sample. However, while the complete
genetic code becomes available, any predictive information about the individual relies on accurately identifying
specific genes.
Certain harms relate to the disclosure or use of genetic information. Information may be sensitive, embarrassing,
or distressing if it relates to the possibility of a genetic disease developing. Damage to social networks or
relationships is possible, especially where parentage and kinship testing can refute assumptions about blood
relationships. Discrimination, access to social services and insurance are also possible concerns.25 Affordable
‘direct-to-consumer’ testing services has placed such information within reach of the unscrupulous and morbidly
curious. Notably, a failed conspiracy to retrieve a strand of Prince Harry’s hair in order to use genetic testing to
prove he was an illegitimate child attracted entertaining headlines,26 but also speaks to the serious implications of
non-consensual testing.
As testing technology improves, DTC-GT companies can identify genetic predispositions toward certain disease
and other health risks, further expanding the scope for unethical testing. For instance, health is increasingly a
political issue, particularly for candidates whose fitness for office is a point of obsessive debate27 with a recent USAmerican campaign publishing a doctor’s report concluding the candidate ‘will be the healthiest individual ever
elected to the presidency’.28 A well-timed publication of a politician’s genetic predispositions could help label that
person as subversive, inadequate or dangerous.29 The world of espionage has embraced the practice with leaked
diplomatic cables ordering American diplomats to collect ‘biometric data’, including ‘fingerprints, facial images,
DNA, and iris scans’ of African leaders.30
The success of DTC-GT companies is central to the growing concern surrounding non-consensual genetic testing.
In 2003 there were no DTC-GT providers in Australia,31 but by 2014 there were at least sixteen,32 combined with
a growing host of international services. Genetic testing was once costly and primarily controlled by scientists and
doctors, but DTC-GT companies now offer the public comparatively affordable genetic testing services without
the ethical obligations that apply to healthcare providers,33 enabling some unsettling enterprises. Zealous amateur
genealogists reportedly fill out their family trees by testing strangers’ discarded objects containing DNA.34 An eBay
user attempted to advertise a cough drop allegedly retrieved from a bin in which Arnold Schwarzenegger tossed
it, enticing buyers to ‘own a piece of DNA from the man himself’.35 The website removed the $500 listing after
ruling it was a sale of body parts.36
Ibid.
Falcon (n 2) 346.
26 Peter Guarnieri, ‘Prince Harry and the Honey Trap: An Argument for Criminalizing the Nonconsensual Use of Genetic
Information’ (2011) 48 American Criminal Law Review 1789.
27 Robert Green and George Annas, ‘The Genetic Privacy of Presidential Candidates’ (2008) 359(21) New England Journal of
Medicine 2192.
28 Letter from Dr Harold Bornstein to Whom it May Concern, 4 December 2015
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29 Green and Annas (n 26) 2193.
30 Wikileaks, ‘Reporting and Collection Needs: African Great Lakes (Droc, Burundi, Rwanda)’, Public Library of US Diplomacy (Web
Page, 16 April 2009) <https://wikileaks.org/plusd/cables/09STATE37561_a.html>.
31 Essentially Yours (n 3) vol 1, 347.
32 Nicol et al (n 3) 151.
33 Sivan Tamir, ‘Direct to Consumer Genetic Testing: Ethical-legal Perspectives and Practical Considerations’ (2010) 18 Medical Law
Review 213, 222.
34 See for example Amy Harmon, ‘Stalking Strangers’ DNA to Fill in the Family Tree’, The New York Times (online, 2 April 2007).
35 Robert Salladay, ‘Want to Own a Tiny Piece of the Governor?’, Los Angeles Times (online, 22 May 2004)
<http://articles.latimes.com/2004/may/22/local/me-coughdrop22> cited in John Burchill, ‘Mr. Stillman, DNA and Discarded
Evidence in Criminal Cases’ (2008) 32(2) Manitoba Law Journal 5.
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B. The Legal Lacunae
Common law and existing legislation do not offer obvious avenues for redress following an instance of nonconsensual genetic testing being carried out. An exhaustive analysis of the common law treatment of genetic
information is not possible within the scope of this article, although relevant candidates would include property
law and certain torts including defamation. That being so, a brief discussion of a mooted privacy tort in Australia
is relevant on account of its overlap with breach of confidence.
Genetic information is the kind of information a privacy tort might protect, but the existence of such an action is,
again, uncertain. New Zealand courts expressly recognised a privacy tort37 and in the United Kingdom, where
privacy rights from the European Convention on Human Rights are relevant,38 courts expanded the scope of
breach of confidence to protect against the misuse of private information, with the latter now generally regarded
as a separate tort.39
Domestically, Victoria Park Racing & Recreation Grounds Co Ltd v Taylor 40 was long considered a conclusive rejection
of an Australian privacy tort.41 Following Australian Broadcasting Corporation v Lenah Game Meats,42 this is no longer
certain. All members of the Court linked privacy cases to breach of confidence in one way or another,43 and
Gummow and Hayne JJ doubted that Victoria Park Racing should be taken to preclude a tort protecting individual
privacy,44 while Callinan J considered the ‘time is ripe’ to consider a privacy tort.45
The High Court left the door open to a privacy tort in Lenah,46 but after nearly two decades, the response from
lower courts is mixed and parties appear to avoid attempting to argue the existence of a privacy tort.47 Some
recognise a privacy tort exists in Australia,48 some maintain there is none,49 and others refuse to decide without
ruling it out.50 The ALRC, ACCC, NSW Law Reform Commission and Victorian Law Reform Commission have
all recommended introducing a statutory privacy tort,51 but reform is not forthcoming. However, if a privacy tort
emerges, many of the matters considered under breach of confidence will apply.

Hosking v Runting [2005] 1 NZLR 1.
European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, opened for signature 4 November 1950, 213 UNTS 221
(entered into force 3 September 1953) arts 8(1)–(2) (‘ECHR’).
39 Campbell v Mirror Group Newspapers Ltd [2004] 2 AC 457, 465 (Nicholls LJ) (‘Campbell’); Gulati v MGN Ltd [2015] EWHC 1482 (Ch),
[143] (Mann J). Vidal-Hal v Google Inc [2016] 2 All ER 337, 355; PJS v News Group Newspapers Ltd [2016] AC 1081.
40 (1937) 58 CLR 479 (‘Victoria Park’).
41 Greg Taylor, ‘Why is there No Common Law Right of Privacy?’ (2000) 26 Monash University Law Review 235, 237; Megan
Richardson, ‘Breach of Confidence, Surreptitiously or Accidentally Obtained Information and Privacy: Theory Versus Law’ (1994) 19
Melbourne University Law Review 673, 675 (‘Theory Versus Law’).
42 Australian Broadcasting Corporation v Lenah Game Meats (2001) 208 CLR 199 (‘Lenah’).
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No Australian legislation directly applies to surreptitious genetic testing and the absence of protection is considered
problematic.52 Following the ALRC’s Essentially Yours report, the Standing Committee of Attorney-Generals
produced a draft offence,53 but reform has since ‘stalled’.54
A web of overlapping state and federal laws regulate privacy, including the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth), the Health
Records and Information Privacy Act 2002 (NSW) and the Health Records Act 2001 (Vic). These laws regulate
the collection and processing of personal information by government agencies and private enterprises but do not
protect privacy between individuals.55 Under the Privacy Act 1988, health information encompasses any healthrelated genetic information.56 The Act provides greater protection for ‘sensitive’ information, which includes all
health information as well as any non-health related genetic information.57 Except in NSW,58 privacy legislation
does not apply to genetic samples, nor are samples considered part of a health record. Furthermore, the
Commonwealth rejected the ALRC’s recommendation to protect genetic samples within the Privacy Act 1988.59
While DTC-GT companies have obligations under these statutes, many entities are international, and the Privacy
Act 1988 only applies if the provisions of s 5B of the Privacy Act are met.60
Each State has a human tissue statute that regulates research and imposes significant restrictions on the trade and
exploitation of human tissue and derivative products.61 Unfortunately, surreptitiously collected samples are
currently beyond the scope of these Acts as the Acts are primarily directed toward regulating how tissue products
are dealt with in a clinical setting. However, the United Kingdom and New Zealand implemented criminal offences
of general application for non-consensual DNA testing under their respective human tissue acts,62 suggesting that
these statutes may be a viable location for a non-consensual testing offence in future.
Until the statutory landscape changes, plaintiffs must look to other remedial frameworks such as breach of
confidence.
III. Equitable Breach of Confidence
The strength of equity is its ability to respond flexibly to new situations. While human tissue and its associated
genetic information may fall outside of the strictures of the common law, equitable protection of confidential
information is comparatively unconstrained. The doctrine of breach of confidence is capable of restraining the use
of surreptitiously obtained personal information, rendering it a viable remedial avenue against non-consensual
genetic testing.
A. Nature of an Action to Protect Genetic Information

Model Criminal Law Officer’s Committee of Standing Committee of Attorneys-General (Model Criminal Law Committee), Nonconsensual Genetic Testing (Discussion Paper, November 2008) 10 (‘Non-consensual Genetic Testing’); Essentially Yours (n 3) 359–
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Journal of Law and Medicine 335 (‘Establishing the Offence’); Rebekah McWhirter and Margaret Otlowski, ‘Regulation of Nonconsensual Genetic Testing in Australia: Use of Samples from Deceased Persons’ (2016) 24 Journal of Law and Medicine 150, 161.
53 Model Criminal Law Committee, Non-consensual Genetic Testing (n 51).
54 Otlowski, ‘Establishing the Offence’ (n 51).
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60 Nicol et al (n 3) 160.
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Anatomy Act 1983 (SA); Transplantation and Anatomy Act 1979 (Qld).
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Breach of confidence is well understood within Australia and the United Kingdom; however, the scope of its
protection is difficult to define.63 Broadly, the action protects three kinds of information: trade secrets which are
the subject of most cases,64 government secrets, and personal information.65 It is equity’s protection of personal
information that is most relevant to genetic testing.
The vast array of circumstances where obligations of confidence may arise render it impossible to define
‘confidential information’ with precision.66 Instead, it is usually more expedient to examine the kinds of relationships
that give rise to obligations of confidence.67 For instance, information exchanged between doctor and patient is
readily considered confidential because the communication occurs within a confidential relationship.68
Consequently, relationships form the heart of the majority of confidentiality cases, supporting a misconception
that equity can only intervene where a communicative relationship existed.69
This article argues that a communicative relationship was never essential to an obligation of confidence. A
misplaced devotion to ascertaining a relationship causes confusion in two significant areas: first, over the existence
of equity’s exclusive jurisdiction to protect confidence, and secondly, over the role of conscience as the basis for
equitable intervention.
A preliminary point must be emphasised. Although surreptitious genetic testing involves an invasion of privacy, it
is not necessary to reshape breach of confidence into a general action to protect privacy. In its present state, the
law of confidence does not protect general expectations of privacy. Confidentiality and privacy overlap,70 but they
are distinct concepts.71 Private information is often confidential, but this is not always the case.72 Many argue that
altering breach of confidence to protect general privacy interests distorts the law of confidence by protecting nonconfidential information and hampers the development of a clearly defined privacy tort.73 While not universal,74
there is significant support for an independent privacy tort that avoids adopting those distortions.75
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65 Peter Radan and Cameron Stewart, Principles of Australian Equity and Trusts (Lexis Nexis Butterworths, 3rd ed, 2016) 177; Gino Dal
Pont, Don Chalmers and Julie Maxton, Equity and Trusts: Commentary and Materials (Lawbook Co, 2nd ed, 2000) 173–90.
66 Radan and Stewart (n 65) 177; Corrs Pavey Whiting & Byrne v Collector of Customs (Vic) (1987) 14 FCR 434, 449–450 (Gummow J).
67 Radan and Stewart (n 65) 177.
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The relational requirement is often considered as a desirable impediment against breach of confidence becoming
a de facto privacy action.76 The concern is that removing the requirement of a relationship tempts courts to
awkwardly ‘shoehorn’ substantive privacy protections into the existing action,77 as opposed to declaring an
independent tort. Without the limitation of a relationship, it is possible to argue that the nebulous concept of
‘confidential information’ could encompass ‘private information’.78 English jurisprudence applied this ‘radical’
privacy adjustment to breach of confidence,79 but the development occurred under the impetus of the Human
Rights Act 1998 (UK) s 6, which requires courts to act consistently with European human rights, including the
right to respect for private life.80 New Zealand took the alternative path of fashioning a tortious action for breach
of privacy81 while maintaining a continuing equitable action to protect personal information communicated in
relationships.82
Australian courts have neither the statutory impetus of a ‘right’ to privacy to justify replicating the UK’s profound
alterations to breach of confidence nor the judicial willingness to widely endorse a tortious action. However,
judicial comments suggest that equity should be more astute to protect privacy rights,83 contributing to the status
of privacy protection under Australian law as ‘one of confusion’.84 This article argues that the accepted scope of
breach of confidence is sufficient to protect non-consensually tested genetic information and provides incidental
protection for privacy interests.
1. The Exclusive Jurisdiction
The jurisdictional basis to protect confidential information is subject to lingering uncertainty.85 As Professor Jones
observes, courts have variously claimed property, contract, bailment, trust, fiduciary relationship, good faith and
unjust enrichment as a basis of judicial intervention,86 a list to which tort may now also be added.87 These reflect
attempts to establish breach of confidence upon various common law or equitable relationships.
An initial problem for surreptitious genetic testing arises out of the distinction between equity’s auxiliary and
exclusive jurisdictions. In the auxiliary jurisdiction, courts grant equitable remedies such as injunctions to enforce
underlying common law rights.88 Alternatively, where a right is purely equitable, courts exercise their exclusive
jurisdiction, which operates without reference to common law rights.89 The distinction is no arid technicality. If
breach of confidence were contingent upon equity’s support of common law rights, there would be no remedy for
non-consensual genetic testing as the practice falls outside the common law.
Furthermore, if breach of confidence was contingent upon an equitable obligation like a fiduciary relationship, it
is uncertain how those principles could apply to surreptitious parties who do not have a direct relationship with
the plaintiff.
Dal Pont, Equity and Trusts (n 70) 178.
RG Toulson and CM Phipps, Confidentiality (Sweet and Maxwell, 2nd ed, 2006) 28–29 [2-025]–[2-027]; Dal Pont, Equity and Trusts (n
70) 178.
78 Ibid 178.
79 Toulson and Phipps (n 76) 21 [1-055].
80 Ibid; Dal Pont, Equity and Trusts (n 70) 179. It should also be noted that UK courts now recognise a separate tort of misuse of
private information, thus the privacy adjustments to breach of confidence are less relevant.
81 Hosking v Runting [2005] 1 NZLR 1.
82 Tanya Aplin, ‘Coco v AN Clark (Engineers) Ltd (1969)’ in Jose Bellido (ed) Landmark Cases in Intellectual Property Law (Hart
Publishing, 2017) 253, 284 (‘Coco v AN Clark’).
83 Lenah (n 41) 225 [40] (Gleeson CJ).
84 Hughes (n 70) 884 [200.530]; Dean (n 42) 115.
85 Francis Gurry, Breach of Confidence (Oxford University Press, 1st ed, 1984) 25; Toulson and Phipps (n 76) 19; Gareth Jones,
‘Restitution of Benefits Obtained in Breach of Another’s Confidence’ (1970) 86 Law Quarterly Review 463.
86 Jones (n 84).
87 Gurry (n 84) 56–57.
88 Frederic Maitland, Equity and the Forms of Action at Common Law (Cambridge University Press, 1929) 21.
89 Ibid 20.
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Fortunately, leading authority confirms equity protects confidence as an independent equitable right within its
exclusive jurisdiction,90 dispensing with the need to construct what Sedley LJ termed an ‘artificial relationship’
between parties before equity will intervene.91 As Deane J authoritatively stated in Moorgate Tobacco Co Ltd v Philip
Morris Ltd:
A general equitable jurisdiction to grant such relief has long been asserted and should in my
view, now be accepted … Like most heads of exclusive equitable jurisdiction its rational basis
does not lie in proprietary right. It lies in the notion of an obligation of conscience arising from
the circumstances in or through which the information was communicated or obtained.92
The exclusive jurisdiction has two crucial advantages. First, equity may permit judicial intervention notwithstanding
an absence of proprietary or contractual rights.93 Second, a wide range of equitable remedies become available
without the need to demonstrate the inadequacy of damages as would be required in the auxiliary jurisdiction.94
2. Conscience as a Basis of Intervention
Accurately stated, breach of confidence rests on ‘an obligation of conscience arising out of the circumstances in
or through which the information was communicated or obtained’.95 This position was evident in earlier breach
of confidence jurisprudence but became obscured as later cases became narrowly focused on ascertaining a
relationship of confidence.
The following discussion of what ‘conscience’ demands has three interrelated objectives: first, establish why there
is no requirement for a relationship between parties and define the elements of a test that can apply to nonconsensual genetic testing. Secondly, explain why underlying illegality is not required to bind the conscience of
surreptitious testers. Thirdly, clarify third-party liability in breach of confidence.
(a) Identifying a Test
Relationships are integral to the ‘orthodox’ approach to breach of confidence,96 epitomised by Megarry J’s three
element test in Coco v (AN) Clark Engineer Ltd:
First, the information itself … must “have the necessary quality of confidence about it”.
Secondly, that information must have been imparted in circumstances importing an obligation
of confidence. Thirdly, there must be an unauthorised use of that information to the detriment
of the party communicating it.97
Surreptitiously collected and tested genetic materials do not fall within this articulation because Megarry J’s words
require information to be ‘imparted’ or ‘communicated’. These apparent relational limitations underpin criticism

90 Commonwealth v John Fairfax & Sons Ltd (1980) 147 CLR 39, 50–52 (Mason J); Attorney-General v Guardian Newspapers Ltd (No 2) [1990]
1 AC 109, 181 (Lord Goff) (‘Spycatcher’); JD Heydon, MJ Leeming and PG Turner, Meagher, Gummow & Lehane’s Equity: Doctrines &
Remedies (LexisNexis Butterworths, 5th ed, 2014) 1165 [42-070].
91 Douglas v Hello! Ltd [2001] QB 967, 1001.
92 (1984) 156 CLR 414, 437–438 (Deane J, Gibbs CJ, Mason and Wilson JJ agreeing at 421, Dawson J agreeing at 446) (‘Moorgate’).
93 See for example Seager v Copydex Ltd [1967] 1 WLR 923.
94 Radan and Stewart (n 65) 212; RP Meagher, JD Heydon and MJ Leeming, Meagher, Gummow & Lehane’s Equity: Doctrines & Remedies
(LexisNexis Butterworths, 4th ed, 2002) 1117 [41-040].
95 Moorgate (n 91) 438 (Deane J).
96 Nahan (n 68) 279.
97 Coco v AN Clark (Engineers) Ltd [1969] RPC 41, 47 (Megarry J) (‘Coco’).
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of breach of confidence’s ability to protect privacy, notably by Warren and Brandeis,98 whose critique catalysed
the development of several privacy torts in America.99 As Professor Wacks identified:
The requirement of a confidential relationship effectively precludes the action from having any
utility in two crucial ‘privacy’ areas – intrusion by physical means and the public disclosure of
private facts.100
Inconveniently, Megarry J’s formulation has gained ‘foundational status’ in the law of confidence.101 Professor
Aplin quantified Coco’s reach, finding 170 UK cases and 202 Australian cases citing its authority.102 Coco’s ubiquity
superficially implies it is definitive of breach of confidence. This is not the case.
Older cases reveal that a communicative relationship was relevant, yet never fundamental to breach of confidence.
Over a century ago, Swinfen-Eady LJ commented in Lord Ashburton v Pape:
The principle upon which the Court of Chancery has acted for many years has been to restrain
the publication of confidential information improperly or surreptitiously obtained or of
information imparted in confidence which ought not to be divulged.103
Gummow J observed that Lord Ashburton indicates that improperly obtained confidential information and
information imparted in confidence are ‘two species of the same genus’.104 His Honour considered Coco was
relevant for imparted information,105 but information obtained (without a ‘communication’) would nevertheless be
capable of protection.
This conclusion accords with Deane J’s previously extracted analysis in Moorgate, which refers to information that
has been either communicated or ‘obtained’106 and is widely approved.107 The implication is that Coco is a partial,
not exhaustive, statement of where obligations of conscience arise, a conclusion expressly confirmed in the NSW
Supreme Court.108
English authorities follow a similar vein. Lord Nicholls concluded the test had ‘firmly shaken off’ the need for a
confidential relationship and the law imposed a duty of confidence where individuals receive information they
know or ought to know is confidential.109 Prior to the Human Rights Act 1998 (UK) Lord Goff remarked in
Spycatcher:
In the vast majority of cases, in particular those concerned with private information, the duty
of confidence will arise from a transaction or relationship between the parties – often a contract
… It is in such cases as these that the expressions “confider” and “confidant” are perhaps most
Samuel D Warren and Louis D Brandis, ‘The Right to Privacy’ (1890) 4 Harvard Law Review 193.
Lindsay (n 69) 164–165.
100 Raymond Wacks, ‘The Poverty of “Privacy”’ (1980) 96 Law Quarterly Review 73, 82.
101 Tanya Aplin, Lionel Bently, Philip Johnson and Simon Malynicz, Gurry on Breach of Confidence: The Protection of Confidential Information
(Oxford University Press, 2nd ed, 2012) [2.139].
102 Aplin, ‘Coco v AN Clark’ (n 81) 258.
103 Lord Ashburton v Pape [1913] 2 Ch 469, 475 (‘Lord Ashburton’).
104 Smith, Kline and French Laboratories (Australia) Ltd and Others v Secretary, Department of Community Services and Health (1990) 95 ALR 87,
101 (‘Smith, Klein and French’).
105 Ibid 101–102.
106 Moorgate (n 91) 437–438.
107 See for instance Breen v Williams (1996) 186 CLR 71, 81 (Brennan J), 92 (Dawson and Toohey JJ), 128 (Gummow J); Smith, Klein and
French (n 103) 135 (Gummow J); Smith Kline & French Laboratories (Australia) Ltd v Secretary to the Department of Community Services & Health
(1991) 99 ALR 679, 691.
108 Armstrong Strategic Management and Marketing Pty Ltd v Expense Reduction Analysts Group Pty Ltd (2012) 295 ALR 348, 370–371 [100]
(Campbell JA, Macfarlan JA agreeing at 395 [195], Sackville AJA agreeing at 395 [196]) (‘Armstrong’) (overturned on appeal, but not on
this point).
109 Campbell (n 38) 464–465 [14] (Lord Nicholls) cited in Ewing v The Times Newspapers Ltd [2010] NIQB 7, [17] (Coghlin LJ).
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aptly employed. But it is well settled that a duty of confidence may arise in equity independently
of such cases.110
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Hughes ventures that Coco has now suffered a ‘demise’ in Australia111 and notes its importance in England and
Wales has waned.112 Heydon, Leeming and Turner suggest Coco remains applicable but is subject to two caveats.113
First, that duties of confidence can extend over individuals who surreptitiously or improperly obtain confidential
information.114 Secondly, the requirement for detriment is questionable, especially in the context of personal
information.115 On this latter point, Gummow J emphasised that the obligation is to respect confidence, not
refraining from causing detriment.116
In response to this body of judicial consideration, Heydon, Leeming and Turner117 propose the Full Federal Court’s
restatement of Coco’s elements in Optus Networks Pty Ltd v Telstra Corporation Ltd is a better reflection of the modern
law of confidence, which requires:118
(1) the information in question must be identified with specificity;
(2) it must have the necessary quality of confidence;
(3) it must have been received by the person to whom it was provided in circumstances
importing an obligation of confidence; and
(4) there must be an actual or threatened misuse of the information without the authority of
the provider.
Respectfully, this appears to be the best articulation of the action, supported by its subsequent application in the
NSW Supreme Court.119 Where information has been ‘obtained’, the second and third elements become closely
interrelated. This is because the confidential quality of the information becomes central to the circumstances
importing an obligation of confidence.
Before the Human Rights Act 1998 (UK), English authorities already indicated that the characteristics of
information could establish equitable protection. Lord Goff remarked that the duty could extend to innocent
recipients who found an ‘obviously confidential document wafted by an electric fan out a window’ or a private
diary on the street.120 Laws J in Hellewell v Chief Constable of Derbyshire observed obiter that taking telephoto images
of a private act could constitute a breach of confidence, as would a party who stole a private letter or diary.121 Both
those remarks were cited with approval by Gleeson CJ in Lenah.122
Lower courts now vigorously affirm equity’s flexible capacity to protect confidential information, epitomised by
Campbell JA in Armstrong:123
Spycatcher (n 89) 281, cited in Douglas v Hello! Ltd [2006] QB 125, 151–152 [58] (Lord Phillips MR).
Hughes (n 70) 1006.
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[T]here can sometimes be an obligation of confidence that attaches to information that is
inherently confidential or private if that information is illegally or surreptitiously obtained, or is
come across in the street, or is received unsolicited.124 In such a case there is “an obligation of
conscience arising from the circumstances in or through which the information was
communicated or obtained.”125 An obligation of confidentiality can be recognised even if there
is no particular relationship between the parties and no deliberate malfeasance, but where a
person receives information that, by virtue of the circumstances in which it is received, he or
she knows or ought to know is confidential…126

Knowledge of the confidential nature of information determines whether disclosure or use is unconscionable. If
a defendant finds ‘obviously’ confidential information, they either would know or ought to know it is confidential.
This includes facts known at the time of obtaining the information, as well as what defendants know by the time
the court considers an action.127 Gummow J accepted that equity could impose obligations upon either a subjective
or objective knowledge standard, and believed that eavesdroppers and thieves would know or ought to have
known that they should not have obtained the relevant information.128 The unanimous English Court of Appeal
concluded in Tchenguiz v Imerman that examining, retaining or copying documents that one appreciates or ought to
appreciate would be confidential to the plaintiff is a breach of confidence.129
This approach accords with Professor Finn’s theoretical framework of conscience, which proposes that
recognition of a person acting ‘unconscionably’ towards another suggests that there has been an exploitation of
the other person’s vulnerability by the offender.130 ‘Exploitation’ derives from the individual’s actual or
constructive knowledge of the other party’s vulnerability, combined with a misuse of that advantage.131 Richardson
argues this approach is not only consistent with Australian jurisprudence but also offers desirable utilitarian
protection of personal information.132
In a relational context, knowledge of confidentiality similarly establishes a duty; however, this is primarily
ascertained through reference to the character of the relationship. Where there is no relationship, the defendant’s
liability turns on their knowledge of whether the information is confidential, but as already noted, ‘confidential
information’ lacks precise definition. Therefore, the final question is to ascertain when information is ‘confidential’.
Gleeson CJ’s judgement in Lenah is a rare attempt is to establish what constitutes confidential information. The
case concerned video images obtained by hidden cameras that had been installed by trespassers in Lenah Game
Meats’ (LGM) abattoir. LGM sought to restrain the Australian Broadcasting Commission (ABC) from televising
the footage it had obtained from the trespassers. LGM did not seek relief for a breach of confidence, but the Chief
Justice made several comments regarding privacy and breach of confidence, noting:
If the activities filmed were private, then the law of breach of confidence is adequate to cover
the case. I would regard images and sounds of private activities, recorded by the methods
Lenah (n 41) 224–225 (Gleeson CJ), 225 (Gummow and Hayne JJ, Gaudron J agreeing at 231) 271–272 (Kirby J), 288–289, 319
(Callinan J, dissenting as to the result); Franklin v Giddins (n 113) 79–80 (Dunn J); Sullivan v Sclanders (2000) 77 SASR 419, 428 [50]–[51]
(Gray J); Campbell (n 38) 464–465 [14] (Lord Nicholls), 472 [47] (Lord Hoffman), 480 [85] (Lord Hope), 504 [166] (Lord Carswell);
Douglas v Hello! Ltd [2006] QB 125.
125 Moorgate (n 91) 438 (Deane J).
126 Spycatcher (n 89) 281 (Lord Goff); Campbell (n 38) 464–465 [14] (Lord Nicholls); Trevorrow v South Australia (No 4) (2006) 94 SASR 64,
74 [39] (Doyle CJ), 80–81 [80] (Debelle J), 90 [118] (White J); West Australian Newspapers v Bond (2009) 40 WAR 164, 175–176 [42] (Buss
JA).
127 Lenah (n 41) 227–228 [46] (Gleeson CJ); Johns v Australian Securities Commission (1993) 178 CLR 408, 459–460 (Gaudron J) (‘Johns’).
128 Smith, Klein and French (n 103) 111.
129 [2011] 1 All ER 555, 578.
130 Paul Finn, ‘The Fiduciary Principle’ in Timothy Youdan (ed), Equity, Fiduciaries and Trusts (Carswell, 1989) 1.
131 Ibid 6.
132 Richardson, ‘Wither Breach of Confidence’ (n 73), 697.
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employed in the present case, as confidential. There would be an obligation of confidence upon
the persons who obtained them, and upon those into whose possession they came, if they knew,
or ought to have known, the manner in which they were obtained.133
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His Honour proceeded to observe that certain information including health information would be easy to identify
as private,134 then drew upon aspects of the US-American tort of unreasonable intrusion into seclusion or private
affairs to offer a possible test for determining whether information is private:
The requirement that disclosure or observation of information or conduct would be highly
offensive to a reasonable person of ordinary sensibilities is in many circumstances a useful
practical test of what is private.135
Lindsay J in Douglas v Hello! Ltd believed these remarks concerned a purported law of privacy, and that they ‘did
not purport to be a description of what may be confidential for the purposes of the law of confidence’.136 With
great respect, this is not the case. First, the initial extract frames the judgment as an application of breach of
confidence, not a privacy action. Secondly, his Honour was not proposing to shoehorn privacy rights into breach
of confidence by allowing ‘private’ information to be automatically ‘confidential’. Several paragraphs earlier,
Gleeson CJ provides a frequently overlooked qualification:
The nature of the information must be such that it is capable of being regarded as confidential.
A photographic image, illegally or improperly or surreptitiously obtained, where what is depicted
is private, may constitute confidential information.137
His Honour’s use of the word ‘may’ suggests that the test for private information is not conclusive. Nothing in
the judgment suggests that confidentiality would survive if the information entered the public domain. This avoids
the ‘startlingly radical’ changes that occurred within English law prior to recognition of a separate tort,138 whereby
breach of confidence now protects private information that is not confidential. Furthermore, the ‘highly offensive’
test is stricter than ‘reasonable expectations of privacy’, which UK courts apply,139 with English judgments often
disclaiming the ‘highly offensive’ test.140
Lindsay submits Gleeson CJ’s approach focusses attention on the nature of the information rather than the
obligation of confidence.141 Phillipson critiques this information-focused approach on the basis that it renders
breach of confidence indistinguishable from a pure privacy tort.142 A better view is that Lindsay is correct, but to
emphasise that where information is more obviously confidential, a defendant is more likely to know it is
confidential, which is what imposes the obligation of confidence. On this reading, Gleeson CJ’s test reflects the
accepted doctrine and is a helpful guide to ascertain when information is ‘confidential’ in the absence of a
relationship. If it is an extension, it is modest.
(b) Improper or Illegal Conduct
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A curious result of attempts to anchor the law of confidence in relationships are suggestions that surreptitiously
obtained information can be protected, but only if a breach of some other law is involved.143 An illegality
requirement is problematic for non-consensual genetic testing due to the absence of a violation of common law
or statute.
This illegality proviso does not appear to apply in Australia. Mason J endorsed Lord Ashburton’s unqualified
protection of ‘improperly or surreptitiously obtained’ information as reflective of the scope of the law without
reference to illegality.144 Further, in Moorgate, Deane J’s judgment simply referred to circumstances in which
information was obtained, which provides a broad scope for protecting surreptitiously obtained information.145
Campbell JA specifically noted that an obligation of confidence could arise without ‘deliberate malfeasance’.146
An illegality requirement is not entirely unsupportable. Most cases concerning information obtained outside a
communicative relationship involve a breach of law including theft,147 trespass148 or abuse of police powers.149 Wei
proposes that an ‘illegality of means’ approach could establish if an eavesdropper acted in bad faith or
conscience.150 This logic is motivated by a concern that because breach of confidence is an action in personam,
restraining surreptitious observers who lack a relationship with the plaintiff undesirably imbues confidential
information with the character of a right in rem.151 An illegality requirement thus preserves breach of confidence’s
in personam character as the action is referenceable to a breach of the plaintiff’s legal rights, creating a relational
nexus between the parties.
Meagher, Heydon and Leeming reject this approach, regarding it a ‘fundamental misconception’ to conclude that
because equity acts in personam, some personal dealing between the parties is necessary.152 If an obligation crystallises
upon a surreptitious party when they obtain information in circumstances where they knew or ought to have
known it was private and undisclosed,153 neither a relationship nor illegality are necessary.
(c) Third Party Liability
Third-party liability for breach of confidence is highly relevant for plaintiffs seeking to protect their genetic
information. DTC-GT necessarily involves third parties in testing, while extracted information is easily distributed
to further parties. Members of the High Court recognise third party liability for breach of confidence,154 but the
basis for imposing liability is an ‘enigma’.155 As Gaudron J observed, the law has ‘not comprehensively or
definitively identified matters that would determine if a duty devolved on the third party’.156
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The term ‘third party’ distinguishes parties outside the relationship of confidence from those within. Consequently,
the surreptitious gatherer of information and a ‘third party’ are conceptually identical,157 as neither shares a
communicative relationship with the plaintiff. This has two significant consequences.
First, the principles that impose an obligation of confidence upon surreptitious parties also applies to ‘third parties’
such as DTC-GT companies. This desirably rationalises the law of confidence under a unitary principle, as a duty
arises wherever a defendant knows there are restrictions on their use of the confidential information.158 There is
no need for different tests for different circumstances and parties. Gleeson CJ supported this position, noting that
third parties would be bound if they know, or ought to have known that the information they received was
confidential.159 If a DTC-GT company knows that a plaintiff had not consented to testing, an obligation will
crystallise as the knowledge that the testing was not consensual would impart knowledge that the information is
confidential.
Secondly, authorities justifying third party liability can be used to provide further support for equity’s protection
of surreptitiously obtained information. Advocates of developing breach of confidence along a ‘fiduciary analogue’
suggest liability is founded on a party’s participation in a breach,160 rendering the party accountable under the
second limb (knowing assistance) of Barnes v Addy.161 The position asserts the principle that there is an equitable
fraud where a third party knowingly assists in a breach of trust, confidence or contract.162
This approach is not reliant on a pre-existing breach. Heydon, Leeming and Turner indicate innocent receivers of
information become participants in a dishonest and fraudulent design if they use the information after being
notified of its confidential character.163 Toulson and Phipps164 identify several cases supporting this principle.165 In
English & American Insurance Ltd v Herbert Smith,166 confidential papers were mistakenly sent to Herbert Smith, a
firm of solicitors. The defendants read and copied the documents before sending them to the intended recipients.
Sir Nicolas Browne-Wilkinson VC rejected Herbert Smith’s contention that breach of confidence did not apply to
accidental disclosures, observing that a person who received a document in error marked ‘private and confidential’
and proceeded to read it would be implicated in the leakage of the contained information.167 Toulson and Phipps
suggest the same principle applies to Lord Goff’s example of a diary picked up in the street,168 which is closely
analogous to genetic material gathered from public places.
B. Application of Breach of Confidence
Equitable breach of confidence can remedy non-consensual genetic testing if the four elements articulated in Optus
are satisfied.
1. Specificity

Nahan (n 68) 279–280. This conclusion also assumes that both are bound in conscience.
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Plaintiffs must identify confidential information with specificity, or a claim will fail.169 Equity courts enforce their
orders on pain of contempt, which necessitates precise indication of what defendants are not permitted to do.170
Terms like ‘genetic information’ lack sufficient clarity. ‘Genetic information’ could refer to physical DNA
molecules or the biological materials that contain them. More broadly, any observable feature such as hair colour,
freckles or visual signs of disorders like Down Syndrome, are all expressions of underlying genetic ‘information’.171
Dunn J’s analysis in Franklin v Giddins is illuminating.172 Here, a defendant took cuttings of budwood from a unique
nectarine tree variety that the plaintiff selectively bred. The defendant grafted the cuttings to rootstock, producing
identical trees. Dunn J likened the parent tree to a safe within which were locked copies of a formula for making
a nectarine tree with particular characteristics.173 The genetic structure of the budwood represented ‘information’
that enabled the defendant to obtain a trade secret, the secret being the technique of propagating Franklin Early
White Nectarines.174 From this position, his Honour could establish that all the nectarine trees derived from the
original wood were a breach of confidence, and ordered their destruction.175
Surreptitious testing of genetic samples should be treated the same way. Like the budwood, hairs and skins cells
do not of themselves disclose any information. DNA analysis produces the contained secret information, similar
to how the budwood required grafting to a rootstock before the trade secret emerged. Thus, the relevant fact
obtained from testing, such as, for example, the parentage of the victim of non-consensual testing, could be
identified as the subject of the action. Alternatively, genetic analysis could simply be conceptualised as analogous
to how information marked ‘private and confidential’, such as in Herbert Smith, is, when opened and read by an
unintended recipient, subject to a breach of confidence. Consequently, plaintiffs should identify the personal
information represented by their genetic structure and contained in their biological samples, copies of their DNA
and derivative information such as test results.
Finally, information is traditionally not protected where it amounts to ‘trivial tittle-tattle’.176 Caldwell notes this
negative requirement rarely prevented plaintiffs from obtaining relief,177 suggesting a low threshold for plaintiffs
to meet.
2. Necessary Quality of Confidence
As discussed, the necessary quality of confidence and circumstances importing a duty of confidence are closely
interrelated in breach of confidence actions that do not involve a relationship. This section focuses on how genetic
information can remain ‘secret’ despite biological material often being available in public places. The characteristics
that establish genetic information as ‘confidential’ are considered in the next section.
(a) Public Domain
Information only possesses the necessary quality of confidence if it is not ‘public property and public
knowledge’.178 Information in the ‘public domain’ is incapable of protection.179 This creates a problem for
See for example O’Brien v Komesaroff (1982) 150 CLR 110, 326–8 (Mason J); De Maudsley v Palumbo [1996] FSR 447.
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51.
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173 Ibid 74.
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175 Ibid 83.
176 Coco (n 96) 48 (Megarry J).
177 Caldwell (n 74) citing Stephens v Avery [1988] Ch 449, 454 (Sir Nicolas Browne-Wilkinson V-C), applied in Michael Barrymore v News
Group Newspapers Ltd [1997] FSR 600.
178 Saltman Engineering Co Ltd v Campbell (1948) 65 RPC 203, 215 (Lord Greene MR). See also Spycatcher (n 89) 282 (Lord Goff);
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restraining surreptitious genetic testing as genetic materials are commonly found in public places and arguably are
in the public domain. Several factors suggest that the genetic information is still secret.
First, the presence of genetic material in public places does not necessarily introduce the contained information into
the public domain. Inaccessibility of information is the fundamental measure of secrecy,180 and the genetic
information is not readily accessible. This contention is analogously supported by reverse engineering cases where
information derived from publicly available items was still confidential. Prichard J,181 drawing on several
authorities,182 concluded that merely because ‘information can be obtained by a member of the public by process
of reverse engineering or analysis of the plaintiff's product this does not mean that the information is readily
available to the public’.183 Subsequent cases question this principle with respect to commercial trade secrets. Mars
v Tecknowledge indicated that encrypted data contained in products sold to the public are not considered confidential
if decoded.184 However, Jacob J stressed that his comments had no bearing on personal or surreptitiously obtained
information.185
Secondly, courts generously protect personal information even where there is a degree of publication. Injunctions
remain available until the degree of publicity destroys the purpose of protecting confidentiality by rendering orders
to restrain further publication futile.186 For trade secrets, confidentiality protects a confider’s mental process that
produced information that is inaccessible to all except those who go through a similar process. 187 Thus, the purpose
of confidentiality is to prevent a confidant from taking unfair advantage of another’s mental labours.188 Even a
small degree of publication destroys confidentiality because the information is no longer inaccessible, removing
any unfairness in using the information.
Contrastingly, personal information is protected out of concern for a plaintiff’s privacy and wellbeing.189 This
might also extend to the interests of children and other related parties.190 If restraining further dissemination will
prevent additional harm to the plaintiff, protecting confidentiality retains utility despite a degree of publication.191
Professor Tettenborn suggests that personal information remains capable of protection until it becomes
‘notorious’.192 Even where personal information has been produced in court,193 or broadcast on television and
discussed in online discussion forums,194 equity can still intervene.195 Prior decisions indicate secrecy remains if the
disclosure is transitory and brief,196 not recorded in permanent form,197 unlikely to be remembered,198 or was
‘evanescent…on a limited scale…or in a remote or restricted area’.199 As genetic information is not observable
before the non-consensual testing occurs, there would still be utility in restraining its publication.
Gurry (n 84) 98.
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Finally, even if the genetic information is not regarded as confidential due to public accessibility, generally it would
be indistinguishable from the mass of other materials found in public. What is confidential is the association
between an otherwise anonymous piece of genetic information and a particular identity. As Dr Gurry explains,
‘confidentiality inheres not so much in the information itself, but in the association of the information with a
particular context’.200 Therefore, two pieces of public information – the sample and the identity of the source –
are not individually secret, but the connection between them is confidential. This principle explains why secrets
like customer lists can constitute confidential information despite being collections of public domain
information.201 Conversely, private medical information may be published without breaching confidence, 202 so
long as the court judges it sufficiently anonymised.203
This approach was adopted in G v Day. G was a ‘mystery witness’ who gave evidence to the Corporate Affairs
Commission.204 Yeldham J indicated that taken in isolation, G’s evidence was public due to the Commission’s
open proceedings, and there was nothing secret about G as an individual. However, his Honour granted an
injunction restraining publication of ‘the fact it was the plaintiff whose information set in train the application
…[which] is not at present…public property’.205
Similarly, in Falconer v Australian Broadcasting Corporation,206 a police informer, formerly known as Rajicic, assumed a
new identity. The ABC sought to publish photographs of the person formerly known as Rajicic and identify them
as such. These photos had appeared in the public domain in a committal hearing.207 Ashley J considered it was
fairly arguable that while the images themselves were not secret, their association with the identity of Rajicic was
confidential and had not yet been disclosed.208
These factors collectively demonstrate that surreptitiously collected genetic information can remain sufficiently
secret.
3. Circumstances Importing an Obligation of Confidence
Where a defendant knows or ought to know that genetic information is confidential, those circumstances impose
a duty of confidence that restricts their use or disclosure of that information. This section establishes why genetic
information contained in biological materials is appropriately regarded as ‘confidential information’. It is submitted
that genetic information is so obviously confidential that a surreptitious tester would be bound in conscience.
Gleeson CJ’s previously discussed comments on ‘private information’ and confidentiality209 have received
favourable treatment in some cases.210 If courts accept this approach to confidential information, genetic
information falls within the ‘kinds of information about a person relating to health, personal relationships, …
[that] may be easy to identify as private’.211 Alternatively, his Honour’s ‘highly offensive to a reasonable person’
test may be a useful guide.212 The Privacy Act 1988 is a useful normative signal that genetic information is probably
within this test. As noted in Part II, genetic information is deemed ‘sensitive’,213 attracting a higher level of
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protection than ordinary personal information. Legislative recognition of genetic information’s inherently private
nature is paralleled within academia and law reform.214
Even if Gleeson CJ’s test is not accepted, analogies to information that equity treats as confidential provide
additional evidence that surreptitious genetic testers will fall under an obligation of confidence. Health and cultural
information are especially relevant.
(a) Health Information
Equity courts readily deem health information confidential, protecting a plaintiff’s HIV/AIDS status,215 a
psychiatric assessment of a schizophrenic216 and medico-legal reports regarding the impact of working conditions
on a plaintiff’s health.217 As DNA encodes every protein in the body, genetic analysis can be used to test for various
health risks.218 DTC-GT companies offer a range of health-related insights. For example, 23andMe advertises
‘Health Predisposition Reports’219 that predict risks including lung and liver disease, celiac disease and late onsetAlzheimer's, while others claim to test for allergies,220 caffeine tolerance,221 carrier status of inheritable conditions222
and many others.223 Baroness Hale noted it has ‘always’ been accepted that a person’s health information is both
private and confidential.224 Although this comment was made in the context of European Human Rights
jurisprudence,225 Australian courts adopt a similar position.
In Earl v Nationwide News Pty Ltd,226 a media company somehow obtained the plaintiff’s medical records. In holding
the plaintiff entitled to orders restraining publication of the records,227 White J accepted that a knowledgeable
reader could infer the medical conditions that the plaintiff was being treated for and considered that confidential.228
His Honour found that irrespective of whether the defendant obtained the information from the doctor, the
medical practice or a third party, the defendant ought to have known that the information had to be kept
confidential.229 Analogously, surreptitious genetic testers should know or ought to know that genetic materials
contain the plaintiff’s confidential health information.
(b) Cultural Information
Australian precedent recognises cultural information as confidential.230 In Foster v Mountford & Rigby Ltd,231
Muirhead J enjoined publication of an anthropologist’s book on the Pitjantjara People’s cultural practices. His
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Honour referred to their ‘deep religious and cultural significance’ in finding the information confidential.232 The
principle has been approved in the Federal233 and High Courts,234 and subsequent cases have treated customary
beliefs and traditions as confidential information.235 DNA reveals potentially secret familial relationships and is
considered sacred by various groups.236
This is significant as certain cultural groups face a heightened risk of non-consensual genetic testing because their
hereditary isolation renders their genetic information valuable research material.237 When the Havasupai people
consented to a limited set of genetic tests, researchers ignored those parameters and used the samples to prove
migratory patterns that contradicted Havasupai beliefs that the Grand Canyon was the birthplace of humanity.238
Axys Pharmaceuticals obtained lucrative patents derived from genetic information collected from a small Jewish
community in India with questionably valid consent.239 Unsurprisingly, actions to recover Australian Indigenous
remains held in English museums are partly motivated by a desire to prevent DNA analysis.240
4. Actual or Threatened Misuse without Authority
Once a defendant is under an obligation of confidence, a breach of that obligations crystallises upon an
unauthorised misuse. Similar to how an individual who finds an envelope marked ‘secret and confidential’ commits
a breach upon opening,241 a defendant would misuse genetic information when they test a sample knowing the
plaintiff did not consent. If the defendant mistakenly believed the sample was their own or from a person who
had consented, their conscience will be bound upon learning that the extracted information was actually the
plaintiff’s.242At this point, any subsequent disclosure or unauthorised use of information constitutes a breach.
Finally, if a defendant obtained samples, then threatened to subject them to testing, the threat would constitute a
breach and equity would restrain unconscionable use.
C. Public Interest Defence
There is a legitimate concern that legal protection of confidentiality can suppress the flow of information where
there is a countervailing public interest in disclosure.243 Genetic information has a familial quality,244 so if a woman
has a gene mutation that increases her risk of ovarian cancer, that fact is of significant concern to her daughters.245
Other members of the public may also be directly ‘interested’ in her gene mutation, including employers, insurers,
cancer researchers, her spouse and extended family, children, doctors, the media and tissue banks that hold her
material. The issue is whether any of these parties could rely on a ‘public interest defence’ if they surreptitiously
tested her genetic information.
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The law recognises that in some circumstances an individual may be justified in disclosing confidential information
in the public interest,246 but the extent of this exception is contested. Mason J considered it was legitimate to
publish confidential information ‘so as to protect the community from destruction, damage and harm’.247 Other
authorities doubt whether the public interest constitutes a ‘defence’, suggesting it merely reflects equitable
principles of clean hands or iniquity.248 English courts adopt a broad approach that inquires whether the public
interest in publication outweighs the public interest in confidentiality,249 yet Australian authority is critical of this
approach.250 In Corrs Pavey Whiting & Byrne v Collector of Customs (Vic), Gummow J referred to the English treatment
of a public interest defence as ‘picturesque but somewhat imprecise’.251 His Honour went on to explain that notions
of a public interest defence could be understood in the sense that information will not have the necessary quality
of confidence and attendant equitable protection if it relates to ‘crimes wrongs, and misdeeds’,252 and with respect
to unclean hands, there are circumstances where it would be unconscionable to allow a defendant to claim equitable
remedies to enforce non-disclosure.253 Thus, the emphasis rests on equity’s protection being denied to inequitable
parties as opposed to permitting parties to breach confidence in the name of a subjective ‘public interest’.
If there is scope for a defence, any disclosure must be of real concern to the public, not merely something the
public is interested in.254 Furthermore, the law does not balance the public interest in disclosing confidential
information against the individual’s private interest in non-disclosure.255 Instead, courts weigh the public interest
in preserving private information against the public interest in disclosure.256 Alternatively, if the defence is
understood as iniquity, equity would only refuse to protect confidentiality where to do so would conceal a plaintiff’s
fraudulent or criminal conduct.257
Some argue that the defence could cover a wide range of circumstances involving genetic information,258 but the
ALRC/AHEC point out there is no case law permitting genetic testing in the public interest.259 In light of
Australian scepticism, any public defence would probably be narrowly interpreted and only available for
‘exceptional circumstances’ where another’s life is in immediate danger, or where there is a real danger to the
public.260 Even if a plaintiff had engaged in some iniquitous conduct, such as lying to their insurance company, it
is doubtful whether courts would permit a positive act of surreptitious genetic testing. The ALRC specifically
argued that while a government minister’s health might be of public interest, this should not warrant active
surveillance or following her into the doctor’s room.261
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These conclusions suggest plaintiffs should be confident that a public interest exception would not enable a
surreptitious tester to escape liability. However, this may raise concerns for healthcare providers, researchers and
other parties that hold genetic samples. However, where these parties adhere to applicable laws, notably the Privacy
Act 1988 and State laws including the Health Records and Information Privacy Act 2002 (NSW), it is unlikely that
they would become liable even though the statutes do not displace obligations of confidence.262
The Privacy Act 1988, s 95AA is illustrative, which implements the ALRC’s Essentially Yours recommendation to
enable the disclosure of genetic information obtained in the course of providing healthcare to relatives. Disclosure
is possible under approved guidelines issued by the National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC)
guidelines,263 as well as in a ‘permitted health situation’.264 Guideline 3.4.2 notes disclosure should avoid identifying
the patient.265 Professor Otlowski, considering prior guidelines in the same words, indicated that avoiding
identification may avoid a breach of confidence.266 Furthermore, the ALRC also noted that if its recommendation
to reform the Privacy Act 1988 were accepted, it would be likely that courts would be willing to accept a public
interest defence where the statutory requirements were adhered to.267 The ALRC expressly did not form a view as
to whether formal protection for breach of confidence was required.268 In 2012, the New South Wales government
introduced a similar exception into the Health Records and Information Privacy Act 2002 (NSW).269
Similar considerations apply to Privacy Act 1988, ss 95 and 95A where the NHMRC guidelines make provision
for limited circumstances where research on samples may be conducted without consent. Various State
jurisdictions have equivalent statutes.270
D. Remedies
In equity’s exclusive jurisdiction, plaintiffs have numerous remedial avenues against defendants who subject their
genetic material to testing without authorisation.
1. Injunction
Injunctions are integral to protecting genetic information as they operate to preserve the secrecy of information.
As breach of confidence concerns a purely equitable obligation,271 the injunction stems from the exclusive
jurisdiction avoiding the need to prove that damages would be inadequate.272
When considering injunctions, the prior analysis is essential because the remedy will not issue where the
information has entered the public domain because there is no utility in attempting to restrain further
publication.273 Courts start from the premise that ‘as a general rule’, an injunction should follow the misuse of a
secret.274 Where personal information is concerned, and the detriment suffered is a loss of privacy, courts usually
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HPP s 2(g); Health Records (Privacy and Access) Act 1997 (ACT) s 5 Privacy Principle 10.3.
271 Moorgate (n 91) 437–438 (Deane J).
272 Radan and Stewart (n 65) 212; Meagher, Heydon and Leeming (n 93) 1117 [41-040].
273 Westpac Banking Corp v John Fairfax Group Pty Ltd (1991) 19 IPR 513; Spycatcher (n 89); See generally Hughes (n 70).
274 AB Consolidated Ltd v Europe Strength Good Co Pty Ltd [1978] 2 NZLR 515, 526.
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grant an injunction unless a countervailing public interest can be established. Unlike commercial secrets where
even small degrees of publication destroy confidentiality, for personal information, courts recognise that
injunctions can still prevent a repeat of the abuse and avoid further detriment to the plaintiff even if there has
been some degree of publication.276
2. Delivery Up or Destruction
Equity courts can order delivery up or destruction of material containing confidential genetic information or
derived from the misuse of that information.277 The order is discretionary, and courts occasionally refuse to make
the order where the materials could serve a useful purpose and compensation or damages are adequate.278
However, a successful plaintiff seeking this order will usually be granted the remedy, especially where defendants
cannot be relied upon to destroy it.279
3. Pecuniary Remedies
Non-consensual genetic testing may attract two forms of monetary compensation. First, ‘equitable compensation’,
which allows equity courts in the exclusive jurisdiction to remedy purely equitable wrongs.280 Secondly, ‘equitable
damages’, which are damages in substitution or in addition to injunctions and specific performance, as provided
by the modern descendants of the Chancery Amendment Act 1858 (Lord Cairns Act).281 An account of profits
and constructive trust are also possibilities.
(a) Equitable Compensation
Equitable compensation originally remedied breaches of fiduciary duty.282 Eventually, courts recognised that
compensation for violations of other equitable duties was not ‘beyond the pale of Equity’,283 including obligations
of confidence.284 Gummow J’s support for an inherent equitable jurisdiction to grant monetary compensation for
breaches of trust and confidence285 is widely accepted.286
However, as Dr Turner argues, the duty of confidentiality emerged from the obligations owed by trustees,
including their obligations of confidence.287 As Street J articulated, ‘the obligation of a defaulting trustee is
essentially one of effecting a restitution to the estate’.288 Restitution in that ‘non-technical’ sense is how Australian
courts approach the obligation of defaulting confidants.289 Therefore, compensation restores parties to the position
they would have been in had the misuse of confidential information not occurred,290 likely limiting recovery to
Argyll v Argyll [1967] Ch 302; G v Day (n 192); Distillers Co (Biochemicals) Ltd v Times Newspapers Ltd [1975] QB 613.
Creation Records v News Group Newspapers (1997) 39 IPR 1; Falconer v Australian Broadcasting Corporation [1992] 1 VR 662, 668-670
(Ashley J).
277 Franklin v Giddins (n 113) 82 (Dunn J); Blockbuster Australia Pty Ltd v Karioi Pty Ltd [2009] NSWSC 1089; Ansell Rubber Co Pty Ltd v
Allied Rubber Industries Pty Ltd [1967] VR 37.
278 See for example Saltman Engineering Co v Campbell Engineering Co Ltd (1948) 65 RPC 203, 219.
279 Industrial Furnaces Ltd v Reaves [1970] RPC 605, 627.
280 Radan and Stewart (n 65).
281 Ibid.
282 David Capper, ‘Damages for Breach of the Equitable Duty of Confidence’ (1994) 14 Legal Studies 313, 321.
283 Ian Davidson, ‘The Equitable Remedy of Compensation’ (1982) 13 Melbourne University Law Review 349, 351.
284 Charles Rickett, ‘Equitable Compensation: Towards a Blueprint?’ (2003) 25 Sydney Law Review 31, 32.
285 Smith, Kline and French (n 103) 98 (Gummow J).
286 Ithaca Ice Works Pty Ltd v Queensland Ice Supplies Pty Ltd [2002] QSC 222, [13] (Philippides J) (‘Ithaca Ice Works’); HK Frost Holdings v
Darville McCutcheon [1999] FCA 570, [73] (Finn J) (‘HK Frost Holdings’); Vasco Investment Managers Ltd v Morgan Stanley Australia Ltd (2014)
108 IPR 52, 89–90 (Vickery J).
287 PG Turner, ‘Equitable Compensation for Breach of Confidence’ [2017] (Spring) Journal of the New South Wales Bar 39, 41.
288 Re Dawson (dec’d) [1966] 2 NSWLR 211.
289 Turner (n 286) 41; MJ Leeming, ‘A Response by the Hon Justice Mark Leeming’ in Turner (n 286) 42; Concept Television Productions
Pty Ltd v Australian Broadcasting Corporation (1988) 12 IPR 129, 136 (Gummow J); Smith, Kline and French (n 103); Ithaca Ice Works (n 285)
[14]–[16] (Philippides J).
290 HK Frost Holdings (n 285) [73] (Finn J).
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economic loss.
Problematically, many plaintiffs would suffer embarrassment or other non-economic harms
from the disclosure of their genetic information. However, judges appear open to compensating for mental harm
caused by a breach of confidence.
English decisions readily award ‘damages’ for mere distress.292 In Giller,293 Neave JA, with Maxwell P agreeing,294
noted those decisions do not distinguish between equitable compensation or equitable damages.295 Her Honour
analysed equitable compensation,296 concluding it was available for a breach of confidence causing pure mental
harm. The rationale was that because injunctive remedies do not require proof of possible financial loss, by parity
of reasoning, equitable compensation should not be confined to financial loss.297 Similarly, Ashley JA highlighted
the anomaly in permitting injunctions against potential breaches while denying a remedy where an actual breach
occurs.298
Giller controversially alters the restitutionary character of equitable compensation. However, as a Court of Appeal
decision, intermediate appellate courts and trial judges in other jurisdictions should not depart from it unless
convinced its interpretation is plainly wrong.299 In Western Australia, Mitchell J denied that Neave JA’s judgement
was ‘plainly wrong’,300 and considered it ‘an appropriate incremental adaptation’.301 His Honour awarded equitable
compensation for embarrassment, distress and anxiety to a plaintiff after her former partner posted to his
Facebook page explicit images and videos of the plaintiff which were exchanged in the course of their romantic
relationship.302 Mitchell J reasoned obiter that a purpose of the obligation of confidence was to protect citizens
from distress caused by the disclosure of personal information, and that that could inform the remedy available.303
Mitchell J appropriately confined his remarks to breach of confidence concerning personal information and
excluded other obligations more concerned with economic interests.304 With respect, his Honour’s justification is
a compelling application of equitable compensation’s recognised flexibility,305 and gives effect to the ‘cardinal
principle of equity that the remedy must be fashioned to fit the nature of the case’.306
Whether equitable compensation includes exemplary ‘damages’ enlivens the bitter dispute over the fusion between
common law and equity. In Digital Pulse Pty Ltd v Harris,307 Heydon JA determined there was a fundamental
objection to the concept of punishment as part of compensation in equity.308 Spigelman CJ also rejected exemplary
damages for breaches of fiduciary duty but considered it ‘unnecessary and undesirable’ to conclude that punitive
monetary awards could never be awarded in equity,309 leaving the matter open for breach of confidence. In
contrast, Mason P’s dissent advocated coherency between common law and equity by enabling punitive remedies
irrespective of whether wrongs were tortious or equitable.310 Eady J considered in Mosley v News Group Newspapers
Capper (n 281). Although note that Giller (n 209) and the UK cases applied there makes this open to doubt.
Douglas v Hello! Ltd [2006] QB 125, 163 (Lord Phillips MR); Campbell (n 38) 493 (Lord Hope), 502 (Baroness Hale), 505 (Lord
Carswel); Mosley v News Group Newspapers Ltd [2008] EWHC 1777 (QB), [216], [235] (Eady J).
293 (n 209).
294 Ibid 5.
295 Ibid 99–101
296 Ibid 100 [422]–[424] citing Cornelius v De Taranto [2001] EMLR 12, [66]–[67], [69] (Moreland J).
297 Giller (n 209) 100 [423].
298 Ibid 32 [150].
299 Farah Constructions Pty Ltd v Say-Dee Pty Ltd (2007) 230 CLR 89, 151–152 [135] (Gleeson CJ, Gummow, Callinan, Heydon and Crennan
JJ).
300 Wilson (n 196) [76], [83].
301 Ibid [82].
302 Ibid [85].
303 Ibid [84].
304 Wilson (n 196) [84].
305 Coles v Miles [2002] NSWCA 150, [63] (Heydon JA).
306 Ibid [82]; Warman International Ltd v Dwyer (1995) 182 CLR 544, 599 (Mason CJ, Brennan, Dean, Dawson Gaudron JJ).
307 (2003) 56 NSWLR 298.
308 Ibid 360–91.
309 Ibid 304.
310 Ibid, 305.
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Ltd that there was not yet sufficient authority to suggest that exemplary damages were available, and this article
adopts the same position.
Aggravated damages are, to a lesser extent, implicated in the fusion debate. These damages relate to ‘injury to the
plaintiff’s dignatory interest … which is heightened by reference to the defendant’s reprehensible conduct’.312 In
awarding such damages, Neave JA held that ‘[s]uch damages are compensatory, not punitive’,313 indicating it could
be appropriate for courts to integrate consideration for aggravation in awarding equitable compensation.314
(b) Equitable Damages
The amplitude of remedies in the exclusive jurisdiction means there is little need to attempt to argue that pecuniary
relief for equitable breach of confidence is available under the modern equivalents of Lord Cairns’ Act.315
In the statute’s traditional wording, damages can only be awarded where an injunction could be granted against a
breach of a covenant, contract or agreement or against the commission or continuance of any wrongful act.316 This
implies the statute applies to support common law rights in the auxiliary jurisdiction. However, in Talbot v General
Television Corp Ltd,317 Harris J held an equitable breach of confidence constituted a ‘wrongful act’.318 Obiter, the High
Court suggested an incidental object of Lord Cairns Act was to enable damages ‘in lieu of an injunction or specific
performance, even in the case of a purely equitable claim’.319 However, Gummow J subsequently criticised Harris
J’s decision in Talbot,320 suggesting the question remains unresolved.
Under the amended Victorian statute,321 the court can simply award damages in addition to or in substitution of
an injunction or specific performance. In Giller, Neave JA noted that damages were now clearly available in all
instances where an injunction was available.322
(c) Account of Profits
A defendant might sell revelations gained from a genetic test to the media or use them as part of a book or article.
Rather than seek compensation, plaintiffs could pursue an account of profits for an equitable breach of
confidence.323 The objective in taking account of profit is to determine the profit derived by the wrongdoer from
the use of the confidential information.324 The quantum must be an approximation that will do justice to both
parties.325 Notwithstanding the principle that wrongdoers must not profit from breaches of fiduciary duty (or
duties of confidence), courts make allowance for the defendant’s skill, expertise and other expenses to prevent a
plaintiff from unduly benefitting.326 However, the defendant bears the onus of establishing any allowance.327
[2008] EWHC 1777.
M Tilbury and G Davis, ‘Equitable Compensation’ in Patrick Parkinson (ed), The Principles of Equity (Law Book Co, 2nd ed, 2003)
797, 809.
313 Giller (n 209) 104.
314 Ibid 105.
315 Meagher, Heydon and Leeming (n 93) 1141 [41-135]; Smith, Klein and French (n 103) 98 (Gummow J).
316 Supreme Court Act 1970 (NSW) s 68.
317 Talbot v General Television Corp Ltd [1980] VR 224.
318 Ibid 241.
319 Wentworth v Woollahra Municipal Council (No 2) (1982) 149 CLR 672, 676 (Gibbs CJ, Mason, Murphy and Brennan JJ).
320 Concept Television Productions Pty Ltd v Australian Broadcasting Corporation (1988) 12 IPR 129, 136.
321 Supreme Court Act 1986 (Vic) s 38.
322 Giller (n 209) 96 [407]. See further discussion in Megan Richardson, Marcia Neave and Michael Rivette, ‘Invasion of Privacy and
Recovery for Distress’ in Jason NE Varuhas and Nicole A Moreham (eds), Remedies for Breach of Privacy (Oxford: Hart Publishing, 2018)
180.
323 Testel Australia Pty Ltd v KRG Electrics Pty Ltd [2013] SASC 91, [93]–[94] (Blue J); Optus (n 117) 287–289; Radan and Stewart (n 65)
986; Meagher, Heydon and Leeming (n 93) 1139–1140 [41-135].
324 BlueScope Steel Limited v Kelly [2007] FCA 517, [166] (‘BlueScope’).
325 Dart Industries Inc v Decor Corporation Pty Ltd (1993) 179 CLR 101, 119–120 (Mason CJ, Deane, Dawson, Toohey JJ).
326 Warman International Ltd v Dwyer (1995) 182 CLR 544, 562.
327 BlueScope (n 323) [166]; Harris v Digital Pulse Pty Ltd (2003) 56 NSWLR 298, 372–5, 384 (Heydon JA).
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(d) Constructive Trust

Constructive trusts are available to remedy a breach of confidence.328 Meagher, Leeming and Turner argue that
property obtained as a result of a breach of confidence could mirror how a fiduciary can be accountable as a
constructive trustee in respect of an acquisition of property occasioned by their breach of duty.329 However, their
utility against non-consensual genetic testing is probably limited as it is unclear what property could be obtained
directly as a result of the breach.
IV. Conclusion
This article has attempted to consider one possible solution for prospective plaintiffs seeking redress for nonconsensual testing of their genetic information. Primarily, it has been argued that breach of confidence may usefully
be regarded as a pathway to obtaining a remedy. A breach of confidence in the exclusive jurisdiction is not
contingent on the uncertain common law rights. Genetic information is clearly a ‘privacy’ interest. However, this
article has not advocated for the doctrinal extensions previously observed in the United Kingdom. Instead, it has
argued that breach of confidence has always provided relief where confidential information is surreptitiously
obtained. Non-consensually tested genetic information is protected because it is confidential information. Critical
to this conclusion is displacing a dominant misconception that a relationship of confidentiality is an essential
element in an action for breach of confidence. The accepted scope of the doctrine provides incidental protection
to privacy interests, not because breach of confidence protects privacy per se, but because privacy and
confidentiality are overlapping concepts.
Although individuals shed and discard their genetic materials in public, it is arguable that their genetic information
has not entered the public domain and remains confidential. The nature of genetic information is otherwise readily
regarded in equity as confidential. A person who surreptitiously tests the genetic material of another in the
knowledge that that person has not consented to their genetic information being extracted, is under a duty of
confidentiality. Equity possesses a formidable armoury of remedies that can restrain further use and disclosure,
and possibly offer compensation.
Breach of confidence relies on expensive court proceedings which are not accessible to all potential victims. This
is a justifiable critique. However, establishing that legal redress is available accomplishes an important normative
objective in signalling to the community that non-consensual genetic testing is neither acceptable nor without
consequence.

LAC Minerals Ltd v International Corona Resources Ltd [1989] 2 SCR 574.
Meagher, Heydon and Leeming (n 93) 1142 [41-135]. See also Tang Hang Wu, ‘Confidence and the Constructive Trust’ (2003) 23
Legal Studies 135.
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DYING, DISABILITY, AND DANGEROUS DECISIONS:
PROTECTING PATIENT SAFETY IN
ASSISTED DYING IN ENGLAND AND WALES
Louise Hayes1
ABSTRACT
Copious academic scholarship has considered legalising assisted dying (AD). However, notwithstanding its
obvious importance, safety has been relatively excluded from the AD debate. The debate has now reached an
impasse and can arguably be distilled to one bone of contention: “slippery slope” fears. Opponents argue proposed
safeguards will be unable to prevent the development of slippery slopes, in which vulnerable populations (namely
the mentally ill, dying, and disabled) will be implicitly or explicitly pressured into receiving assistance in dying.
Whilst safeguards are a valid field of inquiry, they represent just one facet of safety. Safety is conceived broadly as
the prevention of harm, interdependent on timeliness, quality, effectiveness, and access. Whereas safeguards are
predominantly concerned with employing preventative, defensive measures to avoid the emergence of harm,
patient safety also depends on the improvement of latent conditions and active failures according to Reason’s
Swiss Cheese Model of safety, which this thesis subscribes to. A myopic focus on safeguards has facilitated the
premature and unduly defeatist conclusion that AD and patient safety are mutually exclusive. This thesis seeks to
rebut opposition by identifying potential risks to patient safety throughout the AD process and advancing
proposals to protect safety under four themes: communication, symptom management, data monitoring, and
safety cultures. This dissertation explicitly endorses an overarching focus on patient recovery, achieved via a
multidisciplinary approach to symptom management prior to AD authorization. Thoroughly investigating patient
motivations behind AD requests is more conducive to patient safety than perfunctory ‘safeguards’ which restrict
eligibility to terminally ill patients with a six-month life expectancy or exclude disabled or mentally ill individuals.
Thus, to ensure that AD remains an absolute last resort, several proposals are advanced, including a specific AD
statute, a specialist national monitoring committee with regional subdivisions, and ongoing medical AD education.
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1. Introduction
The legalisation of assisted dying (AD) continues to attract a prodigious amount of political, academic, and public
attention. However, despite its “obvious importance”, safety has been relatively excluded from this debate.2 The
British Medical Journal of Quality and Safety currently offers no relevant results on the subject. The AD debate
can arguably be reduced to one bone of contention: “slippery slope” concerns. Opponents dismiss proposed
safeguards as ineffective, unable to prevent the pressurisation and premature deaths of vulnerable populations via
AD, particularly disabled, dying, and mentally ill persons. Although a valid inquiry, safeguards preventing slippery
slopes represent a mere fraction of safety. Patient safety is concerned with the avoidance of harm, threatened by
unsafe communication, poor symptom management, workforce secrecy, and suboptimal data monitoring, which
proposed safeguards largely overlook. The exclusion of safety from the debate has enabled opponents to assume
that AD inherently threatens patient safety. This article seeks to rebut this unduly defeatist conclusion. As the
debate has reached an impasse, ideally, examining AD from a safety lens will reignite interest in the arena and
pacify opponents. Although the legalisation of AD appears doubtful for the foreseeable future, particularly given
political focus on the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, a safety analysis of AD remains long overdue.
Somewhat controversially, this article does not encourage restricting AD eligibility to individuals with a terminal
illness or a six-month life expectancy. Although these conditions have been included in every Bill proposed in UK
Parliament, hailed as “the best protection against [AD] misuse,”3 such conditions are unethical and injurious to
patient safety. Instead, this article argues eligibility should be restricted to adults with mental capacity enduring
irremediable and unbearable suffering. Whereas Australian legislation arbitrarily prohibits AD on disability or
mental health grounds alone,4 this article advances a framework which enables physicians to thoroughly explore
AD motivations, rather than disregarding the suffering of vulnerable individuals. To ensure AD remains a last
resort, this piece champions the relief of suffering through multifaceted and patient-centred treatments, allowing
peaceful deaths only in exceptional cases where suffering remains irremediable and intolerable. This article does
not dispute the possibility of slippery slopes arising under this configuration, and is thus informed by research in
palliative, disabled, and mental health disciplines. These vulnerable populations are already “doubly disadvantaged”
by both existing medical prejudice and typically a physical inability to commit suicide.5 Unfairly and unsafely, the
current prohibition on AD effectively punishes the neediest in our society for failing to transform water into wine.6
This article comprises seven chapters. Chapter two provides a background to AD. Chapter three explores and
defines patient safety. Marrying these topics, chapter four argues AD is justified on both ethical and safety grounds
by analysing AD through the lens of Beauchamp and Childress’ four seminal bioethical principles. The fifth
chapter explores patient safety risks in the context of AD under four themes: communication, symptom
management, monitoring, and safety culture. Discussion is necessarily limited to the most impactful factors on
patient safety. The relationship between, for example, safety and bereavement support in the context of AD,
cannot meaningfully be addressed.7 Chapter six advances a series of proposals to protect patient safety in AD
under four themes: statute, education, monitoring, and safety culture. Chapter seven concludes the article.

Oliver Quick, Regulating Patient Safety: The End of Professional Dominance? (CUP, 2017) 29
David Orentlicher, ‘International Perspectives on Physician Assistance in Dying’ (2016) Hastings Center Report 6
4 Voluntary Assisted Dying Act 2017 (Victoria, Australia) s9(2), (3)
5 Christopher A Riddle, ‘Assisted Dying and Disability’ (2017) 13 Bioethics 487
6 Re B (Adult: Refusal of Treatment) [2002] EWHC 429 (Fam) [94] (Dame Butler-Sloss); David Wasserman, ‘Physical Disability, Dignity,
and Physician-Assisted Death’ in Sebastian Muders (ed), Human Dignity and Assisted Death (2017, OUP) 101; Sarah-May Blaschke et
al, ‘Common dedication to facilitating good dying experiences: Qualitative study of end-of-life care professionals’ attitudes towards
voluntary assisted dying’ (2019) 33(6) Palliative Medicine 566
7 On this, see Nikkie B Swarte et al, ‘Effects of euthanasia on the bereaved family and friends: a cross sectional study’ (2003) 327 British
Medical Journal 189; Birgit Wagner, Julia Müller, and Andreas Maercker, ‘Death by request in Switzerland: Post-traumatic stress disorder
and complicated grief after witnessing assisted suicide’ (2012) 27(7) Eur Psychiatry 542
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Unfortunately given the breadth of the subject, this article cannot meaningfully address the funding of AD.
However, in justifying the legalisation of AD on ethical and safety grounds, this article lays the foundation for and
validates future research on financing. As this paper makes clear in its discussion of symptom management, AD
cannot be safely legalised unless the standard of palliative, disability, and mental health care is excellent (and
necessarily adequately funded).8 Additionally, this piece will not consider AD for individuals without mental
capacity. Unavoidably, individuals suffering as much as, if not more than patients with capacity, are thereby
excluded.9 Pell and Harding argue this undermines the point of legalising AD,10 but this overlooks the significant
number of individuals with capacity who could benefit from reform.11 Capacity provides an important safeguard
in ensuring AD is autonomous and informed,12 and, unlike safety, has already attracted significant academic
attention.13 Similarly, legalising euthanasia, which is “fundamentally different” from AD, is not considered here.14
AD has received significantly greater support; addressing AD first is logical.15 Only AD legalisation in England
and Wales is considered. Whilst UK-wide legalisation would provide valuable consistency, regional legal
differences are beyond the scope of this article.
2. AD Background
This chapter provides an overview of AD in both England and Wales and globally. The first section defines AD
and analyses the legal and political developments in England and Wales, whereas the second section examines
international approaches to legalisation.
2.1 Assisted Dying in England and Wales
Although definitions vary worldwide, assisted dying generally involves a registered medical practitioner prescribing
life ending drugs for a mentally competent patient.16 In England and Wales a mentally competent patient is one
able to make a decision without “impairment or disturbance in the functioning of the mind or brain.”17 The
individual must “understand the information relevant to the decision, retain the information, weigh up the
information” and “communicate their decision.”18 Conversely to euthanasia, drugs are self-administered: “the final
act” is always achieved by the patient.19 AD is legal in Switzerland, the Netherlands, Luxembourg, Colombia,
Belgium, Canada, Western Australia, Victoria (Australia), and nine US states. 20 Nor is it explicitly prohibited in
Select Committee on the Assisted Dying for the Terminally Ill Bill HL, Evidence by Dr Jane Campbell (Disability Rights Commission,
2005) [21], [25], [29]; Jonathan Herring, ‘Escaping the Shackles of Law at the End of Life: R (Nicklinson) v Ministry of Justice’ (2013)
21 Medical Law Review 487. Infra Chapter 5.
9 Jukka Varelius, ‘On the Moral Acceptability of Physician-Assisted Dying for Non-Autonomous Psychiatric Patients’ (2015) 30 Bioethics
227
10 Elizabeth Pell and Rosie Harding, ‘A right to ‘dying well’ with dementia? Capacity, choice and relationality’ (2015) 25 Feminism &
Psychology 139
11 Campaign for Dignity in Dying, ‘The Inescapable Truth: How 17 people a day will suffer as they die’ (September 2019) passim
12 Supra (n2) David Orentlicher 6
13 Supra (n9) Elizabeth Pell and Rosie Harding 137; Eva Elizabeth Bolt et al, ‘Can physicians conceive of performing euthanasia in case
of psychiatric disease, dementia or being tired of living?’ (2015) 41 JME 592; Kenneth Chambaere et al, ‘End-of-life decisions in
individuals dying with dementia in Belgium’ (2015) 63 Journal of the American Geriatrics Society 290; David Gibbes Miller, Rebecca
Dresser, and Scott YH Kim, ‘Advance euthanasia directives: a controversial case and its ethical implications’ (2019) 45 Journal of Medical
Ethics 84
14 Andrew Saunders, ‘The CPS, policy-making and assisted dying: towards a ‘freedom’ approach’ (2017) Journal of Criminal Law 5
15 Ibid.
16 Owen Dyer, Caroline White and Aser Garcia Rada, ‘Assisted dying: law and practice around the world’ (2015) 351 The BMJ 4481
17 Mental Capacity Act 2005 s2(1)
18 Mental Capacity Act 2005 s3(1)
19 Assisted Dying Bill 2016-17 [HL] s4(4)c
20 Swiss Criminal Code 1937 Article 115; Termination of Life on Request and Assisted Suicide (Review Procedures) Act 2001;
Government Bill (House of Commons) C-14 (42-1); California End of Life Option Act 2016; End of Life Options Act of 2016; Death
with Dignity Act of 2018; Oregon Death with Dignity Act, 1994; Washington Death with Dignity Act of 2008; District of Columbia
Death with Dignity Act of 2016; New Jersey Dignity In Dying Bill Of Rights Act of 2019; Maine Death with Dignity Act of 2019; Patient
Choice and Control at End of Life Act of 2013; Law of 16 March 2009 on euthanasia and assisted suicide; Voluntary Assisted Dying
Bill 2019; Voluntary Assisted Dying Act 2017
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Germany or Montana (USA).21 However, a right to assisted suicide has never existed in England or Wales.22
Encouraging or assisting suicide in England and Wales is punishable by a maximum 14-year custodial sentence.23
Whilst suicide itself is not a crime, there is no stricto sensu right to commit suicide in our jurisdiction, nor to assistance
in doing so.24
There are valid reasons for criminalising the encouragement and assistance of suicide. The manipulation of
vulnerable persons by malicious individuals can prove devastating.25 In Howe, the defendant intentionally supplied
a friend with petrol fluid and a lighter by which to commit suicide (the harms of which are obvious).26 McGranaghan,
in a uniquely “appalling” act,27 repeatedly urged a fellow inmate to commit suicide, constructed a noose for him,
and aided his final climb.28 Gordon failed to honour the online suicide pact she made with a stranger, neglecting to
alert family members or police of her co-conspirator’s intentions.29 Assisting or encouraging a suicide beyond the
parameters proposed in this article should remain criminal.
Legalisation in England and Wales has been attempted via the Courts and Parliament for over 50 years. The
following sub-sections explain why the Judiciary have rejected law reform for constitutional reasons, and why
Parliament remain opposed to legalisation.
2.1.1 Legal Developments
AD has “now received significant judicial attention” from the English Courts.30 Seven cases directly appealing for
legalisation have been heard.31 Of these, four claimants suffered from terminal illnesses.32 Three applicants suffered
from serious degenerative conditions.33 Judges have expressed heartfelt sympathy for claimants,34 particularly
individuals enduring indefinite suffering, irrespective of whether their conditions are terminal.35
The Courts have rejected appeals to legalise AD for two key reasons. Firstly, legalising AD through litigation would
be unconstitutional.36 The unelected Judiciary understandably defer to Parliament, who “represent the community
at large.”37 Additionally, litigation pertains to very specific factual matrices; Judges lack the wider information
Baxter v. Montana MT DA 09-0051, 2009 MT 449
Suicide Act 1961 s2(1); British Medical Association, ‘Responding to patient requests relating to assisted suicide: guidance for doctors
in England, Wales and Northern Ireland’ (June 2019) 3
23 Suicide Act 1961, s2(1)
24 R (on the application of Nicklinson) v Ministry of Justice [2014] UKSC 38 [159] (Lord Mance); [216], [255.1] (Lord Sumption); R (on the
application of Pretty) v DPP [2001] UKHL 61 [35] (Lord Bingham)
25 Director of Public Prosecutions, Suicide: Policy for Prosecutors in Respect of Cases of Encouraging or Assisting Suicide (Crown Prosecution Service,
2010) 43 (Public interest factors tending in favour of prosecution). See also: Sean Sweeney, ‘Deadly Speech: Encouraging Suicide and
Problematic Prosecutions’ (2017) 67(3) Case Western Reserve Law Review 941; Supra (n13) Andrew Saunders 14
26 R v Howe (Kevin James) [2014] EWCA Crim 114 [32], [33] (Treacy LJ)
27 R v McGranaghan (Terence) [1987] 11 WLUK 17 [3] (Croom-Johnson LJ)
28 Ibid [2] (Croom-Johnson LJ)
29 R v Gordon [2018] EWCA Crim 1803 [2] (Treacy LJ)
30 The Queen on the application of Philippe George Newby v The Secretary of State for Justice [2019] EWHC 3118 (Admin) [9] (Irwin LJ and May J)
31 Supra (n23) Pretty 2001; R (on the application of Purdy) v DPP [2009] UKHL 45; Supra (n23) Nicklinson 2014; R (on the application of
Kenward) v DPP [2015] EWHC 3508 (Admin); R (T) v Secretary of State for Justice [2018] EWHC 2615 (Admin); R (on the application of
Conway) v Secretary of State for Justice [2018] EWCA Civ 1431, Ibid Newby 2019
32 Supra (n23) Pretty; Supra (n30) Conway; Supra (n30) T; Supra (n29) Newby
33 Supra (n30) Purdy; Supra (n23) Nicklinson; Supra (n30) Kenward
34 Supra (n23) Pretty [1] (Lord Bingham), [70], [71] (Lord Steyn), [108] (Lord Hope), [124] (Lord Scott); Supra (n30) Purdy [32] (Lord
Hope), [89] (Lord Neuberger); Supra (n23) Nicklinson [1], [14], [123] (Lord Neuberger), [171] (Lord Mance), [256] (Lord Sumption), [313],
[317] (Lady Hale), [358] (Lord Kerr); Supra (n30) Kenward [11], [20] (Longmore LJ); R (on the application of Conway) v Secretary of State for
Justice [2017] EWHC 2447 Admin [5], [21], [31-32] [117] (Sales LJ); Supra (n30) Conway [3] (Sir Terence Etherton MR, Sir Brian Leveson
P, and King LJ); Supra (n29) T [1-2] (Irwin LJ); Supra (n29) Newby [5-7], [25] (Irwin LJ and May J)
35 Supra (n30) Purdy [32] (Lord Hope), [68] (Baroness Hale as she then was), [71] (Lord Brown); Supra (n23) Nicklinson [4], [16], [14],
[122] (Lord Neuberger), [186] (Lord Mance), [258] (Lord Hughes)
36 Supra (n23) Pretty [57] (Lord Steyn); Supra (n23) Nicklinson [300] (Lady Hale), [363] (Lord Kerr); Supra (n30) Conway [186], [188] (Sir
Terence Etherton MR, Sir Brian Leveson P and King LJ); Supra (n29) Newby [40], [50] (Irwin LJ and May J)
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available in Parliamentary debates. Whilst the dissenting judgments in Nicklinson demonstrate a judicial readiness
to proclaim the prohibition on AD incompatible with the Human Rights Act (HRA),39 the majority of the Supreme
Court appear extremely unwilling to encroach on Parliamentary territory.40 However, in their disinclination, the
majority arguably misinterpret and overstate the effect of a declaration of incompatibility.41 Furthermore, Judges
frequently question the appropriacy of an unelected Judiciary imposing moral views on society by legalising AD.42
However, this reasoning does not hold water: the existing ban on AD forces a blanket objection on everyone,
whereas legalisation would provide people with a choice.43
38

The second reason why the Courts have not legalised AD is due to fears of a “slippery slope” developing: “the
main justification advanced for an absolute prohibition on assisting suicide.”44 A slippery slope begins with a
seemingly innocuous matter (such as the legalisation of AD).45 This catalyses a negative domino effect, for example,
the legalisation of euthanasia or the expansion of AD eligibility criteria.46 The central fear is that AD will pressure
vulnerable people into taking fatal drugs as a cheaper, faster, and easier alternative to remedying suffering.47
Rationalising the elimination of the “inconvenient” could well develop from virtuous intentions.48 The especially
vulnerable are the disabled, dying, and mentally ill.49 A disability is a physical or mental condition which has a
“substantial and long-term impact on one’s ability to do normal day to day activities.”50 Thus, ‘disability’
encompasses a spectrum of conditions, from tetraplegia to blindness.51 Palliative care aims to relieve the symptoms
of an incurable disease or disorder.52 Although definitions of mental health vary, a mental health disorder is
generally defined as a condition which impacts mood, thinking, cognition and/or behaviour, such as depression.53
A mental illness will not necessarily disturb mental capacity.54

Supra (n23) Nicklinson [175], [177], [187] (Lord Mance), [232] (Lord Sumption); Supra (n29) Conway [189] (Sir Terence Etherton MR,
Sir Brian Leveson P and King LJ); Supra (n30) T [16] (Irwin LJ)
39 Supra (n23) Nicklinson [324] (Lady Hale), [366] (Lord Kerr)
40 Supra (n23) Nicklinson [230-232] (Lord Sumption)
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Forward on Assisted Dying: Two Steps Back on Human Rights’ (2015) 23 Medical Law Review 144; Steve Martin, ‘Declaratory
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Medical Law Review 514
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50 Equality Act 2010 s6(1)
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international survey’ (2015) BMJ Open e007079
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Evidence does not explicitly suggest that slippery slopes have developed following AD legalisation.55 However,
this evidence is not conclusive.56 The Netherlands have expanded eligibility criteria to include psychiatric and
dementia patients, Belgium has legalised euthanasia for children since legalising AD, and more individuals than
ever receive assistance in dying every year.57 Dutch AD approval rates are up to three times higher than approval
rates in Oregon.58 In Oregon, applicants have increasingly cited “being a burden” on family and friends and
“financial implications” for requesting AD.59 Judges are wise to be fearful of slippery slopes. However, whilst
assisted deaths are increasing globally, without further analysis, this evidence is not indicative of the emergence of
a slippery slope .60 Given the elderly nature of most recipients, the global prevalence of ageing populations, and
the compression of morbidity, it may simply be the case that more people have been suffering each year.61
The European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) has heard five cases directly challenging the illegality of AD.62 A
person’s right to determine how they die arguably falls under Article 8 of the HRA, the right to private and family
life.63 The ECtHR have openly authorized blanket prohibitions on AD, given states’ wide margin of appreciation
on what is a qualified right.64 A right to life does not encompass a right to die or a right to assistance in dying.65
Thus, law reform via litigation appears unlikely.66
2.1.2 Political Developments
Parliament has debated and rejected AD Bills on “numerous occasions.”67 All Bills have required applicants to
have capacity and be terminally ill.68 All but Lord Joffe’s 2003 Bill (met with fierce criticism and later amended
accordingly) have required recipients to have an approximate six-month life expectancy.69 Notwithstanding
significant sustained public support for AD, Parliamentary aversion is unsurprising.70 MPs rely on popularity to
sustain their tenure; to preserve the existing prohibition is less disruptive than to resolve slippery slope anxieties.71
Although political progress towards legalising AD at first blush appears slim, “cultural redefinition” is a tumultuous

55 Dan W Brock, ‘Voluntary active euthanasia’ (1992) Hastings Centre Report 10; Danny Scoccia, ‘The Disability case against assisted
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euthanasia in The Netherlands’ (2018) 125 BMB 148
58 Guenther Lewy, Assisted death in Europe and America (OUP, 2011) 137; Alliance Vita, Euthanasia in the Netherlands (2017)
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s2, s3(3)(b); Assisted Dying (No.2) Bill (Robert Marris) [HC] 2015-16 s2, s2(c)(ii); Assisted Dying Bill [2016-17] s2, s2(c)(ii); Assisted
Dying Bill [HL] 2019-21 s2, s2(c)(ii)
69 Assisted Dying Bill [HL] (Lord Falconer) 2014-15 s2(1)(b); Assisted Dying (No.2) Bill (Robert Marris) [HC] 2015-16 s2(1)(b); Assisted
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and protracted process, as evidenced by numerous initial rejections to the legalisation of AD in Australia.72
Continued Parliamentary debate demonstrates AD is worth considering.
2.2 International Approaches
Globally, AD eligibility criteria and legal frameworks vary significantly.73 An expansive ‘European’ eligibility
approach is adopted by the Benelux countries.74 In the Netherlands, a medical diagnosis of “hopeless and
unbearable suffering” is required, however, AD is permissible in cases of “anticipated suffering.”75 Suffering must
be deemed lasting and unbearable by at least one independent physician.76 The decision must be voluntary and
there must be no other reasonable solution to cure the person’s suffering.77 In Switzerland, assisting a suicide is
only a crime if the facilitator assists with a “selfish motive.”78 Only limited guidance is available on what constitutes
a “selfish motive[s].”79 Prosecutions are generally confined to cases where the capacity of a patient is doubted.80
However, given the lack of a central Swiss database on AD, how capacity is established in many cases remains
unclear.81 In theory, anyone with altruistic motivations (notwithstanding a lack of medical expertise) may assist a
person of any age.82 This undermines the effectiveness, transparency, regulation of, and equal access to AD.83
Outside of Switzerland, AD is overwhelmingly confined to physicians.84
US states generally adopt a stricter approach.85 Modelled on the Oregon legislation, all US legislation requires
individuals to be over 18, have capacity, suffer from a terminal illness, and have six months or less to live.86 Victoria,
Australia, and proposed legislation in New Zealand similarly requires recipients to be over 18, mentally competent,
diagnosed with a terminal illness, experiencing unbearable suffering, and expected to die within six months.87
Canada has adopted a “hybrid” arrangement between the restrictive American approach and the expansive
European model.88 Patients need not expect to die within six months, but must suffer from a serious and incurable
illness or disability from which their natural death has become reasonably foreseeable.89 David Orentlicher
theorizes that stricter AD eligibility criteria suggests decreased public trust in government.90 Although superficially
logical, this correlation is shallow; strict eligibility criteria are unsurprising given AD’s contentious nature.
Ultimately, different regimes appear to suit different countries.91
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271
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(2019) 116 Dtsch Arztebl Int 545, 555
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3. Patient Safety
This section defines patient safety. It adopts a systems approach to safety and considers synergies between safety
and quality.
3.1 Safety
Broadly, patient safety is “the avoidance, prevention and amelioration of adverse outcomes or injuries stemming
from the process of healthcare.”92 Simply put, safe healthcare is that which does not cause harm.93 Safe healthcare
is not simply the avoidance of errors, since many errors never result in harm.94 The harm to be avoided depends
on context; neurosurgery risks inevitably differ from mental health evaluation risks. Harm can be caused by various
acts and omissions, including negligence, recklessness, errors, accidents, and wilful acts.95 Both unintended actions
and intended actions can cause harm.96 The former concerns lapses in concentration for example, whereas the
latter denotes knowledge-based mistakes or violations (such as deliberate patient harassment), which may be
considered “culpable” or “non-culpable.”97
3.1.1 Systems vs Bad Apples
As revealed by NHS Inquiries, safety failures very rarely materialise randomly.98 Even if the immediate cause of
harm appears isolated, such as fatal drug administration,99 harm often materialises in complicated ways.100
Upstream flaws, such as drug disorganisation, prescription errors, an absence of allergy notes, and failures to
challenge administering physicians, can all facilitate a patient receiving the wrong drug.101 According to James
Reason’s “Swiss Cheese Model”, accident trajectories materialise progressively to produce subsequent harm.102
This occurs when a combination of active failures, latent conditions, and inadequate defences collectively coincide
to breach safety barriers within systems and create limited windows of “accident opportunity.”103
Reason’s model aligns with a systems view of safety, which notes the “multiplicity of elements interacting to impact
[healthcare] in…a holistic way.”104 Safety is a delicate house of cards, potentially disrupted by even the slightest
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shift in a wholly disparate department. A systems approach does not consider harm to be eliminable.
Unavoidably, physicians can be fatigued, computers can malfunction, and patients can react unpredictably.106
Instead, a systems view aspires to the highest levels of safety and perceives safety as an ongoing, multidimensional
process.107
The alternative to a systems approach to safety is a “bad apples” view, which seeks to minimise harm to patients
by weeding out malicious characters (for example, Harold Shipman), who intentionally endanger patients.108
Because “bad apples” are so rare in the NHS, this methodology is flawed: overwhelming evidence suggests that
most NHS staff are well-intentioned.109 An accusatory preoccupation with purging “bad apples” may prove
counterproductive to safety by discouraging transparency around errors and furthering a culture of secrecy.110
Physicians are already deterred from disclosing errors in our “increasingly litigious society”,111 arguably exacerbated
by our “fault-based” liability system.112 Conversely, a systems approach prevents “bad apples” by improving “bad
barrels”, which actively acknowledge, learn from, and improve after mistakes.113
3.2 Quality
A wide definition of safety invites comparisons with quality.114 Healthcare quality is defined by the World Health
Organization as “the extent to which health care services…improve desired health outcomes.”115 Accordingly, care
must be “safe, effective, timely, efficient, equitable and people-centred.”116 This definition arguably underestimates
safety. Safety is not a mere element of quality. Nor are safety and quality discrete concepts.117 Effectiveness,
timeliness, efficiency, equitableness, and people-centredness all have a directly causal impact on safety. Treatment
in the first instance is provided due to medical need, but if treatment is unsafe, it undermines the point of treatment
entirely.118 Therefore, safety and quality are closely connected and interdependent, and since harm is arguably
“what patients care most about”, safety in particular warrants close analysis.119
4 Ethical and Safety Justification
This chapter justifies AD on ethical and safety grounds by analysing AD through the lens of Beauchamp and
Childress’ four principles of biomedical ethics: autonomy, beneficence/non-maleficence and justice.120 Nils Hoppe
cf Hari Tsoukas and Miguel Pina e Cunha, ‘On Organizational Circularity: Vicious and Virtuous Cycles in Organizing’ in Wendy K
Smith (et al), The Oxford Handbook of Organizational Paradox (OUP, 2017) 1; cf John Clarkson et al, ‘A systems approach to healthcare:
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explains that medical treatment which respects these principles often has a positive impact on patient safety.121
Thus, in establishing the moral rationale for legalising AD, this chapter also explains how AD can constitute safe
treatment, thereby justifying closer analysis of AD risks in chapter five.
4.1 Autonomy
The overarching rationale for the legalisation of AD is respect for patient autonomy.122 Autonomy represents the
very “nucleus” of medical law and decision-making in England and Wales.123 It epitomizes patient “self-rule.”124
An autonomous patient is one who exercises their mental capacity to provide informed consent or refusal to
treatment.125 Informed consent is a two-fold objective and subjective test: firstly, the patient must be advised of
the “material risks inherent in the treatment”, a material risk being significant in the eyes of a “reasonably prudent
patient.”126 From a subjective lens, the physician must also inform the patient of risks where the doctor is or should
reasonably be aware that “the particular patient would be likely to attach significance to [the risk].”127 The objective
and subjective limbs minimise harm by enabling patients to make judgments based on their factual matrix.128
Theoretically, their decisions should inform effective, patient-centred care which patients are engaged with and
willing to commit to, thereby preventing the emergence of harm.129
Throughout life, English law respects patient autonomy, regardless of whether “rational, irrational, or no reasons
at all” are provided for medical decisions they make for themselves.130 Even for incapacitous persons, personal
“wishes and feelings” must be respected as far as possible.131 Autonomy is prioritised above the “sanctity of life”
by patients who refuse life-sustaining treatments.132 The “sanctity of life” denotes holding “an intrinsic value in
human life, irrespective of whether it is valuable to the person concerned or…anyone else.”133 In an increasingly
secular society, “sanctity of life” arguments in opposition to AD cut little ice.134 Despite some reluctance in making
decisions with fatal consequences,135 the Judiciary are averse to forcing futures on individuals which they have “no
appetite for.”136 Human desire for control over death is expressed in do not resuscitate orders,137 advance
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directives, soaring visits to DIGNITAS, and growing public support for the legalisation of AD. However,
despite death’s “special symbolic importance”,141 the autonomy so resolutely protected throughout life does not
enable patients to control their deaths through AD.142
138

Conceptually, autonomy is a negative right: patients may technically refuse, but not demand treatments, such as
AD.143 Paradoxically, however, autonomy allows patients to demand fatal interventions, such as the withdrawal of
life-support.144 Notwithstanding the “physical intrusion” necessary to deactivate machines, these acts are legally
deemed “omissions.”145 Technically, this ‘omission’ does not break the chain of causation: the disease remains the
operating cause of death.146 Relatedly, the doctrine of ‘double-effect’ allows physicians to legally provide patients
with parenthetically life shortening drugs, provided they serve a pain-relieving effect: the doctor supposedly foresees,
but does not intend the acceleration of death.147 These distinctions are deeply artificial and illogical,148 privileging
those fortuitously reliant on life-sustaining treatment.149 These actions, “functionally equivalent” to AD, are
overwhelmingly “physician-led”, unrecorded and unstudied, thus making corroborating patient autonomy and
capacity very difficult.150 Those without life-support to withdraw from have no alternative but to attempt suicide
without expert assistance (often resulting in debilitating injuries)151, or to enlist the criminal assistance of others.152
Approximately a third of all suicides are committed by patients with a chronic physical illness.153 Oftentimes, a
“catch-22 situation” arises: an individual is not yet unbearably suffering, but the foreseeable degeneration of their
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capacity or physical abilities necessitates a premature death before they become unable to commit suicide.154 At
present, all patients are denied the peaceful death fatal drugs can provide.155 Withdrawing from life-support often
involves starvation, the retreat of the eyes into their sockets, and the dehydration of the tongue, rendering the
illegality of AD, which relies on rapid-onset prescription drugs, deplorably cruel.156
Significant scholarship hypothesises that if a slippery slope develops, vulnerable individuals may succumb to
explicit and implicit pressure to receive assistance in dying which would undermine their autonomy.157
Indisputably, autonomy is not exercised “in a vacuum”:158 persons could be pressured into AD.159 However,
inaction on a “projected moral erosion” is inexcusably pessimistic,160 particularly since there is no evidence to
suggest that consequences which have materialised overseas would be replicated here.161
Some scholars doubt the validity of informed consent in the arena when life expectancy prognoses can be
remarkably faulty: many individuals go on to outlive their six-month prognosis.162 The logical solution is to exclude
this unnecessary requirement from AD legislation. One may suffer far more throughout the course of a disease
than at the end of life.163 In any event, evidence from Oregon consistently indicates around 35% of patients never
use their fatal prescription.164 Instead, the drugs offer “peace of mind” if they do prove necessary, preventing
“catch-22” suicides.165 Further, a terminal prognosis is not a pre-requisite to withdrawing from life-sustaining
treatment, so to introduce this as an additional criterion for AD would introduce legal unfairness and inconsistency.
4.2 Beneficence/Non-maleficence
Beneficence comprises doctors “doing good” for their patients.166 Non-maleficence denotes “do no harm.”167 The
concepts represent two sides of the same coin, best conceived of as “a commitment not to intentionally act in a
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harmful way.” Safe and exemplary medical practice cannot be reduced to exclusively “doing good” for patients.169
Some immediate harm may be required for subsequent good, such as breaking ribs in order to perform open heart
surgery.170 Unsurprisingly, safe treatment is necessarily beneficent.171 Unnecessary tests, for example, might provide
a patient with no benefits and expose them to unnecessary risks, thereby rendering it unsafe and maleficent.172
Whether treatment is beneficent or not depends on the overall objectives of the healthcare system. The purpose
of healthcare in the NHS is not to preserve life at all cost,173 but to alleviate as much medical suffering as possible.174
AD, able to facilitate peaceful and patient-centred deaths, is beneficent in recognizing that “death is not always an
evil to be avoided.”175 Thus, achieving a “good death” is not novel, nor incompatible with the “healing” character
of physicians.176 Whilst opinion varies on what constitutes a “good death”,177 at present, medical treatment is
incapable of alleviating physical and psychological suffering for all patients, leaving those suffering intolerably with
seemingly no alternative but to attempt suicide.178
168

4.3 Justice
Healthcare justice eludes precise definition.179 It generally denotes “fair and equal access to health resources and
the allocation of these resources.”180 Equal accessibility is ethical, but also imperative from a safety lens: if practice
is suboptimal in Dagenham but excellent in Dorset, this may have a negative feedback effect on the overall cycle
of safety. AD enables the equal alleviation of suffering. The current system privileges those reliant on life-support
or wealthy enough to attend overseas providers such as DIGNITAS, typically costing well over £10,000.181 The
uneven application of the law also benefits persons with loved ones willing to assist their death: only 0.02% of
cases involving compassionate circumstances have led to prosecutions, and in any event invite very lenient
sentences.182 However, many individuals do not have relatives they can rely on, so access to “a good death” remains
uneven.183
5. AD and Patient Safety
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This chapter explores the risks of AD. The first section provides a holistic overview of harms which could arise
throughout the AD process, loosely modelled on the appeal of Elizabeth Bouvia.184 The remainder of the chapter
explores AD risks under four themes: unsafe communication, ineffective symptom management, opaque
workplace cultures, and unproductive regulation.
5.1 AD Specific Harm
Before consulting a practitioner about AD, an individual may experience physical and/or psychological suffering
due to inappropriately managed symptoms. Symptom management may be underfunded, which could encourage
individuals to idealise death as the only solution.185 Doctors might overlook the unique factual matrix of the patient,
failing to identify or conflating the cause of their suffering. Subsequently, ineffective treatments which the patient
fails to engage with might be recommended. Physicians may perceive wellbeing myopically as the minimisation of
physical pain. Surveys to monitor symptoms may focus unduly on physical pain or prove difficult to complete,
further isolating the patient from the clinician.186
At a consultation, a physician may inadvertently encourage a patient to consider themselves a suitable applicant
for AD by mentioning AD unprompted. The patient may disguise a cry for help in a plea for AD, seeking validation
in a fear that society deems their life worthless. The physician may overlook or fail to identify symptoms indicating
psychological suffering. The pressurising vested interests of family members may go undetected. A patient may
feel bewildered by the AD process. A conscientious objector may feel unable to voice their opposition to AD,
subsequently treating the patient dispassionately. Different consultations throughout AD proceedings may prove
burdensome for socioeconomically disadvantaged individuals or rural populations.187 Once AD is authorised, an
inappropriate means of achieving death might be recommended. Prescription errors may be made. The drugs
might be accessed by the wrong person. Staff may notice shortcomings throughout the process but feel unable to
speak out about them. Data on AD might go unrecorded, prove unacceptably scarce, inconsistent, unstandardized,
or go unanalysed, concealing dangerous trends.
The above series of events represents a foreseeable extension of the case of Elizabeth Bouvia, which demonstrates
the dangerous consequences of prejudice, paternalism, and inappropriate symptom management.188 Elizabeth was
23 when she attended hospital in California with suicidal ideations.189 She was abandoned by her mother at an early
age due to the social stigma of having a quadriplegic child with cerebral palsy, thereafter confined to institutions
exclusively for disabled persons.190 Financing independent, suitable living arrangements and care at 18 proved
impossible.191 Her studies were curtailed: no fieldwork adjustments were offered to accommodate Bouvia’s
physical disabilities.192 She was advised by tutors that quadriplegics “could not work.”193 Her marriage broke
down.194 She received no psychiatric testing or advice from disability experts.195 Her suffering was misdiagnosed
as attributable to her physical disability, whereas her bedridden state was in fact a consequence of depression.196
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Her treatment comprised sleeping and watching TV. Although Elizabeth did not accept AD due to physical
weakness, the case is a haunting example of what unsafe AD could become. The following subsections categorise
these harms into four themes: unsafe communication, ineffective symptom management, opaque workplace
cultures, and unproductive regulation. These inform subsequent proposals advanced in chapter six.
5.2 Communication
Doctor-patient communication is an essential component of safety.198 Safe communication is respectful of patient
autonomy and necessarily places clinicians and patients on an equal playing-field, thereby enabling mutual trust to
develop.199 Safe communication is also achieved through active listening on the part of the physician, which enables
the detection and exploration of verbal and non-verbal cues.200 Thereafter, clinicians can provide the patient with
clear and relevant information, explain any jargon, and reassure patients to establish a clear plan of action.201 In
theory, this kind of communication should enable physicians to make accurate diagnoses and informed
recommendations which the patient feels motivated to engage with, thereby minimising distrust or treatment
disengagement.202 Whilst the impact of communication on safety has been explored in many disciplines,203 it
remains overlooked in the context of AD.204 Unsafe communication in the AD realm involves explicitly or
implicitly encouraging AD, stigmatising AD applicants, and misjudging or overlooking the cause of a patient’s
suffering. Thus, safe doctor-patient communication throughout the AD process must be well-informed, nonprejudicial, and focused on rehabilitation.
5.2.1 Well-informed and non-prejudicial
AD consultations must focus primarily on effectively treating patient suffering. Unless every reasonable attempt
has been made to rehabilitate the patient, AD cannot safely be considered a last resort.205 Most countries, including
Belgium, Switzerland, and Canada, only stipulate that the patient must have considered, rather than attempted
reasonable alternatives to AD to alleviate their suffering.206 This approach introduces doubt as to whether AD
truly represents “the final recourse.”207 To make effective rehabilitation suggestions, physicians must be well197 Beverly Beyette, ‘The Reluctant Survivor: 9 Years After Helping Her Fight for the Right to Die, Elizabeth Bouvia’s Lawyer and
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informed of the patient’s needs and non-prejudicial to their situation. Evidence suggests that unfortunately, this is
currently not the case in many consultations. Doctors often feel doubtful of prognoses in palliative care and are
ill-prepared for moving conversations about death.208 Physician ambiguity could foreseeably isolate patients and
encourage them to catastrophize, potentially prompting independent suicides without expert advice.
Furthermore, evidence suggests many doctors assume an air of superiority in respect of knowledge around physical
disabilities, despite having a “disturbing lack of familiarity with living long-term with extensive impairments” and
potentially fatal misinformation on ventilators.209 Consequently, individuals report being perceived as
“abnormalities and deficiencies”, eroding the trust between doctors and patients.210 Pronounced stigma stems from
myopic presumptions which assume an existence reliant on “support, technology, [and/] or caregivers” is worse
than death.211 Many clinicians are unable to reconcile physical dependence with cognitive intelligence and
contentment.212 82% of emergency care providers hypothesized they would not want to live following a spinal
cord injury, however, 92% of spinal cord injury survivors report a high quality of life.213 Although this study is 26
years old, the results remain relevant; society has since only further ostracised disabled people.
In many respects, this is unsurprising: the devaluation of disabled persons is deeply ingrained in our society.214 It
manifests itself in the villainization of subhuman “handicapped monsters or crippled criminals” in films, the
exclusion of disabled people from adverts, music, TV series, plays, literature, and art.215 Disabled people are
rejected from discourses in beauty, parenting, and sex.216 Popular narratives in the arts imply that if disabled people
put in enough effort, they can overcome their “disadvantages.”217 The possibility that modern civilization
discriminates against people with disabilities is rarely, if ever, acknowledged.218 Disabled people are not wellaccommodated in society.219 Transport is challenging: wheelchair lifts for buses are frequently broken, modified
hire cars are expensive, the metro is crowded and restrictive.220 Airline travel is even harder.221 This has a
detrimental impact on already slim employment prospects and subsequently psychological wellbeing for people
with disabilities.222 Socially, shop aisles are cramped, braille information is exceptional, deaf fire alarms are
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overlooked, restaurant tables are too high, and school buildings are inaccessible. There is an overwhelming
shortage of disabled modified housing.224 Some scholarship argues that assuming disabled persons are more
vulnerable to pressure in the AD context is stigmatising in itself,225 but to ignore vulnerability caused by social
stigma would be “disingenuous.”226 Existing misinformation and prejudice surrounding physical disabilities is
deeply unsafe and must be improved if AD is to be confined to the neediest few.
5.2.2 Respectful of autonomy, without encouraging AD
Conversations about AD will inevitably be challenging.227 A physician must balance competing objectives:
informing the patient about AD and respecting their autonomy, whilst not encouraging AD.228 Deciphering AD
requests may prove challenging due to a patient’s intellectual vulnerabilities,229 language barriers,230 or implicit
oppression which manifests itself in awkwardness, particularly common amongst ethnic minority and female
patients.231 Additionally, conscientious objectors must respect patient autonomy, notwithstanding their own
personal opinions.232 Insensitivity towards AD seekers might foreseeably encourage patient isolation, treatment
disengagement, distrust, and in the worst case scenario, attempted self-harm or suicide.233 In many countries,
conscientious objectors are not explicitly required to refer patients to an AD provider, which effectively abandons
patients in an uncertain purgatory.234 Clarity on how to respect patient autonomy without encouraging AD is
imperative to protect patient safety and ensure clinicians can navigate potentially fraught interactions confidently.
5.3 Symptom management
AD should only ever be permissible where a patient’s suffering cannot be alleviated to a point at which it is
tolerable. In theory, if suffering is better identified and treated, AD is confined only to the neediest few, preventing
the unsafe expansion of eligibility criteria.235 The rationale for seeking an assisted death varies from patient to
patient and is rarely attributable to one single cause but instead prompted by a mixture of physical and
psychological suffering.236 Two patients may suffer from identical diseases but endure very different levels of
suffering.237 Suffering is a uniquely internal and personal experience.238 Whilst physicians arguably have no “special
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expertise” in judging the extent of suffering or tracing suffering to a “particular source”,239 suffering can be
addressed relatively objectively through careful investigation and symptom tracking.240
5.3.1 Physical symptoms
Although pain is cited comparatively infrequently as a reason for requesting AD,241 physical suffering cannot be
overlooked; severe physical discomfort is reported in up to 90% of patients with an advanced disease.242 Symptoms
include, but are not limited to, malignant fungating tumours, metastases, nausea, vomiting of the faeces,
neuropathic pain, discomfort due to pressure ulcers or immobility, mucositis, myalgia, dyspnea, severe headaches,
and acute constipation.243 Symptoms vary considerably between individuals.244 Many patients receiving palliative
care suffer from several comorbidities, so establishing causation in “symptom clusters” can prove challenging.245
Given the heterogeneity of patient experiences, tolerances and priorities, patient-centred symptom management
is critical.246 In determining global palliative care rankings, The Economist’s criterion of “availability of opioid
analgesics”247, whilst useful from a justice lens, is not necessarily conducive to beneficent treatment, since
appropriate and effective solutions will inevitably differ from patient to patient.248 First- or second-line
pharmacological interventions often prove ineffective for various reasons.249 Some medication may effectively treat
pain, but induce unbearable mental fog.250 Results may be better achieved through the use of adjuvant analgesics.251
Additionally, evidence suggests that prescription, administration, and dosage errors occur frequently and
sometimes simultaneously, resulting in ineffective symptom management.252
5.3.2 Psychological and Holistic Symptom Management
Physical pain is only one element of patient suffering: it is also critical to address psychological suffering.253
Whereas some studies suggest mental health problems are not disproportionately common in individuals seeking
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255
an assisted death, others indicate many patients endure concurrent psychological suffering. Psychological
suffering can encourage patients to catastrophize, occasioning a “negative reinforcement loop” which inhibits
resilience and self-efficacy.256 Suicidality and poorly controlled pain are often connected.257 This is complicated by
the fact that many terminal illnesses trigger symptoms associated with depression, such as impaired sleep, loss of
appetite and weakness, so establishing causation is often difficult.258 Thus, physicians should be particularly vigilant
for signs of mental health problems and sympathetic to the possibility of symptom exaggeration.259 Worryingly,
most countries and states do not require psychological assessments for AD applicants as a pre-requisite, including
US States,260 Switzerland, the Netherlands,261 Belgium, Luxembourg, and Victoria.262 Given the correlation between
terminal conditions and mental disorders, it is concerning that just one patient of all applicants in Oregon in 2019
was referred for psychological evaluation.263
254

Psychological suffering can be alleviated through a diverse range of multidisciplinary approaches, such as
introducing patients to new social interactions, physiotherapy, spiritual wellbeing remedies, physical activity, and
recreational activities.264 A patient-centred approach is imperative to inform recommendations. Asking individuals
what they find meaningful, how they want to be remembered, whether they are at peace with their situation, the
routines they enjoy, and the social support that suits them best are useful starting points.265 Ideally, this approach
will effectively alleviate suffering, even if patient joy looks very different from conventional standards or how
individuals defined their contentment prior to suffering.266
Recording symptoms is a common practice to assess the extent of patient suffering.267 Patient questionnaires can
assess everything from depressive symptoms, arthritis, anxiety, suicidality, and pain.268 However, many
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questionnaires are flawed. For example, some evidence suggests that clinicians favour questionnaires which have
an overriding focus on pain.269 Given the diverse causes of suffering, multidimensional inventories which can
assess both obvious and imperceptible suffering are preferable.270 Additionally, many questionnaires also usually
assume equal intervals between adjectives.271 Theoretically, the gap between “none” and “mild” is identical to the
distance between “moderate” and “severe”, which is not necessarily true.272 Furthermore, some surveys are visually
or semantically perplexing, discouraging completion.273 Where patients are asked to recall symptoms
retrospectively, their results are potentially coloured by memory bias.274 Thus, recording symptoms daily would be
valuable.275 Physicians should also be alert to the fact that reporting varies significantly between cultures.276 For
example, Asimina Lazardiou notes that some Asian cultures tend to champion stoicism, which may potentially
underpin a sociocultural reluctance to open up to medical practitioners.277 Just because a patient has not recorded
their symptoms does not mean that they are not suffering.278
5.4 Monitoring AD
Recording and monitoring data is an essential element of safety: in order to uncover and improve on failings, NHS
Trusts must record and analyse their current performance.279 This is especially the case in AD, where there is no
ideal number of annual deaths.280 Belgium seemingly collects the least evidence on AD, recording patient sex, date
of birth, date, time, place of death, and the nature of the incurable condition.281 Conversely, Oregon collects
extensive evidence by recording the educational background of the patient, the time between ingestion and death,
prescription type, and the expertise of involved physicians.282 The recording of AD data could be improved in all
countries. Socioeconomic disadvantages have a significant impact on suicide rates,283 but factors such as debt
levels, housing conditions, family background, and employment type are not recorded in AD applicants. Given
significant correlations between suicide rates and gender,284 sexual orientation,285 and ethnicity,286 recording more
personal data would enable a closer analysis of trends within AD recipients.
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5.5 Safety Culture
Achieving a “safety culture” amongst staff is imperative to protecting patient safety.287 A safety culture is an
environment in which staff are collectively well-educated, mutually supported, and, whilst aspiring to the highest
level of safety, accept and learn effectively from their mistakes.288 Studies on staff safety in the context of AD are
practically non-existent. In England and Wales, physicians have expressed concerns that divergence in personal
and professional stances on AD could “divide teams” and injure “staff morale.”289 Whilst some studies suggest a
significant proportion of doctors support the legalisation of AD,290 clinician opinions on AD are ultimately
mixed.291 Given the controversial nature of AD, it is imperative to respect staff autonomy by allowing physicians
to conscientiously object from advising patients on or assessing their eligibility to receive assistance in dying. If
compelled, unwilling staff might potentially endanger patients through unsympathetic communication.292
However, if not appropriately managed, divisiveness could contribute to internal workplace hostility and
exacerbate existing staff opacity about errors.
Patient safety failings are frequent and involve physicians of all seniorities.293 153 patient safety incidents resulting
in death were recorded at one NHS Trust between March 2019 and February 2020 alone.294 Evidence
overwhelmingly suggests that physicians find it difficult to be open and honest about errors.295 Identifying and
disclosing mistakes is vital to facilitating a safety culture which continually improves from mistakes.296 Numerous
NHS schemes explicitly encourage speaking up, including a direct helpline, guardian schemes in which physicians
can consult other doctors about their concerns, and NHS policies.297 Why then, are physicians secretive about
errors and failings? Arguably for many reasons, but at the outset, evidence suggests physicians fear being ignored.298
None of the 51 formal concerns regarding Ian Paterson, a breast surgeon who subjected over 1,000 patients to
unnecessary and harmful operations, were investigated.299 In theory, employees may make “protected disclosures”
of information they believe to be “substantially true” without punishment as a whistle-blower.300 However, in
reality, whistle-blowers risk demotions, dismissal, ostracization, humiliation, and mental health problems, so most
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remain silent, operating in a “climate of fear.”301 Last year, an NHS Trust was found to have unfairly investigated,
suspended, and dismissed a whistle-blower after she raised concerns when her team received approximately 1,000
extra visits each month without additional resources.302 These cases are common, but litigation only represents the
tip of the iceberg.303 A significant majority of surgeons in 2018 reported safety and bullying concerns, but over half
did not escalate their anxieties due to fears of “vilification” or adverse consequences on their careers.304 It is difficult
to overstate the impact of whistleblowing on safety.305 The discovery of Harold Shipman’s murders, dangerous
mortality rates at the Bristol Royal Infirmary, and the abuse of residents at Winterbourne View relied on whistleblowers.306 If AD is to be legalised safely, attempts must be made to dismantle secretive cultures which threaten
patient safety.
6. Proposals
In response to the above safety concerns, this section advances several legislative and regulatory proposals under
four themes: statute, education, monitoring, and safety culture.
6.1 Statute
Assisted dying must be legalised via statute to provide clarity. The Swiss framework, which does not have a separate
AD statute, discourages physician participation because doctors are insufficiently guided throughout the AD
process.307 As above, legalisation through litigation would be constitutionally inappropriate. Ideally, statute should
be passed as a Private Members Bill to prevent party politics from impeding legalisation.
The terminology of the Act is important. It must be informative, without deterring, encouraging, or stigmatizing
those who seek to rely on it. Logically, AD constitutes suicide.308 In a similar vein, so do “death hastening”
withdrawals of life support, although ‘hastening’ implies that omissions simply accelerate the inevitable.309 In
reality, few individuals who withdraw from life support will die from their disease. Instead, the intervening act
introduces a “distinct causal chain” which brings about the death of the patient.310 Despite benevolent insistence
to the contrary,311 the new means of death divorces the act from the natural progression of their disease. Since the
patient foresees, intends, and causes her own death, it is suicidal.312 However, ‘suicide’, commonly associated with
curable mental despair, may confuse or stigmatize applicants.313 Although less precise, ‘dying’ as a neutral term is
a safer choice. Consistently, no other AD legislation includes the word suicide. Conversely, ‘the Assisted Dying
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Rights Act’ conceals the “last resort” spirit of the legislation by placing entitlements front and centre, which could
prove misleading.
6.1.1 The Process
A patient must first explicitly or implicitly request AD. The physician must never independently suggest AD to a
patient. Although “diametrically opposed” to most doctor-patient communication, this limitation reinforces the
exceptional nature of AD and prevents inadvertent encouragement.314 Some scholarship argues this restraint could
create an unjust asymmetry in access to AD due to patient ignorance.315 This theory is severely undermined by the
fact that AD legalisation will likely attract unprecedented media and public attention. A physician must inform the
patient whether they are willing to work as a consulting practitioner or whether they conscientiously object within
24 hours. 7 days, as specified in Victoria, is unhelpfully protracted.316A language translator should be provided if
necessary.
The first consultation should be scheduled as soon as possible, but ideally it should take place no later than two
weeks after AD is first requested. 24 hours after the first consultation, the results should be recorded and made
available to the independent physician. The same time limits apply to this, and subsequently to the psychiatric
evaluation to confirm the patient has capacity. Provided all physicians approve, a specialist in the ailment(s) of the
patient should be consulted to provide paper-based recommendations. From thereon, the patient must engage
with the reasonable suggestions of the specialist. If, after having exhausted all reasonable solutions to alleviate
their suffering, the patient is still suffering irremediably and unbearably, a final capacity test must follow before a
fatal prescription can be provided.
6.1.2 Irremediable and Unbearable Suffering
AD should only be available for patients experiencing irremediable (incurable) and unbearable suffering. The
suffering need not be attributable to a terminal illness to be irremediable. All reasonable remedies which may alleviate
suffering should be pursued.317 Ideally, specialist recommendations will be multifaceted: socialising, therapy,
attending support groups, and new hobbies represent pertinent starting points.318 However, symptom management
necessitates a careful balancing exercise in order to respect patient autonomy.319 For example, if a specialist
proposes experimental therapy only available in Singapore which offers very minor benefits, the patient may
reasonably be excused from undertaking this treatment. However, such concessions should only be permissible in
limited circumstances. The desirable approach is to explore the reasoning behind the patient’s lack of enthusiasm
and consider whether a treatment can be adapted to suit the needs of the patient.320 Reasons for not pursuing
recommended treatment(s) must be explained in writing prior to the receipt of fatal drugs. After all reasonable
options to alleviate suffering have been exhausted, if the patient continues to experience irremediable and
unbearable suffering, a final capacity check should follow before life-ending drugs are prescribed. A signature will
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be necessary to confirm the patient’s decision. A digital signature will suffice. Several nursing homes have already
successfully utilised electronic signatures.321
Specific “cooling off period[s]” between consultations are discouraged.322 Distilling the contemplation of life’s
“biggest decision” to an arbitrary number of days fails to actively facilitate patient recovery or explore why an
individual is seeking AD. In any event, the timeframe between a first consultation and the receipt of a prescription
will very rarely be less than two weeks, since the process engages at least four clinicians and patients must have
exhausted all reasonable means of alleviating their suffering. Joris Vandenberghe estimates that one year is a
reasonable length of time between first requesting AD and receiving a fatal prescription, which this article concurs
with.323 In a similar vein, Canada is considering extending the minimum length of their eligibility assessments to 3
months unless the patient is due to “soon lose capacity.”324 Regrettably, determining an objective threshold of
“soon to lose capacity” is likely to prove extremely difficult, if not impossible. Although a focus on rehabilitation
will necessarily disadvantage individuals suffering from degenerative conditions, it is necessary to ensure AD is
truly the last resort.
6.1.3 Capacity and Age
Assisted dying should only be available to adults with mental capacity over the age of 18. The existing age and
capacity tests provide essential clarity. The medicalised “impairment of or disturbance in the functioning of the
brain” test mirrors most international AD standards and is most appropriate, given the medical nature of patient
suffering.325 A potential alternative is the Gillick test, which would be a capacity test that enables children to make
treatment decisions provided they have “sufficient understanding and intelligence to…understand fully what is
proposed.”326 It is decision-specific and “commensurate with the gravity of the decision made.”327 However, this
article does not recommend the use of the Gillick test for AD. Allowing children to choose an assisted death would
likely prove extremely controversial.328 Expanding AD eligibility to include children has proven exceptionally
contentious in Belgium.329 In any event, since the Court has set an unattainable threshold of maturity required to
achieve Gillick competence on several occasions, it would most likely resist making decisions with fatal
consequences, thus undermining the utility of employing this test.330 Moreover, the AD capacity test should not
require a higher standard of competence than the existing capacity test, since this would generate incoherence in
the law.
6.1.4 Conscientious Objections
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Conscientious objection provisions in statute exempt physicians from participating in morally contentious work,
such as abortion.331 Forcing physicians into assessing eligibility criteria, conducting capacity tests, or providing
specialist advice for patients if they disagree with AD could prove unsafe, since apprehensions could confuse or
alienate patients.332 A certificate exempting physicians from working in AD, including conducting consultations,
assessing patient capacity, providing specialist advice, or any prescription matters should be stored on their
professional record. Physicians should not be required to provide a reason for their objection; disclosing sensitive
reasons may well prove unsettling. Accompanying AD guidance must explain that this does not mean objectors
can avoid AD entirely. For example, conscientious objectors need not explain the process of AD to a patient, but
physicians must always record the request of the patient and refer the patient to a practising physician, as is
currently the case in Belgium.333 Guidance should also remind physicians to respect patients equally, irrespective
of their autonomous desires. Evidence in Canada indicates that physician “coldness” can engender patient anxiety,
which can lead to harmful consequences.334
Allowing staff to be conscientious objectors could potentially undermine equal access to treatment.335 In Australia,
one study demonstrates only approximately 30% of practitioners are willing to consult or advise patients on AD.336
Providing physicians with a choice could also seriously disadvantage individuals with limited transport access, since
the proposed process involves at least three in-person consultations.337 The AD Clinical Ethics Committee
(addressed below at 6.3.1) should record and analyse data on the relationship between conscientious objections
and access accordingly.
6.1.5 Location and Method
Legalizing AD necessarily involves approving acceptable methods.338 Globally, AD is usually achieved through the
prescription and oral ingestion of fatal drugs.339 However, evidence on the effectiveness of drugs is mixed.340 Until
recently, US evidence suggested that most fatal drugs acted quickly and effectively, usually within a matter of
minutes.341 However, in rare cases, deaths can take hours, days, or even weeks, and in extraordinary circumstances
the drugs may prove entirely ineffective.342 Longer deaths could potentially involve discomfort for the patient
comparable to a lack of anaesthesia during surgery or a burning sensation.343 Although no expected timeframe is
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stipulated in any international guidance, deaths should ideally take place within a few minutes of ingestion.344Most
evidence suggests that time between ingestion and death is longer if patients already have a tolerance to opioids,
whereas “a combination of barbiturate and curare-like substance[s]” seems more effective.345 Some papers endorse
a mask or hood method of oxygen deprivation, particularly for patients who suffer from dysphagia.346 The lack of
international guidance and standardization on the matter is troubling. Ultimately, more research is required on the
available options, relevant variables, and storage of drugs. Emergency procedures if drugs are vomited, for
example, also need to be considered.
Death method and location are interrelated. Overwhelmingly, individuals want to die at home.347 Dying at home
respects individual autonomy, promoting a calm mindset in which patients control and enjoy their final moments.
However, this raises numerous potential issues, particularly on safely storing the drugs. Additionally, safeguards
are necessary to ensure that the patient has not been coerced into taking the drugs.348 To address these concerns,
the legislation should include a provision which requires a physician to provide the drugs when requested and
remain present with the patient at the time of their death. To corroborate the absence of coercion, video
surveillance is recommended. Although the impact of surveillance on patients is not well documented, foreseeably,
patients might feel anxious about their last moments being filmed.349 To mitigate this, obtaining advance patient
approval and recording discreetly using a wearable camera is recommended. Additionally, an attending physician
will be able to record the time taken between ingestion and death, provide expert advice in emergencies, and
reassure patients and family members.350
6.1.6 Recording consultations
The electronic recording of consultations could potentially improve safety by enabling cross-referencing checks
to confirm patients have capacity and choose AD autonomously. However, the use of surveillance in consultations
is very contentious.351 Being recorded may precipitate stress and anxiety for doctors, who could embark on a
defensive tick box exercise and overload patients with information, rather than offering patient-centred material.
Additionally, concerns may arise over whether physicians comply out of genuine desire, or simply “because the
technologically managed environment gives them no other option.”352 If the latter were true, safety would be
seriously undermined in instances of technological failure.353 Accordingly, the video or audio recording of AD
consultations is discouraged.
6.1.7 Criminal Provisions
As aforementioned, outside of the proposed medical framework, there are good public policy reasons for
criminalising the assistance or encouragement of suicide. Thus, s2 of the Suicide Act 1961 should not be altered,
except to include a provision which stipulates that AD under the new AD Bill is an exception to s2. Additionally,
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the legislation should confirm that DPP investigations, which are usually very distressing for grieving family
members, are unnecessary in cases under the new legislation.354
6.2 AD Education
Educating all staff thoroughly on AD is imperative at the outset of and throughout medical education. Even for
conscientious objectors, an awareness of the AD framework will enable physicians to identify breaches in practice
and potentially change their minds on objecting in the future. Overseas, increased education on AD has enabled
improved transparency in conversations about death with patients generally.355 Additionally, through AD requests
Oregon has recorded earlier referrals to hospice care,356 thereby minimising “aggressive” sudden end of life
treatment.357 As explored in this article, numerous different challenges could arise in consultations and AD will
inevitably attract a wide variety of patients.358 Diverse role play scenarios involving disabled patients, reserved
patients, and terminally ill patients should familiarise students with some of the challenges they might encounter
in a supportive group setting. Education and training should continue throughout the course of a physician’s
career, particularly if regulations are revised and updated. By comparison, the lack of postgraduate education in
Switzerland causes unacceptable and unsafe levels of anxiety for staff.359 As a means of ensuring education is
standardised, web-based interactive tests could be utilised (which have proven effective in several disciplines during
COVID-19).360 Without providing physicians with a script, junior medics must be informed of what constitutes
appropriate communication in the AD context. Doctors must tread carefully to decipher implicit requests without
encouraging AD.361 Additionally, education must aim to better understand disabilities, terminal illnesses, and
mental health disorders if we are to treat symptoms effectively.362 Written AD practice guidelines which physicians
can refer to are highly recommended to simplify each stage of the process, the relevant legislation, and the
principles which underpin AD.
6.3 Monitoring
6.3.1 Clinical Ethics Committee (CEC)
To monitor trends and resolve safety issues in the AD process, it is imperative that England and Wales collect
sufficient, consistent data on AD from the outset.363 To this end, an expert data review and advisory AD Clinical
Ethics Committee, comparable to many overseas AD commissions, should be established.364 CECs are
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heterogeneous panels which may focus on general issues or consider a specific topic such as AD, performing
diverse functions from advising on specific cases to developing policies.365 Their composition can span legal
counsel, philosophers, and subject specialists. However, in practice, the majority of participants are usually medical
professionals, who typically account for around two thirds of the 15 members.366 The CEC should consist of a
national panel supported by regional sub-divisions, divided according to county across England and Wales. The
CEC should consist of medical, legal, and data specialists, remunerated for their full-time positions to guarantee
commitment to this critical work.367 Committee members should meet in groups at least once monthly and more
frequently in emergencies.368 The duties of the CEC should be specified within the AD statute to provide clarity,
as has proved useful in Australia and Belgium and is proposed in New Zealand.369 Medical information such as
the rates of requests, the number of deaths, the number of prescriptions provided, the type of prescriptions, the
expertise of physicians involved, the ailments of patients, time spanned between requesting and receiving
prescriptions, and the time between ingestion and death, should be recorded. Additionally, recording the age,
gender, sexual orientation, education, socioeconomic background, race, religion, occupation, and family backdrop
of patients is imperative. Data should be recorded by existing mortality data collection services, who may wish to
develop a new AD specific arm to this end. Following collection, the data is to be analysed and published by the
CEC in an accessible format on a biannual basis. The Oregon reports provide an exemplary model which the
CEC should aspire to.370 The combination of legal, medical, ethical, and data analysts should enable the CEC to
carefully scrutinize results and advance suitable proposals.371 Although Baroness Finlay has expressed concerns on
the ability of committees to handle data on a national level, she unfairly hypothesises based on Oregon statistics.372
The replication of US results in England and Wales is unlikely, since patients must go through more regulatory
checks and foreseeably a longer rehabilitation process. Thus, CEC panels in England and Wales will probably
analyse comparatively fewer deaths than in Oregon.
However, unfortunately, recording data in the NHS is notoriously complicated.373 The “complexity”, “overlaps of
remit”, and “gaps between different [regulatory] agencies” is “bewildering.”374 An NHS England Trust may interact
with up to 126 organisations with “regulatory influence.”375 Across so many providers, accountabilities and
responsibilities become diffused.376 The duplication of requests from different external agencies involves
repackaging the same information to satisfy different regulators.377 Poorly defined “jurisdictional boundaries”,
accountabilities, and responsibilities of organisations creates uncertainty and regulation-fatigue.378 This
fragmentation results in myopic focus on compliance, rather than perceiving safety holistically as a virtuous cycle.379
Unsurprisingly, significant regulatory reform has been widely encouraged,380 since 80% of Trusts consider the
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framework unclear. A draft Bill was proposed in 2014, but unfortunately it overlooks the principal issue and
instead attempts to streamline the different professional bodies which regulate doctors, nurses, and dentists into
one “single merger super-regulator”, which is unnecessary and unhelpful.382 Instead, clarity on the objectives of
each organisation, data sharing between agencies, and the elimination of unnecessary groups is essential and
warrants urgent government attention.383 This is vital if AD data is to be collected effectively and consistently.
381

6.3.2 Electronic Health Records (EHRs)
Throughout the AD process, patient information must necessarily be shared between coordinating, consulting,
psychiatric, and expert physicians, pharmacists, and physicians attending the deaths of patients. Given the varied
geographical location of physicians and the “information-centric future” of healthcare, a centralised digital
database to store patient data is likely to become useful and necessary.384 EHRs, which primarily serve a “recordkeeping function” of test results, allergies, medication lists, diagnoses, advance directives, clinician notes and
patient demographics, could prove useful for storing patient data.385 EHRs usually rely on cloud-computing, “a
model enabling ubiquitous, convenient access to a shared pool of resources that can be rapidly provisioned and
released with minimal management effort.”386 The practical benefits of cloud-computing are considerable: no fixed
infrastructure or location is required, facilitating flexible access and scalability.387 EHRs enhance safety by providing
physicians with all the relevant patient data, ideally aiding seamless data transfer between physicians and avoiding
harm as a result of information inaccuracies or omissions, which can arise in poor cross-team communication.388
Moreover, EHRs aid safe clinical decision-making by providing clinicians with medical alerts or reminders, a
“potentially lifesaving feature” minimising human error in fatal drug administration, for example.389
Although some one-off studies do not establish a directly causal relationship between EHRs and improved safety
outcomes such as mortality rates,390 wider studies demonstrate how the use of EHRs contributes to the virtuous
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391
cycle of safety overall. Tzuchi University Hospital of Taiwan (ranked the best palliative care provider in Asia),392
has recorded reduced unplanned admission rates, improved communication, lower patient anxiety, and savings of
up to 20% after introducing EHRs.393 However, storing and sharing data via cloud-computing engenders serious
security and privacy risks due to the high number of “devices, parties and applications” involved.394 These risks
include data theft and misuse,395 identity spoofing, and malicious data alterations.396 Thus, treatment could
potentially be informed by inaccurate data, which would pose obvious risks to patient safety. Additionally, security
and confidentiality breaches compromise patient trust in healthcare systems, discouraging patient engagement with
their treatment.397 Whilst encryption, digital signatures, and watermarking can protect data, the risks remain
significant.398 Uncertainty remains over data ownership, the possibility of system failures, and legal liability for
erroneous advisory alerts.399 Numerous scholars have proposed solutions on how to manage the complicated
technology, but none have achieved holistic success.400 Devising a workable solution requires expertise beyond the
scope of this article: the government should launch a thorough investigation into the best approach. Given the
technological and organisational obstacles which hindered the implementation of an effective COVID-19 test and
trace system, unprecedented research and analysis will be necessary before introducing EHRs if patients are to
maintain their confidence in government.401
6.3.3 Personal Health Records (PHRs)
To effectively record and subsequently manage symptoms of suffering, this piece recommends the use of PHR
Apps for patients considering AD. PHRs are patient-centric databases where patients can “store, access, update,
and share their health data.”402 There are currently over 250 PHR apps in the Google Play store, demonstrating
the ever-increasing popularity of “mhealth.”403 Evidence suggests that patients can recover more quickly and
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404
significantly when actively engaging with their treatment. Convincing evidence also demonstrates that
monitoring personal progress can often promote self-efficacy and cultivate a positive recover-focused mindset.405
In the AD context, this could be achieved by daily use of PHRs, providing patients with an overall picture of their
progress and encouraging resilience or open-mindedness to new remedies. Digitally inputting symptoms daily
minimises recollection bias and enables physicians to make recommendations in real time and from a distance if
necessary.406 Ideally, PHRs should provide patients with more “testimonial credibility” in corroborating their
symptoms by enabling them to refer to and rely on their data.407 However, PHRs could create “a double-edged
sword”: if patients forget to record their symptoms or their recorded symptoms conflict with objective evidence,
such as blood sugar levels, physicians may subsequently underestimate patient concerns.408 A study in Kuwait also
suggests that physicians have become overly reliant on recorded evidence to the detriment of face-to-face
interactions with patients, who have since reported confusion and distrust of clinicians following shorter
consultations and rushed treatment explanations.409 Additionally, the effectiveness and use of PHRs can vary
significantly between patients depending on factors including age, socio-economic background, and ethnicity.410
At the outset, the PHR technology must be accessible and the language used must be clear.411 Simply worded
questions such as “do you feel depressed?” prevents misinterpretation amongst both patients and physicians.412
To encourage completion and accurate results, question formatting should remain consistent throughout: a
horizontal scale with verbal anchors at either end scaling from 1 to 10 is recommended.413 Although questions
types will inevitably vary depending on symptoms, the PHR should order matters logically, minimising the need
for patients to refer back to preceding questions or answers.414 A single NHS app designed by healthcare
professionals and technological experts is essential to ensure the app is fit for purpose and amenable to
standardized regulation.415 The independent deletion of evidence by patients must also be prevented.416 CEC
reporting on the use and effectiveness of PHRs would be useful.
6.4 A Learning Culture
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As aforementioned, closed workplace cultures encourage secrecy and the practice of defensive medicine, inhibiting
a culture which promotes learning from harm.417 Some scholarship argues that a learning culture could be better
facilitated by a no-fault lability model.418 No-fault models vary significantly worldwide, utilised in New Zealand,
America, France, Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Finland, and Iceland.419 No-fault liability models essentially provide
fixed compensation for individuals who have suffered medical harm without placing blame on doctors.420 This
approach is widely deemed more “efficient” and ethical by avoiding litigation.421 At present, liability operates on a
tortious “fault-based” system: harm caused by a breach of duty must be established (usually in a legal claim).422
Significant evidence suggests that this has encouraged the practice of defensive medicine, which is closely related
to error opacity.423 Defensive medicine is the intentional use of unnecessary medical treatment by physicians in
order to avoid litigation, potentially involving both positive practice through “assurance behaviour”, such as
subjecting patients to additional tests, or intentionally confining practice to minimise exposure to high-risk patients
or procedures.424 Defensive medicine is not usually conducive to patient safety because treatment is not patientcentred and it exposes patients to unnecessary risks.425 Upwards of 60% and in some cases well over 90% of
physicians report practising defensive medicine.426 However, these results are undermined by the fractional number
of responses to each survey, at most 504 doctors.427 Additionally, those who consider themselves to have
performed defensive medicine are far more likely to respond to surveys on the matter.428 Moreover, these studies
only record self-reporting, so results are likely inaccurate due to perception bias.429 One study attempted to
objectively calculate the extent of defensive medical practice, however, the study relied on self-reporting and vague
categories such as “once a month” and “a little.”430 Although this article considers the evidence on defensive
practice unreliable and exaggerated, regardless, it is “unlikely that the tort system helps improve patient safety.”431
Whilst some scholarship argues that litigation acts as a deterrent to encourage safer medicine, this theory relies on
flawed “individual blame logic”, which assumes that “people make mistakes because they do not pay enough
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attention to the tasks they are doing.” Whilst a tort model might deter intentionally culpable acts of sabotage,
most mistakes are unintentional, so using a deterrent model is unlikely to minimize harm.433
432

Safety is determined by an overwhelming number of different factors. Thus, a no-fault liability alone is unlikely to
be an omnipotent force in achieving patient safety.434 Whilst litigation is probably not conducive to patient safety,435
there is no evidence to suggest that no-fault liability systems encourage greater transparency regarding errors.436 In
any liability system, physicians must still report errors and receive complaints.437 Unrealistic societal expectations
in the “infallibility” of doctors is common to both models.438 Thus, whilst this article does not discourage an
inquiry into the benefits of a no-fault liability system, it does not specifically encourage liability reform, nor consider
no-fault liability a particularly useful pre-requisite to the legalisation of AD.
Facilitating treatment as significant as AD will likely prove emotionally challenging and potentially traumatising
for staff. Distressing work can contribute to staff burnout and fatigue, which corresponds with increased risks of
errors.439 To encourage much needed sincerity and support in this domain about obstacles and errors,440 AD ‘death
cafés’ should be established on a national level.441 These would operate as relatively informal staff meetings which
take place on a regular basis and provide a platform for group discussions about dealing with death. These should
be attended by physicians of diverse ranks, but led by a senior physician, who should open conversations with an
anecdote about the personal difficulties they have encountered in AD practice. If those at the top can accept their
infallibilities, learn from mistakes, and share their experiences, this should encourage junior physicians to be open
about their own mistakes, thereby contributing to the formation of a safety culture.442 Non-specialist ‘death cafés’
have been successfully utilised in the US and in Taiwan, where doctors have reported increased confidence in
handling difficult conversations around death, suicide, and abortion.443 Additionally, the recording of positive
information on data systems, such as the exemplary work of others, has been shown in several studies to directly
boost physician self-esteem and increase overall incident reporting and transparency.444 In light of this, introducing
a system for excellence reporting on a standardized national basis is highly recommended.
Normalising whistleblowing and emphasising that “no news is not always good news” is critical to facilitate a
learning culture which learns and improves from harm.445 In a similar vein to AD education, role-playing
whistleblowing scenarios should form an essential element of undergraduate education, ideally sustained
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446
throughout practice. The whistleblowing Guardians scheme should be reviewed and potentially adapted since
advisory “guardians” are employed by the NHS, necessarily lacking independence and thereby deterring
disclosures.447 In the interim, an independent employment law specialist on the AD CEC could provide a suitable
alternative in the context of AD. Given the impact of whistleblowing on safety overall, an NHS-wide inquiry into
encouraging whistleblowing would be prudent. Introducing financial incentives for whistleblowing is strongly
discouraged.448 It may prompt over-reporting,449 or deter thorough investigations, since managers may assume
whistle-blowers are reporting purely for financial gain.450 Additionally, a financial response to the “livelihooddestroying experiences of many whistle-blowers” is deeply inappropriate and incompatible with the publicly
funded nature of the NHS.451
7. Conclusion
This piece has been considered how patient safety can be protected throughout the AD process. After the
introductory chapter, the second and third chapters provided general overviews of AD and safety respectively.
Chapter four justified the legalisation of AD generally from both ethical and safety standpoints through the lens
of Beauchamp and Childress’ four seminal principles. Chapter five explained how AD risks extend beyond slippery
slope concerns to include harms under four main themes: stigmatising communication, inappropriate symptom
management, inadequate data monitoring, and closed cultures. In response, chapter six advanced five proposals:
a carefully drafted statute, education on AD for physicians, the introduction of a specialist CEC to monitor AD
data, ‘death cafés’, and excellence reporting to promote a learning culture amongst physicians. Although
legalisation is a long way off, particularly considering government focus on COVID-19, patient safety in the
context of AD has been unacceptably overlooked. Having demonstrated that safety and AD are not incompatible,
ideally, this article will aid in pacifying AD opponents, encouraging further research into the practicalities of
legalisation, and inform improved education on symptom management for vulnerable populations.
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THE ‘EPIDEMIC’ OF FAKE NEWS:
SHOULD SOCIAL MEDIA SITES SUCH AS FACEBOOK
HAVE A DUTY OF CARE FOR FAKE NEWS AND
MISINFORMATION CONTENT ON THEIR SITES?
Maya Sterrie1
ABSTRACT
The rise and increasing sophistication of fake news and misinformation content on social media sites has become
problematic in recent times. Especially on Facebook, fake news and misinformation content has developed rapidly,
taking advantage of the site’s evolving multi-tiered platform nature and selective algorithms to reach users who
are more inclined to believe it and share it. This has resulted in fake news and misinformation becoming an almost
automatic phenomenon, and as social media sites such as Facebook have begun to play an increasing role in
political discourse, scholarship has debated whether Facebook ought to be considered akin to a publisher and fall
within the remit of publishing laws. Yet, statute and common law have neglected to affirm this status. In turn, a
fragmented approach to regulating online content has emerged. Further, whilst Facebook has adopted behavioural
and algorithmic regulations seeking to address the harms raised by such content, they are not ideal and are not
subject to official oversight. For these reasons, the government has proposed to introduce a statutory duty of care
for social media sites over harmful content. However, the White Paper which proposed the duty of care possesses
various flaws. Notably, the Paper does not mention that the duty of care will cover fake news and misinformation
content, neglecting to provide a definition for such content. Therefore, this article argues that social media sites
should not be subject to a duty of care, but rather proposes such sites be subject to greater disclosure requirements
such as the auditing of Facebook’s algorithmic processes. This article also suggests that Facebook provide greater
education to its users on fake news and misinformation content, and work collaboratively with other platforms
experiencing similar challenges.

1 LLB Law at University of Leeds. LLM in International Commercial Law at the University of Bristol (Distinction). Future Trainee
Solicitor at Katten Muchin Rosenman LLP.
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Introduction
Social media sites such as Facebook have had an immense impact on our daily lives.2 In today’s society, the average
internet user spends around 6 hours each day online,3 much of which is spent on social media sites.4 Reports
estimate that over 3 billion people globally use social media sites each month.5 Social media sites such as Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, YouTube and TikTok provide the everyday citizen with ‘unprecedented scope for expression,
connection and selection [of content].’6 As social media sites become increasingly engrained in our daily lives
fostering a ‘culture of connectivity’7 through virtual communities,8 it is important that such online spaces remain
safe for users. Social media sites ought to protect their users’ fundamental human rights in this electronic
dimension9 such as one’s right to freedom of expression and speech, 10 non-discrimination and privacy (especially
personal data protection).11 However, fake news and misinformation content on social media sites presents a risk
to human rights,12 and potentially harming users, as evidenced by a plethora of cases brought before the courts13
and recent geopolitical events, calling into question the content regulation policies of such sites.
1. Context
Whilst there is a general consensus in the literature that more needs to be done to address the harms arising from
online content, little has been said on how the law can tackle fake news and misinformation content specifically.
In this article, the online harm of focus will be fake news and misinformation. Broadly speaking, “fake news”
refers to, ‘false information that could mislead readers’,14 which is oftentimes propaganda-based.15 Tarlach
McGonagle provides a more comprehensive definition, stating that fake news is, ‘information that has been
deliberately fabricated and disseminated with the intention to deceive and mislead others into believing falsehoods
or doubting verifiable facts’.16 However, there is no consensus on what fake news encompasses,17 with the term
often appearing in speech marks, indicating its disputed meaning.18 The lack of definition has left its meaning

A Phippen and E Bond, ‘The Online Harms spearmint paper - just more doing more?’ (2019) 30(6) Entertainment Law Review 170; Z
W Y Lee, C M K Cheung, and D R Thadani, ‘An investigation into the problematic use of Facebook’ (2012) 45th Hawaii International
Conference on System Sciences 1768; A Vranaki, ‘Social Networking Site Regulation: Facebook, Online Behavioral Advertising, Power and
Data Protection Laws’ (2017) 43(2) Rutgers Computer & Technology Law Journal 2.
3 We are Social, ‘Digital 2019: Global Internet Use Accelerates’ (30 January 2019) < https://wearesocial.com/blog/2019/01/digital2019-global-internet-use-accelerates> Accessed 23/09/2020 (We are Social); also see House of Commons, Report on the Impact of Social
Media and Screen-Use on Young People’s Health (HC 2017-19, 5) 5.
4 ibid (House of Commons Report).
5 We are Social (n2).
6 D Mangan and L E Gillies (eds), The Legal Challenges of Social Media (Edward Elgar, 2017) 2.
7 ibid; also see J van Dijck, The Culture of Connectivity: A Critical History of Social Media (Oxford University Press, 2013).
8 D J Kuss and M D Griffiths, ‘Online Social Networking and Addiction—A Review of the Psychological Literature’ (2011) 8(9)
International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health 3528 - 3529. Also see House of Lords Select Committee on
Communications, Regulating in a digital world (HL 2017-19, 299-II) 3 (House of Lords Select Committee on Communications).
9 See S Rodotà, ‘Data Protection as Fundamental Human Right’, in S Gutwirth, Y Poullet, P De Hert, C de Terwangne, and S Nouwt
(eds), Reinventing Data Protection? (Springer, 2009).
10 Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (European Convention on Human Rights, as
amended) (ECHR) (adopted 4 September 1950, entered into force 3 September 1953), Articles 8 and 10; Human Rights Act 1998,
Article 10.
11 General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679 OJ L119/1 (GDPR); Data Protection Act 2018.
12 T Zarsky, ‘Incompatible: The GDPR in the Age of Big Data’ (2017) 47 Setton Hall Law Rev 996; Kuss (n7); S Grey, ‘The World Wide
Web: Life Blood for the Public or Poison for the Jury?’ (2011) 3(2) Journal of Media Law 200.
13 See Richardson v Facebook [2015] EWHC 3154; JR20 v Facebook Ireland Ltd [2017] 9 WLUK 80;
Case C-18/18, Eva Glawischnig-Piesczek v. Facebook, judgment of Oct. 3, 2019, ECLI:EU:C:2019:821.
14 See House of Commons Digital, Culture, Media and Sport Committee, Disinformation and ‘fake news’: Interim Report (HC 2017–19, 363),
paras. 2, 11- 14 (House of Commons Digital, Culture, Media and Sport Committee); H Allcott and M Gentzkow, ‘Social Media and
Fake News in the 2016 Election’ (2017) 31(2) Journal of Economic Perspectives 211.
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17 House of Commons Digital, Culture, Media and Sport Committee (n13).
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open-ended, with some interpreting the term to include honest mistakes, opinion, satire and parody: all of which
on the surface seem harmless (and legal), yet have the potential to result in harmful consequences.20
Whilst Mark Zuckerberg, founder of Facebook, initially thought it was a “crazy idea” that fake news and
misinformation content on Facebook could influence elections in any way,21 there is good reason to be concerned
about Facebook’s seemingly “omnipresent” nature. Facebook has begun to play an increasing role in social,
political and legal landscapes,22 ultimately becoming a “primary keeper of cultural discussions”. 23 The use of
Facebook has been widely discussed following recent political events internationally including the Brexit
referendum in 2016, the UK general elections of 2017 and 2019, the US Presidential elections in 2016 and 2021,24
and the unsuccessful attempts to use Facebook to influence the German and French elections in 2017.25 These
events have highlighted the concerning influence Facebook can have on politics and democratic discourse.26
Hence, the focus of this article will be primarily on Facebook as this is the largest social network in the world,
currently valued at around $664 billion,27 and ranked number 5 on Forbes’ most valuable companies.28 In 2012,
Facebook became the first social media site to surpass one billion active users.29 Now, in 2021, Facebook’s active
user base is just over 2.89 billion, 30 and Facebook was found to be the most downloaded mobile app of the past
decade.31 With such a large reach, it is concerning that scholars like Paul Bernal claim Facebook is, ‘tailor-made
for the spreading of fake news and for political manipulation.’32 This is especially concerning as Facebook has
become the main news source for 49% of the UK population.33 In fact, Ofcom (the Office of Communications:
an independent regulator)34 found that 63% of people did not believe that news on social media sites can be
considered impartial.35 Public opinion is growing increasingly intolerant of harmful content which such sites are
failing to eliminate,36 and two thirds of adults in the UK have expressed concerns about online content more

19 ibid, para. 2; A Subedar, ‘The Godfather of Fake News’ BBC (27 November 2018)
<https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/resources/idt-sh/the_godfather_of_fake_news> Accessed 17/09/2020; House of Commons Digital,
Culture, Media and Sport Committee (n13).
20 ibid (Subedar).
21 ibid.
22 S O’Leary, ‘Balancing rights in a digital age’ (2018), Irish Jurist 60; A Han, ‘The Facebook IPO's Face-Off With Dual Class Stock
Structure' (2012) 45(1) U of Michigan J of LReform 50; A Perrin, Social Media Usage: 2005-2015’ (Pew Research Center, 8 October 2015)
<http://www.pewinternet.org/2015/10/08/social-networking-usage-2005-2015/> Accessed 21/09/2020.
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37
broadly. Zuckerberg stated that he founded the site to, ‘give people a voice and bring people together’ and to
help, ‘build a more inclusive society.’38 However, this is increasingly being challenged and Zuckerberg himself has
acknowledged that giving people a voice is driving division, ‘with more people believing that achieving political
outcomes is more important than every person having a voice and being heard.’39 This has largely been influenced
by concerns that technology platforms have centralised power, 40 and in times of social tension, Zuckerberg states
that “our impulse is to hold back on free expression.”41 However, free expression is the “lifeblood” of a
democracy:42 ‘without it an effective rule of law is not possible.’43
Nevertheless, Facebook has become a virtual playground for the spread of fake news and misinformation:44 as
John Suler once wrote, ‘if you build it, some will abuse it.’45 As online communication, interactions and behaviour
generally have evolved, scholarship has begun to debate issues related to “virtual misbehaviour”.46 Due to the lack
of regulation and oversight required before users post content on social media sites, misinformation and fake news
circulates on Facebook with great ease.47 In light of the increasing presence of such content, there is a need for
greater refinement of the law. 48 The UK government announced in its 2019 Online Harms White Paper (‘White
Paper’)49 that it will introducing a statutory duty of care for social media sites stating that, ‘online harms are
widespread and can have serious consequences.’50 This followed research revealing that over one in four adults in
the UK have experienced some form of harm relating to online content.51 However, the proposed duty has
attracted criticism as scholars contemplate how a duty of care can be enforced between a social media site like
Facebook and its users. Further, the duty is set to address a ‘comprehensive spectrum of online harms in a single
and coherent way’,52 becoming the first legislation globally to combine “online harms” under one framework,53 as
opposed to introducing different regulatory frameworks each addressing specific harms. However, this article
contends that this approach is unsatisfactory in addressing the problem of fake news and misinformation, and the
harms that arise from such content.
2. Structure
The first chapter of this article will discuss policy considerations surrounding the regulation of social media sites,
considering relevant legislative instruments in the context of fake news and misinformation content on Facebook
and addresses the significance of social media sites’ status as a platform and not a publisher for users who may
suffer online harm. The second chapter discusses challenges for the law in regulating fake news and
misinformation, addressing the actual problem of fake news and misinformation, the lack of geographical borders,
the difficulty in processing and analysing mass data, and the multi-tiered nature of Facebook. The third chapter
ibid 3.
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considers the ways in which Facebook has tackled fake news and misinformation, namely through behavioural
and algorithmic regulation, albeit such mechanisms are self-regulatory. This means that Facebook’s current
attempts to regulate harmful content including fake news and misinformation are self-governed, lacking any
independent oversight. The fourth chapter turns to address the government’s proposed statutory duty of care,
picking apart its flaws and offering three reform proposals. Ultimately, this article will conclude that whilst social
media sites like Facebook should regulate fake news and misinformation, a statutory duty of care is not the
desirable vehicle in which to address such content and its resultant harms online.
Chapter 1. Regulating Social Media Sites: Policy Considerations
In order to discuss whether social media sites like Facebook should have a duty of care for harmful content on its
site, it is necessary to explore the current legal framework surrounding online content and define what social media
sites are. This chapter will begin by identify the main legal instruments at play in this context, before going on to
discuss whether Facebook is a platform or a publisher, arguing it is a platform due to its collaborative and hostnature for user-generated content. This will set the groundwork to begin analysing whether social media sites like
Facebook ought to be responsible for fake news and misinformation content.
1. Legal Framework Surrounding Online Content
Whilst regulation of online content is by no means a “Wild West”,54 progress in the protection of online harms,
especially fake news and misinformation, has been slow and inconsistent.55 This has resulted in overlaps and gaps
in the law:56 it is clear that self-regulation by social media sites in its existent form has failed.57 This is largely due
to the fact that there is no overseeing body or regulator that deals with harmful online content.58 A 2019 House
of Lords Select Committee Report acknowledged that significant activity online has occurred which would not be
tolerated offline, for example, incitement of violence, abuse and hate speech,59 despite claims that “the criminal
law applies to online activity in the same way as to offline activity.”60 In some instances this is certainly true. For
example, Section 1 of the Malicious Communications Act 1988 prohibits the sending of threatening or grossly
offensive messages via post or electronic communication.61 Similar protections exist for content that is defamatory
(encompassing libel or slander),62 encompasses malicious falsehood,63 infringes data protection, or is considered
to constitute harassment.64 Legislation targeting online behaviour has also been introduced, such as the Computer
Misuse Act 1990,65 although this applies to cybercrime and fake news and misinformation is not a recognised
crime.
This chapter will explore relevant legislation in the human rights context, and broader online context.
A. Freedom of Expression
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There is a need to ensure social media sites like Facebook allow freedom of expression to flourish online, whilst
simultaneously protecting users from harm.66 The difficulty lies in achieving this balance without censoring speech.
As David Mangan acknowledged, ‘regulation of online expression affects the deeply cherished democratic
principle of free speech.’67 Further, whilst Facebook has arguably taken a “hands-off” approach to political speech,
framing themselves as apolitical and unbiased,68 Jennifer Grygiel argues this has resulted in Facebook assisting in
the distribution of fake news and misinformation.69 Still, there is a need to prevent fake news and misinformation
from spreading on social media sites and being used as a vehicle for harm.70
Various legal instruments protect freedom of expression internationally including the European Convention on
Human Rights,71 the Treaty on the Functioning of the EU,72 the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights,73 the
European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms,74 and the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.75
Importantly, the Human Rights Act 1997 (‘HRA’) is the main source of legislation protecting human rights in the
UK. In particular, Article 10(1) of the HRA states that, ‘everyone has the right to freedom of expression.’76 This
includes the right to, ‘hold opinions and to receive and impart information and ideas without interference by public
authority.’77 In other words, freedom of expression, ‘protects people’s freedom to communicate in public’,78
encouraging individuals to contribute to the public culture,79 and participate in democracy.80 Importantly, Article
10 protection includes expression which may, ‘shock, disturb or offend the deeply-held beliefs of others.’81 From
a non-consequentialist perspective, Mark Elliot and Robert Thomas explain that the value of speech should not
be judged solely by its consequences: ‘offending others does not necessarily mean that such speech should be
prohibited and the law must give weight to the intrinsic value of allowing individuals to express themselves.’82
Further, it is necessary for people to be able to discuss news freely and publicly: praising, blaming or criticising if
they wish.83
Importantly, the scope of Article 10 is unclear as the word “includes” indicates that this is a non-exhaustive list,84
raising questions as to what other forms of speech (such as misinformation) can be protected under Article 10. As
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of yet, however, the courts have not addressed whether misinformation or fake news could gain Article 10
protection and such commentary is merely speculative. Whilst freedom of expression is vital to protecting public
debate,85 Article 10 is a conditional right,86 recognising the ability of speech to cause harm and safeguard against
such harm.87 Further, the HRA requires the courts to balance Article 10 with the exercise of other Convention
rights, 88 acknowledging that there may be circumstances where Article 10 “might have to come second best”89 to
competing rights such as the right to privacy,90 reputation91 and the right to a fair trial.92 Balancing any two
fundamental rights can take various forms and is no easy feat as such rights are incommensurable, inevitably
resulting in conflict.93 Still, any restrictions on freedom of expression must be clearly prescribed by the law and be,
‘necessary in a democratic society for a legitimate aim, and proportionate.’94 Conor Gearty emphasises that,
‘restrictions on freedom of expression are regarded as the most serious conceivable breach of civil liberties’95 and
the Adam Smith Institute has called the regulation of free speech, ‘the most comprehensive online censorship
regime in the democratic world’.96
However, scholarship has challenged the prevalence of free speech,97 calling its importance a “mystery”.98 Joseph
Raz goes as far to argue that “words do not kill” (so long as they do not infringe other’s interests),99 however the
2017 Pizzagate incident suggests otherwise.100 In December 2017, a man opened fire at the Comic Ping Pong
pizzeria in Washington DC, USA, believing a fake news story that claimed a paedophilia ring involving members
of the Democratic Party was operating there.101 Hence, even when considering harmful content like fake news and
misinformation, it is imperative that the law is able to balance freedom of expression with the protection of users
from such harm, as Article 10(2) offers users limited protection against a broad range of speech that could
encompass misinformation. However, whilst social media sites have enabled users to enjoy greater freedom of
expression, a greater amount of user’s expression is now also likely to become subject to regulation102 such as the
proposed statutory duty of care.103
B. Online Protection
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Largely due to the novelty of social media sites and their amorphous quality, existing communications laws such
as the Broadcasting Act 1996 and the Communications Act 2003 are silent on the subject of social media sites,104
neglecting to address the problem of fake news and misinformation.105 In the UK, various other regulatory
frameworks have therefore been introduced to address harms online and entitle users to take legal action. This list
includes the Political Parties, Elections and Referendums Act 2000 (overseeing political party activity on social
media sites), the Digital Economy Act 2017 (creating age verification requirements)106 and the Data Protection Act
2018 (protecting the processing of personal data online). 107 Users can also take legal action where posts incite
violence, hatred, terrorism, are defamatory or invade privacy.108
Yet, none of the aforementioned statutes address fake news and misinformation content. Further, whilst the UK
left the European Union on December 31st 2020, it is illustrative to consider EU legislation regarding online
content as UK citizens previously could have made use of such legislation to claim for damages should they suffer
any harm arising from fake news and misinformation. In Europe, the following frameworks provide various forms
of protection against online harms: the 2019 Digital Single Market Directive requires Facebook to take more
responsibility for infringed copyright material shared on its site,109 the E-Commerce Regulations110 protect
innocent disseminators of defamation content online and importantly, the E-Commerce Directive111 protects
online platforms from liability for user-generated illegal content they host until they are notified of it or, ‘if their
technology has identified such content, and subsequently failed to remove it from their services in good time.’112
However, in the case of Delfi v Estonia,113 Delfi, an Estonian news site, were held liable for defamatory comments
posted anonymously on their website. Here, Delfi had a “notify-and-take-down” system in place, however, the
European Court of Human Rights upheld the domestic court’s finding that Delfi were liable for not immediately
removing defamatory comments posted on their website from third party users, having taken over eight weeks to
do so.114 Whilst eight weeks is certainly too long, the court’s expectation of Delfi to take down the content
“immediately” seems unrealistic when applied to a social media context. Illustratively, in R v Blackshaw,115 the
defendant was sentenced to four years in prison for creating a page entitled “The Warrington Riots” whilst drunk,
shortly after the August 2011 riots in England. The defendant took the page down after “several hours” stating
that it had been a joke, yet was sentenced to four years in prison.116 Whilst the user was held liable in this instance,
the case nevertheless illustrates there is a need for coherence in the law in addressing harmful content online.
Nevertheless, the E-Commerce Directive mandates that platforms ought to apply voluntary duties of care “which
can reasonably be expected from them.”117 However, member states cannot require platforms to undertake general
monitoring and are not deemed responsible for content until it has been pointed out to them.118 Social media sites
therefore rely heavily on users reporting content to them.119 Facebook’s terms of service state that, ‘if we learn of
content or conduct like this, we will take appropriate action - for example, offering help, removing content,
blocking access to certain features, disabling an account, or contacting law enforcement.’120 As Zuckerberg
explains, this is because, ‘there are billions of posts, comments and messages across our services each day, and
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121
since it's impossible to review all of them, we review content once it is reported to us.’ Zuckerberg also
acknowledged that, ‘there have been terribly tragic events… that perhaps could have been prevented if someone had
realized what was happening and reported them sooner.”122 In turn, it is apparent that some form of oversight is
necessary to prevent Facebook’s becoming a nesting-ground for fake news and misinformation.
C. Proposed Statutory Duty of Care
The UK government is introducing a statutory duty of care to, ‘make companies take more responsibility for the
safety of their users and tackle harm caused by content.’123 The proposed duty was introduced in response to the
government’s 2017 Internet Safety Strategy Green Paper.124 The Green Paper raised concerns around technology
companies’ ability to operate without official oversight, transparency or accountability,125 resulting in what the
paper deemed, ‘a failure to act in the users’ best interests.’ 126 Ultimately, Facebook is a private limited company,
with a vested interest to act in the best interest of its shareholders, and not its users.127 Whilst introducing a duty
of care is a step in the right direction, the lack of definition for misinformation, and other harms listed, is
problematic. Further, the proposed duty’s combination of online harms into one legislative regime seemingly blurs
the boundary between harmful and illegal content.128 Unsurprisingly, the White Paper has been criticised for its
ambiguity, lack of focus and oversimplification. 129 Though some form of regulation holding Facebook accountable
for misinformation and fake news content that can cause severe harm is desirable, the introduction of a statutory
duty of care is not the best vehicle to achieve this.
2. Are Social Media Sites Platforms or Publishers?
It is important to discern whether social media sites like Facebook ought to be seen as platforms or publishers as
the law accords each status with a different level of rights and responsibilities, with platforms possessing less
onerous duties. The House of Commons Digital, Culture, Media and Sport Committee (‘DCMS’) acknowledged
that “social media companies cannot hide behind the claim of being merely a ‘platform’ and maintain that they
have no responsibility themselves in regulating the content of their sites.”130 Whilst there is no universally accepted
definition of both terms, the European Commission described a platform as an undertaking that, ‘enable[s]
interactions between two or more distinct but interdependent groups of users.’131 Publishers are broadly
understood to be organisations responsible for the publication and distribution of an array of printed works
including newspapers and broadcasting organisations.132 The Law Commission defined social media as
encompassing, ‘websites and apps that enable users to create and share content or to participate in social
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133
networking’, albeit this definition is rather vague. However, the nature of social media sites like Facebook is
difficult to define as their services are constantly evolving, driven by user-generated content.134 Facebook users
can create public profiles, connect with other people, create events, join groups, and post or share content such
as status updates, photos, videos, and stories.135 In other words, Facebook’s platform is multi-tiered, providing a
‘global consumer phenomenon’136 beyond just an image sharing or chat service such as WhatsApp.137
A. Comparison with the Press
Due to Facebook’s intermediary role in disseminating information,138 many have compared social media sites to
publishers, especially the press (newspapers and broadcasting organisations),139 who perform an invaluable
function as an essential foundation of a democracy.140 The transformation of Facebook and the growth of its
services has enabled anyone with internet access to reach the same mass audience, if not more, that the press
traditionally could.141 Historically the press have played a gatekeeper role, acting as a “watchdog of the public,”142
and continue to be seen as an “organized, expert scrutiny of government”.143 Interestingly, research has shown
that the press play an important role in reducing the spread of misinformation on social media sites by, ‘debunking
and denying false rumours.’144
If social media sites like Facebook were deemed publishers, they would become subject to numerous legislation
and guidelines that the press are subject to. For example, the press is subject to various regulatory bodies including
Ofcom, the Press Recognition Panel,145 IMPRESS (an independent self-regulator)146 and the Independent Press
Standards Organisation: all of which seek to prevent the publication of harmful material, but are voluntary.147
Newspaper journalists also follow voluntary ethics codes such as the Editors’ Code of Practice148 and the National
Union of Journalists Code of Conduct,149 albeit there have been serious ethical breaches in recent times such as
the phone hacking scandal,150 which exposed the failure of these organisations and these codes to enforce ethical
journalistic practices.151 In light of such scandals, US commentators coined the term “yellow journalism”, referring
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to dishonest journalistic practices and the sensationalism of content. Even so, Section 10 of the Contempt of
Court Act 1981 protects journalists from having to reveal their sources, presuming in favour of the journalist.153
Further, in the case of Newspaper Licensing Agency v Meltwater Holding,154 the court considered whether copyright
protection existed over newspaper headlines and article extracts, holding that newspapers and journalists can gain
protection not only over the content of their published work, but also the headlines and titles.155 Therefore, were
social media sites seen to be publishers, user-generated content, including content that is misinformed, could
hypothetically gain protection from the Contempt of Court Act 1981 and copyright protections.
Illustratively, in the US the First Amendment of the Constitution grants constitutional protection for a free press
explicitly:156 the only organised private business to be mentioned.157 In Citizens United v Federal Election Commission,158
Justice Scalia suggested that if newspapers have broad First Amendment protections, so must corporations.159
Further, Chomsky argued that a corporation’s rights exceeds the ordinary citizen’s as, ‘corporations can engage
sovereign nations in policy enactment and legal issues.’160 This is arguably true for social media sites like Facebook,
already playing an influential role in politics, knowing “no boundaries:”161 only subject to piece-meal legislation.162
However, the shift from twentieth century mass media to online platforms has allowed individuals to become
speakers, producing their own content and possessing, ‘a greater say in their governance than the mass media made
possible.’163 Whilst the press are not an entirely “neutral vehicle for the balanced discussion of diverse ideas,”164
this transition from “listener” to “speaker” has altered the ecology of communication systems.165 This has led some
scholarship to consider whether users on Facebook are “citizen journalists,”166 entitled to the aforementioned
journalistic protections.167
However, it is also necessary to look at the nature of social media sites and the content posted on them considering
their proximity to traditional journalistic practices such as fact checking, verification and whether editors exist who
have control mechanisms.168 For these reasons in the US case of Too Much Media v Hale,169 message board posts
were not granted constitutional protection. By contrast, in the New Zealand case of Slater v Blomfeld,170 the court
held that blogging was sufficiently close in practice to traditional journalism to claim the benefit of non-disclosure
of source revealing.171 Whilst this supports the claim that the press, ‘comprehends every sort of publication which
affords a vehicle for information and opinion’,172 the UK courts have taken a more restrictive approach. In Author
of a Blog v Times Newspaper,173 Eady J rejected a blogger’s interim injunction request to stop the Times Newspaper
152 A Samuel, ‘To Fix Fake News, Look to Yellow Journalism’ JSTOR (29 November 2016) <https://daily.jstor.org/to-fix6.
fake-news-look-to-yellow-journalism/> Accessed 22/09/2020.
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from identifying him, commenting that, ‘blogging is essentially a public rather than private activity.’174 Though
users on social media sites are not bloggers, it is not so easy to discern the nature of social media sites. Scholars
like Orla Lynskey highlighted how Netflix, for example, labels itself as a platform when its services are currently
single-sided:175 simply offering a service in exchange for remuneration.176 In a similar vein, Facebook offers its
users free communication service access in exchange for them agreeing to sell their data to advertisers.177 In fact,
Facebook is the largest online advertiser in the world,178 with online advertising accounting for over 99% of the
company’s revenue.179 Nevertheless, the nature of Facebook posts by users is informal, and does not reflect typical
journalistic practices.
Jacob Rowbottom further distinguishes between different levels of speech, arguing that it is important to recognise
the distinction between “high level” and “low level” speech. Rowbottom defined the former as speech that is,
‘professionally produced, aimed at a wide audience, is well resourced and researched in advanced’,180 whereas the
latter refers to “amateur content that is spontaneous, inexpensive to produce, and is often akin to everyday
conversation”.181 However, such an argument creates an artificial hierarchy in protecting and favouring some forms
of speech over others, oftentimes linked to the identity of the speaker. Yet, in AG v Observer Ltd,182 as well as in
Steel and Morris v UK,183 the courts rejected the notion that free speech claims ought to be treated differently
dependent on whether the speaker was a journalist or not.184 However, such cases were decided before the rise of
social media sites and scholars like Sonja West emphasise the policy considerations behind the distinction of
speech: the privileges granted to journalists for publishers are earned,185 and to grant any content producer
journalistic privileges would result in either weakening protections for journalists, or the floodgates opening for
the courts as users of social media sites seek journalistic protection over online content like posts which may be
misinformed.186 Whilst scholars like Rowbottom have argued that speech, whether high level or low level, ought
to be afforded the same protection as the press,187 this article agrees with West as it is undeniable that the quality
of speech and content on social media sites like Facebook is varying.188 Hence, this article contends that social
media site users are not equivalent to published journalists and cannot claim journalistic privileges over their
content: such privileges, ‘ought to be limited to those who have repeatedly committed time, resources and
advanced skills’.189
B. Speech as a Check on Power
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The increased use of Facebook as a source for news has enabled the wider public to be exposed to more diverse
viewpoints,190 and not just those the press wishes to portray.191 Whilst freedom of expression has historically been
a check on political power,192 it has now evolved into a check on commercial power too. Facebook193 is a subsidiary
of Facebook Incorporated, a US social media conglomerate that has acquired companies including Instagram,
WhatsApp, and Giphy, the latter being an online database with over 700 million daily users.194 In light of such
growth,195 Facebook has become a “systemically important institution.”196 Whilst Facebook does not consider itself
to be a “publisher” and therefore does not actively monitor or edit content on its site, its position in the market
gives Facebook great power, becoming a gatekeeper of freedom of expression online.197 Greater exposure to a
range of ideas and perspectives online, ‘promotes… a broad-minded society’,198 with scholars like Eric Barendt
arguing that a right to express political opinions, both offline and online, reflects what it means to be human.199
Two notable court decisions support Barendt’s stance: in Derbyshire County Council v Times Newspapers,200 Lord Keith
emphasised the value of “uninhibited public criticism”201 and in R v BBC,202 the Court of Appeal gave strong
protection to political speech, with commentators suggesting the court raised its value above other forms of
speech.203 However, there are some instances where a degree of co-opting of non-mainstream bloggers and
mainstream media companies has taken place, blurring the lines of impartiality.204 For example, the Huffington
Post, which was originally a news aggregator website and blog site, was acquired by AOL (an online service
provider) in 2011.205
C. Social Media Sites are Platforms
Further, it is important to acknowledge that a crucial differentiator between social media sites and the press are
their distribution mechanisms. Whereas press distribution lacks direct personal interaction or conflict, this is a
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common feature on social media sites.206 Whilst the DCMS argue Facebook is not entirely passive, providing a
platform for users to generate content and rewarding the most engaging content via algorithms,207 Facebook does
not perform an editorial function, nor does the process of content production have to adhere to journalistic
practices prior to it being posted. For these reasons, this article contends it is a platform and not a publisher. Even
so, it is important to acknowledge that if Facebook were to be considered a publisher, the liability for published
content is limited208 and the media are not required to act responsibility as they are a “free” press.209 Nevertheless,
a “platform” status for Facebook means social media sites do not fall within the remit of the aforementioned
publishing laws and guidelines. However, such a classification results in a lack of accountability for fake news and
misinformation content on social media sites, for which the piece-meal laws inadequately protect against.
Therefore, it is ripe for this article to consider the introduction of a statutory duty of care for such sites.
Chapter 2. Challenges Posed by Fake News and Misinformation for the Law
Whilst many contend that social media sites like Facebook are beneficial to public discourse in a democratic
society,210 the lack of accountability and enforceability for content regulation on such sites raise complex legal
challenges for which the law does not adequately protect against at present.211 This chapter will consider the
challenges posed by fake news and misinformation; firstly, discussing the problem of fake news and
misinformation in-depth. Secondly, this chapter will consider the global dimension to social media sites. Thirdly,
this chapter will discuss the problem of mass data, and lastly, this chapter will discuss the ways in which Facebook’s
multi-tiered nature structurally facilitates fake news, highlighting the difficulty in attempting to regulate such a
complex subject-matter.
1. The Problem of Fake News and Misinformation Content
Facebook’s community standards state that, ‘we want to help people stay informed without stifling productive
public discourse’212 and Zuckerberg has stated that he does not feel it is, ‘right for a private company to censor
politicians or the news in a democracy.’213 Nevertheless, Facebook is struggling to contain misinformation and
fake news on its platform. 214 The collaborative nature of Facebook exacerbates the momentum of such content,215
and is particularly problematic as such content can harm “moral values.”216 Whilst many cite the 2016 US
Presidential election as being the birth of fake news (when numerous made-up stories posted by teens from the
Balkans went viral on Facebook),217 misinformation has been spread throughout the ages in societies across the
world.218 For example, Herodotus, an Ancient Greek historian prominent in the Persian Empire, was known as
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not only the “father of history”, but also the “father of lies”. Similarly, in Ancient Rome, Octavius used fake
news to influence the Republic to despise Mark Antony, writing false slogans upon coins.220 In spite of its historical
presence, legislators have long battled with addressing the harms caused by fake news, as this chapter will
demonstrate.
A. The Value of Open Debate
Philosophers like Machiavelli have long-recognised the inherent value in open disputes and disagreement as a
cause for celebration.221 Broadly speaking, regulation of speech can hinder public debate and inadvertently enhance
its appeal,222 preventing citizens from rejecting false ideas expressed by others.223 However, this argument
presupposes that everyone participating in a democracy is, ‘capable of making determinations that are both
sophisticated and intricately rational if they are so to separate truth from falsehood.’224 Scholars like Walter
Lippmann assert that the ordinary persons lack the capacity to make such decisions.225 However, even Lippmann
believed that the ordinary person ought to be able to read what is being said.226 This is echoed in Facebook’s
Community Standards where it states that Facebook wishes to empower users to, ‘decide for themselves what to
read, trust, and share.’227 Users not only have the right to receive information uncensored by the state or Facebook,
but also have the right to form their own beliefs and express them freely to others.228
Dating back to Athenian democracy, value was placed upon “collective self-government”: participation in
community affairs was a necessary part of citizenship.229 Albeit, even Athenian democracy was reliant upon levels
of education among the “citizenry” (property-owning male aged 21 and above).230 Nevertheless, Thomas Scanlon
argues that autonomous individuals, irrespective of education, should be able to read and consider what others
have to say.231 Further, John Stuart Mill argued that no one should interfere with freedom of speech unless it would
cause “serious harm” as unimpeded debate leads to discovery of the ‘truth’ and this would interfere with
individuality.232 However, fake news and misinformation can cause serious harms,233 succumbing to Mill’s
justification for restrictions on freedom of speech. As fake news and misinformation continue to prosper online,
and so too its ability to cause harm, there is an increasing need for social media sites who host such content to be
held accountable.
B. Understanding Offenders’ Plural Motivations
There are various reasons why individuals create and share fake news and misinformation on social media sites.234
Although, research by Ratkiewicz et al has found that many users on Facebook unknowingly propel the spread of
misinformation when they forward misinformation to their networks.235 Whilst some research indicates the spread
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could be reduced through education236 (which the UK government plans to address through the introduction of a
new online media literacy strategy),237 research by Kahan238 and Pennycook and Rand239 suggests that individuals
who are more educated are not only especially vulnerable to fake news, but also more likely to find it and actually
spread it.240 Hence, it is difficult for the law to address the problem of fake news and misinformation due to the
lack of understanding surrounding who it chiefly affects and how it spreads. Nevertheless, it is inevitable that
Facebook, a “marketplace of ideas”,241 will become distorted by those seeking to manipulate the public’s perception
of the “truth”242 through the spreading of fake news or misinformation.
Whilst some individuals deliberately spread fake news for their own purposes, there are various motivators for its
creation and spread.243 Scholarship has identified three common motivators for cybercrime broadly that include a
desire to circumvent security measures,244 a desire to cause damage,245 and a desire to send a political message and
engage in civil disobedience.246 Bernal suggested that specifically for fake news and misinformation, the motivators
are even broader. 247 Perpetrators could be driven by a combination of political and financial factors or simply
amusement like Christopher Blain, the “Godfather of fake news”.248 Blain wrote to provoke, ‘delighted in people
who took the lies for the truth and shared the stories as if they had come from real news websites.’249 Interestingly,
many of the fake news stories circulating on Facebook have been found to be content stolen from Blain, illustrating
the complexity of the problem. Whilst the ideas originated from Blain, the content was presented differently,
falling through the net of Facebook’s existent content analysing algorithms.250 However, Linda Zerilli argues that
those who spread such content are “misunderstood”, suggesting those who are motivated by political factors, for
example, are actually acting out of frustration with the limited political action available in today’s society.251 In fact,
Blain claims to use his fake stories to discover the most extreme users on Facebook, claiming to have taken down
hundreds of Ku Klux Klan profiles.252
Fake news and misinformation content is also becoming increasingly sophisticated.253 A portion of such content
is beginning to spread through manipulated media intended to mislead known as “deep fakes”: 254 distorted audio
and video which depict a real person saying something they have not.255 Whilst disinformation refers to the
dissemination of information with the deliberate intent to mislead,256 the White Paper explains misinformation as
the “inadvertent sharing of false information”.257 Albeit, the White Paper does not officially list misinformation as
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a harm within the scope of the Paper, merely listing disinformation under the category of “a harm with a less
clear definition.”259 The DCMS outlined a plethora of content that falls under the umbrella term of fake news and
misinformation, acknowledging that fake news can range from fabricated content (which is entirely false), to more
sophisticated forms of content such as imposter content (defined as the “impersonation of genuine sources, for
example by using the branding of an established news agency”)260 and false context of connection (where factually
accurate content is shared with inaccurate contextual information).261 This serves to illustrate the complexity of
the subject-matter at hand.
258

2. Harmful Consequences of Fake News and Misinformation
Still, regardless of the offenders’ motivations, misinformation and fake news can cause harm which the law should
protect against.262 The spreading of fake news and misinformation has become an “epidemic”,263 with scholars like
Bernal suggesting such content has the, ‘potential to aid in the undermining of democracy… around the world’,264
skew public debate, and fuel hate speech and violence (such as the aforementioned Pizzagate incident).265 Beyond
the threat that such content poses to politics and broader democratic discourse, Facebook was notably subject to
various misinformation scandals surrounding the coronavirus,266 posing a risk to public health.267 It is important
to acknowledge the variety and severity of harms that can arise from such content, and in doing so, understand
not only the necessity for legislation, but also understand what is needed from proposed legislation to protect users
against such harms.
Fake news and misinformation can result in serious mental health concerns for young people,268 although research
is correlational.269 Social media sites like Facebook allow individuals aged 13 and above to become a user on
Facebook.270 Concerningly, research shows that younger people are not only more susceptible to “click-bait” and
sensationalised news, but also more likely to believe what they read online and suffer online harms as a result.271
At present, only data protection law,272 including the Data Protection Act 2018 (‘DPA’), discusses young people’s
access to social media sites.273 Whilst the DPA protects their data (including the Children’s Code, an ageappropriate design code protecting children’s personal data from risks of being profiled and seeing personalised
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274
content) , they are not protected from online harms.275 Nevertheless, misinformation can significantly impact
the mental health of younger users, with the House of Commons acknowledging that the law is not doing enough,
‘to ensure that children are as safe as possible when they go online, as they are offline.’276
Further, fake news and misinformation poses a threat to our justice system, impeding Article 6 of the HRA: the
right to a fair trial.277 Social media sites are a powerful tool capable of undermining democracy in various ways,278
including having contributed to the infringement of Article 6 and subsequent suspension of trials. For example, in
Attorney General v Frail and Sewart,279 a juror contacted one of the defendants on Facebook after she had been
acquitted but whilst the jury were still contemplating the verdict of a co-defendant.280 In turn, the case had to be
suspended as there had been an infringement of Article 6. Though this case did not involve misinformation, the
case of Attorney General v MGN281 did. Here, the Attorney General brought proceedings against two newspapers
for their vilified coverage of Christopher Jefferies’ arrest,282 presenting him as guilty when in fact he was innocent.
Luckily, the actual defendant came forward before the trial commenced, however this case illustrates the threat
misinformation poses to Article 6 and the justice system more broadly. Additionally, research has found that in
high profile cases, jurors were 70% more likely to recall coverage of the case before the trial occurred, yet 66%
could not recall its slant.283 Such statistics indicate the sincere concern that fake news and misinformation can
impede the right to a fair trial. Whilst value is placed upon freedom of expression, this research highlights that
where misinformation risks infringing Article 6, there is a need for the law to restrict it, protecting potential
defendants from any resultant harms.
A. Global Dimension
Additionally, it is important for the law to not only reactively address the specific harms resulting from the spread
of fake news and misinformation on Facebook aforementioned, but to also proactively reduce the spread.
Digitalisation has posed a major challenge to lawmakers in tackling the spread of misinformation, necessitating a
re-evaluation of how traditional laws can be extended online.284 Many arguments about the regulation of online
content relate to the new “properties” of the internet itself,285 namely its global dimension. Fake news and
misinformation on social media sites like Facebook are a problem for the international legal community. Whilst
the “real world” possesses jurisdictional boundaries, the global nature of the internet and social media sites allows
communication to cross borders and multiple jurisdictions within seconds.286 Therefore, there is a need for the
law to consider the global dimension to online activity as individuals are primarily governed by jurisdictional law.
Although international laws and treaties exist, their enforcement is challenging as such instruments are voluntary.287
David Johnson and David Post argued that “cyberspace” (referring to the internet) is distinct from the physical
world due to its lack of geographical borders.288 In turn, they argued that activity conducted in cyberspace should
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not be regulated by jurisdictional offline laws. Notably, the global nature of social media sites has posed a
significant challenge for the law in addressing the dispersion of harmful online content internationally.290
Smith argues that social media sites ought to be compared to public spaces, such as an office as, ‘the relationship
between a social media platform and its users parallels that between the occupier of a physical space and its
visitors.’291 Yet, whilst visitors are protected from harm when they go to public spaces, such protection is not
afforded similarly online.292 When one “visits” cyberspace, one does not “travel” to that place:293 ‘any online activity
users engage in remains subject to the laws of the state in which they are residing in.’294 Cyberlibertarian John Perry
Barlow acknowledged the mismatch between governing acts and speech in the physical world and cyberspace, 295
arguing that real-world laws have no effect in the online world as, ‘cyberspace does not lie within... borders.’296
Barlow argued that cyberspace is its own sovereign state in which traditional lawmakers cannot enforce their
laws.297 However, scholars like Chris Reed have coined Barlow’s perspective the “cyberspace fallacy”298 as offline
laws do apply online.299 For example, the DPA and General Data Protection Regulation (‘GDPR’)300 have
extraterritorial scope, reaching far beyond Europe.301 Further, there are circumstances where the law applies to
criminal acts committed abroad, or to individuals who are not nationals or residents of the state.302 Therefore,
whilst some scholarship claimed cyberspace to be completely different from everything that has come before it,303
the harms experienced from fake news and misinformation online are not “new”: ‘the thrill of deception
characterized the insertion of the original Trojan Horse no less than did the creation of its digital descendants.’304
Nevertheless, the ease with which users can share information globally is a challenge for the law and the drafting
of any legislation ought to be harmonised with other countries’.
B. Large Mass of Data
Given both the variety of harmful content and the sheer volume of online content (over 100 billion messages are
shared on Facebook every day),305 it is difficult for social media sites like Facebook to identify and remove fake
news and misinformation. The House Select Committee Report criticised Facebook’s moderation processes for
being, ‘unacceptably opaque and slow.’306 The Report advocated for appropriate moderation processes (to handle
complaints about content) to be included in the proposed duty of care.307 However, the site does have various
mechanisms for removing such content. Notably, Facebook uses artificial intelligence (‘AI’) as their mechanism
for enforcing their community standards and removing harmful content as AI enables an unprecedented ability to
analyse and alter large data sets.308 However, owing to the E-Commerce Directive, Facebook is under no obligation
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to actively analyse data to find fake news and misinformation, relying on users, international law enforcement
agencies and governments to flag content.309
However, as Facebook has been self-regulating, the site has been able to censor content it deems unacceptable
with no formal oversight.310 Whilst content of a violent nature is illegal and accepted as such, fake news and
misinformation is technically legal, but indigestible, content. Further, it is especially difficult to swiftly identify fake
news and misinformation content and control its reach among the large mass of content present on social media
sites. Whilst increasing regulation potentially leads to censorship,311 concern has been expressed by the United
Nations over the monitoring of online content, arguing that states, ‘should refrain from establishing laws… that
would require the ‘proactive’ monitoring or filtering of content, which is both inconsistent with the right to privacy
and likely to amount to prepublication censorship.’312 Hence, it is questionable as to whether introducing a statutory
duty of care for social media sites over fake news and misinformation will result in more harm than good.
C. Multi-tiered Nature of Facebook
Facebook’s structure facilitates the spread of fake news and misinformation in various ways. Firstly, there is greater
anonymity online than there is offline as users are not required to verify their identities. This discourages
responsible speech as users can “hide” behind their screens. 313 Secondly, Facebook’s platform is multi-tiered,
encompassing a decentralised system of control allowing users to independently police groups and pages on
Facebook as “admins”,314 whether they may be public, private or secret, posing a complex challenge for
legislators.315 Such groups and pages have had a positive societal impact, being influential in mobilizing
environmentalists globally, ‘raising people’s consciousness about alternative ways of living.’316 However, this also
creates “filter bubbles”:317 where like-minded people come together, acting as echo chambers and
reinforcers.318Concerningly, such division exacerbates the spread of fake news to an almost “automatic”
phenomenon.319
Facebook’s algorithms facilitate the propagation of fake news.320 Facebook’s algorithm tailors the ‘news feed’
section of the site according to the algorithm’s assessment of a user’s preferences: ‘pushing content to users
predisposed to sympathise with the message.’321 However, this is problematic when the content is misinformed.
Research has found that misinformed content is spread more successfully than real news due to its entertainment
factor.322 For example, research found that content containing threats was more likely to be shared and spread on
Facebook.323 Concerningly, Facebook’s study which changed users’ news feeds in attempt to manipulate their
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325
emotions, found that Facebook’s algorithms prioritised emotional content. This, coupled with the targeting
of users who actively engage with such content,326 supports the ‘automatic’ generation of fake news.327
However, commentators like Paul Boutin have challenged the so-called detrimental impact of filter bubbles on
civic discourse and research is mixed. 328 For example, the Reuters Institute found that people who access news
online have more “diverse media diets”329 and are exposed to a broader range of content than those who do not
as not everyone within one’s filter bubble will share identical opinions.330 Nevertheless, filter bubbles isolate users
in a “web of one” as ultimately, ‘a personalised experience of the internet divides us from other internet users in
our experience’,331 making deliberative democracy impossible.332 Moreover, social media sites like Facebook
interfere with the typical flow of information by, ‘carrying, filtering, curating and cataloguing data on their
platforms.’333 Manuel Castells wrote that, ‘the infrastructure of the networks can be owned, access to them can be
controlled, and their uses can be biased, if not monopolized, by commercial, ideological, and political interests.’334
Therefore, even though sites like Facebook claim to uphold freedom of express, such sites are undertaking a
‘gatekeeper’ role in filtering speech they deem permissible. As such control mechanisms are invisible to the user,
many scholars have expressed concern over how Facebook is monitored, and by whom.335 Hence, it is imperative
that this article better understand and explore what Facebook has done to regulate fake news and misinformation
content.
324

Chapter 3. What Has Facebook Done to Regulate Fake News and Misinformation?
Zuckerberg has said that as social media’s prevalence in our lives increases, ‘the question is not whether regulation
is needed but rather, “what is the right regulation?.”’336 Various forms of regulation exist: self-regulation, the
introduction of law, regulating through behaviour and establishing norms, regulating through the market, and
regulating through algorithms and technology.337 As the harms resulting from fake news and misinformation on
Facebook are multi-faceted, scholars like Charles Raab and Paul De Hert argue that the introduction of legislation
alone is inadequate as the law does not operate in a vacuum. 338 To achieve the greatest level of protection for users
against harm, scholarship has argued it is important to consider adopting broader regulatory modalities,339 and that
is exactly what Facebook has done.
1. Behavioural Regulation
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When users sign up to Facebook, they are required to read and agree to Facebook’s terms of service.340 Such terms
require users to agree to not share content that is misleading, and also encourages users to report content which
breaches Facebook’s terms.341 Facebook has also introduced community standards to further prevent harmful
content ever reaching their platform.342 Such standards are designed to engage users’ “moral register”,343
emphasising the importance of users feeling safe on Facebook and encouraging users to actively report or flag
content that violates Facebook’s standards.344 Importantly, encouraging users to report violations acts as a
deterrence, discouraging users from posting harmful content themselves. 345 This aims to create a “normative”
standard for permissible online activity.346 However, such behavioural regulation assumes all users will want to
foster a safe environment online, but as was highlighted in Chapter 2, 347 this is certainly not the case and it is
inevitable that to some extent, deviant users will always exist online. Further, once users are signed up to Facebook,
they are not required to read the terms of services or community standards again, unless Facebook has a
compulsory update.348 Even so, it is unlikely that all users will read through the documents in their entirety,
especially younger users. Therefore, whilst behavioural regulation is beneficial, it is inadequate in addressing fake
news and misinformation content on its own.
2. Algorithmic regulation
Sites like Facebook use algorithms to tailor the content users see. Such algorithms have significantly advanced in
the past decade,349 operating independently from human actors:350 creating a “networked environment” with both
human and non-human actors.351 However, such technology is also susceptible to misuse, as evidenced by the
mass spread of fake news and misinformation content on Facebook by users like Christopher Blain.352 To address
fake news and misinformation, Facebook uses algorithms to identify such content and significantly reduce its
distribution on the news feed page.353 Tarleton Gillespie defined algorithms as, ‘encoded procedures for
transforming input data into a desired output, based on specific calculations.’354 Discussions regarding the
regulation of social media sites often focus on the use of algorithms for enforcement. 355 Algorithms are highly
effective at managing risk in order to achieve some pre-specified goal such as identifying misinformation content.
356
There are various forms of algorithmic regulation, with scholars like Karen Yeung identifying at least eight
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classes. For the purposes of this article, the focus will be on machine-learning algorithms (algorithms capable of
learning and developing their decision-making processes) 358 as these are used to flag fake news and misinformation
content, but also then require a human actor to review the content.359
357

Recently, Facebook imposed restrictions to limit the spread of misinformation by removing content which it
deems potentially violent, including where “veiled” language and symbols are used that are associated with
conspiracy groups or terrorist organisations.360 For example, Facebook removed over 790 groups and 1,500 ads
connected with QAnon.361 QAnon are a conspiracy group that claimed the coronavirus was a “deep state hoax”
and promoted misinformation about face masks,362 adopting unrelated hashtags in attempt to avoid being flagged
by algorithms such as #SaveTheChildren.363 In turn, Facebook announced that when identifying misinformation
through algorithms, their focus is on misinformation that, ‘can lead to imminent, physical harm which is
dangerous’,364 setting their algorithms to focus on the authenticity of the speaker, as opposed to judging the content
solely on its own.365 Facebook also stated that it will reduce misinformation that does not put users at risk of,
‘imminent violence or physical harm but is rated false by third-party fact-checkers.’366 Whilst such technology is
highly intricate, arguably “indistinguishable from magic”,367 it is not perfect as Facebook is still in the process of
building algorithms that can read and understand the news.368 Zuckerberg has stated, ‘it will take many years to
fully develop these systems’369 as such algorithms are in a “discursive relationship” with its environment,370
constantly evolving.371 Nevertheless, Facebook has had success in deploying such algorithms to analyse other
forms of content such as terrorist content which Zuckerberg claims to be 99% successful.372 However, as
Zuckerberg acknowledged, ‘some problems lend themselves more easily to AI solutions than others.’373 As fake
news and misinformation content is very linguistically nuanced and on a platform like Facebook, and Facebook
operates in over 100 languages,374 building effective algorithms to tackle such content is incredibly complex and
will take time.375
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Algorithms have presented new challenges for the law to ensure, ‘non-discrimination, due process, transparency
and understandability in decision-making processes.’376 Further, even though such algorithms are self-learning in
nature, algorithms do present risks of bias and discrimination. Whilst such algorithms develop through experience,
algorithms are designed by human actors, with unconscious bias, who set the initial parameters of acceptable
behaviour.377 Research has evidenced that unconscious bias is often unknowingly relayed into machine-learning
algorithms.378 Importantly, when algorithms are tasked with higher level decisions such as determining whether a
post encompasses misinformation, such decision-making will be influenced by the programmer’s emotional
compass. 379 It is for these reasons that many argue that the trajectory of machine-learning algorithms, irrespective
of developments it undergoes throughout its use, are foreseeable by the human actor(s) who design it,380 tracing
resultant consequences back to its human origins. 381 However, such arguments are “techno-deterministic”,382
assuming that human actors and algorithms can predict what forms of content will be permissible or not.383 Yet,
fake news and misinformation content is constantly evolving and difficult to foresee.
Nevertheless, as algorithms are the primary gatekeepers of fake news and misinformation on Facebook’s platform,
there is a need for them to be encoded with ethics akin to the ethical guidelines journalists are subject to.384 At
present, algorithms lack a sense of civic responsibility.385 Whilst the GDPR and DPA encourage the “ethical
deployment” of technology through principles like privacy by design,386 this does not go far enough in protecting
users from harm arising from fake news and misinformation.
Chapter 4. Where Do We Go from Here? The Introduction of a Statutory Duty of Care
Given the increase in use of Facebook as source for news, 387 it is an optimal time to consider introducing statutory
regulation, which the government are currently doing in the form of a statutory duty of care for social media
sites.388 As an influential platform, it is crucial that Facebook not only have, but also enforce adequate policies
surrounding fake news and misinformation. Whilst Facebook has behavioural and algorithmic regulation seeking
to identify and remove such content, fake news and misinformation is still ripe on its site.389 Still, some argue that
the regulation of social media sites is not conducive to freedom of expression,390 with scholars like Reed contending
that, ‘inactivity in regulation is likely to achieve a better long-term solution than a rush to regulate in ignorance.’391
Nevertheless, there is a need to hold social media sites like Facebook to account where they fail in preventing fake
news and misinformation spreading on their site, resulting in users suffering harm. Therefore, this chapter will
discuss the proposed statutory duty of care, address the lack of definition for fake news and misinformation in the
White Paper and consider enforcement concerns surrounding the duty before concluding by advocating for
alternative reforms.
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1. A Statutory Duty of Care
Following the White Paper, 392 the DCMS has stated that they will introduce a statutory duty of care for social
media sites in the 2021 - 2022 parliamentary session to address “online harms,”393 identifying Ofcom as the chosen
regulator.394 The Paper encompassed various proposals to address online harms including a regulatory framework
(now identified as a statutory duty of care), an independent regulator for online safety (Ofcom), the scope of
companies under this duty, enforcement considerations, the use of AI and technology, and the empowerment of
the end user.395 However, the focus of this article is on the proposed duty of care as, at the time of writing, this
was drafted into the proposed Online Safety Bill.396 The introduction of a duty of care could mean that were a
Facebook user to suffer from harm as a result of fake news and misinformation, Facebook could be in breach of
their duty of care and liable for legal consequences (i.e. damages) to users. However, the White Paper does not
establish what threshold will be required for this supposed duty of care, whether it is comparable to the duty of
care threshold established in negligence, or even whether fake news and misinformation will fall within the remit
of the “online harms” it seeks to protect.397
It is worth questioning whether a duty of care model ought to exist between social media sites like Facebook and
their users over fake news and misinformation content. Scholarship has considered whether the duty of care
standard established in the tort of negligence is analogous in this context.398 Fake news and misinformation on
social media sites provides a challenge for tort law which requires that causation be established,399 combining the
“promiscuity of information” with the ability to inflict harm on users.400 In negligence, a duty of care is one of the
three fundamental elements needed to be established for liability to be attributed to a negligent act that has caused
damage (along with breach and causation).401 The courts have been careful to extend categories of duty of care,
doing so incrementally, paying attention to scenarios in which duties of care already exist to avoid “opening the
floodgates”.402 In doing so, the courts have considered the essential components necessary to establish a duty of
care identified in negligence including the foreseeability of harm, 403 the proximity of relationship between the
persons by whom and to whom the duty is said to be owed, 404 and whether it is “fair, just and reasonable” to
impose a duty of care in the circumstances. 405
Arguably, the negligence model of duty of care is inapplicable to fake news and misinformation content on social
media sites. Firstly, it is difficult to discern what “foreseeability” means in the context of such sites as the nature
of fake news and misinformation content is constantly evolving, and is posted within seconds.406 Even though

Online Harms White Paper (n48).
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396 At the time of writing, the Draft Online Safety Bill is still going through legislative process and has not yet received royal assent. See
Draft Online Safety Bill
<https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/985033/Draft_Online_Safety
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397 ibid (Briefing Paper) 8.
398 Smith and Woods (n141).
399 C E A Karnow, ‘Liability for distributed artiﬁcial intelligences’ (1996) 11(1) Berkeley Technology L J 149; Reed (n308) 5; Allgrove,
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400 R Calo, ‘Robotics and the Lessons of Cyberlaw’ (2015) 103(3) California Law Review 515.
401 Lochgelly Iron Co. v McMullan [1934] AC 1 at page 25.
402 Smith and Woods (n141) 2.
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Facebook operates machine-learning algorithms, given Facebook’s extensive user base,407 it is unlikely (but also
unknown)408 that Facebook can accurately “foresee” which users will post such content. Secondly, regarding
proximity, tort law considers whether a duty of care could reasonably be owed by one party to another.409 As an
online intermediary platform hosting billions of users, it seems unlikely that a close relationship could be
established between social media sites and their users. However, in determining the third element, whether such a
duty would be fair, just and reasonable, this article contends that whilst it is difficult to establish the first two
requirements, it seems “fair, just and reasonable” to hold social media sites liable for harms arising from fake news
and misinformation content.410 Nevertheless, as social media sites seemingly fail the first two hurdles of the duty
of care test established in negligence, the introduction of a duty of care for a broad category of online harms
following such a model is undesirable, 411 unlikely to significantly improve Facebook’s existent regulatory
mechanisms for identifying fake news and misinformation content.
Moreover, damages under negligence law are typically limited to personal injury and physical damage to property:412
not speech. 413 Fake news and misinformation content, however, by its very nature lacks any physical element.
Moreover, such content can result in a variety of harms difficult to ascertain, going far beyond the personal injury
and physical damage recognised in negligence. As aforementioned, harms from such content include mental health
problems, impacting one’s ability to participate in a democracy and also the infringement of one’s right to a fair
trial.414 Such harms require a, ‘deep understanding of the many potential social variables and interfaces that lead to
them.’415
2. No Definition of Fake News and Misinformation
The Draft Online Safety Bill, akin to the White Paper, neglects to define fake news and misinformation content.
Notably, the White Paper published during the consultation period stated that the government’s focus is on
disinformation.416 The DCMS have acknowledged that it is necessary to define fake news and misinformation in
any proposed legislation seeking to address harms arising from such content. 417 The Committee instead suggested
focusing on the intent of the communication, using terms such as misinformation and disinformation to indicate
intent.418 Whilst this article welcomes this suggestion, it remains unclear whether the proposed duty of care will
elaborate on this. Further, the proposed duty covers a broad spectrum of online harms (with the White Paper
listing 23 harms).419 As fake news and misinformation is linguistically nuanced and harms from such content vary
among individuals, it is important that the duty offer a definition for such content if it wishes to have a chance of
successfully protecting users against harms. Illustratively, whilst some may read and engage with a misinformed
post, others scroll through Facebook quickly and their reactions to posts are “impressionistic” and “fleeting”.420
Given the disparity, it is important that the law recognise the context within which each harm occurs.421
407
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Common law has also established the necessity for statutory definitions of nuanced concepts. In Stocker v Stocker,
it was held that the trial judge had erred by using dictionary definitions to analyse the meaning of “tried to strangle”
posted on a Facebook wall.423 It is therefore important to recognise that whilst judges have discretionary powers,
‘courts are the mere instruments of the law.’424 Hence, the lack of definition for fake news and misinformation is
worrying.425
3. Enforcement Concerns
The White Paper states that, ‘online safety is a shared responsibility between companies, the government and
users.’426 In the government’s Interim response to the White Paper consultation,427 it stated that the regulator
should have, ‘a range of enforcement powers that it uses in a fair, proportionate and transparent way.428 However,
this article notes three enforcement concerns arising from the White Paper: firstly, a strict duty threatens the right
to freedom of expression, secondly, there are concerns surrounding Ofcom’s suitability as the chosen regulator of
the proposed duty and thirdly, the regulatory response seems oversimplistic, seemingly requiring all companies
within the remit of the duty to adopt similar practices. Each will be addressed in turn.
Firstly, the proposed duty of care presents a threat to freedom of expression,429 with Facebook initially arguing
against calls for increased regulation for this reason.430 The White Paper concerningly states that Ofcom could be
given powers to block internet service providers from being accessible in the UK as a “last resort” if they, ‘commit
serious, repeated and egregious violations of the outcome requirements’.431 Further, the White Paper states that,
‘companies will be required to take stringent action – proactive and reactive – to monitor and address threats of
child sexual exploitation and abuse activity.’432 Importantly, the House of Commons stated that freedom of speech
is derived from a set of principles that, ‘collide with the kind of actions that duties of care might require, such as
monitoring and pre-emptive removal of content.’433 In the case of fake news and misinformation, the challenge
lies in adequately balancing the potential harms (e.g. to political discourse: which is profound)434 with the right to
freedom of expression.435
Secondly, the government’s choice of Ofcom as the independent regulator to oversee the proposed statutory duty
of care is questionable as Ofcom’s remit covers the broadcasting, telecommunications and postal industries.436
Whilst certainly possessing a great deal of technical expertise, Ofcom lacks experience in the social media context,
bringing into question their suitability as a regulator for not only the proposed statutory duty, but more specifically
for the oversight of fake news and misinformation content on such sites.437 Interestingly, it is the Information
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Commissioner’s Office (‘ICO’) and not Ofcom who are the recognised body responsible for regulating data
protection legislation in the UK, sponsored by the DCMS:438 acting as a “sheriff of the internet”.439
Lastly, the proposed regulatory framework is over-simplistic,440 assuming that, ‘because this content is accessed via
technology, it should be technology that prevents it:’441 capable of providing the ideal solution to prevent the 23
harms identified in the White Paper.442 However, this is not yet possible. Further the White Paper states that,
‘companies should invest in the development of safety technologies to reduce the burden on users to stay safe
online.’443 However, this could stifle innovation and enable sites like Facebook to further their influence as smaller
businesses may not have sufficient resources to invest in such technologies and compete, 444 despite the
government stating that they will try to assist such businesses.445
Having evidenced why the proposed duty of care inadequately caters to fake news and misinformation, and how
it would not change the ecosystem of social media sites, the focus of this article will now be on reforms.
4. Reforms
As this article argues that a duty of care is not desirable for the regulation of fake news and misinformation content,
this section will explore alternate legislative mechanisms the government can introduce to collectively protect users
from harm.
Firstly, some scholars have argued that online content ought to be regulated through the introduction of a legal
obligation that requires social media sites to, ‘fully disclose their self-regulatory efforts to address illegal and
harmful content on their services’446 as opposed to being liable for hosting specific types of content.447 Specific
disclosure requirements could be effective at protecting users from harm, by requiring sites like Facebook to adopt
more ethical and responsible practices.448 At present, social media sites like Facebook merely have a duty to publish
and follow transparent rules under the Defamation Act 2013.449 However, to address fake news and
misinformation, the DCMS proposed that the government provide an appropriate body (which the DCMS
suggested to be the ICO) to conduct “algorithm audits” on social media sites, notably reviewing the sites’ security
mechanisms and algorithm processes.450 This would involve an analysis to determine whether the algorithms
Facebook, for example, deploys to tackle fake news and misinformation are “responsible”,451 recognising the
significance of ethical technology and AI practices. Moreover, the DCMS suggested that Facebook ought to be
able to, ‘properly account for the estimated total of fake accounts on their sites at any one time’.452 Currently,
Facebook is accounting for such accounts independently, however with fake news and misinformation becoming
increasingly harmful to democratic discourse, it is imperative the government introduce some formal oversight of
algorithmic practices (ideally overseen by the ICO).
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Secondly, the White Paper itself states that the government “alone” cannot keep social media free from harmful
content, recognising the value in voluntary initiatives.453 The White Paper lists various initiatives companies can
take to tackle disinformation including, ‘partnering with other platforms and independent fact-checking
services.’454 This article agrees with such an assertion, arguing that a cross-industry response is another attractive
solution to tackling the spread of fake news and misinformation on social media sites. Notably, after the terrorist
attacks in Westminster in 2017,455 Big Tech companies including Facebook, Twitter and Google established the
Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism (‘GIFCT’),456 working collaboratively to reduce terrorist content on
their sites.457 Notably, Facebook’s 99% success-rate in removing terrorist content suggests a collaborative response
could be the secret to success in tackling fake news and misinformation, as it is likely the success of the terrorist
content removal was aided by GIFCT. As terrorist organisations operate similarly on multiple platforms, it is likely
that at least some creators of fake news and misinformation also do.
The third and final reform this article advocates for is for Facebook itself to play a greater role in educating its
users about fake news and misinformation. Whilst the evidence is mixed as to whether lack of education is a
“cause” of such content, research supports the claim that requiring users to engages their moral register encourages
users to become responsible citizens online.458 This could be done through a compulsory pop-up update that users
must read when next logging onto Facebook which not only explains what fake news and misinformation is, but
provides examples, as academic discourse itself has struggled to define the term.459 Importantly, as fake news and
misinformation is linguistically nuanced, it is important that such an update explain the different “levels” of fake
news: for example, varying from malicious disinformation that could result in severe harm (e.g. mental health
problems, impeding Article 6 or to fictitious gossip about celebrities). Similarly, the update should explain to users
how they can flag and report such content. Facebook could also consider requiring users to complete a short quiz
following the update, asking users to identify whether a post would be considered misinformation. However, this
presents its own challenges as a quiz could be inaccessible to older users or those who are less commercially aware
if the questions use examples that users are unaware of. Further, as Facebook operates in over 100 languages and
misinformation is linguistically nuanced,460 it is imperative that such a quiz be tailored to each language accurately.
Conclusion
In conclusion, this article has demonstrated that whilst social media sites have a responsibility to address fake news
and misinformation content, especially given its increasing role in public discourse, the government’s proposed
statutory duty of care is inadequate in addressing the harms posed by fake news and misinformation. The first
chapter identified that at present, the current legal framework for online content is inadequate in protecting users
from harm, considering human rights legislation as well as the plethora of legislation that affords users with
protections online. This chapter also highlighted the complexity of Facebook’s platform, ultimately arguing its
nature is more akin to a platform, resulting in users not being able to gain protection from harm under publishing
laws. The second chapter identified the challenges the law has faced in seeking to address fake news and
misinformation content such as a lack of geographical borders, the large mass of data present on Facebook’s site
and the multi-tiered nature of Facebook’s site complicating its operations and oversight. The third chapter
acknowledged Facebook is attempting to actively curb the spread of fake news and misinformation on its site
through behavioural and algorithmic regulation, however this is not a perfect system and the lack of oversight is a
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cause for concern. The fourth chapter analysed the proposed statutory duty of care, arguing a negligence model
would be unsuitable in this context, and instead advocates for a holistic regulatory approach encompassing the
introduction of algorithm auditing, greater collaboration between platforms and greater user education. Whilst
social media sites like Facebook should regulate fake news and misinformation, a statutory duty of care is not the
appropriate vehicle in which to reduce such content and its resultant harms online.
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TACKLING THE IMPUNITY OF TRANSNATIONAL
CHILD SEX OFFENDERS IN MADAGASCAR:
THE INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS OBLIGATIONS
OF SENDING STATES
Ashleigh Guest1
ABSTRACT
The sexual exploitation of children in the context of travel and tourism (“SECTT”) affects children across the
world and is becoming increasingly prevalent in Madagascar, where transnational child sex offenders act openly
and with impunity. SECTT is often treated as a domestic crime and thus left to the local Malagasy authorities to
deal with, with tourist-sending countries (“Sending States”) playing little to no part in the fight against it. Due to
limited resources and various practical problems, conviction rates in tourist “Destination States” such as
Madagascar are extremely low. This Article proposes that SECTT must rather be dealt with as a human rights
issue; it is not only an abhorrent crime, but also amounts to a gross violation of the human rights of the most
vulnerable children in the world. It is therefore a phenomenon which all States have obligations to tackle. This
Article looks specifically at the human rights obligations of Sending States, using France in particular as a case
study with the highest number of international visitors to Madagascar. It proposes that Sending States must take
their international obligations seriously to participate effectively in the fight against SECTT. Various international
mechanisms will then be considered that can be harnessed to ensure that Sending States meet these obligations.
Ultimately, this Article aims to ensure that transnational child sex offenders no longer enjoy impunity for the
crimes they commit against children in Madagascar.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The sexual exploitation of children in the context of travel and tourism (“SECTT”) is ‘considered a worldwide,
growing phenomenon, which seriously harms countless children around the world, often with irreparable
consequences’.2 The phenomenon is frequently referred to as ‘child sex tourism’ (“CST”), however in order to
reflect the abhorrent nature of this crime this Article will use the phrase SECTT where possible, in line with the
Interagency Working Group on Sexual Exploitation of Children’s Terminology Guidelines (2016).3 Whilst SECTT
affects children and countries across the globe, Madagascar is increasingly becoming a destination of choice for
perpetrators, where they often enjoy impunity for their crimes. This Article aims to address the growing problem
of SECTT in Madagascar by utilising international human rights to ensure that transnational child sex offenders
face justice for their crimes.
Chapter II explores the wider context of SECTT in Madagascar, considering the supply and demand factors that
contribute to it, as well as the victims and the perpetrators. Chapter III then analyses and assesses current strategies
being used to tackle the problem domestically in Madagascar to determine why they are failing. It will show that
‘[u]ltimately, the rate of [SECTT] offenses compared to the sparse number of convictions strongly suggests the
inadequacy of current law enforcement efforts’.4 Chapter IV therefore proposes a shift in the focus to the
responsibilities that tourist-sending countries (“Sending States”) have under international human rights law to
tackle SECTT in countries where the crimes take place (“Destination States”), such as Madagascar. Whilst these
duties apply to all Sending States, this Article will focus on France in particular, as the main country of origin of
international tourists to Madagascar. This chapter will identify the human rights which are violated by SECTT, in
order to identify ‘the sources of these obligations’, explaining ‘how a State may be legally responsible for the harm
caused by [SECTT], even if it did not directly cause it’.5 Chapter V explores the various international legal
mechanisms available to meet these obligations. It will consider more specifically ‘how these obligations can be
implemented and monitored, with a view to ensuring that States and others are held accountable for their acts and
omissions’.6 Ultimately, this Article aims to tackle the impunity of perpetrators and secure justice for victims, by
ensuring that Sending States take their international human rights responsibilities seriously to tackle SECTT and
to protect children in Madagascar.
II. CONTEXT OF SECTT IN MADAGASCAR
In order to establish how SECTT can be tackled effectively in Madagascar, it is necessary to understand the
problem more clearly by setting out the context within which it sits. SECTT is rife in Madagascar. As highlighted
by Najat Maalla M’jid, the fourth United Nations Special Rapporteur on the Sale of Children, Child Prostitution
and Child Pornography (the “UN Special Rapporteur”):

Najat Maalla M’jid, ‘Report of the Special Rapporteur on the Sale of Children, Child Prostitution and Child Pornography’ (Human
Rights Council 22nd Session, A/HCR/22/54, December 2012) 5
<https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/HRCouncil/RegularSession/Session22/A.HRC.22.54_en.pdf> accessed 30 August
2020.
3 Interagency Working Group on Sexual Exploitation of Children, ‘Terminology Guidelines for the Protection of Children from Sexual
Exploitation and Sexual Abuse’ (“the Luxembourg Guidelines”) (Luxembourg, 2016)
<https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Children/SR/TerminologyGuidelines_en.pdf> accessed 02 September 2020;
INTERPOL, ‘Crimes Against Children: Appropriate Terminology’ (2020) <https://www.interpol.int/Crimes/Crimes-againstchildren/Appropriate-terminology> accessed 02 September 2020.
4 Kalen Fredette, ‘International Legislative Efforts to Combat Child Sex Tourism: Evaluating the Council of Europe Convention on
Commercial Child Sexual Exploitation’ (2009) 32(1) Boston College International and Comparative Law Review 1, 4.
5 United Nations Office of the High Commissioner of Human Rights (“UN OHCHR”), ‘Human Rights and Human Trafficking: Fact
Sheet No. 36’ (2014) 2 <https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/FS36_en.pdf> accessed 30 August 2020.
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[w]hile it is impossible to provide specific figures on the true extent of the sale and sexual
exploitation of children in Madagascar, given the clandestine nature of these activities, the lack
of centralized, disaggregated data and, in particular, the very low number of reported cases, child
sexual exploitation in Madagascar is clearly a blight on the country. It is visible everywhere and
so commonplace that it has become taken for granted.7
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For example, in the coastal and tourist town of Diego-Suarez, a study by ECPAT, a global non-governmental
organisation (“NGO”) that works to end the sexual exploitation of children, found that approximately 70 per cent
of women, ‘half of whom are minors, are involved in prostitution’.8 Authorities and NGOs in Madagascar
unanimously agree ‘that child prostitution in Madagascar has reached alarming levels and has risen sharply in recent
years, particularly since 2009’.9 As explained by Austin, ‘[s]ocio-economic forces influence both the supply of and
demand for sex with children, otherwise known as the “push” and “pull” factors’.10 These will be briefly explored
in turn below.
A. Supply Factors: Victims
As one of the poorest countries in the world, ranked 162nd out of 189 countries on the Human Development
Index,11 many Malagasy children are left vulnerable to exploitation and forced into prostitution for survival.12
According to the World Bank, 75 per cent of the population lives on less than $1.90 per day (in purchasing power
parity).13 Furthermore, ‘Madagascar has the world’s fourth highest rate of chronic malnutrition, with almost one
child in two under five years of age suffering from stunting’.14 The majority of SECTT victims in Madagascar are
between the ages of 12 and 18,15 although the National Police (“Gendarmerie Nationale") ‘confirmed child victims
of sexual exploitation were increasingly younger and that their number was constantly growing’.16 Victims are often
from single-parent families and are school dropouts,17 which is particularly problematic with approximately 1.5
million children not in primary school according to UNICEF Madagascar.18 This is often so that they can work to
provide for their families; with over 24.7 per cent of children aged between 5 and 17 already working in
Madagascar.19 This has been compounded by the country’s declining economy since the 2009 political crisis,
leading to a rapid reduction in employment opportunities.20 Because of this situation, and seemingly with no other
way out of poverty, sex work has become ‘an individual phenomenon for survival, which allows entire families to
live’.21 Abuse is often organised by the parents and family, who ‘encourage their children to have a relationship
Najat Maalla M’jid, ‘Report of the Special Rapporteur on the Sale of Children, Child Prostitution and Child Pornography: Mission to
Madagascar’ (United Nations Human Rights Council 25th Session, 2013) A/HRC/25/48/Add.2, 4.
8 ECPAT International, ‘Don’t Look Away – Be Aware and Report the Sexual Exploitation of Children in Travel and Tourism:
Assessment on Sexual Exploitation of Children Related to Tourism and Reporting Mechanisms in Gambia, Kenya, Madagascar,
Senegal and South Africa’ (2014) 47.
9 Najat Maalla M’jid, ‘Report of the Special Rapporteur: Mission to Madagascar’ (n 6) 5.
10 Sara L Austin, ‘Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children: How Extra-territorial Legislation Can Help’ in Don Brandt (ed.),
Violence Against Women: From Silence to Empowerment (World Vision, 2003) 40.
11 Human Development Index, ‘Madagascar: Human Development Indicators’ (2019)
<http://hdr.undp.org/en/countries/profiles/MDG> accessed 30 August 2020.
12 Najat Maalla M’jid, ‘Report of the Special Rapporteur 2012’ (n 1).
13 The World Bank, ‘Madagascar: Overview’ (2020) <https://www.worldbank.org/en/country/madagascar/overview> accessed 30
August 2020.
14 Ibid.
15 ECPAT International, ‘Don’t Look Away’ (n 7) 49.
16 Ibid, 40.
17 Ibid, 53.
18 UNICEF Madagascar, ‘Madagascar Annual Report’ (2013) 7
<https://www.unicef.org/madagascar/media/611/file/Rapport%20annuel%202013%20(EN).pdf> accessed 06 September.
19 Institut National de la Statistique, ‘Enquête Périodique Auprès des Ménages 2010: Rapport Principal’ (2010) 68
<https://www.instat.mg/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/INSTAT_Epm2010-08-2011.pdf> accessed 07 September 2020.
20 The World Bank, ‘Madagascar: Measuring the Impact of the Political Crisis’ (2013)
<https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/feature/2013/06/05/madagascar-measuring-the-impact-of-the-political-crisis> accessed 07
September 2020.
21 ECPAT International, ‘Don’t Look Away’ (n 7) 40.
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with a vazaha (Caucasian foreigner) in order to have a chance to improve their social status and wealth…. Parents
even provide false ID cards and clients for the children’.22 Whilst prostitution involving children younger than 12
is not tolerated by parents and authorities, ‘when the girls reach the age of 13, they are generally not considered
children anymore and are encouraged by their parents to seek a foreign tourist’.23 The problem is exacerbated by
the ‘“success” of some sex workers, whose connections with foreign nationals have turned them into “models”
with a house, or car’.24 As such, ‘engaging with a vazaha is highly regarded and possibly conducive to upward social
mobility’,25 gaining ‘material benefits for the family’.26 Because of these push factors, ‘Madagascar has gradually
acquired the sad distinction of being a major destination for sex tourism’.27 The exploitation of children is now
‘either accepted or perceived with fatalism and often leaves people indifferent, especially regarding reporting
actions’.28
B. Demand Factors: Perpetrators
Whilst these factors ‘play an important role in pushing children into commercial sexual exploitation’, the existence
of SECTT ‘cannot be explained without analysing and understanding the issue of demand for sex with children’.29
The poverty of children in Madagascar is ‘only exploitable because of the comparative affluence of [SECTT]
perpetrators’; the ‘widening economic gap between developing and developed States allows for sex tourists with
significant disposable income, who in turn drive demand in Destination States’.30 The demand for SECTT has
thus ‘mainly originated in industrialised countries and targeted popular tourist destinations’, where there is ‘ease to
commit such crimes with utter impunity’.31 A rapidly expanding tourism industry (with 291,000 international
visitors in 2018) and an increase in direct flights from Europe has facilitated and led to a dramatic increase in
SECTT in Madagascar.32 Fredette explains that perpetrators are drawn ‘by low-risk and affordable sexual access
to children, as well as the enhanced anonymity that comes in a foreign country’.33 Furthermore, the rise of the
internet, including ‘[w]idespread use of social media, the existence of a “darknet” that allows anonymity, and other
related applications make it easier for travelling offenders to communicate and share information about vulnerable
children’.34 Many websites, such as the so-called “Wiki Sex Guide”, “Hook Up Travels” and the “International Sex
Guide”, allow offenders to facilitate others by sharing tips and graphic imagery – albeit not explicitly discussing
minors but suggesting it through language such as ‘young’ and ‘teens’.35 For example, on the latter forum, an
excerpt from a thread on Madagascar finds a “Senior Member” advising other travelling sex offenders that:
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it's always best to have local contacts. Best Chef de police or Prefet or Sousprefet of the province
and upwards. Then it's usually a phone call. Hand over the receiver to the goons. And voila.
Problem finish. It pays to befriend some people with good contacts. Just hang out in the local
expat bars.36
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Whilst child prostitution affects the whole country, it occurs mainly in urban areas (such as the capital,
Antananarivo), and tourists resorts, such as Nosy Be, Diego-Suarez, Île Sainte Marie, Fort Dauphin, Tulear,
Tamatave, Mangily and Mahavelona.37 In these tourist towns in particular, SECTT ‘is experiencing a steady increase
since the 2009 crisis and seems to be commonplace’, and thus ‘[c]onsumers act openly’.38 Nosy Be, an island
situated in the north-west of Madagascar, has been described as ‘one of the most popular destinations for African
sex tourism’.39 As a previous French colony, most travelling child sex offenders in Madagascar are French nationals
from France and the nearby Réunion Island (making up 70% of arrivals in 2011 – the most recent statistics);
followed by Italians (8%), Germans (3%) and United Kingdom (“UK”) nationals (3%).40 Perpetrators of SECTT
‘can be broadly distinguished between those who have a preference for children and those who are considered to
be situational offenders’.41 The first group are generally classed as paedophiles, also known as “preferential”
offenders, who have a sexual preference for children and therefore travel ‘specifically with the aim of abusing
children’.42 The latter group are “opportunists” or “situational offenders”, who do not usually have a preference
for children but are ‘driven by the search for new experiences and justify their acts on the basis of cultural or
economic grounds’.43 Situational offenders can be more difficult to identify and therefore to prosecute, as their
“primary” reason for travel is often legitimate.44 Fredette argues that this distinction is necessary, because
‘[a]ccurately identifying perpetrators is essential for good criminological analysis and effective law enforcement’.45
Whilst this can be a useful distinction to devise and tailor strategies to the type of offender,46 the UN Special
Rapporteur has noted that often, individuals do not ‘fit clearly into one category or another’.47 However, an
‘essential feature’ of both types of offender is ‘their knowledge or belief that their actions will go unpunished’.48
Underlying this ‘is the essentially racist view that people (especially children) in other countries are different and
probably inferior, so exploiting them is not the morally repugnant act that it would be at home’.49 Ultimately, it is
‘a phenomenon in which children are exploited by those with the capital and freedom to travel abroad, and the
power to exploit those who are more vulnerable’.50
This section has briefly explored the complexity of the problem, showing that ‘there is no single explanation for
why the industry is thriving’.51 SECTT ‘is a niche service-market that operates according to basic supply and
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demand principles’.52 The numerous factors contributing to the supply and demand of SECTT show that the
problem cannot be tackled with a single approach. However, as a legal pursuit, this Article will focus on the legal
mechanisms that have been, and can be, harnessed to tackle the problem.
III. WHY ARE DOMESTIC STRATEGIES FAILING?
This section will analyse the current strategies being used to tackle SECTT domestically in Madagascar to
understand how and why they are failing.
A. Legislative Framework
Generally, a ‘principal failure’ of Destination States is the ‘absence of laws addressing child sexual exploitation’.53
However, in response to the problem of SECTT in the country, Madagascar ‘has adopted a complete and solid
legal framework’.54 It has ratified the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989) (“UNCRC”),
and its Optional Protocol on the Sale of Children, Child Prostitution and Child Pornography (2000) (“Optional
Protocol”).55 At the regional level, Madagascar became party to the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of
the Child in 2005, Article 27 of which specifically calls for the prohibition and prevention of sexual exploitation
of children.56 Consequently, Madagascar has international and regional duties to protect children from all forms
of sexual exploitation.57 It has incorporated these duties into domestic law; Article 66 of Act No. 2007-023 puts
an obligation on the State to protect children from all forms of exploitation, through legal, administrative or social
measures.58 Article 334 of Act 2007-038 expressly makes it a crime to have ‘sexual intercourse with a child in return
for payment or any other consideration’, punishable ‘by 2 to 5 years’ imprisonment and/or a fine of 1 million to
10 million Ariary’.59 Further, in line with the UNCRC, Madagascar defines a child as ‘every human being under the
age of 18 years’.60 However, the UN Special Rapporteur found, following her mission to Madagascar in 2013, that
despite the ‘relatively comprehensive legal framework, its implementation lacks effectiveness because of impunity
and children’s difficulty in accessing remedies guaranteeing their protection and safety’.61 A report by ECPAT
found that there ‘is a huge loss in the number of cases followed-up throughout all the procedure; from those who
report (victims, legal representatives, witnesses, etc.) to recipients (Fokontany [administrative unit], network
protection, etc.), to Judicial Officers to Medical Corps to Court and to Conviction’.62 Between each of these steps,
‘blocking factors intervene and it is estimated that between the occurrence of the act and the end of the procedure,
the loss is about 90 per cent’.63
B. Reporting
The first major hurdle to overcome in tackling SECTT domestically is getting the crimes reported. In Madagascar,
a failure to report SECTT constitutes an act of complicity pursuant to Act No. 2007-038.64 To facilitate the
reporting of crimes practically, a national free helpline (“Ligne Verte 147”) that operates 24 hours a day, 7 days a
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week, was set up in 2011 to respond to reports of child abuse and exploitation. Furthermore, an online portal
was recently created in August 2020 for people in Madagascar to report children suspected of being in danger of
sexual abuse.66 The Gendarmerie Nationale has also set up the Morals and Minors Protection Brigade (“Police des
Mœurs et de la Protection des Mineurs” or “PMPM”), which ‘directly receives reports of child sexual exploitation cases’
referred from the helpline, from victims, and from witnesses.67 They ‘centralise and handle the majority of
reporting of criminal cases involving children’.68 However, the PMPM ‘suffers from extremely limited resources,
which prevent cases of exploitation from being taken into court’.69 They ‘sometimes have no way of getting to the
child victim because there is no fuel, or even a vehicle’ to respond to reports.70 Furthermore ‘[d]ata collection is
often not computerized and patrols are restricted and cannot be carried out in all high-risk areas’.71 Whilst reports
reportedly ‘work well’ in the capital Antananarivo, reports in the other Provinces ‘are weak and irregular’.72 As a
result, there ‘are significant differences between numbers of cases of child sexual exploitation observed, reported
and convicted’.73
C. Judicial System
Even where cases of SECTT are reported and responded to, many are dropped in the judicial system. Whilst the
‘Ministry of Justice is responsible for the legal protection of children through juvenile judges and prosecutors’, like
the Gendarmerie Nationale it also ‘suffers from limited resources’.74 Across the whole country, there are only 13
juvenile judges, and courts in rural and remote areas do not have access to the internet.75 Further weaknesses in
the system include ‘bribes from foreigners or officials in exchange for filing false evidence’.76 As highlighted by
ECPAT, ‘fat envelopes are common’ for ‘the competent authorities that dismiss the case’.77 Corruption is
compounded by ‘insufficient State resources’, as ‘[u]nderpaid law enforcement personnel are susceptible to bribes
from perpetrators’.78 Because of this, ‘the laws are applied inconsistently’ or not at all.79 The United Nations
Committee on the Rights of the Child, in its Concluding Observations on Madagascar’s State Report submitted in
2015, found that the number of prosecutions and convictions for SECTT offences was ‘extremely low’.80 Further,
when conducting interviews of the judicial services on her visit to Madagascar, the UN Special Rapporteur found
that no one ‘had been able to cite a single conviction for child sexual exploitation’.81 She concluded that as a result,
‘the Malagasy people have no confidence in their justice system’ and that ‘[e]ven if the family or the victim takes
the matter to court, it is often covered up’.82 It is this situation that fosters impunity and has allowed SECTT to
become so widespread in Madagascar. The weakness of the justice system is further ‘compounded by the
Child Helpline International and UNICEF, ‘A New Reality: Child Helplines Report on Online Child Sexual Exploitation and Abuse
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importance of customary law, which often runs contrary to the rights of the child’.83 The dominance of customary
law means that ‘many cases of abuse suffered by children are still settled out of court within the community’, often
‘at the children’s expense, their testimonies receiving very little attention’.84
D. Lack of Resources
It is clear that Madagascar, as a Destination State, is predominantly suffering from weak enforcement rather than
inadequate laws. Because of the practical problems with implementation, the domestic laws and policies in
Madagascar have been described as ‘paper tigers’ – ‘[p]owerful looking on paper but with little impact due to lack
of practical implementation’.85 It does therefore seem that stronger and more consistent enforcement would help
to tackle the problem. However, this is a solution that predominantly requires a reduction in poverty and greater
resources through socio-economic strategies, which is beyond the scope of this Article. Another important factor
to consider is that Madagascar relies ‘heavily on tourism as a vital means for economic development’.86 This is
important because ‘revenues from sex tourism, now an unfortunate part of many countries’ tourist attractions,
form a significant portion of many national economies’.87 Svensson argues that with ‘such economic reliance on
sex tourism, it is no wonder that nations with a well-developed sex tourism industry have little to no incentive to
prosecute wealthy foreigners who pour their foreign currency into the local market’.88 Whilst this is a pessimistic
perspective, it highlights that where resources are already extremely limited, local authorities are less likely to divert
those scarce resources into tackling SECTT. As a result, with ‘so few local incentives for prosecution’, there is a
need for interventions by Sending States to hold their nationals accountable.89 Furthermore, as seen above, despite
recent local efforts, the government has not reported any prosecutions or convictions for SECTT and offenders
continue to act freely.90 This indicates ‘that unilateral local efforts alone are inadequate’,91 allowing ‘offenders to
commit their crimes in the shadows and with impunity’.92 Fredette argues that the ‘unfortunate reality of
Destination State failure with regard to rampant [SECTT] underscores the need for Sending State involvement’.93
As a transnational problem, it demands transnational solutions to combat the continuing impunity of
perpetrators.94 As highlighted by UNICEF, ‘[e]nding violence against children is everyone’s responsibility’.95 As
many of the perpetrators originate from abroad, and thus continue to fuel demand for SECTT, ‘Sending States
share a responsibility for prosecuting [SECTT] offenses’.96 The next section therefore shifts the focus onto the
obligations held by Sending States, to establish whether this can be used as an effective mechanism to tackle
SECTT in Madagascar.
IV. THE OBLIGATIONS OF SENDING STATES TO TACKLE SECTT
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Maud de Boer-Buquicchio, the fifth UN Special Rapporteur on the Sale of Children, argues that ‘lack of
accountability continues to fuel demand’ for SECTT.97 In 2015, she dedicated a thematic study to addressing the
‘demand factor’ of SECTT because of the ‘significant gaps in understanding offenders and how to reduce the
demand for such abhorrent crimes’.98 She argued that this is fundamental because ‘if the demand is stemmed, the
offer will correlatively decrease’.99 Consequently, ‘[a]ddressing the demand factor is…an effective way to eradicate
the sexual exploitation of children’.100 This chapter therefore aims to combat the demand for SECTT by turning
to the obligations that Sending States have under international human rights law to tackle it.
A. SECTT as a Violation of Human Rights
First, it is necessary to consider the relationship between human rights and SECTT, in order to understand the
correlating duties that States have to tackle it. It is imperative that SECTT is viewed as a violation of human rights
and understood ‘in relation to other child rights and child protection issues’.101 This ‘requires an understanding of
the ways in which human rights violations arise’ by SECTT, as well as an understanding of ‘the ways in which
States’ obligations under international human rights law are engaged’.102 A human rights-based approach identifies
rights-holders (children), ‘their entitlements and the corresponding duty bearers (usually States) and their
obligations’.103 It ‘works towards strengthening the capacities of rights holders to secure their rights and of duty
bearers to meet their obligations’.104 This approach also ensures that the ‘[c]ore principles and standards derived
from international human rights law (such as equality and non-discrimination, universality of all rights, and the
rule of law) should guide all aspects of the response at all stages’.105 All three World Congresses against Commercial
Sexual Exploitation of Children (held in Stockholm in 1996, Yokohoma in 2001 and Rio de Janeiro in 2008) have
thus reaffirmed the need for the ‘human rights-based goal of universal protection of children from all forms of
sexual exploitation’.106 As confirmed by the UNCRC, children are equal holders of human rights, and sexual
exploitation violates a number of those rights.107 Most notably this includes the right to effective protection from
SECTT, as found in Article 34 of the UNCRC.108 However, more widely, SECTT also amounts to a violation of
the right to respect for their human dignity;109 the right not to be submitted to slavery, servitude, forced labour or
bonded labour;110 the right to liberty and security;111 the right of children to special protection;112 the right not to
be subjected to torture and/or cruel, inhuman, degrading treatment or punishment;113 the right to an adequate
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standard of living;114 the right to just and favourable conditions of work;115 and the right to the highest attainable
standard of physical and mental health.116 When viewed through a human rights lens, it can be seen that SECTT
is not only an abhorrent crime, but also amounts to a ‘gross violation of children’s rights’.117 Taking a human
rights-based approach to SECTT is thus vital to its elimination, as it ensures the full protection of victims’ rights,
as well as ending the impunity of offenders by ensuring that States meet their obligations to tackle the problem.
B. Positive Obligations
However, whilst the link between human rights and SECTT is clear, ‘it does not necessarily follow that human
rights will naturally be at the centre of responses’; it is ‘possible for States to address [SECTT] primarily as a matter
of crime or public order’.118 Furthermore, it is less clear to what extent States, especially Sending States, are
responsible for the harm caused by SECTT. This is because ‘the primary wrong has been committed by private
criminals and not by the State itself’.119 However, as highlighted by the Office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Human Rights:
States will generally not be able to avoid responsibility for the acts of private persons when their
ability to influence an alternative, more positive outcome can be established. In such cases, the
source of responsibility is not the act itself but the failure of the State to take measures of
prevention or response in accordance with the required standard, usually to be found in a
treaty.120
For example, in X and Y v the Netherlands, the European Court of Human Rights (“ECtHR”) made reference to a
State’s positive obligations under Article 8 of the European Convention of Human Rights (“ECHR”), ‘which
covers the physical and moral integrity of the person, including his or her sexual life’,121 to provide minors with
‘practical and effective protection’ from sexual abuse.122 In this case, a 6-year-old girl with mental disabilities had
suffered sexual abuse, and neither criminal nor civil law allowed her to bring an action against the perpetrator in
the Netherlands. The ECtHR ‘found that it was the State’s obligation to provide for the possibility to bring the
case before the criminal courts’.123 The Court confirmed that Article 8 ‘does not merely compel the State to abstain
from such interference: in addition to this primarily negative undertaking, there may be positive obligations
inherent in an effective respect for private or family life’.124 Furthermore, in E and Others v the United Kingdom, the
ECtHR found that ‘all viable steps must be taken to prevent the abuse or exploitation of children under Article 3
ECHR, which prohibits torture, inhuman or degrading treatment’.125 In this case, the ECtHR clarified that:
The test under Article 3 however does not require it to be shown that ‘but for’ the failing or
omission of the public authority ill-treatment would not have happened. A failure to take
reasonably available measures which could have had a real prospect of altering the outcome or
mitigating the harm is sufficient to engage the responsibility of the State.126
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These cases make clear that when it comes to the sexual exploitation of children, States have positive human rights
obligations ‘to prevent all forms of sexual exploitation and to respond urgently to it when it occurs’.127 UNICEF
therefore argues that the ‘effective protection of children from all forms of sexual exploitation must be seen as the
fulfilment of States’ clear and immediate human rights obligations under international law’.128 Furthermore, the
response to SECTT must be ‘anchored in the rights and obligations established by international human rights
law’.129 It is therefore necessary to establish exactly what these human rights obligations are and to whom they are
owed.
C. Jurisdictional Reach
It is clear that SECTT violates a number of human rights and that States have positive obligations for tackling it
within their jurisdiction. However, it is necessary to establish how wide this jurisdiction reaches in order to
determine to whom these obligations are owed. Under international human rights law, States generally have
obligations to secure and protect the rights only of those within their jurisdiction, which is ‘understood to be
primarily territory’.130 In Soering v the United Kingdom, the ECtHR found that ‘Article 1 of the ECHR sets a limit,
notably territorial, on the reach of the Convention’, and that ‘the engagement undertaken by a Contracting State
is confined to “securing” the listed rights and freedoms to persons within its own “jurisdiction”’.131 Furthermore,
in the ECtHR case of Banković v Belgium, it was confirmed that jurisdiction under the ECHR was ‘primarily’ or
‘essentially’ territorial; any extension of jurisdiction beyond the territory of the State Party was ‘exceptional’, and
thus required ‘special justification in the particular circumstances of each case’.132 This position was again
confirmed by the ECtHR in Al Skeini v the United Kingdom, which stated that the ‘essentially territorial basis of
jurisdiction reflected principles of international law and took account of the practical and legal difficulties faced
by a State operating on another State’s territory’.133 In the case of SECTT, as a transnational phenomenon,
territorial jurisdiction would prevent Sending States from owing any duties to victims abroad. As such, whilst the
legal framework for monitoring and preventing child sexual exploitation is strong within most Sending States, ‘as
soon as the offence is committed abroad it is seen as “their problem”’ and there is not ‘the same type of law
enforcement interest or international cooperation’.134 However, to expect the Malagasy authorities ‘to spend their
limited resources over and over again on surveillance and monitoring of offenders [from Sending States] that we
knowingly turn away from is disingenuous and counter to the spirit of international cooperation on child
protection’.135 This allows child sex abusers from Sending States to travel to developing countries where they can
act with relative impunity,136 and thus ‘the exploitation of children through travel and tourism mostly escapes
investigation and prosecution’.137
However, in both Banković and Al Skeini, the ECtHR confirmed that there were a limited number of exceptions
to territorial jurisdiction.138 In Banković, the principal exception applied was ‘when a State, as a consequence of
military action, exercised effective control of an area outside its national territory’.139 In Al Skeini, the ECtHR cited
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other cases which confirmed that there were a ‘number of other exceptional categories where jurisdiction could
be exercised by a State outside its territory’, such as on board a vessel or aircraft flying the flag of the State.140 For
example, in Öcalan v Turkey it was held that Turkey exercised jurisdiction over the applicant when arrested inside
an aircraft registered in Turkey but within the international zone of Nairobi Airport.141 Furthermore, the case of
Drozd and Janousek v France and Spain demonstrated that jurisdiction could be exercised by a State if it brought an
individual before its own court, sitting outside its territory, to apply its own criminal law.142 In the case of SECTT,
as confirmed by the Dutch National Rapporteur on Trafficking in Human Beings and Sexual Violence against
Children, a ‘government’s responsibility does not end at the national borders’, and States owe human rights
obligations beyond the limits of their territory.143 As explained by Seabrook, ‘[t]erritorial considerations are no
longer consistent with the universal obligations to protect children’.144 The specific sources of these extraterritorial
obligations will now be identified and explored.
D. Sources of Obligations
The most significant international instrument in relation to SECTT is the UNCRC.145 Under the UNCRC (which
all but two States have ratified), State Parties are legally accountable for the protection of children from all forms
of sexual exploitation.146 Najat Maalla M’jid, the UN Special Rapporteur on the Sale of Children, has made clear
that this ‘commitment applies to all children, not just those within their jurisdiction’.147 Sending States, such as
France, therefore have obligations under the UNCRC to protect children in Madagascar from sexual exploitation.
More specifically, Article 34 of the UNCRC requires State Parties to adopt ‘all appropriate national, bilateral and
multilateral measures to prevent: (a) the inducement or coercion of a child to engage in any unlawful sexual activity;
and (b) the exploitative use of children in prostitution or other unlawful sexual practices’.148 The Optional Protocol
strengthens this commitment and provides more clarity on the human rights obligations that States have.149 The
Optional Protocol has been ratified by 176 States (including France) and ‘further refines the protections offered
under the UNCRC’,150 by making specific reference to SECTT in its preamble and in Article 10.151 It clarifies the
human rights obligations that States have; requiring ‘State parties to criminalise these child rights violations as
offences and to provide adequate support to child victims for their physical and psychological recovery, social
reintegration and repatriation’.152 Specifically, under Article 3, State Parties have obligations to criminalise SECTT
and to sanction offenders, ‘whether such offences are committed domestically or transnationally’.153 Article 4
explicitly extends ‘the jurisdiction over any offence under Article 3 committed abroad by a State’s citizen’, allowing
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154
for prosecution of offences committed abroad. Finally, Articles 8 and 9 require States to provide ‘access to
procedures to seek compensation and prevention measures to protect children from sexual exploitation’.155
Further international legal instruments provide a wider duty to combat the sexual exploitation of children,
including the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children,
supplementing the UN Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, and International Labour
Organization (“ILO”) Convention No. 105 (1957) concerning the Abolition of Forced Labour and Convention
No. 182 (1999) concerning the Prohibition and Immediate Action for the Elimination of the Worst Forms of
Child Labour.156 The latter ILO Convention ‘recognises the “use, procuring or offering of a child for prostitution”
as a worst form of child labour, requiring immediate prohibition and elimination as a matter of urgency’.157 France
has ratified all of these instruments.158 Regionally, the ‘European Union has also taken a number of directives in
order to reinforce the protection of children against sexual exploitation’, including Directive 2011/92/EU on
combating the sexual abuse and sexual exploitation of children and child pornography.159 France has also ratified
the Council of Europe Convention on the Protection of Children against Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse
(2007) (“The Lanzarote Convention”), which provides a duty to combat SECTT and is ‘widely considered to be
the most advanced, comprehensive international legal instrument of its kind’.160 UNICEF similarly describes the
Lanzarote Convention as ‘the most comprehensive instrument so far adopted to combat sexual abuse and
exploitation’,161 as it provides ‘an important framework for international action’.162 For example, Chapter II of the
Lanzarote Convention puts an obligation on States to ‘take the necessary legislative or other measures to prevent
all forms of sexual exploitation and sexual abuse of children and to protect children’.163 Chapter VI ‘defines in
detail the conduct that must be criminalised’, including sexual abuse, child prostitution, and solicitation, including
“grooming” a child through the Internet. Furthermore, Article 25 provides a legal basis for a Sending State to have
extraterritorial jurisdiction where an offence is committed by one of its nationals or residents.164
It is therefore clear that Sending States, including France, have international human rights duties under the
UNCRC, its Optional Protocol, and other various legal instruments to protect children around the world by
tackling SECTT. The duty of Sending States under these international legal instruments is ‘to criminalize and
penalize effectively, in conformity with all relevant and applicable international instruments, all forms of sexual
exploitation and sexual abuse of children’.165 It is therefore ‘the duty of States party to those instruments to take
all appropriate measures to fulfil that obligation’, and ‘[p]roactive measures to address the demand factor should
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be an upmost priority’.166 An essential part of this is ‘to deal with existing offenders by ensuring accountability,
which also addresses the underlying factor of impunity’.167
V. HOW CAN THESE OBLIGATIONS BE MET BY SENDING STATES?
This chapter considers how Sending States can implement these international obligations and translate them ‘into
effective and enforceable national legislation, while respecting all the rights of child victims’.168 It will do so by
examining the legal mechanisms which exist to allow them to tackle SECTT, with a focus on France as the main
tourist Sending State to Madagascar.
A. Extraterritorial Legislation
One of the most important tools in combating SECTT is extraterritorial legislation, which is a fundamental
mechanism to ‘deal adequately with the often international nature of demand for the sexual exploitation of
children’.169 It provides an ‘extension of a country’s legislative reach’,170 which ‘allows legal authorities to hold
nationals and citizens accountable for crimes committed abroad and undertake prosecution in their country of
origin’.171 As discussed in the previous chapter, Articles 1 to 3 of the Optional Protocol ‘oblige States to prohibit
and punish (even extraterritorially)’ the sexual exploitation of children.172 Articles 4 to 6 of the Optional Protocol
explicitly require State Parties to adopt extraterritorial jurisdiction in order to be able to effectively prosecute
perpetrators of SECTT.173 The Lanzarote Convention also requires States to criminalise all forms of sexual
exploitation committed by its nationals or residents, whether they occur at home or abroad.174 The UN Special
Rapporteur argues that extraterritorial legislation is an effective tool for tackling SECTT, because it ‘decreases the
likelihood of offenders escaping legal punishment’;175 ensuring that they can be prosecuted in their own countries
‘if they have managed to escape the jurisdiction in which they have committed the offence’.176 Furthermore, ‘it
sends a signal to all potential child sex tourists that they may be the focus of more than one legal system’.177 It also
‘sends a clear message that countries will not let their citizens take a “holiday” from their own legal systems’.178
Austin therefore argues that the ‘enactment and enforcement of…extraterritorial legislation against commercial
sexual exploitation can be enormously effective in ensuring children’s protection’.179 A clear example of
extraterritorial legislation which prohibits SECTT can be seen in Section 72 of the UK’s Sexual Offences Act
2003.180 This extraterritorial legislation was the mechanism that enabled UK authorities to prosecute and convict
prolific child sex offender Richard Huckle in 2016 in the UK courts, for 71 counts of serious sexual offences
committed against children in Malaysia.181
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France has already enacted provisions in its criminal law which allow it to exercise extraterritorial jurisdiction over
crimes committed by French citizens outside French territory, facilitating its ability to prosecute SECTT
perpetrators in Madagascar.182 Whilst SECTT is not an explicitly named offence, France has made sexual offences
against children, including ‘child prostitution’, a crime both domestically and abroad. Article 225-12-1 of the Penal
Code makes it an offence to accept or obtain, ‘in exchange for remuneration or promise of a
remuneration…relations of a sexual nature with a minor who engages in prostitution’, punishable by three years’
imprisonment and a fine of €45,000.183 Article 225-12-2 increases the penalty to seven years' imprisonment and to
a fine of €100,000 if the offence was committed against a minor under 15 years of age.184 Furthermore, Article
225-12-3 provides for extraterritorial jurisdiction over these offences, making clear that where they are ‘committed
abroad by a French national or by a person habitually resident on French territory, French law is applicable’.185
This provision also removes the double-criminality requirement usually required for French extraterritorial
jurisdiction,186 which means that the offence does not need to be a punishable offence in both countries (the
perpetrator’s “home” country, and the country in which the crime was committed).187 This ‘removes a key obstacle
to prosecution’.188 The same provision also removes the requirement for a complaint by the victim or official
accusation to initiate proceedings.189 As such, whilst SECTT is not explicitly named in the legislation, under the
current legal framework France does have extraterritorial jurisdiction over child prostitution offences committed
by French citizens abroad. One advantage of France applying its domestic penal code extraterritorially in this way
‘is that children abroad are afforded the same legal protections as domestic children’.190 However, a ‘major shortfall
of this strategy is that while domestic penal codes have relevant provisions, they are rarely [SECTT]-specific and
therefore are unresponsive to the uniquely exploitative conditions of foreign victims and elements’.191 Specifically,
they fail to provide ‘special protections that [SECTT] victims require’.192 It is therefore submitted that France
should clearly name the offence of SECTT within its legislation, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur
Najat Maalla M’jid.193
Whilst extraterritorial legislation can be an effective tool in combating SECTT, there are a number of practical
difficulties with its implementation, as transnational prosecutions ‘raise unique procedural requirements’.194 Using
extraterritorial legislation in practice ‘can be quite labour-intensive, as it often requires police to travel to the
country where the crime occurred’.195 For example, ‘investigators are faced with the difficult task of identifying the
victim and gathering evidence in a foreign country, all of which is likely to require a substantial investment of time,
staffing, and resources’.196 Furthermore, ‘evidence and witnesses must then travel to the tourist’s country to be a
part of the legal process and to secure the conviction of a travelling child sex offender’.197 As a result, although a
number of countries have extraterritorial legislation, not all of them ‘actually use it to stop their citizens from
exploiting children abroad’, including France.198 Despite these practical difficulties, examples of extraterritorial
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legislation can be found which has been carefully crafted to overcome these hurdles.199 Most notably, Australia’s
extraterritorial law, found in Division 272 and 279 of its Criminal Code Act 1995, contains specific provisions
dealing with the transnational nature of SECTT.200 These include ‘specific accommodations for foreign witnesses,
including the child victim’, such as allowing witnesses to testify by video link with translators to avoid the distress
of travel and of a foreign court system.201 Furthermore, Division 272(E) of the Act relates specifically to the
conduct of trials and makes provisions for establishing a victim’s age, allowing certain evidence to be admissible,
including (but not limited to) the victim’s appearance, medical or scientific opinion, or an official document.202
This is particularly important, as establishing a victim’s age in SECTT cases can be difficult, especially in
Destination States such as Madagascar where only 61.8 per cent of children aged 0-5 have been registered with a
valid birth certificate.203 As highlighted by Svensson, ‘[a]ccommodations such as these can help lead to convictions
where evidence gathering would otherwise be too difficult’.204 These provisions in Australian law ‘have successfully
enhanced victim protections and curbed the State’s prosecution expenditures’,205 demonstrating ‘that
extraterritorial legislation can be remarkably effective’.206 Despite more onerous practical considerations, the use
of extraterritorial legislation is a fundamental tool to ‘increase the effective protection of children from commercial
sexual exploitation and the chances of prosecutions taking place’ in cases of SECTT.207 Extraterritorial legislation
is therefore an important and necessary mechanism for all Sending States to hold their nationals accountable for
SECTT and to meet their international obligations to tackle it.208 In order to facilitate this and overcome the
procedural difficulties with transnational prosecutions, ECPAT recommends establishing specialised police units
‘to investigate and prosecute transnational sex offences’, which ‘could transform rarely-implemented
extraterritorial jurisdiction laws into a real deterrent for potential perpetrators’.209
However, a further limitation arises with extraterritorial legislation in that it only ‘allows States to exercise
jurisdiction…over offences committed abroad by their own nationals’.210 This is known as the “Active Personality
Principle”, according to which Sending States, such as France, may only exercise jurisdiction over transnational
child sex offenders if they are State nationals. This limits the scope of the jurisdiction, as perpetrators of SECTT
in Madagascar also originate from elsewhere, such as Italy, Germany and the UK.211 As such, ‘even with substantial
improvements, extraterritorial legislation is only one part of the fight against [SECTT]’.212 Whilst employing
extraterritorial legislation is an important step, it cannot be the only step; the ‘complexity of the sex tourism
industry requires multiple, long-term coordinated strategies’.213
B. Universal Jurisdiction
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Other legal mechanisms must therefore also be harnessed by Sending States in order to ensure perpetrators are
sanctioned, and thus to meet their duties to tackle SECTT. Another legal mechanism that may be applicable to
this is universal jurisdiction. This is:
the idea that a national court may prosecute individuals for any serious crime against
international law – such as crimes against humanity, war crimes, genocide, and torture – based
on the principle that such crimes harm the international community or international order itself,
which individual States may act to protect.214
Whilst extraterritorial jurisdiction requires ‘some link to the forum State’, applying universal jurisdiction to the
offence of transnational child sexual exploitation allows States to ‘indict and prosecute offences’ without any link
whatsoever.215 It is therefore an effective mechanism for tackling the transnational nature of SECTT, and allows
Sending States like France to bring charges against an offender of any nationality. However, due to the ‘broad
extraterritorial competence’ that it provides, the applicability of universal jurisdiction is limited to a small number
of offences.216 Universal jurisdiction only covers ‘international crimes’ on the basis that they harm international
order; it does not therefore extend to ‘ordinary’ crimes.217 Article 5 of the Rome Statute of the International
Criminal Court (1998) lists the four international crimes: genocide, war crimes, the crime of aggression, and crimes
against humanity.218 Crimes against humanity are defined in Article 7 and include ‘rape, sexual slavery, enforced
prostitution’, or ‘any other form of sexual violence of comparable gravity’.219 In order to use this mechanism to
sanction perpetrators of SECTT, it is therefore necessary to fit the crime into one of these categories of
international crimes. Bantekas and Oette explain that offences have ‘customarily attracted universal jurisdiction in
two independent ways’.220 The first is ‘on the basis of the repugnant nature and scale of the conduct’, as with
crimes against humanity.221 In Re Pinochet (No. 3), Lord Millett explained that international crimes attract universal
jurisdiction on this ground where they infringe jus cogens (customary law), and where they are ‘so serious and on
such a scale that they can justly be regarded as an attack on the international legal order’.222 This ground for
extending universal jurisdiction has been persuasively harnessed by Washington to argue that, due to its ‘heinous
nature’, SECTT ‘should be treated as a crime against humanity and [accordingly] given universal jurisdiction’.223
This is justified using the ‘gravity of the harm’ rationale, ‘which views certain crimes as so heinous as to constitute
an attack on the international order’, thus ‘justifying States to prosecute alleged offenders in the interests of the
international community’.224 This is a convincing ground on which to extend universal jurisdiction to the crime of
SECTT, because it is ‘not an ordinary crime with transnational dimensions’, but rather is one of the ‘most serious
crimes of concern to the international community as a whole’.225 As discussed in Chapter IV, SECTT has a
‘devastating human rights impact’, and should therefore be treated as a crime against humanity.226 Whilst no State
has yet explicitly based their SECTT legislation on this principle, ‘both Belgium and Sweden extend application to
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persons who have merely passed through their territories’.227 To some commentators, such as Svensson, this
suggests a form of universal jurisdiction.228
The second way that offences have attracted universal jurisdiction is ‘as a result of the inadequacy of domestic
enforcement mechanisms over unlawful conduct committed in locations not subject to the authority of any state,
such as the high seas’.229 This was the original basis for developing universal jurisdiction, which was used as a
means to tackle the piracy occurring beyond the territorial and jurisdictional reach of States.230 This second ground
for extending universal jurisdiction may also be used as a basis for extending universal jurisdiction to SECTT.231
As pirates previously did, child sex offenders are able to travel to other territories and act with impunity, because
the domestic justice systems in those countries are failing to adequately combat the issue. In the case of
Madagascar, it is clear that the Malagasy authorities do have jurisdiction to prosecute child sex offenders who
commit offences in Madagascar. However, because of the numerous problems discussed in Chapter III, the
domestic Malagasy authorities are failing to tackle the problem alone, and therefore perpetrators are continuing to
escape justice. The purpose of the universal jurisdiction mechanism is to act as a ‘“safety net” when the territorial
State is unable or unwilling to conduct an effective investigation or trial’, and to reduce the ‘existence of “safe
havens”’ where perpetrators can enjoy impunity.232 It is therefore submitted that both grounds are met for treating
SECTT as a crime against humanity, and thus universal jurisdiction applies. Article 689 of the French Code of
Criminal Procedure already provides a basis for universal jurisdiction over certain crimes, including torture,
terrorism, airplane hijacking, nuclear smuggling, and naval piracy.233 France should update this law to clearly include
the crime of SECTT, explicitly expanding its jurisdictional reach and closing legal loopholes that allow
transnational perpetrators to escape without punishment. The symbolic importance of treating SECTT as a crime
against humanity, and thus a crime under international law, is also not to be underestimated, as it sends a clear
message to perpetrators about the severity of the crime. Universal jurisdiction is therefore an effective mechanism
that Sending States, in particular France, can use to investigate and prosecute transnational child sex offenders in
Madagascar, and therefore meet their international duties to tackle SECTT.
C. Domestic Legislation
As well as extraterritorial legislation and universal jurisdiction, domestic legislation can be used by Sending States
to tackle SECTT. The UN Special Rapporteur argues that countries should implement specific legislation which
‘not only cover[s] travelling and engaging in illicit sexual acts with a child, but also travelling with the intent to do
so and attempts or conspiracy to commit such a crime’.234 Therefore, in addition to enacting extraterritorial
legislation, a number of Sending States have enacted domestic laws which criminalise certain offences occurring
within their own territories. A good example of this can again be seen in the amendments made to the Australian
Criminal Code Act in April 2010, which introduced a ‘preparatory offence’ and made it a crime ‘for Australians to
prepare for or plan to commit a [SECTT] offence’, punishable by ten years’ imprisonment.235 A similar law in the
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United States, passed in 2003, was used to arrest and convict the American national John Seljan in the same year.236
He was found guilty of six counts of sexual offences, including ‘attempting to travel overseas with the intent to
engage in illicit sexual conduct’, based on intercepted letters with underage Filipino girls and evidence found in his
luggage, such as pornographic materials, chocolate, local currency and sexual aids.237 These ‘preparatory offences’
provide good examples for other Sending States (in particular France) to follow, allowing them to prosecute
transnational sex offenders before they cause harm to a child abroad. Criminalising these inchoate offenses also
helps to overcome the transnational evidentiary hurdle in some cases, as ‘[p]rosecutors can obtain and rely on
evidence available in the sending country, thereby removing the difficult task of collecting evidence overseas’.238
These offences do fail to capture the opportunistic offenders – those who travel without the intention to sexually
exploit children – but they are nevertheless an effective tool in the arsenal of Sending States to facilitate action
against SECTT.239 Furthermore, travel bans should be issued ‘widely and rigorously’ for convicted child sex
offenders in France and other Sending States.240 This is to ensure that they are unable to escape to Madagascar and
other Destination States, where they can commit further crimes against some of the most vulnerable children in
the world. This method is already used in the Netherlands where, under the Dutch Passport Act, a person
convicted of child sexual exploitation within the previous 10 years may be refused a passport or have their existing
one revoked.241 Again, whilst these ‘efforts mainly target preferential offenders, who are more likely to be known
to authorities’,242 they are an important step in tackling SECTT, as they ‘bolster law enforcement capacity to
prevent and effectively respond’ to it.243 Other Sending States such as France must follow suit to ensure that they
effectively challenge the demand that continues to fuel SECTT.
D. International Cooperation
Another fundamental tool in tackling the impunity of transnational child sex offenders in Madagascar, and one
that is explicitly required by both the Optional Protocol and the Lanzarote Convention, is international
cooperation. Articles 6 and 10 of the Optional Protocol ‘call for cooperation among State Parties to prevent and
address crimes related to sexual exploitation of children’.244 Article 6 requires States to ‘afford each other “the
greatest measure of assistance” in connection with investigations or criminal or extradition proceedings, including
through treaties or arrangements on mutual legal assistance’.245 Similarly, Article 10 requires State Parties to ‘take
all necessary steps to strengthen international cooperation…for the prevention, detection, investigation,
prosecution and punishment of those responsible’ for SECTT.246 It also requires State Parties to ‘promote
international cooperation and coordination between their authorities, national and international non-governmental
organizations and international organizations’.247 Chapter IX of the Lanzarote Convention also requires
international cooperation ‘for the purpose of: (a) preventing and combating sexual exploitation and sexual abuse
of children; (b) protecting and providing assistance to victims; and (c) investigations or proceedings concerning
the offences established’ in the Convention.248 It is therefore clear that Sending States, including France, have
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explicit obligations to cooperate effectively with Malagasy authorities to prevent SECTT, investigate and prosecute
offenders, and to protect children in the process.
Most importantly, these obligations require Sending States such as France to cooperate with Malagasy authorities
in order to prevent cases of SECTT from occurring in the first place. The UN Special Rapporteur, in her 2012
thematic report on tackling demand for SECTT, recommended that States strengthen and expand their
international alert systems to communicate information about child sex offenders who are likely to reoffend in
other countries.249 This can be achieved most effectively by setting up ‘bilateral notices where the country of origin
of the child sex offender informs the country of destination when a registered child sex offender intends to
travel’.250 Furthermore, the UN Special Rapporteur also recommended ‘[e]stablishing an international and regularly
updated registration system of people convicted of sex crimes against children’.251 This method is currently used
by Australia, where a National Child Offender System (“NCOS”) has been established to keep law-enforcement
authorities updated about the whereabouts of child sex offenders.252 The Australian Federal Police have used this
data to establish a list of the top destination countries for NCOS Registered Sex Offenders, allowing them to
identify popular Destination States with which to prioritise resources for cooperation. ECPAT argues that a
‘shared global child sex offender registry would support cooperation by increasing the information available to all
and giving law enforcement a tool for stronger collaboration’.253 An invaluable tool which could be used by France,
and which is already established, is INTERPOL’s Green Notice system.254 This ‘aims to share key police
intelligence on a global scale and to stop offenders crossing borders unnoticed’.255 Green Notices are ‘international
requests for cooperation or alerts that allow police in member countries to share critical crime-related
information’.256 However, to date this has been ‘woefully underused’ by Sending States.257 This system must be
utilised more effectively by France in order to meet its obligations to cooperate internationally to prevent SECTT
from occurring in the first place.
Furthermore, in order to tackle the impunity of perpetrators and to facilitate prosecutions, France must enhance
methods of cooperating with the Malagasy authorities when prosecuting extraterritorial SECTT cases. This is
because, ‘[w]ithout an integrated effort between officers and prosecutors from both the destination country and
the sending country, governments will have a difficult time obtaining the necessary evidence to move forward with
a successful prosecution’.258 Improving international cooperation is thus ‘vital to effective prosecution’.259 This can
be done by ‘[s]trengthening transnational partnerships between States to increase judicial cooperation and facilitate
access to evidence and witnesses by the State pursuing the case, [which] will help to bridge law enforcement gaps
in cases based on extraterritorial principles’.260 The United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child thus
systematically recommends in its Concluding Observations that States establish or strengthen bilateral agreements
to facilitate the sharing of information and evidence.261 Furthermore, Article 37(3) of the Lanzarote Convention
specifically obligates States to ‘remove any legal obstacles to the sharing of information’,262 to ensure ‘[c]ooperation
across agencies and borders among the police and judiciary, to allow exchange of information for investigations
and prosecution of every case where a person is suspected or accused of having sexually exploited a child in
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another country’. It can therefore be seen that ‘[e]nhancing police-to-police cooperation between countries and
with INTERPOL should be a top priority, as well as international cooperation between immigration authorities,
child protection services and other key actors’.264 To facilitate police-to-police cooperation, Sending States can
provide training for local law enforcement personnel or establish ‘law enforcement liaisons in popular Destination
States’; in this case Madagascar.265 Furthermore, UNICEF argues that the ‘sharing of information and evidence
between States, including of convicted and travelling sex offenders and child abuse images, is vital to identifying
victims and ending impunity of perpetrators’.266 INTERPOL again provides a vital tool in coordinating
international investigations through its Child Abuse Image Database, which ‘holds more than 2.7 million images
and videos and has helped identify 23,100 victims worldwide’.267 This ‘supplies both a powerful technical tool and
valuable access to a worldwide online network of specialized investigators who share their expertise with each
other’.268 France has been a member of INTERPOL since 1923, and with INTERPOL’s headquarters currently
based in Lyon, France should be able to cooperate more closely with the INTERPOL child sexual exploitation
investigators’ network.269 Furthermore, Article 5(2) of the Optional Protocol provides a ‘legal basis for extradition’,
even where no extradition treaty exists between the States involved.270 Additionally, Article 335 of the Malagasy
Criminal Code provides that ‘requests for the extradition of persons wanted for prosecution in a foreign State shall
be granted in respect of the offences provided for in this Act or to enforce sentences for such offences’.271 These
provisions allow France to legally make extradition requests in order to prosecute its own nationals at home, or to
extradite perpetrators back to Madagascar where they have fled to France but are in the process of being
prosecuted in Madagascar.
263

E. Private Sector
Another method through which France and other Sending States can ensure that they meet their international
obligations to tackle SECTT is by holding private actors to account. Private actors in the travel and tourism
industry, such as hotel companies, airlines, travel agents, restaurants, and transportation companies, are often on
the “front line” of SECTT crimes and therefore hold a unique position in which they can be ‘key players in the
solution’ or fuel the problem.272 Whilst ‘the travel and tourism sector is not the cause of child sexual exploitation’,
‘its services, facilities and infrastructure, including transportation networks and accommodation facilities, can be
misused for the sexual exploitation of children’.273 As such, actively involving them in the fight against SECTT is
fundamental to its elimination in Madagascar. Accordingly, the First World Congress against Commercial Sexual
Exploitation of Children ‘specifically called for the mobilisation of the business sector – including the tourism
industry – against the use of its networks and establishments for the sexual exploitation of children’.274 Ensuring
private actors in the travel and tourism industry are held accountable by France is particularly important, with a
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large number of French registered travel agents organising tours and trips to Madagascar.275 Furthermore, whilst
many hotels are locally run in Madagascar, there are also large foreign hotel chains operating in the country, such
as the Italian owned VOI Andilana operating on Nosy Be, with more foreign chains set to open multiple hotels in
Madagascar by 2022, such as the US owned Radisson Blu and Marriott International.276 This highlights the
increasing importance of all Sending States holding their private sectors to account. The UN Special Rapporteur
has therefore acknowledged that the ‘involvement of the private sector is crucial in this broad strategy’ to tackle
SECTT.277
However, private actors do not bear human rights obligations in the same way that States do, and therefore have
no direct human rights obligations to tackle SECTT. Furthermore, States are generally only responsible for the
actions of ‘organs of the State’ under Article 4 of the International Law Commission’s Articles of State
Responsibility, and not for the actions of private actors.278 Nevertheless, the United Nations Committee on the
Rights of the Child has confirmed that a State will ‘be in breach of its obligations under the UNCRC where it fails
to respect, protect and fulfil children’s rights in relation to business activities and operations that impact on
children’.279 Therefore, whilst States are not directly liable for the actions of private actors, they are responsible for
ensuring that children’s human rights are not violated through the actions of businesses. Accordingly, ‘States must
take all necessary, appropriate and reasonable measures to prevent business enterprises from causing or
contributing to abuses of children’s rights’.280 The UN Special Rapporteur explains that there ‘is a need for State
intervention when the private sector does not take sufficient measures to ensure that it does not become or remain
a facilitator in the demand for the sexual exploitation of children’.281 States must therefore ‘ensure that legal entities
can be liable for any involvement in sexual exploitation of children, as well as aiding and abetting or other
complicity in offences’.282 Article 3(4) of the Optional Protocol establishes the liability of all ‘legal persons’ for
offences committed under the Protocol.283 This liability may be criminal, civil or administrative. Under the
Guidelines on Reporting to the United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child, legal persons are defined
as ‘physical persons that have legal personality, such as corporations and other businesses, local or regional
governments and legally recognized foundations, organizations and associations’.284 Furthermore, Article 26 of the
Lanzarote Convention and EU Directive 2011/92 ‘make corporations subject to liability when involved in the
crime directly or due to lack of supervision’; these include ‘operational sanctions for the companies and
extraterritorial measures to punish offenses committed abroad by a company or for its benefit’.285 All of these legal
instruments therefore require States to legislate to ensure that legal persons, including companies, are subject to
criminal, civil or administrative liability where they commit or facilitate SECTT. In accordance with these
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obligations, Article 225-12-4 of the French Penal Code does make ‘legal persons’ criminally liable for SECTT
offences.286 According to Article 121-2, legal persons ‘are criminally liable for the offences committed on their
behalf by their organs or representatives’, including directors and managers.287 Under Article 121-7, a person who
‘knowingly, by aiding and abetting, facilitates its preparation or commission’ is treated as an accomplice, and
sanctioned as the author of the offense.288 Consequently, a French parent company may be held criminally liable
as an accomplice to SECTT offences committed by one of its subsidiaries in Madagascar. These laws are useful in
ensuring that the private sector is held to account by French authorities, however they must be utilised more
frequently to ensure their efficacy. Furthermore, it is recommended that France enacts more specific laws
criminalising the promotion of child sexual exploitation in the travel and tourism industry. Countries such as Malta
and Italy have already done so, and those convicted for organising or publicising travel linked to child sexual
exploitation are liable to imprisonment and fines, and businesses can be sanctioned with the seizure of goods, bans
from the industry and closure of business.289 This is in accordance with Article 7 of the Optional Protocol, which
‘requires that goods and proceeds be seized or confiscated and that any premises relating to the commission of
offences be closed’.290 Additionally, France should enact legislation which puts ‘explicit and legally binding duties
to report cases of SECTT’ on ‘the travel and tourism sectors, employers of business travellers, and Internet service
providers’.291
Furthermore, Article 9 of the Lanzarote Convention requires States to ‘encourage private-sector participation,
particularly in the tourism and technology industries, in information campaigns designed to raise awareness about
exploitation among travellers and communities with at risk child populations’.292 Similarly, the United Nations
Committee on the Rights of the Child recommends that State Parties should ‘[u]ndertake awareness-raising and
advocacy with the travel and tourism industry to draw attention to the harmful effects of SECTT’.293 Awarenessraising campaigns are paramount because some ‘tourists fail to understand the exploitative conditions of [SECTT]
and assume their patronage principally benefits the prostituted children’.294 As such, ‘[i]nformation campaigns
within the tourism industry highlighting the exploitative conditions of child prostitution, as well as health and legal
risks associated with [SECTT] offenses, may act as effective deterrents for some offenders’, particularly situational
offenders.295 A good example of this can be seen in Italy, where ‘[l]egislation even makes it mandatory for tour
operators to repudiate sexual exploitation of children in travel and tourism in their promotional materials’, and to
insert a warning against it in all promotional materials.296 It would be possible for France to enact similar legislation.
Furthermore, in order to ensure that travel, tourism and transportation firms take this seriously, France could also
legislate to put obligations on companies to sign up to child protection codes, such as the ‘Code of Conduct for
the Protection of Children against Sexual Exploitation in Travel and Tourism’ and the ‘World Tourism
Organisation Code of Ethics’. These codes require companies to take a zero-tolerance stance towards SECTT,
and to communicate this within the company and to customers.297 Whilst they are not currently legally binding
under international law, it is possible for States to legislate domestically to ensure that companies sign at least one
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of these codes, and in this way take another step in fulfilling their international human rights obligations to tackle
SECTT. This action is strongly encouraged by the United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child.298
This section has laid out the various mechanisms that Sending States, including France, can utilise in order to meet
their international human rights obligations to tackle SECTT in Madagascar. These include the enactment of
extraterritorial legislation to prosecute perpetrators, the potential to use universal jurisdiction, strengthening
domestic criminal laws, improving international cooperation between law enforcement authorities, and finally
holding the private sector to account. It has shown that there are multiple avenues through which Sending States
can use their resources to effectively help in the fight against SECTT. These methods already exist and are
established in law. Further, they have already been harnessed by other Sending States, showing that they are feasible
and practical methods with which to engage in the fight against SECTT. France’s failure to take its international
obligations seriously can no longer be tolerated.
VI. CONCLUSION
When viewed through a human rights lens, it is clear that SECTT is not only a heinous crime, but a gross violation
of the human rights of some of the most vulnerable children in the world. All States must do better to meet their
international obligations to protect children from SECTT. Destination States, including Madagascar, must do more
to ensure the proper implementation and enforcement of their laws. However, the ‘sexual exploitation of children,
is a phenomenon of global dimensions that demands a global response by all concerned actors’.299 A siloed
approach by Malagasy authorities alone will not be effective in tackling a crime so complex, without Sending States
such as France simultaneously adding to these efforts by taking their international human rights obligations
seriously to tackle SECTT. This Article has shown that this is a feasible task – current international legal
mechanisms exist which Sending States can harness to ensure that perpetrators do not continue to commit these
abhorrent crimes with impunity. These mechanisms not only exist, but have already been harnessed by other
States, including the use of extraterritorial legislation, universal jurisdiction, domestic legislation, international
cooperation, and corporate liability. Whilst it is acknowledged that ‘legal action is only one means among many of
addressing the problem’, legal action ‘is critical in helping create an international social and political climate where
the commercial sexual exploitation of children will no longer be tolerated, and where there is no impunity for
offenders’.300 It is recognised that the task will not be an easy one, and that ‘[s]trenuous efforts are required to end
impunity for offenders’, as well as increased resources for legislative changes, enforcement and international
cooperation.301 However, as made clear by the African Child Policy Forum, ‘[c]hild sexual exploitation has never
been and will never be an inevitable human condition. It is preventable, and it can and should be eliminated. And
we have the means to make that happen’.302 It is imperative that Sending States, like France, start showing the
political will to fight SECTT in Madagascar as a matter of urgency, before more vulnerable children suffer sexual
abuse at the hands of transnational child sex offenders.
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DOES THE FRIEDMAN DOCTRINE THAT
THE SOLE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF BUSINESS
IS TO INCREASE ITS PROFITS STAND TRUE
IN THE CONTEMPORARY
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE LANDSCAPE?
Concobhar Jolliffe-Grimes1
ABTRACT
In light of corporate meltdowns, near environmental disaster and widespread human rights violations, the
seemingly universal acceptance that profit is king has been widely rejected. Stakeholder theory, long-termism and
corporate social responsibility (CSR), under the umbrella of sustainability, have been posited as the solution.
Driven from a corporate governance perspective, this questions the fundamental understanding of the company’s
basic function; whether to operate as a medium for shareholder interest or wider society. In mounting a defence
for the former, this article decries the modern recognition that profit is finished. Thus, this article’s central focus
will be Milton Friedman, an apostle of neoliberalism, and his articulation that the social responsibility of business
is to increase profits, to be assessed in light of contemporary practice. Under close analysis, this pinpoints the
regulatory approach of voluntarism within both the domestic and international framework, constructed to favour
corporate interests. Accordingly, within such an environment, the move towards sustainability is fanciful. Analysis
that is supported by practice; the corporate propaganda machine embraces cosmetic change alone. Superficiality
is the best that sustainability has achieved, especially concerning extractive industries where practice is decoupled
from rhetoric. In light of this, this article fears the worst. Whilst the strength of Friedman and profit have proved
their relevance, this is damning. From a societal perspective, environmental degradation and human rights
violations are the progeny of the neoliberal regime. Thus, this article operates as both a defence and a warning
concerning the pervasiveness of Friedman, neoliberalism and shareholder primacy.

1 LLB Law and LLM in International Law and International Relations graduate from the University of Bristol. Trainee solicitor at
Macfarlanes LLP.
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1. Introduction
Financial meltdowns, environmental degradation and human rights violations. This is the ugly face of AngloAmerican neoliberal ideology, whereby pathological consumption is the built-in imperative of the regime,2 as
shareholder primacy has welcomed mainstream acceptance. The internalisation and reproduction of this creed has
seen the “slow collapse of public health and education, resurgent child poverty, the epidemic of loneliness, and
the collapse of ecosystems.”3 Simply put, the human cost has been drastic. Inevitably, this has engendered a
powerful ‘sustainability’ backlash, advocating for meeting the needs of society, implying that humanity must use
no more of a resource than can be regenerated.4 In application to the corporation, activists publicly espouse a
stakeholder framework to ameliorate the devastation of neoliberalism, whereby managers must consider a wide
range of constituencies from customers to the local environment in promoting long-term success. Indeed,
sustainability reporting is the new normal; a KPMG International Survey showed that 93% of the largest 250
companies worldwide have issued sustainability reports.5
In this vein, Milton Friedman’s doctrine that the sole responsibility of the company is to make profit has been
mocked as the “world’s dumbest idea”6 and derided as a “tiresome cliché.”7 Ultimately, in the eyes of the
mainstream “Friedman is passé,”8 with his model of shareholder primacy a relic of contemporary scholarship.
Nevertheless, this article will mount a defence of his economic theory, and by extension neoliberalism. This will
be achieved both on the merits of its logic theoretically and the pervasiveness by which it encompasses modern
practice. Thus, this article begins by tracing the Friedman tradition, in an exploration of his now-infamous
normative theory of business ethics. The core assumption that ‘profit is king,’ will be supported with reference to
Archie Carroll, who similarly accepts economics as the foundational block of the pyramidal structure of business.
Next, this will be mapped on to the corporate governance landscape, namely, in the reconsideration of the
shareholder vs stakeholder debate, evidencing support for the former.
The next two sections operate as an exposé of contemporary regulation and practice, primarily in reference to the
UK, whilst drawing on international examples. The rules by which companies are governed reflect a state’s system
of capitalism, and in turn, the interests being served. In this vein, this article pinpoints the operation of voluntary
disclosure mechanisms that govern vast swathes of corporate practice, bound by neoliberal commitments in
promoting rampant shareholder primacy. Indeed, Friedman is as relevant as ever in light of a legal framework,
modelled on ‘comply or explain,’ that is innately lenient towards business interests. Translated into practice, this
has seen superficiality on the part of any genuine efforts to integrate CSR. PR stunts and cosmetic surgery mark
the terrain as companies employ CSR solely for financial gain. Thus, Friedman’s articulation of economic theory
is deeply embedded within the legal, social and political framework. Accordingly, attempts to alter the status quo
are futile.

2 George Monbiot, ‘Neoliberalism - The Ideology at the Root of All Our Problems’ (2016) The Journal of the Committee on Monetary
and Economic Reform Vol. 28, No. 4 1.
3 Ibid 2.
4 Paul Hawken, The Ecology of Commerce (HarperCollins 1994) 10-50.
5 KPMG, ‘The Road Ahead: The KPMG Survey of Corporate Responsibility Reporting 2017’ (2017) available at:
<https://assets.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/xx/pdf/2017/10/kpmg-survey-of-corporate-responsibility-reporting-2017.pdf> accessed
21 June 2020 10.
6 Steve Denning, ‘The Origin Of 'The World's Dumbest Idea': Milton Friedman’ (2013) available at:
<https://www.forbes.com/sites/stevedenning/2013/06/26/the-origin-of-the-worlds-dumbest-idea-miltonfriedman/#447bed24870e> accessed 27 June 2020.
7 Subhabrata Bobby Banerjee, Corporate Social Responsibility: The Good, the Bad and the Ugly (Edward Elgar Publishing 2009) 60.
8 David Colander, ‘Is Milton Friedman an Artist or a Scientist?’ (1995) Journal of Economic Methodology Vol. 2, No. 1 105.
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However, in concluding the relevance of Friedman within the neoliberal landscape, this article reaches the verdict
that this position is in fact untenable. Concerning sustainability, neoliberalism is “scaling new heights”9 via a litany
of corporate malpractices. This has intentionally and maliciously engendered widespread environmental
degradation, diminished socio-economic entitlements, and created extensive human rights violations.
Cumulatively, neoliberalism’s destructive capabilities abdicate all responsibility, with its harm posing an existential
threat to society. Thus, this article operates as both a defence and a warning concerning the pervasiveness of
Friedman, neoliberalism and shareholder primacy.
2. Friedman’s doctrine
Friedman’s ideological revival must be placed within the contemporary neoliberal landscape to which it owes its
resurgence. Following the decline of social democracy and the Keynesian consensus in the West, the dominant
economic discourse since the mid-1970s has stressed the role of unregulated markets to deliver prosperity.10
Despite the economic meltdown of the global financial crisis as the culmination of economic bubbles, financial
disasters and corporate scandals, the resilience of neoliberal ideas in Europe’s political economy is surprisingly
resolute.11 Indeed, Schmidt and Thatcher recognises that neoliberalism continues to “constitute the ruling ideas.”12
As a systemic conception, this posits a market-based system as the optimal form of social organisation, with
importance placed on the value of competition and individual responsibility.13
As the prevailing global wisdom, contemporary neoliberalism has cemented its universality as the playground of
powerful coalitions of interests that pursue strategic policies for material benefit.14 This witnesses economic actors
as overtly self-interested, notably through advancing lower taxes and deregulation, and in turn, gaining autonomy
and increasing power. Thus, they have a vested interest in popularising and reproducing this creed. A model that
Roberts notes has been highly successful; in retreating from a ‘nanny state,’15 governments now seek legitimacy via
their ability to create the economic conditions for growth.16 The importance of profitability is clear. Rhetoric from
Trump and Johnson that drives a business-friendly agenda is inherently conservative and looks to maintain the
status quo.17 The USA’s grapple with the global warming crisis clearly illustrates this; unwilling to cut back on
energy consumption and oil profits in the face of severe environmental degradation, Trump has repetitively and
vociferously clamoured to fight for blue-collar workers, particularly through efforts to revive the dying coal
industry as a vote-seeking tool.18
Within this environment, Friedman, as an apostle of neoliberalism, famously articulated his model of shareholder
primacy, in the sole social responsibility of business being to increase profits.19 Friedman founded this belief, and
thus his aversion towards corporate sustainability by virtue of the corporation as an artificial entity. Whilst it has
Paddy Ireland, ‘Corporate Schizophrenia: The Institutional Origins of Corporate Social Irresponsibility’ in Nina Boeger, Charlotte
Villiers, (eds.), Shaping the Corporate Landscape: Towards Corporate Reform and Enterprise Diversity (Hart 2018) 1.
10 James Arnt Aune, ‘How to Read Milton Friedman: Corporate Social Responsibility and Today’s Capitalisms’ in Steve May, Steve
Kent May, George Cheney, Juliet Roper, The Debate Over Corporate Social Responsibility (Oxford University Press 2007) 207-216.
11 Vivien A Schmidt, Mark Thatcher, ‘Why Are Neoliberal Ideas So Resilient in Europe’s Political Economy?’ (2014) Critical Policy
Studies Vol. 8, No. 3 340-347.
12 Ibid 340.
13 Michael Hoexter, ‘Living in the Web of Soft Climate Denial,’ New Economics Perspective (2016) available at:
<http://neweconomicperspectives.org/2016/09/living-web-soft-climate-denial.html#more-10635> accessed 20 December 2019.
14 Schmidt (n10) 344.
15 John Roberts, ‘The Manufacture of Corporate Social Responsibility: Constructing Corporate Sensibility (2003) Organization Vol. 10,
No. 2 255.
16 Ibid.
17 Stephen Fidler, Gerald Seib, ‘Boris Johnson Joins Trump in Redefining Conservatism’ (2019) The Wall Street Jounral available at: <
https://www.wsj.com/articles/boris-johnson-joins-trump-in-redefining-conservatism-11576277776> accessed 25 June 2020.
18 Keith Johnson, ‘Trump Can’t Save Coal Country’ (2019) available at: <https://foreignpolicy.com/2019/10/30/trump-save-coalcountry-murray-bankruptcy-gas/> accessed 24 June 2020.
19 Milton Friedman, ‘The Social Responsibility of Business is to Increase its Profits’ (1970) The New York Times available at:
<https://www.nytimes.com/1970/09/13/archives/a-friedman-doctrine-the-social-responsibility-of-business-is-to.html> accessed 8
July 2020.
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corporate personhood, a business cannot have responsibilities in such a vague sense, it is people who bear this
responsibility.20 Roberts concurs as he articulates that the company is “an idea, an imaginary entity, without
substance or sensibility and therefore incapable of anything like responsibility.”21 Thus, the modern corporation is
ill-suited to enact social responsibility.22 Individuals and more specifically government are tasked with ensuring a
fair, just and equitable society. In this vein, social responsibility is tantamount to the imposition of taxes.23 The
terminology of constituencies is testament to this. However, this is generally accepted to be a function of
government. The establishment of elaborate constitutional, parliamentary and judicial provisions control this, in
ensuring that taxes are imposed to align with public preferences.24 Competence is central to this; the corporate
executive may spend unwisely.25 This individual is unlikely to be an expert in matters of social responsibility and
the cost of evaluating such decisions exacerbates this further.
Therefore, in rejecting the political nature of business, Friedman posits businessmen, more specifically corporate
executives as the chief actors. The corporate executive in this role ultimately constitutes an employee.26 Thus, they
owe a direct responsibility to their employers. This should manifest itself in conduct which accords with their
employers’ desires, typically profit-maximisation within legal limits. Whilst this article does not refute the possibility
of the eleemosynary corporation, this does not detract from the reality that profit is both the most widespread
measure of success and the simplest criterion in establishing performance.27 By contrast, individual social
responsibility in pursuing ‘worthy’ causes, such as charitable giving and raising awareness for social issues in this
respect means the individual is acting as a principal, not an agent; they are spending their money and time in the
pursuit of their conscience, not their employer’s.28 The adoption of a socially responsible position within the
corporate arena for reasons that are not rhetoric ensures they are contravening the base interest of their
employers.29 Indeed, raising expenditure to reduce pollution or hiring the disenfranchised over better qualified,
experienced workmen, whilst noble, is simply insubordination.
This understands that CSR especially threatens private property rights. It denies owners the rights to determine
how their property is used.30 Owners are stopped from devoting their property unequivocally to whichever ends
they assert. This is inherently undemocratic, by strong-arming individuals to contribute to social causes against
their will.31 This also sees detriment for wider society. This is seen in reduced shareholder returns, raised prices
which disadvantage customers, and lower employee wages to accommodate social requests. Such disadvantages to
shareholders, customers and employees alike in an environment competing for scarce capital, poses the danger
that these constituencies may desert the company, threatening the stability of profit-making.32 Thus, sustainability
can threaten a corporation’s very survival, justifying a profit-based approach.
Friedman also supports his economic theory by distinguishing between genuine social responsibility and financially
driven examples, whereby CSR operates as a “cloak for actions that are justified on other grounds.”33 It may be in
the interest of businesses to promote ‘sustainability.’ Nestle embodies this, working directly with small farmers in

Ibid.
Roberts (n14) 263.
22 Jill McMillan, ‘Why Corporate Social Responsibility: Why Now? How?’ in Steve May, Steve Kent May, George Cheney, Juliet Roper,
The Debate Over Corporate Social Responsibility (Oxford University Press 2007) 15.
23 Friedman (n18).
24 Ibid.
25 Ibid.
26 Ibid.
27 Elisabet Garriga, Domènec Melé, ‘Corporate Social Responsibility Theories: Mapping the Territory’ (2004) Journal of Business
Ethics Vol. 53, No. 1 53.
28 Friedman (n18).
29 Ibid.
30 Ibid.
31 Ibid.
32 Ibid.
33 Friedman (n18).
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developing countries to source basic commodities on which it builds its global business, such as milk and cocoa.34
The transfer of knowledge and investment in local infrastructure has produced “enormous social benefits through
improved health care, enhanced education and greater economic development,”35 whilst operating as a successful
profit-strategy to provide direct and reliable access to supplies. More generally, this may make it easier to attract
human capital, lessen the chance of sabotage and reduce the wage bill.36 However, this should not be rationalised
as the exercise of social responsibility, it is business first. In this vein, Henderson argues that this “qualifies but
does not invalidate the general case for treating profitability, and the interests of shareholders, as the primary
concern.”37 Sustainability here is a façade for profit.
Cumulatively, this looks to justify the conclusion that profit is king. A conclusion that this article complements
with reference to Carroll, who similarly argues that economic concerns reign supreme within the corporate arena.38
Carroll conceptualised his understanding of social responsibility into a pyramid structure. His four-part analysis
encompassed economic, legal, ethical and discretionary expectations, creating the infrastructure to delineate the
details of business responsibility.39 At the base and prioritised as the founding component is economic value.40
Carroll advocates this to be the “fundamental condition or requirement of existence.”41 It is what society expects
to be able to sustain themselves and continue. Indeed, per neoliberal ideology, this recognises that “profits are
necessary both to reward investors and also for business growth when profits are reinvested back into the
business.”42 Thus, the ‘other’ factors, being legal, ethical and discretionary, responsible for social responsibility are
moot considerations in a hypercompetitive global market where capital is scarce and economic value is
threatened.43 In this vein, small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) represent 99% of the business population
in the European Union (EU),44 and whilst crucial to economic development, are subject to paralysing financial
restraints. Although SMEs provide a remarkable economic contribution, accounting for 58% of the EU’s
economic outputs and 66% of its jobs, they receive but 17% of total loans from banks and building societies.45
Simply, this is “inadequate for their survival and growth.”46 Therefore, with “economic responsibility a baseline
requirement that must be met in a competitive business world,”47 weak economic foundations cannot support the
infrastructure of the company. As all value spawns out of this, the sole responsibility of the business must be
profit.
This analysis is bolstered by reference to developing countries, in which the majority of the world’s population
live, where sustainability is in its infancy. Eyasu pinpoints sub-Saharan Africa, where “profit is the sole purpose of
a business that would be achieved at any cost.”48 Within this environment, natural selection pressures ensure that

34 Michael Porter, Mark Kramer, ‘Strategy and Society: The Link Between Competitive Advantage and Corporate Social Responsibility’
(2006) Harvard Business Review available at: <https://hbr.org/2006/12/strategy-and-society-the-link-between-competitiveadvantage-and-corporate-social-responsibility> accessed 18 July 2020 12-13.
35 Ibid 13.
36 Friedman (n18).
37 David Henderson, Misguided Virtue: False Notions of Corporate Social Responsibility (Institute of Economic Affairs 2001) 23.
38 Archie Carroll, ‘Carroll’s Pyramid of CSR: Taking Another Look’ (2016) International Journal of Corporate Social Responsibility
(2016) Vol. 1, No. 1 1-8.
39 Archie Carroll, ‘The Pyramid of Corporate Social Responsibility: Toward the Moral Management of Organizational Stakeholders’
(1991) Business Horizons Vol. 34, No. 4 40-43
40 Ibid 42.
41 Carroll (n37).
42 Ibid.
43 Michael Harvey, Milorad Novicevic, ‘The Hypercompetitive Global Marketplace: The Importance of Intuition and Creativity in
Expatriate Managers’ (2002) Journal of World Business Vol. 37, No. 2 127-138.
44 Lerong Lu, ‘Solving the SME Financing Puzzle in the UK: Has Online P2P Lending Got the Midas Touch?’ Journal of International
Banking Law and Regulation (2018) Vol. 33, No. 12 449.
45 Lu (n43) 450.
46 Lerong Lu, ‘Promoting SME Finance in The Context of The Fintech Revolution: A Case Study of The UK’s Practice and
Regulation’ (2018) Banking and Finance Law Review Vol. 33, No. 3 318.
47 Carroll (n37).
48 Anteneh Mulugeta Eyasu, Mamenie Endale, ‘Corporate Social Responsibility in Agro-Processing and Garment Industry: Evidence
from Ethiopia’ (2020) Cogent Business & Management Vol 7, No. 1 3.
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managers cannot afford to operate from a moral perspective.49 The existing infrastructure cannot support social
responsibility. Matten and Moon concur as they assume basic institutional prerequisites for CSR to exist; a
functioning market in which corporations have discretion, alongside functioning governmental and legal
institutions that guarantee and administer the market to address failures.50 By their own admission, this represents
an “idealized system.”51 Profitable opportunities for irresponsibility grow in the absence of these conditions, as
evidenced by the presence of “monopolistic companies exploiting capitalist economies”52 globally.
2.1 Rational self-interest
A key component in the internalisation and reproduction of this model is the concentration on self-interest as the
fundamental human motivation. Friedman defines human nature downward,53 taking “men as they are,”54 that is
as untrustworthy agents with the propensity to behave selfishly. Indeed, Williamson’s classic transaction cost
analysis of the firm mirrors this.55 Williamson posits three levels of self-interest. The most dangerous being
opportunism; self-interested seeking with guile that includes blatant forms such as stealing and cheating, whilst
more passive forms constitute subtle forms of deceit.56 Ultimately, the overarching theme of opportunism
represents calculated efforts to mislead, obfuscate, or otherwise confuse.57 In this vein, Robert’s understanding of
the Western neoliberal system observes that it is built upon an “‘atomistic’ conception of the ‘individual’: the
person as an opportunistic and self-seeking entity.”58 Social relations are therefore inevitably competitive,
calculated cooperation at best.59 This leaves little to no space for ethics. This argument adheres to the extensive
literature on rational action and utility-maximisation by individuals.60 This propounds that individuals are
motivated by power, prestige and security in advancing their interests.61
This draws parallels with corporate practice. Financial incentives drive cost-cutting as the firm is inevitably
rewarded by externalising operating costs, imposing any negative consequences on to wider society, such as
environmental pollution.62 Campbell supports this reasoning, as he draws on an extensive body of literature to
argue that under competitive conditions, cultivated within a neoliberal environment, structural incentives and
opportunities enable firms to benefit themselves at the expense of others.63 Campbell evidences this in pointing
to a “history, replete with examples of firms acting in socially irresponsible ways.”64 Indeed, from Enron to Nike’s
working practices, this indicts corporate practice, as corners are cut in the push for profit. Thus, Hutton’s
characterisation of a “hopelessly… greedy and myopic”65 market-system is fitting.
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2.2 Corporate governance debate
2.2.1 Stakeholder theory
This article maps this profit-based understanding on to the contemporary scholarship concerning corporate
governance. Namely, that corporate sustainability threatens the very foundations of the value creation model that
pervades the Anglo-American system. A model that employs purely economic goals for the benefit of
shareholders. Indeed, corporate sustainability as enumerated through stakeholder theory derides the “naked
greed”66 of cowboy capitalism. Instead, it promotes a measured approach whereby managers are not solely
responsible to shareholders but must also consider the interests of stakeholders.67 In this sense, businesses are a
part of society and must uphold human rights and contribute to human development and social welfare.68 This
demands a transformation of the relationships within society, namely, the close alignment of company interests
with the interests of various constituencies, such as customers and employees; the forming of a societal alliance.
Blowfield concurs as he contends that sustainability is “the latest example of profound change demanding
transformation throughout society.”69 Within this context, Post, Preston and Sachs define stakeholders as
“individuals and constituencies that contribute, either voluntarily or involuntarily, to its wealth-creating capacity
and activities.”70 Thus, they are risk bearers in some sense and should have sufficient power to affect performance.
Ultimately, this reciprocal relationship between business and its stakeholders necessitates a governance model to
reflect this.
This scholarship has inspired wide acceptance, exemplified by Bichta’s assertion that the corporation owes a moral
duty to a wide variety of stakeholders.71 Yet, this falls down per Friedman’s doctrine. Firstly, the all-encompassing
‘stakeholder’ definition is problematic. Indeed, Jensen recognises that stakeholder theory mandates that managers
account for all the stakeholders concerning the firm.72 Rationalising this witnesses “various groups with some
connection”73 who can leverage influence to determine key matters of company policy. Indeed, the original
Stanford characterisation of ‘stakeholder’ included a condition of materiality; necessary for the companies’
survival.74 Edward Freeman has since widened this. The effect is the transformation of almost everyone into a
stakeholder, excluding all criteria of materiality, immediacy and legitimacy.75 Sternberg notes that the increasing
globalisation of modern life, notably improved transportation links, communications and computing power, means
those affected by an organisation include virtually everyone.76 Appealing to the extremes, this logic incorporates
“terrorists and competitors, vegetation and nameless sea creatures,”77 leaving the term redundant.
Secondly, Barry stresses that the logical flaw in the stakeholder argument is the lack of decisive action in collective
decision-making. In empowering various stakeholder groups, no one group is decisive, including the owners. A
Edward Freeman, Robert Phillips, ‘Stakeholder theory: A Libertarian Defence’ (2002) Business Ethics Quarterly Vol. 12, No. 3 331.
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balance has to be struck.78 Indeed, as Freeman advocates, “the very purpose of the firm is to serve as a vehicle for
stakeholder interests.”79 Wealth maximisation is but one consideration. Consequently, how does a firm make
appropriate decisions in light of these competing purposes? Stakeholders are marked by heterogeneity; customers,
suppliers, and employees are unlikely to have uniform interests - rivalry is likely to dominate.80 This is especially
so in light of Sundaram and Inkpen’s differentiation of stakeholding groups; different classes of employees,
seniority levels for bondholders, and tiers for suppliers confuse the hierarchy and so authority.81 Thus, there is the
Arrow dilemma. This analyses the rationality of collective decision-making in contrast with that of individual
decisions.82 Arrow argues that an individual’s preferences are consistently ordered, if an individual prefers x to y,
and y to z, then they prefer x to z. However, collective choice simply cannot express the same transitivity.83 Where
more than two choices are in operation, preferences can rarely be derived from all possible individual orderings.
No single determinative route can be reached, cyclical majorities produce ever-changing outcomes, as no
preference takes precedence.84 Simply put, disputes are logically irresolvable when a question arises, and rival
groups emerge with differing moral claims - yet there is no preeminent decision-maker. Indeed, section 172’s
failure to offer advice on the weighting of preferences85 rationalises Freeman, the pioneer of stakeholder theory,
freely accepting that conflicts are likely to emerge.
2.2.2 Business case
Central to the viability of the stakeholder model is the business case for sustainability. This looks to combat
Friedman’s dogma, arguing that a stakeholder transformation based upon the tenets of sustainability does not
sacrifice profit. Indeed, Aras notes that the “more enlightened of these corporations are realising that socially
responsible activity makes business sense.”86 This is premised on the costs of capital a company incurs which is
related to the risk associated with investing in that company. Naturally, a sustainable company will be less risky
than those that are not, long-termism promotes continued growth with expectations for future profitability.87 On
this basis, extractive industries make sustainability a prominent issue. BP exemplifies this; redesigning themselves
from oil to an energy company, emphasising the use of renewable energies, even though this constitutes a minor
part of their operations.88 Kivivirta stresses the positive effects on company image, reputation, retention and
recruitment, higher market share and cost savings.89
There is some evidence indicating that socially responsible companies perform at least as well as those who are
not.90 Indeed, Margolis and Walsh empirically demonstrate a positive relationship between corporate social
performance and corporate financial performance.91 Similarly, Al-Ghamdi and Badawi find that CSR activities
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have a strong and positive impact on customer satisfaction and loyalty. Al-Ghamdi and Badawi go further,
undermining the tenets of the market-based system to claim that price and quality of product are no longer the
main competitive advantage, ethical and social practice is what stimulates customer response.93 Accordingly,
customers will willingly reject a firm with no social responsibility.94 Boycotts of companies such as Nike reflect
this.95 Similarly, Porter and Kramer point to the success stories of socially responsible companies such as Ben &
Jerry’s and Patagonia who have distinguished themselves through extraordinary long-term commitments.96 This
ability to pursue both profit and social responsibility simultaneously would certainly undermine Friedman if
conclusive.
However, this is premature. The business benefits are difficult to determine. Porter and Kramer cite “studies on
the effect of a company’s social reputation on consumer purchasing preference or on stock market performance
as inconclusive at best.”97 Similarly, empirical evidence ‘demonstrating’ causation is derided by Banerjee as
unconvincing, citing serious shortcomings from sampling problems to measurement issues98 to undermine such
‘conclusive’ studies. Moreover, this article disparages success stories such as Ben & Jerry’s as misleading. As a
powerful global corporation, they can afford to bear a trial and error approach that leaks resources in the shortterm. Yet, with 99% of businesses in the EU being SMEs, pushing anecdotal selective success is simply
misrepresentative. Certainly, for the majority of organisations, managers need conclusive empirical support to
justify the CSR expense to shareholders.99 Indeed, Webb, Mohr and Harris argue that “corporate executives need
more than aggregate research results to convince them.”100 Whilst authors have found little evidence of a negative
relationship,101 corporate logic dictates that the adoption of CSR has a high probability of cost increases and
impaired performance. Inevitably, accounting for a wider range of goals is time-consuming.102 This risk extends
beyond the individual firm; higher costs and lower profits will see unregenerate rivals taking advantage.103
Therefore, the limited evidence of a robust business case, in conjunction with the logical costs associated with
implementation rationalises the superficial approach taken to sustainability and fails to comprehensively threaten
Friedman’s legacy.
2.2.3 Enlightened shareholder value
In light of the deficiencies of the stakeholder model, and per Friedman’s doctrine, the primacy of shareholder
value becomes the default governance position. Whilst this is often rejected as myopic, monopolistic and overtly
callous,104 it seamlessly maps on to the British corporate governance model that accepts the maximisation of
shareholder value as the supreme criterion to evaluate corporate activity in the UK. This overtly distinguishes
between economics and ethics, viewing business as amoral.105 This is justified in reference to Easterbrook and
Fischel, who argues that “as residual claimants, shareholders are the group with the appropriate incentives to make
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discretionary decisions.”106 Fundamentally, in bearing the lion’s share of risk and reward this entitles shareholders
to an active role in determining company operations. In stressing that cash flows from share ownerships are purely
“residual” claims, such claims are due only after other corporate liabilities are met.107 These liabilities concern the
interests of employees and suppliers for example, who are protected by regulation, namely contract law. Insolvency
demonstrates this, whereby creditors typically have rights to payment. In contrast, shareholders generally face the
outright termination of their governance rights, and rarely recover their financial input.108 Thus, the protection of
the law for stakeholders by comparison, stresses the precarity of the shareholder position and thus encourages
value maximisation to mitigate this.
Moreover, capitalism, neoliberalism and shareholder primacy in this format are adopted within the governance
landscape because it is seen, or so it is said, that they are the route to aggregate social welfare.109 Human history
has been marked by stasis. However, the modern era has changed this fact. In 1500, global production of goods
and services was equal to about $250 billion, today it is approximately $60 trillion.110 Thus, modern economic
history can be encapsulated by one word - growth. That is, “stupendous growth.”111 This stems from Smith’s
classic enumeration that “it is not from the benevolence of the butcher… that we expect our dinner, but from
their regard to their own interest.”112 This is the idea that greed is good. When profits exceed that which is necessary
to survive the surplus is used to employ more ‘assistants’ to further increase profits.113 More profit, more assistants.
It follows that an increase in profits of private entrepreneurs is the basis for increasing collective wealth. This is a
revolutionary idea, positing egotism as altruism.114 Whilst scholars dispute the trickle-down potential of the system,
Friedman and Co. point to a documented history of success. Prior to the industrial revolution, equality saw
everyone residing in poverty; most people lived on roughly £800 per year in today’s money. As of 2015, average
earnings for a full‐time UK employee were £27,600.115 Yet, this success story is not limited to income. The public
has been liberated from the gruelling agricultural toil, working hours have dropped dramatically, yet crop yields
have risen and undernourishment has collapsed.116 Global life expectancy has risen from 52.5 years in 1960 to 71.6
in 2015 alone.117 Thus, the strengthening of human rights, general living conditions and civil liberties is testament
to the success of a profit-hungry model, that shows that social welfare is best maximised when all firms in an
economy maximise total firm value.118 This historical success, particularly the prosperity of the last 50 years under
the watch of neoliberalism’s radical deregulation, strengthens the relevance of Friedman.
The regulatory landscape inevitably reflects this. The idea that profit is king is codified via ‘enlightened shareholder
value.’119 On paper, this suggests that the Government adopted a middle course. Stuck between “business not
wanting to see any change to the law, and many of the constituents… who wished to see the nature of companies
changed,”120 the model embraces key elements of stakeholder theory. Section 172 of the Companies Act 2006121
demonstrates this through the “core”122 duty to promote the success of the company “for the benefit of its
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members as a whole.” The central elements being: an explicit focus on long-term shareholder value;
consideration of decisions relating to extended shareholder constituencies; rejection of changes to the corporate
decision-maker.124 This is now the standard Anglo-American model. Enlightened shareholder value by its nature
appeals to various constituencies, with explicit legislative reference to employees,125 customers,126 suppliers and
non-employees and the community and environment,127 in terms of which decisions must be justified. The
legislation’s overt mandate provides a “strong normative element”128 in convincing boards to more patently
account for their interests.
123

Undoubtedly, the legislation has introduced new terms and concepts into the corporate nomenclature. However,
practice is squarely grounded in shareholder primacy, with emphasis placed on economic efficiency. The
“radical”129 move to enlightened shareholder value and stakeholder considerations is little more than cosmetic.
The common law, per Lord Greene MR in Re Smith & Fawcett,130 has historically embedded a duty that directors
“exercise their discretion bona fide in what they consider… is in the interests of the company.”131 The legislation
appears to have clear links with this, with section 172 its natural successor. Indeed, accounting for various
stakeholders is historically implied in the common law duty.132 This is evident per Re West Coast Capital (LIOS)
Ltd133 where Lord Glennie found that section 172 does “‘little more than set out the pre-existing law on the
subject.”134 Similarly, the court in Re Southern Counties Fresh Foods Ltd135 maintained that the law pre- and post- the
Companies Act 2006 “came to the same thing.”136 Thus, the bottom line remains unchanged; section 172 poses
little threat to directors maximising profits at the expense of stakeholders.137 Indeed, the core must remain
unaltered with the continued imposition of a subjective test for directors’ decision-making.138 As Davies explains,
the subjective test means that “litigation is likely to be relatively uncommon and probably even less often
successful.”139 Naturally, the inquisition into the state of mind of a director concerning their good faith obligations
is unlikely to reap results. This is especially so as it is the same common law duty that oversaw unchecked
recklessness in the push for profit, witnessing economic bubbles and corporate scandals in the lead up to the
global financial crisis of 2008. More explicit reference doesn’t seem to push the law further.
Moreover, the section’s limitations in terms of its overall utility are further hampered by its enforcement
mechanisms. This is the final nail in the coffin of stakeholder empowerment. Per the common law, shareholders
are the only individuals with the power to enforce a breach of a director’s duty, via a derivative claim on behalf of
the company against a director (s.260),140 a feat which is incredibly improbable in itself.141 This undermines section
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172. Whilst it is couched in stakeholder-oriented language, it fails to offer disgruntled stakeholders an avenue for
recourse. Thus, the legislation can be said to “lack effective teeth”142 as it provides the illusion of sustainability
alone.143 Certainly, in the knowledge that no director has been found in breach of section 172,144 the lack of change
in practice supports this analysis, with ample evidence suggesting that it will not facilitate the goal of good
governance as demanded by corporate sustainability.145
With the impending expiration of the transition period concerning the UK’s break from its EU ties, this moment
is critical - with the possibility of the UK granting new life to Friedman’s shareholder primacy model. Tsagas
highlights European pressures as the key prompt in the UK adopting wider stakeholder considerations.146 Yet, the
UK’s withdrawal from the EU will result in the non-direct effect and non-applicability of EU company
legislation,147 compounded by the Corporate Governance Code failing to explicitly refer to stakeholders.148 Thus,
there is the threat that stakeholders will be relegated from the corporate agenda. The political need to sell the UK
as business-friendly is real.149 Per neoliberalism’s deregulatory agenda and profit mantra, the vulnerability of robust
corporate governance propounding sustainable development looks certain.
3. Regulatory framework
Friedman’s economic theory centres all business concerns around the idea of profit. To divert resources is to
violate the tenets of private property and, in turn, decrease the operational efficiency of the firm. Apprehension
of this coming to fruition has resulted in a regulatory system that propounds excessive flexibility. Whilst
contemporaries push the idea of sustainability, manifested within a stakeholder framework, this article will pinpoint
voluntarism, particularly the regulatory approach of ‘comply or explain’ to undermine this.150 Indeed, in the absence
of consensus regarding sustainability, the UK has pursued a governance model deferential to business interests in
promoting a market-based system to monitor compliance.151 Thus, the general framework is structured to support
Friedman’s focus on profit; whether corporations comply or deviate from the regime, both actions are determined
by profit, as economic interests remain at the base of Carroll’s pyramid, dictating corporate behaviour.
This corporate bias embedded within the UK’s domestic governance structure looks to exploit the aforementioned
uncertainty surrounding sustainability. Sustainability can generally be understood as meeting the needs of society,
implying that humanity must use no more of a resource than can be regenerated.152 Brundtland represents the
original conceptualisation of this.153 In 1987, a watershed document known as the Brundtland Report established
an ethical standard, created as a response to mounting pressures regarding the “accelerating deterioration of the
human environment and natural resources and the consequences of that deterioration for economic and social
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development.” The report defines sustainable development as “meeting the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”155 This comprises an economic,
ecological and social dimension, with certain emphasis placed on the concept of ‘need.’156 This looked to prioritise
the disenfranchised, naming food, clothing and shelter as basic needs that are not internationally satisfied.157
154

Whilst the global response was overwhelmingly positive, owing to the integration of sustainable development into
public discourse, sustainability as a systemic concept has proved ambiguous, coming to mean different things to
different people.158 Banerjee stresses that Brundtland is tantamount to a “slogan.”159 The reduction to an
intellectually empty catchphrase, politicised to justify policy, exposes a certain vulnerability concerning the
usefulness of the term itself. In the absence of authority and consensus, Aras argues that the use of sustainability,
and particularly sustainable development, has an “obfuscating effect”160 regarding the true impact of corporate
activity upon external factors. The management literature over the decades has exacerbated this, equating corporate
sustainability with continuity.161 Thus, business interests have popularised the purist notion of stasis. This is
sustainability manifested as the status quo. The ability for businesses to operate in an unchanged manner.162 This
engenders a study in disingenuity, whereby self-interested entities advocate sustainable development as a business
opportunity alone, exploiting ambiguity in the name of “billions of dollars in products, services, and
technologies.”163 Contextualised within the contemporary neoliberal regime, this is ultimately premised on the
unquestioning acceptance of market economics and unbridled growth.164 Willers concurs, stressing that
sustainability has become corrupted, becoming “code for perpetual growth… force-fed to the world
community”165 by powerful business interests. Therefore, in exploiting ambiguity businesses have pursued stasis
in the name of self-interest and profit, creating an environment that inevitably lends itself to a weak legal
framework.
3.1 Domestic framework
The UK, driven by neoliberal convictions, has effectively accepted this business-friendly approach, chiefly through
the adoption of ‘soft law’ in the form of the Corporate Governance Code. Indeed, the general trend appears to be
shifting towards self-regulation in this area, evidenced by the growing number of NGOs offering environmental
voluntary disclosure outlets to corporations, such as the Carbon Disclosure Project as a standard of good
practice.166 Yet, despite wide adoption, the European Corporate Governance Forum (ECGF) continues to
stipulate a strict criterion for effectiveness. Three elements must be present, namely: a real obligation to comply
or explain; a high level of transparency, with coherent and focused disclosures; and a way for shareholders to hold
company boards ultimately accountable for their decisions to comply or explain, and the quality of their
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disclosures.167 In this context, the Code as “a non-binding set of principles, standards or best practices,” fails this
benchmark by a narrative that prioritises economic interests.
Indeed, the regulatory approach of ‘comply or explain,’ lying at the heart of the UK’s corporate governance regime,
operates as the primary mechanism by which the Code champions profit. First introduced in 1992 following the
Cadbury Report, the defining characteristics of ‘comply or explain’ were the introduction of voluntary best practice
guidelines in the hope of raising corporate governance standards.168 At first glance, one can identify the UK Code
as “an international benchmark for good corporate governance practice.”169 This appears accurate in providing the
benefits of flexibility. The ability to comply or the opportunity to explain non-compliance allows companies to
adopt the spirit of the Code, if not the letter. This recognises that, from the outset, some companies will have
difficulty in applying provisions,170 thus avoiding ‘box-ticking.’171 This is sensible in light of heterogeneity; 172
variations across size, diversity and share ownership illustrate fundamental differences between organisations.
Indeed, deviations are not automatically to be treated as breaches, 173 with industry specifics, company structure,
and transitional justifications offering adequate explanations for deviations that a rigid mandatory operation simply
couldn’t accommodate.174
Statistically, Seidl, Sanderson and Roberts find that compliance levels drop where company size decreases,175
supporting the notion that economic concerns intrinsic to the company dictate behaviour. This corroborates
Carroll’s pyramid, whereby the economic hurdles facing small companies limit the ability to enact sustainable
policies, justifying a flexible approach that can mediate this, without stigmatising organisations that by their very
being cannot comply. In fostering broad compliance, the ‘comply or explain’ model is a simple if not resounding
success; encouraging more than 50% of the non-financial constituents of the FTSE350 to be fully compliant with
all provisions,176 whilst less than 10% of firms are not compliant with a given single provision demonstrates this.177
However, the presence of said non-compliance poses a serious problem. These organisations afford “very poor”178
explanations for deviations. In fact, Arcot, Bruno and Faure-Grimaud find that 20% of non-compliant firms failed
to provide any explanation.179 Thus, the UK has maintained a corporate governance regime that facilitates
malfeasance through the backdoor; the ability for corporations to deviate at will enables the circumvention of the
regime180 and in turn the pursuit of Friedman’s theory, being profit-maximisation at all costs. This undermines its
status as an international benchmark.
Subjectivity precipitates this problem. A company can exploit significant manoeuvrability in presenting ignorance
as fact; a corporation ‘believing’ it adheres even if its actions do not reflect this, will simply not provide a noncompliance statement. Consequently, the markets will not be able to judge the company’s substantive policies, at
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least immediately anyway. This is widely detrimental; directors comply when they feel it is appropriate, with
compliance determined by the discretion of the board. An efficient capital market allocates ownership of stock
within a market that provides accurate signals, reflecting all available information.182 A reflective market is thus
efficient. However, whilst Fama notes that “all available information costlessly available to all market
participants”183 is a prerequisite condition for market efficiency, opaqueness undermines this. Opaqueness marks
the environment if companies fail to reveal the true extent of their substantive policies in the absence of thirdparty arbiters addressing the veracity of company statements.184 This also undermines the merits of the flexible
model. Companies fail to use the Code to fine-tune governance to their specific context.185 Instead, they fail to
reflect reality either via mistake or deception. Thus, the ability and willingness of organisations to deviate from
regulatory pressures in the name of rational self-interest, reasserts that profit is king.
181

Yet, the model of shareholder monitoring adopted within the UK attempts to ameliorate such failures.186 Indeed,
Seidl recognises the role of third parties in this arena. At the aggregate level, this constitutes capital markets in the
form of shareholders.187 The assumption being that upon evaluating compliance, they will either penalise via a
negative share price reaction or accept where justified in the circumstances.188 Sanctions for unjustified deviations
is supported by the according publicity reporting mandates, whereby company reliance on brand image and
legitimacy should,189 in theory, suffice to ensure best practice. As McKinsey & Company find, fund managers were
prepared to pay an average premium of 14% for well-governed companies within Europe and North America.190
This illustrates the potential for market forces to subject companies to serious economic incentives.
However, this analysis portrays an unduly optimistic image. Public censure concerning corporate malfeasance,
particularly unjustified deviations, is often hollow. It is typically ephemeral and can be outlived or distracted from
by strategic planning.191 As monitoring is founded upon exposure, the “little publicity surrounding any failure of a
company to comply”192 wholly undermines this. Indeed, apathy marks the terrain. This is dangerous; passivity is
the inevitable result of the modern corporation, characterised by a separation of ownership,193 whereby the efforts
of dispersed shareholders with little stake in one particular company, 194 to inform and devise a value-maximising
strategy leaves themselves undercompensated.195 Whilst, in theory, shareholders have an array of options available
to them if dissatisfied, these are impractical to execute. Voting with their feet becomes the de facto solution as
seeking to exert pressure on boards, exercising voting rights, and bringing a derivative action are rare and difficult
to invoke.196
Similarly, information asymmetry weakens shareholder activism. Keay highlights that ‘comply or explain’ pursues
the empowerment of the shareholder, stressing shareholder awareness for operational efficiency in making
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informed judgements as to the validity of non-compliance.197 This is unrealistic. Shareholders generally suffer from
information asymmetry, particularly retail investors who often have neither the time nor expertise to justify the
upfront costs of effective monitoring.198 Insubstantial explanations ensure that shareholders cannot make a wholly
informed decision, and therefore, rational assessment of compliance. Ultimately, the culmination of these
impediments leaves individual shareholders virtually powerless to enact real change. It is a model that wholly
undermines the EU’s 2011 Green Paper assertion that “the corporate governance framework is built on the
assumption that shareholders engage with companies and hold the management to account for its performance.”199
Consequently, Harris finds that such indifference leads to shareholders acquiescing with management as a reflex
action,200 entrenching the current regime and failing to question non-compliance. This indicts the UK regime,
whereby both ‘comply or explain’ and shareholder monitoring facilitate corporate profit-making with impunity.
Indeed, the consequence of entrenchment in this format poses a credibility problem, cutting to the heart of the
rational self-interest upon which Friedman’s neoliberalism is premised. Management makes self-serving voluntary
disclosures.201 An argument which adheres to the extensive literature on rational action and utility-maximisation,
this propounds that individuals are motivated by power, prestige and security in advancing their interests.202
Accordingly, the selective release of information looks to gloss over damaging information concerning
incompetence or illegality, with Downs noting “all types of individuals tend to… minimise those that reveal their
own shortcomings.”203 This is dangerous; self-regulation can encourage managers to deviate from governance
standards to hide shirking or private consumption. This fosters an environment antithetical to the standards set
by sustainability practices, whereby reckless profit-seeking can continue with ease.
The overarching reluctance and impracticality of shareholders holding managers to account undermines the ECGF
prerequisites to effectiveness and cultivates a climate dictated by profit and self-interest. Yet, this acquiesces with
the Code, that posits business concerns over sustainability. Its discussion of sustainability is premised on an
“effective and entrepreneurial board”204 generating value for shareholders. Whilst the Code’s singular mention of
the ‘environment’,205 in contrast, lends itself to support Friedman’s profit analysis.206
In fact, any move to sustainability is premised on shareholder pressure in light of economic performance. This is
corroborated by MacNeil and Li who assert that markets are unconcerned with non-compliance as long as
company performance remains constant.207 Morrison’s illustrates this; the supermarket chain has historically been
non-compliant with the Code’s provisions with either poor or no explanations. Nonetheless, shareholders failed
to challenge this in the face of strong financial performances. However, in 2004, upon the takeover of Safeway,
the company issued its first profit warning in its 106-year history, quickly followed by three more warnings.
Consequently, shareholder pressure intensified, directly leading to the appointment of non-executive directors to
enact change.208 This demonstrates that corporate governance moves to strengthen corporate sustainability are not
pre-emptive, but rather as the result of poor economic performance. Ultimately, ‘comply or explain’ is better
enumerated as ‘comply or perform.’209 Unsurprisingly, this reflects Friedman’s understandings of the power of
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profit. The absence of socially responsible factors in determining corporate behaviour is damning for CSR and
stakeholder theory, as the sole concern of business is demonstrably profit.
3.2 International framework
Internationally, sustainability is widely accepted as a social good and is now “endorsed and actively promoted by
key global institutions such as the World Bank, the OECD, the UN and the ICC.”210 Indeed, this is almost to the
extent that it overrides national singularity, as global initiatives look to transcend regional borders. Within a
patchwork of international initiative and strategies, this article pinpoints the EU’s Directive 2014/95/EU,211 as an
attempt to harmonise non-financial reporting (NFR) across the EU on a voluntary basis. This seeks to improve
the quality of NFR across the continent, ensuring that the information published will be more relevant, consistent
and comparable.212 Whilst the EU has historically shied away from mandatory regulation concerning sustainability,
in 2014 it embraced indirect encouragement through the Non-Financial Reporting Directive (NFRD) concerning
large scale undertakings.213 Information disclosure here covers environmental, social and human rights matters.214
This helps wider society, including investors, consumers and stakeholders, evaluate companies’ non-financial
performance, encouraging responsible approaches to business.
The Directive applies to large undertakings which are public-interest entities exceeding an average number of over
500 employees and with a balance sheet total of €20 million or a net turnover of €40 million.215 These companies
are obliged to issue public reports on their policy implementation concerning environmental protection, respect
for human rights and social responsibility amongst others.216 This broadens the scope of NFR in comparison with
conventional governance codes; disclosure must go beyond basic metrics such as gender to incorporate education
and professional background,217 whilst going beyond board policy to cover ‘administrative, management and
supervisory bodies’ and how such policies are implemented.218 On this basis, the Directive can be seen to
“represent an advance on the pre-existing disclosure regime in requiring affected companies to go beyond the
disclosure of employee and environmental information in the management report.”219 Kinderman concurs, arguing
that the Directive “represents an important step towards greater corporate accountability.”220 This is premised on
the meaningful step towards greater accountability in reporting on organisations’ social and environmental impact.
However, this article suggests that the success of the NFRD is muted. This is largely the result of economic forces,
once more supporting Friedman. Indeed, Kinderman observes that the Directive was “watered down
substantially”221 during the legislative process. This is evident in light of the original proposal seeking to regulate
all companies with more than 250 employees, covering 18,000 companies.222 The more stringent threshold of 500
employees sees more than a 60% decrease in the number of companies covered by the regime to 6,000.223 This
represents a very limited number of undertakings, a minority of the business entities across Europe. This is
especially so with SMEs, better reflected by the 250 employees threshold, constituting 99% of the EU’s business
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demographic. However, in line with this article’s emphasis on the power of profit, the weakening of the final text
was largely a result of business opposition. Indeed, whilst the leading actors within the business arena are often
decried as “dinosaurs,”224 the success of such organisations in diluting the Directive is testament to their good
health.225 The myriad of derogations heighten this analysis. The safe harbour clause226 for example, allows member
states to exclude commercially sensitive information in exceptional cases. Ultimately, the shadow of business
opposition has demonstrated that the push for profit directly led to the weakening of the Directive, successfully
undermining corporate sustainability.
Moreover, at the macro level, considerable discretion is afforded to companies to process disclosures. Indeed, the
Directive put in place general mechanisms of a reporting framework as opposed to a highly prescriptive regime.227
This empowers organisations to decide on the format of the report, the extent of the information that is disclosed,
and the specific issues that are included in the report.228 This is compounded by the Directive stipulating
information disclosure ‘to the extent necessary for an understanding.’229 This is notably vague, which ultimately allows
companies to operate from a position of rational self-interest. A troubling example is ‘Dieselgate’; in 2013,
Volkswagen was awarded a sustainability award by the World Forum for Ethics in Business for “responsible action
in the environmental and social fields.”230 An achievement secured whilst simultaneously seeing the company
fraudulently programming their engines to activate their emissions control only during laboratory testing to meet
regulatory standards. This practice was applied in approximately 11 million cars worldwide.231 Inevitably, in the
same vein as the UK’s domestic framework, working on a flexible ‘comply or explain’ basis enables businesses to
exploit voluntarism. Thus, this is an international model that bows to market freedom, undermining conformity
and comparability.232 On this basis, heralding the NFR regime as a “historic date in the transition to business
sustainability for all,”233 is premature.
4. Superficiality of practice
The UK corporate governance regime more generally has descended into a game of how much can you get away
with.234 Accordingly, this article argues that regulatory lenience has been exploited as a vehicle by the irresponsible
for superficial gain. Indeed, Villiers argues that CSR “does not exist in substance and that it is essentially no more
than an aspiration for ‘best practice’ or morally acceptable behaviour.”235 The insidious consequences are that the
repair of cosmetic harm has the potential to placate ethical sensibilities beyond the corporation and therefore
reduce pressure. Thus, allowing the corporation to operate unchanged and so entrench a profit-based model.
This will be evaluated from the perspective of legitimacy theory; organisations provide explanations for behaviour
that deviates from expectations to preserve legitimacy in the eyes of their external audience.236 Suchman defines
legitimacy as a “generalised perception or assumption that the actions of an entity are desirable, proper, or
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appropriate within some socially constructed system of norms, values, beliefs, and definitions.” This understands
that society evaluates the legitimacy of an organisation, and as a business is reliant on societal resources, whether
that be raw materials or customer loyalty, it would be self-destructive to ignore such problems. Indeed, companies
respond for reasons of legitimacy as opposed to efficiency. Legitimacy can directly lead to corporate survival;
audiences are likely to supply resources to organisations that appear desirable.238 Naturally, this consolidates the
notion that profit is king, as company operations centre on methods to enhance profitability.
On this basis, companies employ strategies and tactics to preserve legitimacy, which manifest via promising reform
or engaging in dialogue with the relevant audience without substance.239 Indeed, due to the aforementioned lack
of external parties verifying the veracity of reporting statements, it is difficult to recognise whether a published
commitment translates into practice. Ramus’ empirical analysis of the oil and gas industries demonstrates this.
Intrinsically hostile to CSR as an extractive industry, these companies are nevertheless just as likely to commit to
specific policies of sustainable development as other sectors.240 However, they were not likely to implement fossil
fuel use reduction policies.241 This raises the question of greenwashing - the marketing spin to deceptively convince
the public of environmentally friendly operations.242 Certainly, corporations can exploit this situation; there is little
downside to publicly committing, and in turn legitimising the responsibility of their brand, whilst knowing there
is no mechanism for verification.243
Alongside superficial commitment, legitimacy can also be retained if an organisation diverges from societal norms,
yet that divergence goes unnoticed.244 Ben & Jerry’s exemplify this. The ice cream giant has been widely heralded
as a success story of modern sustainability, with various responsibility programmes and its humble beginnings
seeing its Foundation funded by 7.5% of the company’s pre-tax profits to support the local community.245
However, the business succumbed to the inevitable corporate temptation, and was acquired by Unilever in 2000,246
a company subject to ranging environmental criticism. In 2014, Unilever was criticised by Greenpeace for causing
deforestation.247 In 2019, Unilever was cited by BreakFreeFromPlastic as one of the top ten global plastic
polluters,248 and the company was also caught dumping toxic mercury wastes in a densely populated part of a south
Indian town.249 Ultimately, profit triumphs and shapes practice.
4.1 Decoupling
This demonstrates the practice of decoupling. Driven by financial motivations, companies have incentives to
decouple implementation from rhetoric. This offers the benefit of legitimacy without incurring the high costs and
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potential disruption of comprehensive implementation.250 Indeed, Aravind and Christmann conclude that
comprehensive implementation would engender “considerable commitments of time and resources such as
ongoing maintenance of the EMS.”251 Updating documentation, continuous training and increased auditing,252
culminate in unnecessary costs. This is the unintended bureaucracy of certification,253 constraining activities with
claims to decreased productivity and operational smoothness.254 Per Carroll, the basic institutional prerequisite
being economic security should deter the vast majority of organisations from accepting such onerous obligations
freely.
In this vein, this article highlights international certifiable standards, that have been heralded as the corporate
governance mechanism to combat globalised firms,255 whilst the reality is ultimately one of rational self-interest.
Christmann and Taylor conclude that firms strategically choose the quality of implementation by a cost: benefit
analysis.256 Unsurprisingly, if substantive implementation is perceived as costly, symbolic integration will be
pursued.257 As customer demands necessitate the adoption of environmental standards, this satisfies their interests
superficially.
The implementation of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) supports this analysis. The independent international
organisation has pioneered sustainability reporting, looking to unite businesses and governments globally to
understand and communicate their impact on critical sustainability issues such as global warming.258 The GRI
Standards are the first and most widely adopted standard of sustainability reporting.259 This is a remarkable
achievement in terms of output effectiveness; seeing the promotion of the increased dissemination of sustainability
reporting and standardising the practice.260 However, Barkemeyer, Preuss and Lee find that outcome effectiveness,
by contrast, is limited.261 These limitations include, but are not limited to, the widespread failure to engage
stakeholders with their respective companies in a meaningful manner.262
Similarly, international certifiable management standards such as the ISO 14001 Environmental Management
System fail to effectively combat the corporate threat. Introduced in 1996 by the International Organisation for
Standardisation, the world’s largest standard-setting organisation, the standards specify environmental
management practices to negate the negative external effect of companies’ operations.263 The system acts as both
an internal management tool to uphold a preventative approach and integrate environmental concerns into daily
practice,264 whilst also a path to publicising an organisation’s legitimacy amongst stakeholders.265 The standard has
established itself as an international benchmark, with high adoption rates of approximately 188,815 certified
facilities in 155 countries as of 2008,266 striking to mitigate de-territorialisation and globalisation.
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However, despite widespread adoption, the intended performance benefits are compromised due to a lack of
integration,267 facilitating superficiality. Indeed, Prakash and Potoski find that the efficacy is based on physical
visibility and regulatory stringency.268 Concerning water pollution, Prakash and Potoski find no statistically
discernible effect regarding certification and less visible water pollution.269 Pollutant characteristics shape
stewardship priorities. Exogenous shocks such as oil spills that generate wide media coverage force action.
However, less visible pollutants do not generate similar attention and therefore companies, in practice, choose not
to combat them.270 Similarly, Boiral’s empirical evidence focuses around a case study of nine ISO 14001
organisations, concluding that the adoption of this standard “leads to a ceremonial behaviour intended to
superficially show that the certified organisations conformed to the standard.”271 Company ‘improvements’ are
largely technical and administrative in nature, such as the monitoring of nonconformities, updating documentation
and computerisation of the management system.272 This rationalises the lack of tangible environmental
improvement following the adoption of the regime,273 offering little to suggest it is a genuine tool for improvement.
Despite little to no sustainable improvement, decoupling remains a widespread practice, a feat premised on
“rational myths.”274 Boiral defines this as “the rupture between the reassuring image of rationality, formalism, and
intellectual rigour that an organisation attempts to project by adopting somewhat superficial structures and systems
perceived as legitimate on the one hand, and the organisation's real practices on the other hand.”275 Ultimately, a
rational myth is created via an organisation’s rhetoric to resolve contradictions, whereby a disconnect between
policies and practice is apparent.276 This constitutes a company’s search for legitimacy in the face of institutional
pressures. Indeed, the push for external recognition is often the underlying incentive for adoption, however, this
is often incompatible with the objectives of internal efficiency and robust environmental practice.277 Frankental
identifies a UK-based oil company that operates in Burma that exemplifies this practice.278 The company has a
history of malfeasance, with documented evidence of forced labour, forcible relocation of the indigenous
population and wage confiscation.279 Yet, this starkly contrasts with the reality of the company’s annual report
which suggests that it is politically neutral and that it is a humble guest in the countries within which it operates,280
creating a narrative that obfuscates any human rights responsibility. Thus, the ISO 14001 system is best defined
as a formal structure detached from reality, whereby the presence of rational myths cuts against the grain of CSR.
Best practice is reliant on transparency, requiring a critical faculty on the part of companies to admit
shortcomings.281 However, rational myths are pervasive. This pervasiveness lends itself to the profit analysis, as
companies look only to secure their financial security.
4.2 ExxonMobil
Per legitimacy theory, it is clear that communication is king. Communication between an organisation and its
audiences involves skilful legitimacy management, encompassing a diverse arsenal of techniques.282 Indeed, in
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gaining legitimacy or repairing it in light of environmental degradation per se, efforts to legitimise often see
manipulation on the part of the corporation.283 In this vein, Livesey evaluates ExxonMobil’s corporate public
discourse to express concern in the socially constructed nature of reality.284 She uses textual examples from four
advertorials published by the company and relating to climate change.285 Unsurprisingly, ExxonMobil as one of
the world’s largest oil and gas companies,286 has been threatened by evolving understandings of environmental
degradation. Environmental disasters stemming from industry negligence have inculpated the oil industry as a
primary culprit in the global warming crisis.287 In the face of such criticism, Livesey notes ExxonMobil’s habit of
pleading to maintain the status quo.288 In adopting the purist notion of sustainability, this manifests itself in
measures to counter the momentum of environmental activism; the company’s rhetorical task looks to degrade
environmental protection into a force for evil.289 This promotes business whilst deriding the competence of
regulators. ExxonMobil achieves this via the advertorials, “wrapping the environmental issue in paradox.”290
This behaviour is situated within a sustained campaign to discredit the dangers posed by climate change, in the
protection of corporate interests. Fundamentally, climate change denial can be understood as a defence of the
Western social order, which built upon industrialism, is borne out of fossil fuels.291 Simply acknowledging the
threat of global warming undermines this. In this vein, Dunlap and McCright identify that media coverage of
anthropogenic (human-caused) global warming (AGW) is “often subsumed by socio-political and economic
concerns, such as how certain GHG (greenhouse gas) reduction efforts may restrict economic activities.”292 This
is problematic because it emphasises the danger of regulation from an economic perspective, whilst neglecting the
existential threat that climate change poses. Ultimately, this aligns with a neoliberal discourse that rejects
governmental interference, and instead, demands that competing social interests like that of environmental
degradation find a place within the market itself.293
Corporate interests, namely the fossil fuel industry, have pioneered this economic echo-chamber, masterminding
a campaign of deception to support this. ExxonMobil exemplifies this disingenuous practice. ExxonMobil is a
giant in the global oil industry, incidentally, making it one of the biggest polluters.294 The Union of Concerned
Scientists has comprehensively dismantled the corporation’s operations in scathing claims to “the most
sophisticated and most successful disinformation campaign.”295 This is compelling in the face of the company
channelling $16 million between 1998 and 2005 to a network of companies for the sole purpose of manufacturing
debate on the existence of global warming.296 This callous disinformation enterprise to manufacture doubt is
justified by reference to profit; the company ardently opposes regulation that would limit their business
opportunities and diminish profits. Therefore, a campaign of distraction from meaningful change is initiated, as
financial factors shape behaviour in the corporate arena based on rational self-interest.
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Critically, this is worsened by the practice of what Hoexter defines as soft climate denial; the “acknowledgement
in some parts of one’s life that climate change is real, disastrous and happening now but in most other parts of
one’s life, one ignores that AGW is, in fact, a real existential emergency and catastrophic.”297 ExxonMobil looks
to appease public clamour by continuing its ‘voluntary’ approach and promoting the natural environment by
producing ‘some’ energy-efficient fuels.298 However, this is unrepresentative of the business’s true operations and
polluting potential. This is dangerous, in providing the illusion of responsibility, whilst failing to take accountability
for removing fossil fuel dependency and furthering corporate entrenchment.
5. Harm
In light of the enduring relevance of Friedman, the power of profit and shareholder primacy per the regulatory
landscape and its practical application, this article recognises the consequences of ruthlessly consigning morality
to obscurity. The sole focus on profit that neoliberalism demands abdicates responsibility, which has wrought
untold harm. Fundamentally, O’Connell posits that “one cannot be committed to the protection of fundamental
human rights and at the same time acquiescent in the dominant model of globalisation.”299 This article
wholeheartedly agrees. Neoliberalism is inherently antithetical to democracy. This political-economic philosophy
champions market-orientation as the supreme form of social organisation, which has in practice favoured the
“owners and managers of capital”300 over the ordinary man, in the prioritisation of unfettered growth for private
enterprise. The dangerous consequence is individual rights sacrificed at the altar of hedonism.
The universality of this ideological commitment, “penetrating every nook and cranny of Western societies,”301
globalises this victimisation. Neoliberalism is not producing, nor is it intended to produce, harmony and
widespread prosperity. Rather, it contributes to increased inequality.302 This is fatal in light of the destructive human
costs that ensue, from infant mortality to mental illness.303 This is compounded by its stifling effect on human
rights; neoliberalism inherently propounds a global agenda, encroaching on the ability of domestic actors to
implement policies freely, including rights-related pathways. Indeed, participation in global economic institutions
has the unintended consequence of imposing regulatory pressures; a precondition of joining the WTO is the
harmonisation of domestic laws concerning intellectual property.304 However, patent enforcement hinders
competition, facilitates pharmaceutical monopolies and in turn the high pricing of drugs, directly affecting the
right to life and health.305
With such harm “scaling new heights,” the future looks bleak. McMillan concurs, remarking that the “recent siege
of corporate malfeasance goes beyond the pale.”306 This understands scandals such as Enron, not as the selfprofessed ‘bad apple’ syndrome but better demonstrated by ‘cockroach theory.’307 One indicates many more
lurking nearby.
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Accordingly, this article will evaluate the real cost of Friedman’s legacy in reference to neoliberalism’s destructive
capabilities regarding environmental and human rights degeneration.
5.1 Environmental harm
The scale of current environmental degradation poses an existential threat to humanity. Indeed, the “immediate
grievous harm”308 that AGW poses, threatens to undermine the life support system of many species. This is
exemplified by increased water pressures; increasing drought in the mid-latitudes places billions under increased
stress with low crop yield, whilst rising sea-levels from melted icebergs elsewhere threaten severe flooding of
coastal areas, such as Florida and Bangladesh.309 Similarly, Crowther notes “extreme weather as excessive rain or
snow, floods, droughts, heatwaves, and hurricane”310 as a direct consequence of human activity. Inevitably, this
endangers civilisation, with the breakdown of stable socio-economic systems, migration on startling levels and
widespread fatality rates increasing. This is a real and immediate threat. Indeed, Bullis and Ie find that the “state
of the natural environment is so degraded that the quality of human life is threatened.”311 Dire straits premised on
scientific consensus, with 98% of climate science papers accepting that AGW exists,312 which in turn indicts human
contribution.
The corporation is at the heart of this; as central players in the economic arena, they wield major influence over
political, environmental and social matters. Certainly, cast as the “villains,”313 their commercial and economic
activities are a primary driver that fuels climate change, with carbon dioxide pumped into the environment.314
Crowther pinpoints the rapid rise of globalisation as accelerating such degradation.315 The development of the
BRIC countries is testament to this. Neglecting the planet’s “finite”316 resources, they have adopted a feckless
strategy of rapid growth and economic development built upon the unquestioning acceptance of market
economics and unbridled growth.
Nevertheless, contrarian scientists maintain that the “human contribution is negligible,”317 diagnosing unnecessary
“alarmism”318 concerning environmental pessimism. As demonstrated by ExxonMobil’s campaign of deception,
business interests have succeeded in obfuscating the debate. On this basis, neoliberalism poses a dangerous threat.
The economic philosophy fails to include “any realistic assessment of the role of government… and of moral or
emotional bonds… with humanity as a species as a whole.”319 Thus, the hedonism of unfettered economic growth
maliciously chooses to ignore green responsibility that may detract from profits. Ultimately, as long as the money
flows, no one “wants to get off the carousel or yell stop,”320 as the insular pursuit of profit has cost the planet.
5.2 Human rights harm
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Whilst neoliberalism has sought to erode environmental sustainability, it has equally left a trail of devastation
concerning political and socio-economic rights. Philip Green, the “unacceptable face of capitalism,”321 embodies
the dangers of the regime. The culmination of high executive pay, asset stripping, social inequality and disappearing
pension entitlements,322 is a damning indictment of a “lamentable”323 corporate governance regime that has allowed
recklessness on such a scale. Green extracted more than £400 million in dividends from the department store
BHS, whilst eventually selling the company for £1.324 His stewardship of the company was understandably subject
to a parliamentary inquiry that uncovered the human cost; approximately 11,000 workers were left unemployed
and the pension fund concerning 20,000 members was put at high risk.325 Corporate greed, as the progeny of
neoliberalism, singlehandedly ruined the lives of a significant demographic of the working population.
This constitutes the dark side of neoliberalism. Yet, this is to be expected. The neoliberal emphasis on economic
freedom and deregulation has resulted in the subordination of “all others to the interests of big businesses.”326 The
most high-profile manifestation of this was the 2008 global financial crisis. The culture of “as long as the music is
playing, you've got to get up and dance”327 inevitably wreaked monumental harm. In the UK, the global financial
crisis cost the UK economy £137 billion in bailouts to rescue banks that had failed or almost collapsed.328
Short-termism was central to this crisis. Short-termism can be defined as an excessive emphasis on immediate
results, termed ‘quarterly capitalism,’ negating concerns for long-term value creation.329 In the pursuit of efficiency
and instant results, short-termism lies at the heart of the rampant shareholder primacy model that Friedman
espoused. This often expedites layoffs and witnesses a lack of investment in human capital, and illogical mergers,
all of which destabilise the organisation.330 Indeed, in “playing by the current rules of the game, this allows
corporations to externalize many of their real costs to society without regard,” embodying the aggressive pursuit
of financial gains that characterises short-termism. This aggression is substantiated in light of 10% of profits being
distributed to shareholders in 1970, however, this figure now stands at 70%.331 Boeger and Hunter inculpate the
capitalist system on this basis. Citing competition at its core, the effects of free-market capitalism has in fact seen
the opposite, the suppression of competition in many respects.332 Amazon and Google exemplify this, central
players in monopolistic winner-takes-all markets. Amongst a litany of corporate malpractices, the latter has been
penalised for preferentially favouring their own products,333 requiring exclusive use of their goods334 and impeding
the development of markets and access to competitors.335 This state of affairs is fundamentally antithetical to the
tenets of sustainability, in rejecting responsibility, long-termism and diversity.
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Yet, beyond corporate fines, this short-term culture has a human cost. Khan draws on the example of poor labour
conditions; the majority of the world’s footballs have historically been produced in Pakistan, sourced by leading
brands such as Nike and Adidas.336 At its height over 15,000 children were estimated to be involved.337 Allegations
of exploitation involving unpaid wages, bonded child labour, workplace beatings and sweatshop conditions aired
via a short CBS documentary.338 Public clamour led to a modicum of success; an effective case of CSR in ensuring
the removal of human rights abuses.339 According to the International Labour Organisation, 95% of exports were
made without child labour following the outrage.340 However, the “industry made no apologies for the past
treatment of children.”341 The chief concern was with branding; in soothing the sensibilities of Western consumers,
the reputation of these branded balls was restored, without raising awkward questions and attributing blame to
“vague and unfathomable traditions.”342 Indeed, legitimacy was repaired, and these dark practices could be resumed
elsewhere.
This provides a lesson for contemporary globalisation. The labour conditions around Pakistan’s football making
is not an isolated incident. The influx of multinational corporations naturally sees a chase for cheap labour.343 In a
hypercompetitive market cutting costs is a must. Waddock observes this “dark side to successes.”344 This
understands the external impact of extremely successful companies on wider society. Logic dictates that power,
wealth and control concentrated in the hands of those pursuing solely economic gains, sees “entire cultures…
bent to the will of those who focus… on consumption.”345 Low prices, low wages and efficiency above all else
contributes to a culture of exploitation. Indeed, some corporations are richer than entire nations.346 Without the
according accountability, therefore, Cloud concludes that there “is no such thing as a nonexploitative capitalist
workplace.”347 Profit is created through labour, however, rational self-interest witnesses the life, liberty and
happiness of the working population under real threat.
This cuts to the heart of Friedman’s defence of neoliberalism. Whilst he championed wealth creation, characterised
by free markets and private property, this was premised on the belief that it ultimately benefitted wider society.348
Is this tenable today? Whilst heralded as our economic salvation, O’Connell recognises that “in order to advance
its central agenda, the rhetoric of neoliberalism has virtually promised the sun, moon and stars.”349 However, the
growing distrust in the system stems from its failure to live up to its core promise; economic prosperity. Escalating
inequality, stagnating wages, and poor labour conditions are undermining the central tenets of neoliberalism.350
Furthermore, McSweeney argues that maximising shareholder value is not equivalent to maximising aggregate
social value. This is correct on the grounds that, evidentially, developed countries who propound shareholder-
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centric ideology have the greatest disparity of wealth. With greater disparity facilitating an unhealthier, crimeinfested and generally less happy society,352 it is difficult to justify the current regime.
Thus, the neoliberal attack on the state is evident. This sees an economic elite, unburdened of governance
restrictions, looking to relieve the state of its social responsibilities,353 pushing for the instatement of minimal
government. This stands in stark contrast to the international human rights regime which presupposes a robust
state with the capacity to meet its human rights obligations.354 Thus, the conditions for the violations of human
rights are embedded within the existing structure. Success for the neoliberal project equates to a denial of human
rights.
5.3 Harmful implications
In light of this harm, this article looks to the future. To the possibilities of amelioration. This article has established
the root of rational self-interest that sits at the heart of Friedman’s thesis. This extends to elected officials,
individuals who share the “pure motivation to win office.”355 Inevitably, this leaves policymaking susceptible to
the exertion of company pressure, leading to the “promotion of tax‐cutting and retrenchment policies that
advantage business and wealthy individuals.”356 This serves to maintain a lax governance regime in the name of
economic interests.
Indeed, this article has derided the efficacy of voluntarism within the corporate governance landscape, questioning
whether flexibility is appropriate within an environment characterised by excessive risk and unbridled profitmaking. This suggests that the market alone is insufficient, mirroring Easterbrook and Fischel’s understanding that
“in a world with… no mandatory disclosure system, firms could remain silent with impunity.”357 In this vein, a
mandatory system would serve to create a more “level playing field for business, it would have legitimacy, based
on and providing due process of law.”358 In according primary importance to investor protection through
compelling compliance in the face of penalties,359 Crawford and Williams found that a highly regulated context led
to both increased and higher quality disclosure.360 Consequently, La Porta et al. root the importance of such
measures, in finding that strong investor protection leads to healthier capital markets, and that financial markets
fail to prosper if left to market forces alone.361
Yet, the adoption of a mandatory model is unlikely. The operation of this system would be difficult within a
globalised world, whereby falling barriers to trade and foreign direct investment allows multi-jurisdictional
organisations to exploit de-territorialisation,362 positioning their ‘activities’ outside regulatory scope. Furthermore,
the business community inevitably regard mandatory regulation with contempt; with claims to diminished
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profitability as a consequence of costly and time-consuming implementation, greater exposure undermining
company strategy and bureaucracy slowing innovation and hampering productivity.363 The watering down of the
NFRD is testament to the hostility with which corporations treat ‘red-tape,’364 in taking great lengths to bend policy
to align with their profit-based interests.
6. Conclusion
Fundamentally, this article has asserted the relevance of Friedman. The widespread derision of his neoliberal
ideology as a “tiresome cliché” has been demonstrated to be flawed in light of regulation and practice. This cuts
to the heart of the global corporate governance debate considering the fundamental division on the purpose of
the corporation. Whilst stakeholder theory, long-term projections and voluntarism are posited as the new raison
d'être of the company, current practice is best described by the primacy of the shareholder. The current legal
framework complements this analysis; voluntarism and ‘comply or explain’ allow for rationally self-interested
organisations to pursue value-maximisation without accountability. The driving incentive for all corporate action
is shown to be financial. The superficiality of CSR in practice demonstrates this. Companies have incentives to
decouple implementation from rhetoric - propounding rational myths that offer the benefit of legitimacy, without
incurring the high costs and potential disruption of comprehensive implementation. ExxonMobil aptly
demonstrates this; as a central player in an extractive industry, the company has employed deceptive means to
obfuscate consensus around the climate debate to further their profit-based interests.
However, ExxonMobil is symptomatic of a larger disease. Concerning sustainability, the current regime has
wrought untold harm through environmental degradation and the violation of human rights. Friedman and
neoliberalism as a package envision a small state, muddying the waters of accountability and pursuing profit at all
costs. Unfortunately, this is antithetical to the sustainability model that pursues transparency, accountability and
long-termism. Thus, the current position is untenable. Whilst, Friedman can no longer be derided as irrelevant, his
understanding as enshrined by practice must be challenged in light of its destructive capabilities.
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THIRD COUNTRY CAPACITY-BUILDING AS A MEANS
OF EXTRATERRITORIAL MIGRATION CONTROL:
A DOCTRINAL ANALYSIS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION’S
SUPPORT FOR THE LIBYAN COASTGUARD IN LIGHT OF
THE HUMAN RIGHT TO LEAVE AND
THE OBLIGATION OF NON-REFOULEMENT
Fabian Othmerding1
ABSTRACT
In the following, this article seeks to analyse the European Union’s (EU) support for the Libyan Coastguard (LCG)
as a means of extraterritorial migration control. In particular, it is concerned with maritime interceptions by the
LCG of irregular migrants’ vessels on the Mediterranean Sea. Thereby, European ‘capacity-building’ will be
analysed in light of the right to leave and the obligation of non-refoulement. The main research questions are,
firstly, whether maritime interceptions by the LCG can possibly be in accordance with Libya’s responsibility to
protect a person’s right to leave, and secondly, whether the EU as a legal entity may itself incur responsibility for
potentially occurring violations of said right.
In this pursuit, the article will begin with an overview of non-entrée politics, leading to the partnership set up
between Europe and Libya, focusing on ‘capacity-building’. Thereafter, it elaborates the legal scaffolding of
maritime departure, drawing on both the normative context of the right to leave and the relevant jurisdictional
spheres. This leads to the core of the work, namely the doctrinal analysis of both interceptions and capacitybuilding. The former will elaborate on the different potential grounds for restrictions under Article 12 (3) ICCPR.
The article concludes that no appropriate legal basis is conceivable to satisfy these requirements. LCG
interceptions and disembarkations in Libya regularly violate the migrants’ right to leave. On this ground and
premised on the hypothetical accession of the EU to the ECHR, the article assesses whether the EU’s capacity
building support for the LCG could trigger jurisdiction under the ECHR. Drawing on the relevant case-law and
the applicable Draft Articles of the International Law Commission, the different possible reasonings will be
elaborated. As will be shown, the preferable arguments favour direct EU responsibility for violations under the
ECHR, triggered by its capacity-building for the LCG.
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I. Introduction
Europe’s responses to new migratory movements have led to a multitude of different measures. Some of these
approaches remain little explored. This article seeks to analyse a specific form of such contemporary border control
and address its deeply troubling implications for human rights protection. In particular, it is concerned with
capacity-building support programmes for the Libyan Coastguard (LCG), enhancing Libya’s abilities of maritime
interceptions of migrants on the Mediterranean Sea. The main research questions are, firstly, whether a maritime
interception by the LCG can possibly be in accordance with Libya’s responsibility to protect a person’s right to
leave a country, and secondly, whether and how the European Union (EU) as a legal entity may incur responsibility
for Libyan violations of the right to leave.
The following section will begin with an overview of so-called non-entrée politics and the partnership set up between
Europe and Libya, focusing on its ‘capacity-building’ programmes. Thereafter, the legal scaffolding of maritime
departure is elaborated, drawing on both the normative context of the human right to leave and the relevant
jurisdictional spheres. This leads to the core of the work, namely the doctrinal analysis of LCG interceptions and
European capacity building for the LCG. The former will elaborate on the different potential grounds for
restrictions under Article 12 (3) ICCPR, showing that no appropriate legal basis is conceivable to satisfy these
requirements in the case given. On this ground and premised on the hypothetical accession of the EU to the
ECHR, the article assesses whether the EU’s capacity building support could trigger jurisdiction before the
ECtHR. While the sources available support differing opinions, this article argues the most coherent legal
interpretation to be, indeed, direct EU responsibility for own violations under the ECHR.
II. European Cooperative Migration Control
In this chapter, an overview will be given over the complex that is cooperative migration control. Thereby, the
more general shift in attitude from so-called western states towards the international migration rights regime, as
well as the more specific emergence of non-entrée policies will be depicted. Thereafter, the Libyan-European
cooperation will be closely examined.
1. From solidarity to evasion
When the New York Declaration for Refugees and Migrants declared ‘profound solidarity with, and support for,
the millions of people in different parts of the world who, for reasons beyond their control, are forced to uproot
themselves’2, this seemed like a promising signal. Even better still, when it mentioned ‘varying capacities and
resources to respond to these movements’ and the ‘shared responsibility’3.
All this notwithstanding, current developments in global migration policy and Realpolitik appear to paint a very
different picture, which some commentators portrayed as ashift in attitude from ‘humanitarian reception and
solidarity’ towards a dreaded ‘invasion of the poor’4. Abandoning the international migrant protection framework
altogether, however, would risk the rest of the world following suit, with catastrophic consequences for
international security and economic welfare, creating an even more accelerated migratory movement5. Thus,

2 United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), New York Declaration for Refugees and Migrants, A/RES/71/1, 3 October
2016. Available at: https://www.unhcr.org/uk/57e39d987 [Accessed: 09.09.2020].
3 Ibid, para. 11.
4 Alscher, S., and Albahari, M., in Den Heijer, M.: ‘Europe and Extraterritorial Asylum’, (Bloomsbury Publishing Plc 2012) p. 212.
5 Gammeltoft-Hansen, T. and Hathaway, J., ‘Non-Refoulement in a World of Cooperative Deterrence’, in Columbia Journal of
Transnational Law vol. 53, issue 2 2015, pp. 235-284 (239-41).
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wealthy states are determined to demonstrate a commitment to refugee protection , but would rather avoid
practical consequences - most importantly, the obligation of non-refoulement. International cooperation on migratory
movement has not yet seen the ‘shared responsibility’7, proclaimed in New York. Instead, one has concentrated
significantly on preserving the sovereignty over border control8. With this ‘seemingly schizophrenic posture’9,
States of higher living standards are instead trying to ‘avoid becoming comparatively more attractive to protection
seekers’10, provoking a sort of ‘negative regulatory competition’11 or a ‘market of deflection’12.
2. Non-entrée
While there is no express obligation of a State to permit entry13, the obligation of non-refoulement is grounded on the
assumption of the need for protection until ‘disproved at a later stage of proceedings’14. Therefore, efforts to still
hamper migration flows into national territory have led to what Hathaway calls the ‘politics of non-entrée’15. This
central approach has coined the design of immigration policies in the developed world for the last thirty years16.
Instead of demanding people to leave after reviewing their grounds for stay, the idea is to prevent migrants’ arrival
in the first place.
Non-entrée has many faces, shifting from conventional visa controls, carrier sanctions, so-called Safe Third
Country campaigns17 and high seas interdictions to modern, ‘cooperation-based’ measures of joint border patrols,
financial incentives and the provision of equipment or training to other states18. Especially the latter entail an ever
more increased cooperation and alignment of policies with both countries of origin and transit19 throughout the
‘displacement chain’20. The resulting policies may be described pointedly as ‘consensual and pro-active
containment of trans-boundary flows’, which is ‘transferring the coercive management of exiles to third
countries’21. Instead of offering a global approach, hence, this ‘cooperative deterrence’22 remained fractional,
operating cross-regional and on an ad hoc basis23.

6 UNHCR, Declaration of States Parties to the 1951 Convention and or Its 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees, 16 January
2002, HCR/MMSP/2001/09; UNHCR Ministerial Communiqué, 8 December 2011; Feller, E., ‘Asylum, migration and refugee
protection: realities, myths and the promise of things to come’, in International Journal of Refugee Law vol. 18, 2006, pp. 509–36.
7 UNHCR, supra 1, para. 11.
8 Ibid.
9 Gammeltoft-Hansen, T. and Hathaway, J., supra 4, p. 6.
10 Giuffré, M., and Moreno-Lax, V., “The rise of consensual containment: from ‘contactless control’ to ‘contactless responsibility’ for
migratory flows”, in Juss, S. (Eds.) Research Handbook on International Refugee Law (Cheltenham, UK: Edward Elgar Publishing 2019),
Chapter 7, p.83.
11 Barbou Des Places, S. and Deffains, B., “Cooperation in the Shadow of Regulatory Competition: The example of Asylum
legislation” in International Review of Law and Economics vol. 23, 2004, pp. 345-364 (361).
12 Noll, G., Negotiating Asylum: The EU Acquis, Extraterritorial Protection and the Common Market of Deflection (Brill, Netherlands 2000).
13 Giuffré, M. and Moreno-Lax, V., supra 9, pp. 84-5.
14 Fischer-Lescano, A., Löhr, T. and Todhidipur, T., “Border Controls at Sea/ Requirements under International Human Rights and
Refugee Law” in International Journal of Refugee Law, 21, no 2 (2009) pp. 256-298 (278).
15 Hathaway, J., in Gammeltoft-Hansen, T. and Hathaway, J., supra note 4, p. 241, footnote 17.
16 Gammeltoft-Hansen, T., and Tan, N.F., ‘Beyond the deterrence paradigm in global refugee policy’, in Suffolk Transnational Law
Review, vol. 39, issue 3 2016, p. 637.; Gammeltoft-Hansen, T. and Tan, N.F., ‘The End of the Deterrence Paradigm? Future Directions
for Global Refugee Policy’, in Journal on Migration and Human Security, vol. 5 (2017), pp. 28-56.
17 The EU and other destination States often deem certain countries in closer proximity to a migrant’s country of origin to be safe,
thereby making it significantly more difficult, if not nullifying any possibility, for the respective migrants to claim a right to enter the
destination State.
18 Gammeltoft-Hansen, T. and Hathaway, J., supra note 4, p. 243; Pijnenburg, A., ‘Containment Instead of Refoulement: Shifting State
Responsibility in the Age of Cooperative Migration Control?’, in Human rights law review, vol. 20, Issue 2, (2020) pp. 306-332 (318);
Giuffré, M. and Moreno-Lax, V., supra note 9, p. 83; Nicholson, F., ‘Implementation of the immigration (carriers' liability) act 1987:
privatising immigration functions at the expense of international obligations?’, in The international and comparative law quarterly, vol. 46,
issue 3 (1997), pp.586-634.
19 Gammeltoft-Hansen, T. and Hathaway, J., supra note 4.
20 Giuffré, M. and Moreno-Lax, V., supra note 9, p.84-5.
21 Ibid.
22 Gammeltoft-Hansen and Hathaway, supra note 4; Giuffré and Moreno-Lax, Ibid.
23 Giuffré and Moreno-Lax, Ibid., p. 83.
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The European Union (EU) and its Member States have engaged in a multitude of measures to ‘externalise’ their
border policies24. Ideally, they consist of political incentives, like visa facilitation, fund transfers, or accession talks25,
so that the Union may then be rest assured of a synallagmatic commitment to contain irregular migrants in another
state’s jurisdictional area26.
In the upcoming section, it shall be focused on cooperation based maritime border control in the Mediterranean.
Yet again, it is not an easy task to determine exactly what such cooperation will typically involve27. The strategies
employed may vary over time and will depend on both the Member States and the third countries involved.
Generally, border controls become geographically relocated to the high seas or third country territories and the
burden of border control is transferred or at least shared28. Southern Mediterranean States are thus urged to take
on responsibility for migrants that otherwise would have left the country towards Europe and what was supposed
to be European entry control likely becomes the cooperating states’ exit control. Alongside often appalling human
rights situations on the territory of the third countries involved, this shift in responsibility risks nullifying the right
to leave and circumventing the duty of non-refoulement29.
Until no formal assessment of someone’s protection status has been done, the migrant enjoys the benefit of the
doubt30, which is also reflected in the absolute character of non-refoulement. From the governmental point of
view, this makes mixed flows of migrants particularly undesirable31. The appeal of non-entrée politics is thus
premised on the idea that no physical contact means no jurisdiction and no responsibility to even assess the
protection needs. Whether, from a human rights point of view, capacity building containment is a feasible way of
dealing with migratory flows will be elaborated subsequently. Since this work is therefore equally concerned with
a situation before any formal assessment has taken place, its underlying premise must logically be the abovementioned benefit of the doubt. It will hence not be distinguished between asylum seekers, those entitled to
subsidiary protection, those deemed ‘economic migrants’ or unaccompanied minor refugees. Where such a
differentiation is not explicitly relevant to the question at hand, it will be homogenously referred to as ‘irregular
migrants’ or just ‘migrants’.
3. The Case of Libya
The following section seeks to illustrate the above mentioned along the case of Libya. First, some light will be
shed on the developments that led the country to become the significant and troubled transit state it is today.
Second, a chronology of the EU-Libyan partnership on migration control and its most pertinent contents will be
given.
a. From Destination to Departure State
Libya used to be more of a destination rather than a departure or transit state. With its geographic location,
dependence on foreign labour, and oil wealth, Libya used to be a place of hope for people seeking to improve
their living conditions. From the 1970s to 1990s, Gaddafi proclaimed his Libyan Pan Africanism and open-doors
policy towards migrants from both Arab and Sub-Saharan states, in order for them to resettle in Libya and to take
24 Giuffré, M. and Moreno-Lax, V., Ibid.; Pijnenburg, supra note 17; Den Heijer, M., ‘Europe beyond its Borders: Refugee and Human
Rights Protection in Extraterritorial Immigration Control’, in Ryan, B. and Mitsilegas, V. (eds) Extraterritorial Immigration Control: Legal
Challenges, (Netherlands: BRILL 2010), pp. 169-198 (190).
25 Giuffré, M., and Moreno-Lax, V., Ibid, p. 84.
26 Ibid.
27 Den Heijer, M., supra note 3, p. 212.
28 Den Heijer, M., supra note 23, p.190
29 Markard, N., ‘The Right to Leave by Sea: Legal Limits on Eu Migration Control by Third Countries’, in European Journal of
International Law, vol. 27, no. 3 (2016), pp. 591–616 (593-4); Also see, Giuffré, M. and Moreno-Lax, V., supra note 9; Pijnenburg, A.,
supra note 17; Den Heijer, M., supra note 3, Ch. 4.
30 Den Heijer, M., supra note 23, p. 190.; Fischer-Lescano, A., Löhr, T. and Todhidipur, T., supra note 13, p. 278.
31 As the then Director of the EU’s borders agency Frontex put it: ‘Flüchtlinge? Das sind keine Flüchtlinge, sondern illegale Migranten‘.
(Englisch: ‘Refugees? They are not refugees, but illegal migrants.’) in ‘Frontex ist ein Sündenbock’, Der Standard, 21 December 2006.
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up all kinds of careers, from manual labour to formal professional sectors. The rise of conflicts in the Horn of
Africa and Western Africa in the late 1980s and 1990s served as significant additional push-factors on emigration32.
Libya’s significance on the international stage was eventually underlined when it became a signatory to the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) on May 15th 1970, demonstrating a commitment to
universal civil and political rights33.
However, the 2011 uprising and end of Gaddafi’s dictatorship handed significant control over Libyan territory and
borders to armed groups, creating a prolific atmosphere for organized crime, including human trafficking and
smuggling34. Since mid-2014, the crumbling of state institutions and continuing violence led Libya to spiral down
a governance, security and humanitarian crisis, and has caused a collapse of the rule of law35. Combined with the
inevitable economic breakdown and an undeniable and increasing atmosphere of racism and xenophobia, growing
numbers of migrants and refugees have left Libya towards Europe, including those that called it a home for
decades36.
However, a much larger number remains, not least because they have been unable to successfully depart the
country. It is estimated that by the end of 2017, around one million foreign nationals still resided in Libya37, with
reliable statistics being unavailable. Their plight is enormous, described by some as ‘hell on earth’38. Amnesty
International reports an extremely concerning human rights situation, which includes indiscriminate
imprisonment, torture, rape, forced labour, slavery and homicide39. The UN Support Mission in Libya speaks of
‘unimaginable horrors’ which migrants and refugees suffer ‘during their transit through and stay in Libya’ –
beginning ‘the moment they step onto Libyan soil’40.
As will be shown in the following section, it is the successful containment of migrants departing from Libya,
however, that has become a European top priority. Libya is one of the most important transit states on the ‘Central
Mediterranean Migratory Route’, meaning the transit route from Sub-Saharan Africa to Italy, one of the most
active and dangerous worldwide. Its proximity to Italian territory and the EU’s failure to agree on a uniform
allocation key for migrants have given fertile grounds for diplomatic exchange between Rome and Tripoli, starting
before the uprising, and increasing significantly ever after.
b. European Partnership: Italian Groundwork
The European cooperation with Libya began in Rome. Starting twenty years ago, Italy has progressively nurtured
collaboration with Libya on matters of migration, signing various agreements, beginning in December 2000,
32 Migration Policy Center, Libya The Demographic-Economic Framework of Migration, The Legal Framework of Migration, The
Socio-Political Framework of Migration, June 2013, available at: https://migrationpolicycentre.eu/docs/migration_profiles/Libya.pdf
(Accessed 22.08.2020)
33 UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (UNOHCHR), UN Treaty Body Database for Libya, available at:
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/TreatyBodyExternal/Treaty.aspx?CountryID=99&Lang=EN [Accessed 09.09.2020].
34 Micallef, M., ‘The human conveyor belt: Trends in human trafficking and smuggling in post-revolution Libya’, Global Initiative against
Transnational Organized Crime, March 2017, available at https://globalinitiative.net/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/GI-HumanConveyor-Belt-Human-Smuggling-Libya-2017-.pdf ; Eaton, T., ‘Libya’s War Economy: Predation, Profiteering and State Weakness’,
Chatham House Publications, April 2018, available at: https://www.chathamhouse.org/publication/libyas-war-economy-predationprofiteering-and-state-weakness (Accessed both 22.08.2020).
35 UNOHCHR, ‘Desperate and Dangerous: Report on the human rights situation of migrants and refugees in Libya’, December 2018, p. 10.
36 Ibid.
37 International Organisation for Migration (IOM), ‘UN migration agency moves to relieve plight of migrants trapped in Libya. Backing
AU, EU plan’, December 2017, available at https://www.iom.int/news/un-migration-agency-moves-relieve-plight-migrants-trappedlibya-backing-au-eu-plan. [Accessed 22.08.2020].
38 Leghtas, I. and Eisenstein, A., ‘Hell on Earth’: Abuses Against Refugees and Migrants Trying to Reach Europe from Libya Field Report’
(Refugees International, June 2017), available at: https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/2017.6.1%2BLibya.pdf
[Accessed 09.09.2020]
39 Amnesty International, Report: ‘Libya’s Dark Web of Collusion’ (2017) Available at:
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde19/7561/2017/en/ [accessed 09.09.2020].; Leghtas, I. and Eisenstein, A., Ibid.
40 UNOHCHR, supra note 34, p. 4.
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initially aiming for a cooperative fight against terrorism, organized crime, illegal traffic of drugs and irregular
migration41.
However, this development reached new heights in August 2008, when the Berlusconi-Qhadaffi Treaty of
Friendship (ToF)42 was signed. It did not just involve a $5 billion reparation43 for Italian colonialism, but the states
specifically agreed to cooperatively curtail the flow of migrants heading towards Europe44: Libya commits to an
effective containment of illegal migration while Italy and, ideally, the EU45 fund another $500 million46 worth of
electronic surveillance gear on the Libyan coastline47. It was this agreement, which had underlain the Italian
interception of a migrant vessel and its subsequent return to Libya, deemed an unlawful push-back in the 2012
ECtHR landmark ruling in the case of Hirsi Jamaa48.
While the ToF was suspended due to the beginning Arab Uprising in February 2011, Italy did not defer the topic
for long and negotiations with the Libyan resistance began as early as June 201149. Italy signed a Memorandum of
Understanding with the National Transitional Council (NTC)50, followed by several additional agreements
concerning ‘illegal immigration’ the following year51.
c. European Partnership: EU Continuation
The partnership was eventually fully back on the table during the so-called ‘European Migration Crisis’ of 20152016. By then, the Greek-Turkish passage had been closed, and most unauthorized arrivals by maritime traffic
followed the Central Mediterranean route through Libya. This time, however, cooperation with Libya reached the
EU level.
i. 2016 Migration Partnership Framework
In June 2016, the European Commission proposed52 its new Migration Partnership Framework (MPF), which the
European Parliament endorsed soon after53. It stipulates the strengthening of relationships with third countries,
for actions inter alia directed at the rescue at sea and increased returns of people not entitled to remain. The long41 Dastyari, A. and Hirsch, A., ‘The Ring of Steel: Extraterritorial Migration Controls in Indonesia and Libya and the Complicity of
Australia and Italy’, in Human Rights Law Review, vol. 19, no. 3, 2019, pp. 435–465 (446).
42 Italy and Libya, Treaty of Friendship, Partnership, and Cooperation between the Great Socialist People’s
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and the Republic of Italy (Treaty of Friendship), 30 August 2008. Unofficial transcription provided by DCAF Trust
Fund for North Africa (Libyan Security Sector Legislation project), available at: https://securitylegislation.ly/sites/default/files/lois/7-Law%20No.%20%282%29%20of%202009_EN.pdf [Accessed 13.08.2020].
43 Di Pascale, A., ‘Migration Control at Sea: The Italian Case’, in Ryan, B. and Mitsilegas, V. (eds), supra note 2 supra note 223, pp.
281-310 (298).
44 Pijnenburg, A. and Rijken, C., ‘Playing Cat and Mouse: How Europe Evades Responsibility for its Role in Human Rights Abuses
against Migrants and Refugees’, in Van Reisen, M., Mawere, M., Stokmans, M. and Gebre-Egziabher, K.A. (eds): Mobile Africa: Human
Trafficking and the Digital Divide, (Cameroon: Langaa RPCIG 2019), Chapter 23, pp. 697-72 (701).
45 Article 19(2) Treaty of Friendship.
46 Di Pascale, supra note 42, p. 298.
47 Di Pascale, Ibid.; Dastyari, A. and Hirsch, A., supra note 40, p.447.
48 Hirsi and others v Italy, App. no. 27765/09, ECtHR 2012-II, p. 97.
49 Dastyari, A. and Hirsch, A., supra note 40, p. 448.
50 Italy and the Libyan National Transitional Council, Memorandum of Understanding, June 2011, Unofficial translation provided by
Associazione per gli Studi Giuridici sull’Immigrazione (ASGI), available at: http://download.repubblica.it/pdf/2011/migrazione.pdf.
Also see: MIGRANTS AT SEA, ‘Memorandum of Understanding Between Italy and Libyan NTC’, available at:
https://migrantsatsea.org/2011/06/20/memorandum-of-understanding-between-italy-and-libyan-nct/ [Both accessed 09.09.2020].
51 Dastyari, A. and Hirsch, A., supra note 40, p. 449; Paoletti, E., ‘Migration Agreements between Italy and North Africa: Domestic Imperatives
versus International Norms’, Middle East Institute, December 2012, available at: https://www.mei.edu/publications/migrationagreements-between-italy-and-north-africa-domestic-imperatives-versus [Accessed 09.09.2020].
52 Commission to the European Parliament, the European Council, the Council and the European Investment Bank, Communication
on establishing a new partnership framework with third countries under the European agenda on migration, COM(2016) 385 final,
June 2016. Available at: https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/rep/1/2016/EN/1-2016-385-EN-F1-1.PDF [Accessed
09.09.2020].
53 European Council, Conclusions 28 June 2016, at: https://www.consilium.europa.eu/media/21645/28-euco-conclusions.pdf
[Accessed 09.09.2020].
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range goal, allegedly, is to address the root causes of irregular migration and forced displacement by supporting
the economic, social, and political development of third countries54.
Significantly, however, the framework is ‘based on effective incentives and adequate conditionality’ aiming at
‘measurable results in terms of fast and operational returns of irregular migrants’ and applying ‘necessary leverage,
by using all relevant EU policies, instruments and tools, including development and trade’ while cooperation on
readmission is made ‘a key test of the partnership between the EU and these partners‘55. In short, development
aid depends on the effective return of migrants. At that time, around 1000 Libyan Coastguard (LCG) Officers
were already starting to get trained56, and in January 2017, a Commission had already announced its plans to
increase the training programme yet again57.
ii. 2017 Memorandum of Understanding and Malta Declaration
Based on the MPF, the European Council issued the Malta Declaration58 on 3rd February 2017, containing external
aspects of its migration strategy and the Central-Mediterranean route. Especially, it pictures training and equipping
the Libyan Coastguard for increased operational action, such as disrupting the smuggling business, increasing
search and rescue operations and preventing unseaworthy boats from departing towards Europe. Thereby,
‘dialogue and cooperation on migration with all countries neighbouring Libya’ should be ‘deepened’ 59. The
Declaration further explicitly emphasized ‘to support Italy in its implementation’60 of the Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU)61, which Libya and Italy signed the day before.
In this MoU, Italy offers funding, equipment and the coordination of rescue operations and the EU complements
this support by additionally funds to the LCG62. While the two countries ‘commit to interpret and apply the present
Memorandum in respect of the international obligations and the human rights agreements to which the two
Countries are parties’63, no express referral to any human rights or refugee law obligations is made64. Equally
problematic, ‘virtually all such [Italy-Libya] agreements are outside the public domain’65, including the 2017 MoU.
The approach laid out in the MoU was confirmed again in June 2018, when Europe’s leaders came to numerous
agreements at a Council meeting, concluding that ‘a precondition for a functioning EU policy relies on a
comprehensive approach to migration which combines more effective control of the EU’s external borders,
increased external action and the internal aspects, in line with our principles and values’66.
iii. Additional Agreements
Commission to the European Parliament, the European Council, the Council and the European Investment Bank, supra note 51.
European Council, supra note 52.
56 Giuffré, M. and Moreno-Lax, V., supra note 9, p. 89.
57 European Parliament, the European Council and the Council, Joint Communication ‘Migration on the Central Mediterranean route:
Managing flows, saving lives’, JOIN(2017) 4 final, 25 January 2017, available at: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52017JC0004&from=EN [Accessed 09.09.2020].
58 Malta Declaration by the Members of the European Council on the External Aspects of Migration: Addressing the Central
Mediterranean Route (Malta Declarations), 3 February 2017, at: https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/pressreleases/2017/02/03/malta-declaration/ (Accessed 11.08.2020).
59 Malta Declarations, para. 6 j.).
60 Malta Declarations, para. 6 i.)
61 Italy and Government of National Accord, Libya: ‘Memorandum d’intesa Sulla Cooperazione Nel Campo Dello Sviluppo,
Delcontrasto All’immigrazione Illegale, Al Traffico Di Esseri Umani, Al Contrabbando E sul Rafforzamento Della Sicurezza Delle
Frontiere Tra Io Stato Della Libia e La Repubblica Italiana, 2nd February 2017, (‘Memorandum of Understanding on Cooperation in the Fields of
Development, the Fight against Illegal Immigration, Human Trafficking and Fuel Smuggling and on Reinforcing the Security of Borders between the State of
Libya and the Italian Republic’, henceforth Memorandum of Understanding or MoU 2017). Unofficial translation provided by Uselli, as
revised by Di Filippo, Marati and Palm, available at: https://eumigrationlawblog.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2017/10/MEMORANDUM_translation_finalversion.doc.pdf [Accessed 09.09.2020]
62 Articles 2(2) and 4 MOU 2017, Ibid.; Also see Dastyari, A. and Hirsch, A., supra note 40, p. 449.
63 Article 5 MoU 2017, Ibid.
64 Dastyari, A. and Hirsch, A., supra note 40, p. 449.
65 Den Heijer, M., supra note 3, p.213; see also Di Pascale, A., supra note 42, p. 300.
66 European Council meeting, Conclusions, EUCO 9/18, 28 June 2018. Available at:
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/media/35936/28-euco-final-conclusions-en.pdf [Accessed 09.09.2020].
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The illustrated strategy is complemented by a multitude of further European components. Among them are
readmission agreements with countries of origin, aimed at facilitating the reception of intercepted migrants
through, again, technical and economic support by Italy and the EU67. Further, the EU’s engagement is supported
by the already existing EU Border Assistance Mission to Libya (EUBAM), ‘a civilian Mission under the Common
Security and Defence Policy (CSDP), to support the Libyan authorities in improving and developing the security
of the country’s borders’68. While not explicitly directed at migration policy when it was established in 2013, its
original mandate was extended multiple times, and in 2016 it also came to include the ‘advice and capacity-building
in the area of...migration [and] border security’69. Its mandate has subsequently been extended70. Since October
2016, the EUNAVFOR Med Operation (Operation Sophia) 71, has provided patronage of the LCG Training
stipulated in the 2017 MoU72, which is also a secondary task of its successor, Operation Irini73.
d. Consequences for Migrant Protection
According to the partnership framework, the EU and its member states, as well as Libya and its neighbours, are
sought to form a control network that halts migrants and refugees in such a way that the factual interception action
is undertaken by intermediary countries, not European ones74. The LCG intercepts, while Europe supports from
a distance, setting up a blockade of migrants75. The mechanisms have not been without results. Italy saw more
arrivals in July 2016 alone than in the entire year of 2018, with the downward trend continuing76. This can be linked
directly to the EU ‘gradually shifting search and rescue operations in international waters to the LCG’77. This is a
highly worrisome development, considering Libya’s dire human rights situation78 and a steadily increasing number
of migrants neither arriving nor returning79. While the number of refugees crossing the sea in 2016 dropped
significantly, the number of those who died rose sharply80. In 2017, it was one in 43. In 2018, it was one in 1881.
4. Interim Conclusion
What should be taken from this array of mechanisms is that the cooperation with Libya, which was initially
launched by Italy alone, has long since been elevated onto the European sphere and must be understood within
this EU-supported structure82. The ‘Capacity-building policies’ established by the framework of MPF, MoU, and
Giuffré, M. and Moreno-Lax, V., supra note 9, p. 90.
EU Border Assistance Mission in Libya (EUBAM); available at: https://eeas.europa.eu/csdp-missions-operations/eubamlibya/3859/about-eu-border-assistance-mission-libya-eubam_en. [Accessed 12.08.2020].
69 European Council, Press Release: ‘EUBAM Libya: mission extended, budget approved’, 4 August 2016, available at:
https://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/zambia/10551/eubam-libya-mission-extended-budget-approved_en. [Accessed at 09.09.2020].
70 European Council, Press Release: ‘Council extends the mandates of EU CSDP civilian missions for one more year’, 30 June 2020, available at:
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2020/06/30/council-extends-the-mandates-of-eu-csdp-civilian-missionsfor-one-more-year/. [Accessed: 09.09.2020].
71 About EUNAVFOR Med Operation Sophia: https://www.operationsophia.eu/about-us/. [Accessed 09.09. 2020]. Operation
Sophia is an EU naval military operation aiming to counteract established refugee smuggling routes in the Mediterranean.
72 Dastyari, A. and Hirsch, A. supra note 40, p. 450.
73 European Council, Press Release: ‘EU launches Operation IRINI to enforce Libya arms embargo’, 31 March 2020, available at:
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2020/03/31/eu-launches-operation-irini-to-enforce-libya-arms-embargo/
[Accessed 09.09.2020].
74 Giuffré, M. and Moreno-Lax, V., supra note 9, p. 86.
75 Dastyari, A. and Hirsch, A., supra note 40, p. 451.
76 While the UNHCR recorded an annual total of arrivals in Italy of 181,436 in 2016, it sunk to 119,369 in 2017 and to as little as just
23,370 in 2018. The trend continued in 2019. See UNHCR, Operational Portal: ‘Situation in the Mediterranean’, available at:
https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/mediterranean/location/5205 [Accessed 09.09.2020].
77 UNOHCHR, supra note 34, pp. 12-3.
78 Amnesty International, supra note 38.
79 UNOHCHR, supra note 34, pp. 12-3.
80 dpa-International, ‘2016 saw sharp drop in Mediterranean migrants, surge in deaths’, 6 Jan. 2017, at: https://www.dpainternational.com/topic/2016-saw-sharp-drop-mediterranean-migrants-surge-deaths-170106-99-774948 [Accessed 09.09.2020].
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Malta Declaration are explicitly directed at enhancing the LCG’s impact on the Mediterranean Sea. Especially
important in this respect is the framing of LCG interceptions as rescue operations and the subsequent
disembarkation in Libya. As it is strictly Libyan officials carrying out the operations, and by their ad hoc nature83,
the EU establishes a system of ‘contactless control’, ‘practiced on demand by partner countries’84.
As will be shown below, the manner in which this blockade is designed poses a multitude of complex legal
questions and challenges. By preventing physical contact between European administration and migrants, it
becomes increasingly difficult to identify any jurisdictional link establishing European human rights
responsibilities85.
III. The Legal Scaffolding of Maritime Departure
For the migrants affected, LCG interceptions take place at the conjunction of leaving one place and entering
another. The developments on the Mediterranean, thus, provoke a shift of legal attention from the right to enter,
an obligation naturally in the effective range of the destination state, towards the right to leave, a provision that
generally ought to be taken care of by the State of departure86.
1. The Right to Leave a Country
The right that ‘everyone shall be free to leave any country, including his own’87 became a cornerstone of the
Western liberal ideal of free movement88. In the following section, the right’s normative context in human rights
law and international law of the sea is illustrated, followed by its permissible restrictions.
a. Normative Context
The right to leave a country had already been included in Article 13 (1) of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights (UDHR)89, and became universally binding for signatories to the ICCPR, through its inclusion in Article
12 (2)90. The latter then served as a model91 for Article 2 (2) of Protocol No. 4 of the European Convention for
the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR)92. By virtue of the ICCPR alone, the right
to leave nowadays binds all Mediterranean countries and similar provisions can be found in many international
treaties93. However, the ICCPR’s Human Rights Committee (hereafter HRC) and the European Court for Human
Den Heijer, M., supra note 3, p. 215.
Giuffré, M. and Moreno-Lax, V., supra note 9, p. 85-6.
85 Den Heijer, M., supra note 3, p. 215; Giuffré, M. and Moreno-Lax, V., supra note 9, p. 85
86 Pijnenburg, A., supra note 17, p. 321.
87 Article 12 (2), International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 16 December 1966, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 999, p.
171. Available at: https://treaties.un.org/doc/publication/unts/volume%20999/volume-999-i-14668-english.pdf [Accessed
09.09.2020].
88 Grahl-Madsen, A., Melander, G., ‘Article 13’, in Gudmundur, A., and Eide, A. (eds): The Universal Declaration of Human Rights: A
Common Standard of Achievement (Netherlands: Martinus Nijhoff, 1999), p. 274.
89 United Nations, Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 10 December 1948, Avialable at:
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/UDHR/Documents/UDHR_Translations/eng.pdf [Accessed 09.09.2020].
90 ICCPR, supra note 85.
91 Markard, N., supra note 28, p. 594.
92 Protocol No 4 to the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, securing certain
Rights and Freedoms other than those already included in the Convention and in the First Protocol thereto, 16 September 1963, ETS
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Rights (ECtHR) are the only international treaty bodies that have substantively assessed its matters94 and shall
therefore be the guiding voices interpreting its scope in the context of this article.
While leaving a country is one thing, entering a different country is another. Hence, while the right to leave is
considered to be closely related to the right to seek asylum95, the destination state, however, still upholds the
sovereignty to police entry and guard its borders. Borders are considered the primary means of upholding
international stability, peace and order96. The notion that a border needs to be unshakably stable is articulated by
Article 62(2) of the Vienna Convention of the Law of Treaties (hereinafter 1969 VCLT), which sets out that: '[a]
fundamental change of circumstances may not be invoked as a ground for terminating or withdrawing from a
treaty: (a) if the treaty establishes a boundary’97.
Leaving a country, hence, is far from equal to entering another98. This has prompted some commentators to call
the right to leave a mere ‘half right’ – hollow without a corresponding permission of entry by another state99. This
notion, however, would place the entire international community in the position of a collective guarantor to enable
the right to leave100. According to Article 47 of the Articles on the Responsibility of States for Internationally
Wrongful Acts (ARSIWA), however, each State is only liable for its respective international obligations. This
constitutes an independent, rather than a collective responsibility to guarantee the rights of any signed treaty101. .
Thus, the idea of the right to leave as a ‘half right’ opposes the principle that of such independent responsibility102.
Instead of an ‘anomaly of lack of legal rights’103, it therefore has ‘a substance of its own’104.
b. Permissible Restrictions
Article 12 (3) ICCPR states that the right can be subjected to restrictions provided by law, given they are necessary
to protect national security, public order, public health or morals or the rights and freedoms of others, and as long
as they are consistent with the other rights of the Covenant. Hence, while it is not an absolute right105, any
restriction must comply with the requirements put forth in 12 (3) ICCPR. The HRC’s General Comment No. 27106
holds an array of principles on the normative extent of the right to leave. Any restriction needs to be proportionate,
constituting the least intrusive of multiple available and suitable measures107 and must not discriminate108. Notably,
any restriction ‘must not impair the essence of the right’ - the general freedom to leave should remain the norm
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and ought not to become the exception . Despite the minor variations of wordings, the accessible case law of
the ECtHR on limitations under Article 2 (3) Protocol No 4 ECHR suggests a very similar test. It demands
lawfulness, a legitimate purpose of aim of the interference, and for it to be ‘necessary in a democratic society’110.
Consequently, any interference with the right to leave must be in accordance with the law, pursue a legitimate aim,
and be proportional.
109

2. Jurisdictional Spheres
Jurisdiction is not always an intuitive concept. Frequently referred to as ‘sovereignty’, it generally encompasses the
competency of a state, be it legislative, executive or judicial, and presents an important ‘threshold criterion of
responsibility for human rights violations’111.The complicated nature of cooperation-based containment policies
using interceptions by third states lies in their character of ‘outsourcing’112 immigration control and thereby keeping
potentially problematic conduct away from the destination State’s own territory and, potentially, jurisdiction.
Containment policies alter the preconceptions of responsibility for departure and destination. The challenge,
thereby, is to legally comprehend whether and how the destination State retains its involvement and, possibly,
bears responsibility. Therefore, it helps to depart slightly from the classic approach of pinpointing the violations
first and subsequently addressing the issue of jurisdiction and attribution. Instead, for the benefit of the article’s
clarity, the different levels of jurisdiction should be briefly addressed first, elaborating subsequently whether the
particular conduct falling under it may amount to a violation of rights.
a. Territoriality
As a basic rule, a State’s jurisdictional competence is territorial113. Hence, a migrant vessel in Libyan territory will
be under Libyan jurisdiction, while European jurisdiction is not exactly self-evident. The general rule of
territoriality implies, however, that exceptions have been developed, and extraterritoriality, thus, does not per se
prevent responsibility, depending on the specific facts of the case 114. The rationale behind loosening a State’s
territorial confines of jurisdiction is rather unambiguous. If it was not, a state could easily ‘perpetrate violations
[…] on the territory of another State, which violations it could not perpetrate on its own territory’115 and effectively
nullify the telos of human rights treaties through diplomatic relations – an ‘unconscionable’116 outcome.
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Area of Freedom, Security and Justice. A Celebration of Ten Years of the European Journal of Migration and Law (Netherlands: Brill, 2011).
113 Human Rights Committee (HRC), General Comment No 31: The nature of the general legal obligation imposed on States Parties to the Covenant
(General Comment No 31), 29 March 2004, CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add. 13, at para 10. Available at:
https://undocs.org/CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.13 [Accessed 09.09.2020]; Committee against Torture, General Comment No 2:
Implementation of Article 2 by States Parties (General Comment No 2), 24 January 2008, CAT/C/GC/2, para. 16. Available at:
https://undocs.org/CAT/C/GC/2 [Accessed 09.09.2020]; Coard and Others v United States of America, Case 10.951, Report 109/99
(1999) at para 37; Al-Skeini and Others v United Kingdom, App. no. 55721/07, ECtHR 2011-IV, p.99, para. 131; Soering v. United Kingdom,
App. no. 14038/88, (ECtHR 07 July 1989), para. 86; Banković and Others v. Belgium and Others, App. no. 52207/99, (ECtHR 19
December 2001), para. 61; Ilaşcu and Others v. Moldova and Russia, App. no. 48787/99, ECtHR 2004-VII, p. 179 para. 312.
114 Al-Skeini and Others v United Kingdom supra note 112, para. 130 ff.
115 Lilian Celiberti de Casariego v. Uruguay, CCPR/C/13/D/56/1979, HRC 29 July 1981; para. 10.3; See also Issa and others v Turkey, App.
no. 31821/96, (ECtHR 16 November 2004), para. 71; Isaak v. Turkey, App. no. 44587/98), (ECtHR 24 June 2006), para. 19; Solomou v.
Turkey, App. no. 36832/97, (ECtHR 24 June 2008), para. 45; Andreou Papi v. Turkey, App. no. 45653/99, (ECtHR 22 September 2009),
para. 10; Saadoon and Mufdhi v. UK, App. no. 61490/08, ECtHR 2010-II, p. 61, para. 85.
116 HRC, Celiberti de Casariego v. Uruguay, supra note 114, para. 10.3.
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b. Effective Control

The HRC has therefore clearly stipulated that ‘a State Party must respect and ensure the rights laid down in the
Covenant to anyone within the power or effective control of that State Party, even if not situated within the territory
of the State Party’ and ‘regardless of the circumstances in which such power or effective control was obtained’117.
For both Libya and the EU, this means that the ICCPR may most certainly be triggered extraterritorially and with
regards to foreign nationals118. Additionally, concerning the EU, the ECtHR similarly found that the ECHR’s
object and purpose demand its application whenever, lawfully or unlawfully, a Party exercises ‘effective control
over an area’119 or such of ‘agent authority and control’120, which must be determined according to the individual
facts121. Specifically, the court noted in its Al-Skeini judgement122, that ‘whenever the State through its agents
exercises control and authority over an individual, and thus jurisdiction, the State is under an obligation under
Article 1 to secure to that individual the rights and freedoms under Section 1 of the Convention that are relevant
to the situation of that individual’ 123. A decade earlier, this was still expressly ruled out in Bankovic 124. Based on the
‘instantaneous’125 nature of incident, the court rejected the claim that positive obligations under Convention would
extend to securing the Convention rights proportionate to the level of control exercised, fearing the idea of
jurisdiction to render ‘superfluous and devoid of any purpose’126. Hence, Al-Skeini can be seen as establishing a
more functional conception127, according to which ‘authority over’ or ‘control of’ a given situation is the decisive
threshold for extraterritorial jurisdiction.
To establish exceptional, extraterritorial jurisdiction under Article 1 ECHR, the ECtHR distinguishes explicitly
between two forms of effective control: de jure and de facto control.
Regarding the former, it stated that ‘nationality, flag, diplomatic and consular relations, effect, protection, passive
personality and universality’ may serve as ‘suggested bases’ of extraterritorial de jure jurisdiction128. The latter
includes factual exercise of state authority with regards to jurisdiction and responsibility. The distinction is
particularly pertinent in the context of European maritime interceptions, as Hirsi established the significance of de
jure control by virtue of flag129, existing independently from de facto control130.
The HRC, on its part, pointed out that it is ‘not the place where the violation occurred, but [...] the relationship
between the individual and the state in relation to the violation‘ that matters in order to establish jurisdiction.131
Similarly, the International Court of Justice (ICJ) has famously stipulated that ‘[p]hysical control of a territory, and
HRC, General Comment No. 31, (2004), para. 10.
HRC, Concluding Observations on Israel, 21 August 2003, CCPR/CO/78/ISR, para. 11.; Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in
the Occupied Palestinian Territory, (International Court of Justice (ICJ), Advisory Opinion July 2004), para. 111. Similarly, Armed Activities
on the Territory of the Congo, (International Court of Justice (ICJ), 19 December 2005), paras 178–180, 216 and 219; Case Concerning the
Application of the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (Georgia v. Russia), Order on the Request for
the Indication of Provisional Measures, (International Court of Justice (ICJ) 15 October 2008), para. 109; Moreno-Lax, V., supra note
97, p. 261.
119 Loizidou v. Turkey, App. no. 15318/89, (ECtHR 18 December 1996), para. 62.
120 Al-Skeini and Others v United Kingdom supra note 112, para. 133 ff and 138 ff.
121 Cf. Al-Skeini and Others v. the United Kingdom, supra note 112, paras. 132 and 136; Medvedyev and Others v. France (Application no.
3394/03) 29 March 2010, paras. 65, 67; Banković and Others v. Belgium and Others, supra note 112, para. 73;
122 The case concerned the question of UK jurisdiction over noncombatants killed by British soldiers during security operations based
on UN Security Council Resolutions and regulations of the Coalition Provisional Authority in Iraq.
123 Al-Skeini and Others v. the United Kingdom, supra note 112, paras 137.
124 This case had to assess the extent to which ECHR applied to acts performed by State Parties extraterritoriality due to the 1999 aerial
bombardment of the Serbian radio/television station by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) in Belgrade.
125 Hirsi and others v Italy, supra note 47, para.73., referring to Banković and Others v. Belgium and Others, supra note 112, para. 75.
126 Banković and Others v. Belgium and Others, supra note 112, paras 75.
127 Moreno-Lax, V., supra note 97, p. 280.
128 Banković and Others v. Belgium and Others, supra note 112, para 59.
129 Hirsi and others v Italy, supra note 47, para. 77.
130 Moreno-Lax, V., supra note 97, p. 280.
131 López Burgos v. Uruguay, Communication No. 52/1979, CCPR/C/OP/1, HRC 29 July 1981, para. 12.1.; Also see HRC Celiberti de
Caseriego v Uruguay, supra note 114, para. 10.
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not sovereignty or legitimacy of title, is the basis for State liability for acts affecting other States’ . While the
particularities of the different control tests may provoke different outcomes if applied to the same case, it suffices
at this stage to emphasise that under both ICCPR and ECHR, it is not just territoriality but also the physical control
or legal entitlement that may enable courts to invoke the principle of extraterritoriality when considering disputes
concerning states’ liability.
c. Normative Context of Maritime Departure
Means of extraterritorial immigration control thus naturally create tensions towards the right to leave and no
difference is to be expected in cases of regulating someone’s departure by sea. The central international legal
framework covering the sea is the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS)133. Apart from Turkey, Israel
and Syria, every Mediterranean country is a signatory to UNCLOS, including the EU. ‘The sea’ covers three main
areas: the territorial sea, the so-called ‘exclusive economic zone’ (EEZ) and the high seas. Another zone is the
Search and Rescue (SAR) zone, which is not primarily concerned with territorial demarcations and will be dealt
with in more detail below.
The principal rationale governing the territorial sea is that the coastal state shall govern it just as it does with land134.
This is counterbalanced by another state’s right of ‘innocent passage’, meaning that another State’s maritime
navigation shall not be interfered with as long as ‘it is not prejudicial to the peace, good order or security of the
coastal State’ as stated in Article 19 UNCLOS. The EEZ is an area adjacent to the territorial sea, yet not a part of
the coastal territory135. However, coastal states are allowed to exercise jurisdiction over specific policy matters136.
Beyond the EEZ lie the high seas. Here, the law remains concerned with only two fundamental principles, namely
flag-state jurisdiction and freedom of navigation137. Any state exercises exclusive jurisdiction and control over
those ships flying its flag, independent of whether this ship lies in territorial or high seas138. This merely requires a
‘genuine link’ between ship and state139, the nationality of the people on board does not play any role140. A coastal
state shall generally not interfere with a ship in its territorial waters if it enjoys its right of innocent passage141.
Reversely, a coastal state can obstruct the departure of a ship, if its passage is not ‘innocent’142.
The privilege of non-interference with navigation is premised ‘on the existence or presence or possibility of
another's legal interest - that of the flag state or the coastal state’143. It is generally acknowledged that something
like the inflatable boats or dinghies are most commonly used by irregular migrants are not registrable ‘ships’ within
Legal Consequences for States of the Continued Presence of South Africa in Namibia (South West Africa) notwithstanding Security Council Resolution
276 (International Court of Justice (ICJ) 1970, Advisory Opinion June 1971), para. 118.; Also see Legal Consequences of the Construction of a
Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, supra note 117, paras. 107-113. Similarly, Inter-American Court of Human Rights, Coard et al. v
United States, supra note 112, para. 37.
133 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea Montego Bay (UNCLOS), 10 December 1982, 1833 U.N.T.S. 397. Available at:
https://www.refworld.org/docid/3dd8fd1b4.html [Accessed 09.09.2020].
134 Article 2 UNCLOS, Ibid; Also see Report of the International Law Commission covering the work of its eighth session, Yearbook of
the ILC 1956, vol. II, p 265.
135 Article 33 (1) UNCLOS, supra note 132.
136 Of particular interest in the context of immigration are the permission controls to secure, inter alia, the coastal states’ immigration
laws. This does not touch the content of this work, however, since LCG interceptions are not protecting orderly immigration into
Libya, but the opposite. See thereto, Markard, N., supra note 28,
p. 605 and for a more detailed discussion Den Heijer, M., supra note 3, p. 221, Section 6.3.1.2.
137 Articles 87 and 92(1) UNCLOS, supra note 132; Articles 2 and 6(1) Convention on the High Seas Geneva, 29 April 1958, United
Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 450, p. 11. Available at. https://treaties.un.org/doc/Treaties/1963/01/19630103%200200%20AM/Ch_XXI_01_2_3_4_5p.pdf [Accessed 09.09.2020].
138 Article 92 UNCLOS, supra note 132. See, highly significant in the context of migration, Hirsi and others v Italy, supra note 47.
139 Article 91(1) of UNCLOS, supra note 132.
140 M/V "Saiga" Case, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines v Guinea, Judgment, ITLOS Case No 1, ICGJ 334 (ITLOS 1997), (1998) 37 ILM
360, 4th December 1997, International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea [ITLOS], para. 106
141 Articles 14–26 UNCLOS, supra note 132.
142 For important considerations regarding the innocence of registered migrant vessels, see Markard, N., supra note 28, p. 605.
143 Ibid, p. 599.; Gallagher, A.T. and David, F., The International Law of Migrant Smuggling (UK: Cambridge University Press, 2014), pp.
422–23; Goodwin-Gill, G., supra note 110, p. 448.
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UNCLOS144, and thus are navigating as stateless individuals. Therefore, it may not claim the right of free navigation
or the right to innocent passage. As such dinghies yet remain the most usual form of transport for central
Mediterranean migration, this work is premised on the notion that the boats intercepted by the LCG do not enjoy
the status of a registered ship flying a state’s flag145, and can therefore generally be stopped, irrespective of whether
this happens in Libyan territorial sea, EEZ or on the high seas146. They are, however, not without any protection.
Most importantly, as this article argues in the following section, boarded migrants still enjoy international human
rights147.
IV. Capacity-building Containment Policies and Human Rights
In light of the analyses above, the notion of entire vessels of migrants being intercepted at sea and transported
back to the departure country clearly has a bearing on the right to leave. The question is whether the infringement
also amounts to an internationally wrongful violation. In this chapter, the European cooperation on migration
containment with Libya will be put under scrutiny.
1. Libyan Violation of the Right to Leave
In addition to intercepting migrants in its territorial waters, the LCG has also upscaled its interception activity in
international waters significantly148. While Libya’s domestic law may permit restrictions of the right to leave merely
within its territorial sea, international legal frameworks could possibly grant legitimate grounds for infringements
even beyond this point.
In this regard, it should directly be addressed that a successful ‘departure’ by sea and an obstruction of the right
to leave do not necessarily contradict each other: According to Article 2 UNCLOS, ‘departure’ is complete once
a vessel has cleared the territorial waters149. Arguing, however, that having successfully ‘departed’ also implied
having ‘left’ the country according to Article 12 (2) ICCPR, even though one was ‘pulled back’ into territorial
waters shortly after would certainly contradict the bona fide requirement150 of Article 26 of the VCLT. What matters
is whether or not the right has lived up to any ‘meaningful effect’151.
a. Libyan Domestic Law
As aforementioned , Libya exercises full sovereignty over its territorial waters, while the migrant vessels which this
article refers to do not enjoy any right to innocent passage and may generally be stopped and searched according
to the domestic laws of Libya. In the Libyan case, however, even acts under its territorial sovereignty quickly seem
problematic with regards to international human rights protection.

Markard, N., supra note 28, p. 599, with further references.
Ibid.; Gallagher, A.T. and David, F., supra note 142, p. 422-23.
146 Discussion surrounding the application of, for instance, Article 17(2)(g), 27(1)(d) or 33 or UNCLOS (supra note 132) are therefore
of no relevance in the context of this work.
147 See, for example, Medvedyev and Others v. France and others, Hirsi and others v Italy supra note 47; Xhavara and Others v. Italy and Albania,
App. no. 39473/98, (ECtHR 11 January 2001).
148 UNOHCHR, supra note 34, p. 13, Section 3.2.1.
149 Hathaway, J. and Foster, M., The Law of Refugee Status (UK: Cambridge University Press, Second Edition 2014), p. 25.
150 ‘Bona fide’ is latin for ‘good faith’ and refers to the principle that a mutual contract should always be performed in a genuine interest
to fulfill the treaty’s true purpose. This is codified by Article 26 VCLT: ‘Every treaty in force is binding upon the parties to it and must
be performed by them in good faith’.
151 Den Heijer, M., supra note 3, p. 152. Similarly, Markard, N., supra note 28, p.597. Also cf. Kotzur: ‘Each party shall [...] refrain from
taking unfair advantage due to a literal interpretation, if the mere focus on the wording would fall short of respecting the objects,
purposes, and spirit of the agreement’, in Kotzur, M., ‘Good Faith (Bona Fide)’, in Max Planck Encyclopaedia of International Law [MPIL]
(January 2009), para.20. Available at: https://opil.ouplaw.com/view/10.1093/law:epil/9780199231690/law-9780199231690e1412?rskey=Yks1Z5&result=1&prd=OPIL [Accessed 09.09.2020].
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As noted, an important requirement to restrict the right to leave is for the restriction to be provided by law . For
the HRC, this means that any restrictive measure must be necessary to protect its purpose, be the least intrusive
available153 and must not discriminate154. Eventually, ‘[t]he laws authorizing the application of restrictions should
use precise criteria and may not confer unfettered discretion on those charged with their execution.’ 155
In the Libyan reality, however, irregular entry into, stay in and exit from Libya is criminalized indiscriminately and
no distinction is made between different degrees of protection needs156. While Article 10 of the 2011 interim
Constitutional Declaration157 does forbid the extradition of ‘political refugees’, no asylum system is established in
Libya, neither in law nor practice158. The UN Support Mission in Libya summarizes Libya’s national legal
framework as follows: ‘In practice, the overwhelming majority of migrants and refugees are placed in indefinite
detention pending deportation without being charged, tried or sentenced under applicable Libyan laws’159. Libya’s
migration governance framework can be described as insufficient and to ‘fall short of international standard’160. As
also follows from 2(3) ICCPR and the requirement of effective remedies, Libya is obliged to ensure an ‘effective,
enforceable remedy for violation of a Covenant right, determined and enforced by a competent domestic
authority’161. However, the country lacks any such ‘legislative and administrative structures’ according to the HRC’s
the most recent concluding observations162.
It must be concluded that the Libyan migration framework cannot be understood as a system fit to provide
legitimate grounds for a restriction in accordance with Article 12 (3) ICCPR.
b. EU – Libyan Cooperative Framework
One may consider whether the cooperative framework set up by both the EU and Libya could possibly lay grounds
for permissible interceptions under Article 12 (3) ICCPR. Unfortunately, most of the European cooperative border
control mechanisms with Libya take place under informal arrangements. They are not equally publicly available

152 Marques de Morais v. Angola, CCPR/C/83/D/1128/2002, HRC 29 March 2005, para. 6.9; Yklymova v. Turkmenistan,
CCPR/C/96/D/1460/2006, HRC 20 July 2009, paras. 2.3 and 7.5; Orazova v. Turkmenistan, CCPR/C/104/D/1883/2009, HRC 20
March 2012, paras. 2.3 and 7.4.
153 HRC, General Comment No. 27, para. 14.
154 Ibid., para. 18.
155 Ibid., para. 13.
156 Such as migrants, refugees, asylum seekers, victims of trafficking, migrants in vulnerable situations, migrant children, or other
migrants in need of international human rights protection, see: UNOHCHR, supra note 34, pp. 24-25.
157 The Libyan Interim Constitutional Declaration is currently the supreme law of Libya and was introduced following the overthrow
of the Gaddafi government. Article 7 of the Declaration states that ‘Human rights and his basic freedoms shall be respected’ and that
the state ‘shall commit itself to join the international and regional declarations and charters which protect such rights and freedoms’.
According to Article 17, international agreements must be ratified by the Transitional National Council. Whether they subsequently
enjoy direct application in domestic law or need to be approved by additional bodies is not clarified in the declaration.
158 UNOHCHR, supra note 34, pp. 24-25.
159 Ibid. Equally, Amnesty International, supra note 38, pp. 20-3.
160 UNOHCHR, supra note 34, p. 11.
161 Taylor, P., A Commentary on the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights: The UN Human Rights Committee's Monitoring of ICCPR
Rights, (UK: Cambridge University Press, 2020), Article 2(3), p. 78.
162 HRC, Considerations Of Reports Submitted By States Parties Under Article 40 Of The Covenant: Concluding observations of the Human Rights
Committee, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya (Concluding Observations Libya), 15 November 2007 ACCPR/C/LBY/CO/4, para. 18. Available at:
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CCPR/C/LBY/CO/4&Lang=En
[Accessed 09.09.2020].
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nor legally binding as traditional bilateral agreements163. Any ‘[r]estrictions which are not provided for in the law’164
pose a risk of unlawful restrictions to the freedom of movement.
One main reason for states to deformalize their agreements is a desired adaptability to security concerns165. While
this seemingly corresponds to a ‘legitimate aim’ of national security, it is not the law itself, but the measure based
on it that may be assessed according to this notion166. Lending a formulation from European case law, the
foreseeability of prosecution for a crime ‘should not be confused with the foreseeability of the law pleaded as the
basis for the intervention’ 167, as otherwise ‘any activity considered criminal under domestic law would release the
states from their obligation to pass laws having the requisite qualities’168. This is transferrable to the case in
question: The foreseeability of potential repercussions for migrants in breach of domestic immigration laws, should
not be conflated with the foreseeability of the law providing the basis for such repercussions. It simply cannot be
compromised169.
Even if the framework was legally binding, it would not become any less problematic. Any provision that merely
restricts someone’s right to leave on the grounds that he or she is accused of ‘irregular migration’ likely lacks the
precision necessary to comply with Article 12 (3) ICCPR, as ‘no assessment has been made as to their
proportionality in relation to the specific individuals affected’170. Further, the partnership framework misses any
procedural warranties for the migrants to object their interception and effectively provides the LCG with exactly
such ‘unfettered discretion’ that is incompatible with Article 12 (3) ICCPR. This article therefore strongly agrees
with Den Heijer‘s conclusion, stating that the present bilateral framework ‘seem[s] to be incapable of satisfying
the requirement that, when human rights are at issue, the law must set limits to the discretionary powers of
states’171.
c. Smuggling Protocol
Controlling irregular migration is also part of underlying international community interests172. Important in this
context is the commitment to fight human trafficking and smuggling. Their difficult differentiation has been
tackled extensively by several academics173. In abstract legal terms, one may state that the former is committed
specifically ‘for the purpose of exploitation’174, while smuggling is not. Rather, the purpose of smuggling is to
obtain ‘financial or other material benefit, of the illegal entry of a person into a State’175. Thus, while trafficking
Guild, E., and Stoyanova, V., ‘The Human Right to Leave Any Country: A Right to be Delivered’, in Benedek, W., Czech, P.,
Heschl, L., Lukas, K., and Nowak, M. (eds.): European Yearbook on Human Rights 2018 (UK: Intersentia, 2018), pp. 373-394 (387);
Specifically regarding Italy, Di Pascale, A., supra note 42, pp. 283–89; Cassarino, J-P., ‘Informalising Readmission Agreements in the
EU Neighbourhood’, in The International Spectator vol. 42, 2007, pp. 179–196; For the case of Spain, see García Andrade, P.,
‘Extraterritorial Strategies to Tackle Irregular Immigration by Sea: A Spanish Perspective’, in Ryan, B. and Mitsilegas, V., supra note 23,
pp. 311-346 (313–16); Regarding joint border control operations, see Den Heijer, M., supra note 3, p. 247.
164 Joseph, S., and Castan, M., The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights : Cases, Materials, and Commentary, (UK: Oxford
University Press, Third Edition 2014), Article 12 ICCPR, p. 928.
165 Cassarino, J-P, supra note 162, pp. 179–196.
166 Riener v Bulgaria, App. No. 46343/99, (ECtHR 23 May 2006); Bartik v Russia, supra note 107.
167 Medvedyev v France, supra note 143, para. 100.
168 Ibid.
169 ECtHR, Sunday Times v UK, (Application No, 6538/74), 26 April 1979, para. 49; Dzhaksybergenov v. Ukraine (Application No.
12343/1), 20 June 2011, paras. 57–62; Medvedyev v France, supra note 143, para. 100.
170 Guild, E. and Stoyanova, V., supra note 162, p. 393. Equally, Pijnenburg, A., supra note 17, p. 321.
171 Den Heijer, M., supra note 3, p. 248.
172 Also see in detail Markard, N., supra note 28; Guild, E. and Stoyanova, V., supra note 162.
173 See, for instance, Dauvergne, C., Making People Illegal: What Globalization Means for Migration and Law. (UK: Cambridge University
Press, 2008), Chapter 5.
174 Protocol to Prevent, Suppress, and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, Supplementing the United
Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, United Nations, 15 November 2000, Treaty Series, vol. 2237, p. 319;
Doc. A/55/383. Available at: https://www.ohchr.org/en/professionalinterest/pages/protocoltraffickinginpersons.aspx [Accessed
09.09.2020].
175 Protocol Against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea, and Air, Supplementing the United Nations Convention against
Transnational Organized Crime United Nations, United Nation, 15 November 2000, Treaty Series, vol. 2241, p. 507; Doc. A/55/383
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possibly involves irregular migration, smuggling certainly does. In this chapter, the focus shall therefore be on the
Protocol Against the Smuggling of Migrants176.
The Smuggling Protocol obliges states to cooperate 'to the fullest extent possible to prevent and suppress the
smuggling of migrants by sea, in accordance with the international law of the sea'177, also permitting to board and
search stateless vessels178. States should exchange necessary information and secure the validity and legitimacy of
travel or identity documents179. If suspicions are confirmed, the coastal state shall take ‘appropriate measures with
respect to the vessel and persons […] on board’180. Akin to the operation of international rules against illicit drug
trafficking181, this will most possibly imply confiscating the ship and arresting and prosecuting the crew182. This
has led some commentators to conclude that the Smuggling Protocol ‘establishes a treaty framework by which
states can control the departure of migrants’183.
What seems doubtful, however, is the extent to which this equally applies to the smuggled persons, as it does to
the smugglers. As Article 5 of the Protocol stipulates unmistakably, those smuggled ‘shall not become liable to
criminal prosecution’. Also, while a state ‘shall consider taking measures that permit […] the denial of entry’184,
denying departure to those smuggled is not mentioned anywhere185. This begs the question as to what measures
are appropriate towards those persons, especially since ‘the safety and humane treatment of the persons on
board’186 needs to be ensured at all times. Since the protocol lacks a clear answer, one must turn to the general
rules governing interdictions at high seas. In the case of stateless vessels, the question of ‘appropriate measures’ is
to be answered according to the domestic law of the coastal state, thus, Libya187.
While it is already doubtful whether Libya upholds any provision prohibiting being on international waters without
travel documents188, the Libyan domestic legal system has much greater problems. As elaborated above, Libya’s
domestic laws concerning questions of irregular migration must be, in its entirety, dismissed as unfit to meet any
standard of international human rights protection189. Thus, any international ‘catch-all’ element does not meet
human rights standards if it merely relies on Libya’s migration laws. Consequently, the Smuggling Protocol does
not provide sufficient ground for an LCG interception and return of migrants which is in accordance with the
requirements of Article 12 (3) ICCPR.
d. Obligations of Search and Rescue

(Smuggling Protocol). Available at: https://www.unodc.org/documents/middleeastandnorthafrica/smugglingmigrants/SoM_Protocol_English.pdf [Accessed 09.09.2020].
176 Ibid. The Protocol Against the Smuggling of Migrants is an international protocol supplementing the Convention against
Transnational Organised Crime and was adopted by the United Nations General Assembly in 2000. It aims at protecting migrant rights
and reducing the power and influence of organised criminal groups. It entered into force on 28th January 2004 and has currently been
signed by 112 parties and ratified by 149.
177 Ibid., Article 7.
178 Ibid., Article 8.
179 Ibid., Articles 11-13.
180 Ibid., Article 8(2)(7).
181 Den Heijer, M., supra note 3, p. 229, footnote 100.
182 United Nations Convention Against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances, 19 December 1988, UN Doc
E/CONF.82/15, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 1582, p. 95. Available at: https://www.unodc.org/pdf/convention_1988_en.pdf
[Accessed 09.09.2020]; Guilfoyle, D., Shipping Interdiction and the Law of the Sea (UK: Cambridge University Press, 2009), pp. 84-85.
183 Harvey, C., and Barnidge, R., supra note 93, p. 14.
184 Smuggling Protocol, supra note 167, Article 11(5).
185 Markard, N., supra note 28, p. 607.
186 Smuggling Protocol, supra note 167, Article 9(1)(a).
187 Den Heijer, M., supra note 3, p. 229.
188 Ibid., p. 230.
189 See above, section IV. (1)(a).
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While the EU-Libyan partnership framework itself is unfit to meet the requirements set out in article 12 (3)
ICCPR190, it regularly refers to the aim of ensuring safety at sea. Hence, the maritime legal framework for such
search and rescue operations (“SAR”)operations may possibly serve as a legitimate ground for the LCG to
intercept migrant vessels.
In order to define states’ duties in maritime rescue operations, international SAR obligations are relevant in two
regards. Primarily, they impose the overall responsibility to assist any person ‘in distress at sea’. This is a crucial
constitutional component of the Law of the Sea and set out in multiple treaties191. The SAR Convention allows
alteration to the rule of interdiction powers192 in the different maritime zones193, as states shall agree on specific
SAR regions which are unrelated to national boundaries194. Indeed, the LCG has gradually assumed rescue
operations in international waters195. As of August 2017, its SAR zone extended to 94 nautical miles off its coast,
while specifically ordering foreign ships to keep out196.
Furthermore, the obligation of SAR contains the responsibility to bring those rescued to a ‘place of safety’197.
According to the SAR Convention, a distress phase is ‘a situation wherein there is a reasonable certainty that a
person, a vessel or other craft is threatened by grave and imminent danger and requires immediate assistance’198.
The suitable criterion in this question, generally, is the ‘preservation of life’199. As the typical dinghy carrying
migrants across the Mediterranean is overcrowded and unseaworthy, it seems reasonable to assume that it is also,
upon departure, ‘in distress’. Being ‘able to come into port under its own power […] can obviously not be cited as
conclusive evidence that the plea of distress [was] unjustifiable’200. However, whether any place of disembarkation
may qualify as a ‘place of safety’ seems debatable.
Touching on the obligation of non-refoulement, Den Heijer questions whether the notion of safety under the Law
of the Sea and that under refugee law should be incorporated and taken as one201. Indeed, while the former calls
upon both governments and shipmasters, the latter only applies to contracting states. The UNHCR also underlines
that private shipmasters ‘cannot reasonably be expected to assume any responsibilities beyond rescue’202. Equally,
a private shipmaster encountering an unseaworthy dinghy should not be held responsible if the migrants are
brought back to the very territory they have just left, possibly withdrawing their right to leave of any meaningful
effect.
Although this is not in itself wrong, the argument Den Heijer construes a contrario203 is unconvincing for contracting
states. There is no reason to bless a signatory government with the same low expectations as applied in the
laypersons' sphere. Contracting states, as they have ‘signed the contract’, can very well be expected to assume their
As well as Article 2(2) of Protocol No. 4 ECHR, supra note 90, respectively.
Article 98 UNCLOS, supra note 132; International Convention for the Safety of Life At Sea (SOLAS), 1 November 1974, 1184
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by all Mediterranean states except Egypt and Israel).
192 SAR, Ibid.
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responsibilities beyond rescue. It is therefore unpersuasive to abstract one right from another, when, for the
beneficiary, the ‘place of safety’ under maritime law is close to the opposite under human rights law. Yet, the state
is equally obliged by both treaties. As Den Heijer agrees himself, both sets of rules are ‘complementary
obligations’204. As such, however, obligations arising from one international regime ‘do not displace obligations
under another205.
In the European context, the ECtHR concluded in Hirsi that the concept of a ‘place of safety’ should not be
restricted solely to the physical protection of people, but necessarily also entails respect for their fundamental
rights’206. Rather, ‘the notion of ‘safety’ extends beyond mere protection from physical danger and must also take
into account the fundamental rights dimension of the proposed place of disembarkation’207. Because of the
thoroughly reported insufficiencies in its handling of migrants208, Libya cannot be regarded as a ‘place of safety’ in
any possible perspective. Rather, security constraints regularly hinder humanitarian aid delivering ‘life-saving
assistance’209 and many migrants departing from Libya ‘claim they would rather die at sea than go back to Libya’210.
It is thus inconsistent with international human rights to allow the LCG pulling migrants back to Libya under the
cloak of SAR operations, if, once back in the country, their ‘preservation of life’ is not guaranteed in the slightest211.
Rather, through such a narrative, interdictions are falsely ‘laundered into an ethically sustainable strategy of border
governance’212.
e. Interim Conclusion
It remains to summarize that no interception of irregular migrants by the LCG can reasonably be considered in
accordance with Article 12 (3) ICCPR and the human right to leave, as long as the migrants in question are returned
to Libya. In cases of people who not ‘only’ migrate, but furthermore intend to claim asylum, rejecting a right to
leave possibly even equates to rejecting the very right to seek asylum213. Moreno-Lax convincingly elaborates that
if one additionally takes Article 7 ICCPR into the equation, the general right to leave becomes an ever more
fundamental pillar of the specified ‘right to flee’214. Thereby, ‘[p]ublic order considerations will play a lesser role, if
any at all’215. However, even if taken in isolation, Article 12 (3) ICCPR inhibits LCG interceptions and returns to
Libya.
2. EU Responsibility
It does not sit easily before the backdrop of Article 2 of the Treaty on the European Union (TEU)216 when the
LCG violations happen in exercise of Libya’s reciprocal obligations under their partnership with the EU217. Also,
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in both international218, as well as European219 jurisprudence, there is no doubt that the jurisdiction of one state
does not generally preclude that of another220. Thus, one may not only question the extent to which the EU is still
founded on the ‘respect for human rights’221, but even whether the EU itself may be found responsible for their
violations committed by the LCG.
The following section intends to explore the possible pathways of incurring such responsibility before the ECtHR,
based on the EU’s capacity-building support. This endeavour is without a doubt of primarily academic nature.
Most pertinently, because the latest attempt for the EU to accede to the ECHR, and therewith comply with the
intention expressed in Article 6 (2) TEU, failed in December 2014222, meaning that the ECtHR until today remains
without jurisdiction over the EU as an entity. It is beyond the scope of this work to discuss the legal particularities
of such accession and its failure, which has been analysed by several academics223. Neither does the following
section involve questions of division of responsibility between the EU and its Member States - in the Libyan case
most importantly Italy224. Nevertheless, this work is based on the conviction that European migration control is a
pan-European, rather than an Italian, Spanish or Greek issue. Based on both the applicable ECtHR case-law, as
well as the Draft Articles on the Responsibility of International Organisations (ARIO), it is therefore intended to
explore the possible directions a future ECtHR jurisdiction could take, provided the EU will one day accede to
the ECHR.
a. Direct Responsibility
Questions of state authority are generally addressed by the International Law Commisions (ILC) Articles on
Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts (ARSIWA), widely considered225 customary
international law226. However, these are not directly applicable to the EU as an International Organisation (IO).
The ILC has adopted its ARIO, which ‘follow the same approach adopted with regard to State responsibility’227.
They can be considered lex specialis to them228, but also lack the use in international practice to consider them
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community of states and trade bloc.
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custom . Generally following the same rationales as their customary counterparts, however, they may still guide
this academic endeavour. Article 48 ARIO adopts the principle of independent responsibility, applicable in most
cases of cooperative conduct230.. In order to establish an IO’s responsibility, Article 4 ARIO requires a breach of
an international obligation attributable to it231, ‘regardless of the origin or character of the obligation concerned’232.
All the EU members states are signatories to the ICCPR233, and the EU as a whole is, inter alia, devoted to the
rights in the ECHR234. Its actions ought to be guided by ‘the universality and indivisibility of human rights’235.
The ECtHR considers the ECHR applicable whenever a Party ‘produce[s] effects’ outside its territory236, and
exercises, be it lawfully or unlawfully237, either ‘agent authority and control' or ‘effective control of an area outside
its national territory’238. The EU generally incurs responsibility for the conduct of its institutions or agencies239. As
the LCG is no such agency, the fundamental question is that of attribution. Through the rules of attribution, the
conduct of actual organs240, de facto organs241 or those directed or controlled242 is connected to the IO. In the case
of capacity-building policies and their only indirect involvement in, rather than direct control over the eventual
interception, attribution is not self-evident. Nevertheless, one may still explore whether the EU’s impact on the
LCG operations amounts to such an extent that it can be considered ‘effective control’ under Article 1 ECHR and
Article 6 (2) of the TEU. Given the case it exercises jurisdiction, the implied repercussions for the EU’s obligation
of non-refoulement will be elaborated in particular.
229

i. Public Powers
One possible pathway could be derived from the ECtHR’s Al-Skeini243 judgement. The court held that
extraterritorial jurisdiction shall be recognised when the country in question ‘through the consent, invitation or
acquiescence of the Government of that territory, […] exercises all or some of the public powers normally to be
exercised by that Government’244. Hathaway and Gammeltoft-Hansen245 present an insightful interpretation of AlSkeini, according to which ‘jurisdiction for human rights purposes will follow under certain circumstances’, ‘where
states are entitled to exercise public powers abroad’, thus arguing it was specifically applicable to extraterritorial
migration control as it constitutes such an exercise of public powers abroad246.
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The exact contours of what constitutes such ‘public power’, thereby, remain widely debatable247. However, what
is evident is that any such powers require that ‘the acts in question are attributable to it rather than to the territorial
State’248. In the case of the capacity-building policies at hand, however, this appears doubtful. Most importantly,
because the LCG continues flying the Libyan flag, and no provision within the framework of mere capacity
building includes formal European authority over the LCG. This is also underlined by the secondary laws of
attribution of conduct. Here, ‘[t]he conduct of an organ of a State’ shall be considered an act of an IO, if it is
‘placed at [its] disposal’249. While the provision is not one to one transferable to Article 6 ARSIWA since any organ
seconded to the IO will to some degree always remain in control of its State of origin250, the essential mutuality
remains the necessity to act ‘in conjunction with the machinery’ of the beneficiary251. Thus, even if the LCG
certainly exercises the interception in the interest of the EU, it does not do so in the direct capacity of a formal
EU authority.
Den Heijer rightfully makes a similar argument when discussing Article 6 ARISWA with regards to Italy and
concludes that the lack of European Command structures ‘would most likely rule out any argument for attributing
the conduct‘ 252. While this evaluation may differ in cases of joint patrol operations253, the capacity building
programme lacks any provision establishing a chain of command between EU authorities and LCG agents. This
is a fortiori the case then for the question of coercion254.
ii. Decisive Influence
An internationally wrongful act does not have to be an action but can also be an omission255. Instead of asking
whether the EU could enforce interceptions, it may be more fruitful to ask e contrario whether it could stop them.
In this regard, the ECtHR case of Ilașcu and Others v Moldova and Russia256 offers an insightful argument for
establishing jurisdiction under Article 1 ECHR. The case concerned human rights violations committed by
separatist local authorities of the Moldovian Republic of Transnistria (MRT)257. In its judgement, the ECtHR took
particular heed of the support the local authorities of MRT received from the Russian Federation. This consisted,
inter alia, of armaments, technology, and financial means258, to such an extent that the court concluded the MRT
was under the ‘decisive influence’ of the Russian Federation and survived only ‘by virtue of the […] support given
to it’259. The court therefore assumed a ‘continuous and uninterrupted link’260 of Russian responsibility for the
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applicants and on this basis, significantly, condemned Russia for not preventing the violations allegedly
committed261.
Thus, responsibility was not assumed on the grounds that the MRT committed violations because of the Russian
influence, but rather that Russia did not prevent the MRT’s violations despite its influence. This is also important
in application to the LCG, as it is hence of no concern whether the LCG can be compared to the MRT in its
functioning or structure. What matters is whether the influence of the Russian Federation over the MRT is
comparable to the EU’s influence over the LCG. It is worth revising the modalities of the EU-Libyan agreements:
The MoU is explicitly endorsed by the Malta Declaration, which in turn is based on, and specifies, the MPF.
According to MPF, any partnership between the EU and its partners will be specifically evaluated along the
‘measurable results’ in returns, applying ‘necessary leverage […] including development and trade’262.
This differs, for example, from the assumption of European ‘Direction’ or ‘Control’ in the sense of Article 15
ARIO, which corresponds with Article 17 ARSIWA. The ILC states that the term must not be understood as
requiring ‘complete power’263. Rather, ‘the adoption of a binding decision’ may constitute a kind of direction or
control, when the other part of such decision ‘is not given discretion to carry out conduct that, while complying
with the decision, would not constitute an internationally wrongful act’264. One could argue that this corresponds
with the MPF, MoU, Malta Declarations framework insofar as ‘the de facto binding nature of reciprocal
commitments does significantly restrict the discretion available’265 for Libya to comply with the partnership and
yet protect the migrants’ right to leave. However, the telos of the provision is aimed at ‘an actual direction of an
operative kind’266. The immediate act of interception is mostly at the discretion of the LCG. The partnership
framework, from this angle, should rather be characterized as an incitement. Unfortunately, this form of incitement
is not governed by the provisions of Article 17 ARISWA, 15 ARIO267.
What constitutes jurisdiction according to the Ilaşcu judgement is not the immediate direction of the interception,
but the omission of possible prevention while having sufficient leverage to do so: While Article 15 ARIO concerns
the ‘how’ of an interception, an interpretation along the lines of Ilaşcu concerns ‘if’ an interception occurs at all.
The agreed upon funding, training, and equipping is unambiguously conditioned on Libya hindering exit towards
Europe or ‘managing’ the migratory flows. Without the substantial support from Europe, on the other hand, there
is little reason conceivable why exactly Libya would have any such interest in intercepting irregular migration
departing its territory. Considering the ongoing civil war and domestic unrest, it is far from obvious, for example,
to extend its SAR zone so significantly and therewith increase the burdens of international responsibilities. It is
also little apparent for Libya to have any enunciated desire to crack down on smugglers when the Government
itself can hardly uphold any effective authority over the vast majority of its own territory268. Thus, even if European
influence over the LCG cannot be considered a military occupation as in Ilaşcu, it is nevertheless decisive enough
to establish a conditio sine qua non269 for the LCG interceptions as a whole270. Guild and Stoyanova thus rightly argue
that the LCG ‘would not operate if it were not for the support that Libya receives’271.
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Arguably, one may find it hard to square such an approach with the dichotomy of either ‘effective control over an
area' or ‘agent authority and control'. On the other hand, European border policies demonstrate a considerable
tendency to continuously develop new models of border control, ‘specifically intended to eclipse any jurisdictional
links to the sponsoring State’272. Since the final determination of jurisdiction ‘involves a value judgment to be
assessed in the light of the functions of IHRL’273, one should refrain from formalistically overemphasising the
exact wording of the twofold ‘effective control’ tests and instead focus on whether the existing case-law provides
a reasonable value judgement in the respective context. According to the author of this work, Ilaşcu does this with
regards to the LCG. Alternatively, one could extend the existing ECtHR tests to also include ‘control over
situations’274, involving considerations of ‘[t]he dangerousness of the effects, impact duration, choice of means and
the vulnerability of the targeted or affected individuals’ relative to the overall context275. The EU’s capacity-building
demonstrates such effective EU control over LCG interceptions.
Accordingly, the EU-Libya policy framework invokes jurisdiction under Article 1 ECHR and Article 6 (2) of the
TEU. The subsequent omission to prevent the LCG’s violation of the human right to leave then constitute a
wrongful act according to Article 4 ARIO. The assumption that the EU exercises full jurisdiction over migrants
intercepted by the LCG has fundamental repercussions, however, on which rights are actually violated under the
ECHR. Most crucially, the premise of jurisdiction allows an exploration of a possible violation of the nonrefoulement principle by the EU276. This will be elaborated on in the following section.
b. European Refoulement
The principle of non-refoulement is certainly one of the most important pillars of migrant protection. While it is
expressly contained in some provisions, it has been interpreted into others and is further considered part of
customary international law, even constituting jus cogens277. If one applies the arguments elaborated above and finds
the EU establishes jurisdiction over migrants intercepted by the LCG, their return to Libya may amount to
refoulement.
i. Refoulement along the Lines of Jurisdiction
The ECtHR has held on the European level that a State can be responsible under Article 3 ECHR278 when it ‘fail[s]
to take reasonable steps to avoid a risk of ill-treatment about which they knew or ought to have known’279. Article
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3 ECHR is flanked by the prohibition of collective expulsions . Only an individual expulsion of an alien may
allow sufficient consideration to still be in accordance with the rights of Article 3 ECHR281.
In Soering v. United Kingdom282, it further held that ‘where substantial grounds have been shown for believing that
the person concerned, if extradited, faces a real risk of being subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment in the requesting country’, that person shall not be extradited283. Moreover, Al-Saadoon
established that handing over detainees from one country’s custody to another may also violate obligations under
Article 3, even if no physical border is crossed in the instance284. This shows that non-refoulement under Article
3 ECHR applies when there is a transfer of jurisdiction no matter the political territory and resonates with the
broad applicability of Article 7 ICCPR. According to the HRC, states must ‘not expose individuals to the danger
of torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment upon return to another country by way of their
extradition, expulsion or refoulement’285. It is accepted as an implicit element of the Article 7 ICCPR, which is not
limited to those cases where the person concerned has reached his/her destination286.
As a result, the prohibition of refoulment under Article 3 ECHR, as well as Article 7 ICCPR, is to be understood
as general responsibility to protect someone from harm ‘regardless of territorial considerations, provided that a
person is within the jurisdiction of a Contracting State’287. Thus, neither the expansive discussion regarding
extraterritorial application of Article 33 GRC288, nor its exclusive application to refugees is of any concern in the
present discussion. Additionally, this explains that from a Libyan perspective, a pull-back action cannot be
understood as a refoulement289, since a return to Libya by Libyan authorities lacks the necessary transition of state
authority290.
As illustrated above, however, EU jurisdiction over LCG interceptions should not be ruled. If the above is correct,
the argument that ‘refoulement will not arise if interceptions and returns occur within the territorial waters of Libya’291
appears increasingly questionable. Since both returning migrants to a departure state where they risk suffering illtreatment292 and transferring someone to that departure state’s authorities without even crossing the border293 may
constitute a violation of non-refoulement under Article 3 ECHR, it is then contradictory allowing a State exercising

Article 4 of Protocol No. 4 ECHR.
Schabas, W., ‘The European Convention on Human Rights : A Commentary’ (Oxford University Press 2015) Article 4 of Protocol No. 4,
Introductory Comments; Pichl, M. and Schmalz, D., ‘“Unlawful” may not mean rightless: The shocking ECtHR Grand Chamber
judgment in case N.D. and N.T.’, in VerfassungsBlog, 14.02.2020, Available at: https://verfassungsblog.de/unlawful-may-not-meanrightless/ [Accessed: 09.09.2020].
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jurisdiction to prevent someone from leaving a country where that person faces said treatment in the first place294.
Given the ‘decisive influence’ the EU incurs over LCG interceptions, the disembarkation of the migrants on
Libyan territory entails a subsequent relinquishment of its effective control over the intercepted persons. Thus, a
transfer of jurisdiction occurs. As long as the terms of the EU-Libyan partnership concerning LCG capacitybuilding are still in force and abided by, an EU violation of both Article 3 ECHR and Article 4 of Protocol No. 4
ECHR should therefore be assumed in cases of LCG interceptions.
ii. Dangerous Precedent: N.D and N.T.
The Grand Chamber of the ECtHR, on the other hand, has recently established a precedence of rather unfortunate
implications for European migrant protection. Namely, its ruling in N.D. and N.T. v Spain295. While underlining
that Article 3 ECHR remains an absolute right, it held that Spain’s so-called ‘hot returns’296, in which the Spanish
border guard immediately returned irregular migrants to the Moroccan territory, did not amount to a collective
expulsion contrary to Article 4 of Protocol No. 4 ECHR.
Firstly, it found that ‘the lack of an individual expulsion decision can be attributed to the applicant’s own
conduct’297 if migrants cross a land border in an ‘unauthorised manner’ that is ‘difficult to control and endangers
public safety’298. As the applicants formed part of a larger group who intended entering Spanish territory by
climbing a border fence, the court found their immediate return to Morocco without any chance to apply for
protection justifiable. This does not hold up to closer scrutiny. Apart from fundamentally contradicting the nonpenalisation principle of Article 31 GRC299, the court’s alleged recourse to ‘well-established case-law’300 that
established the ‘culpable conduct test’ is dubious. Of the five cases cited, only two301, incurred an actual ‘own
culpable conduct’ test under Article 4 Protocol 4 ECHR. The rest merely referred to the hypothetical test but did
not apply it in any way302. Notably, in both cases actually applying the test, the receiving state at least attempted to
evaluate the applicant’s claims303. This did not happen in the slightest in N.D. and N.T. Instead, the court
emphasised the destination states’ right ‘to control their borders and to take measures against foreigners
circumventing restrictions on immigration’304.
Secondly, the court articulated a problematic way of balancing a state’s interest to control its borders and a
migrant’s interest to cross it. According to N.D. and N.T., it was to evaluate whether the destination state generally
provided ‘genuine and effective access to means of legal entry’305.
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The contours of the specific term ‘genuine and effective’, first introduced to the context of collective expulsions
in the Khlaifia v Italy306 judgement, became increasingly ambiguous and unclear307 when the court coupled it with
the requirement of an ‘access to means of legal entry’. Hakiki rightfully points to the extraordinarily ‘diluted nature
of the requirement’ since ‘it is neither “access to legal entry” nor “means of legal entry” which are considered, but
a doubled-up version of the two’308 that fully ignores the border assistance between Spain and Morocco309. Contrary
to the court’s findings310, sub-Saharan migrants were ‘systematically prevented from reaching the border on the
Moroccan side’311.
It is true that without jurisdiction, Spain does not bear responsibility for third-country exit prevention312. It is an
exercise of double standards, however, to preclude Spain from bearing responsibility on a jurisdictional basis, yet
entirely exclude the exit-prevention when determining the ‘culpability’ of resorting to irregular entry. The court
has not recognised this tension but has instead only upheld the responsibility to enshrine the principle of nonrefoulement313. It remains unclear how exactly this right remains guaranteed when the destination state is
simultaneously allowed to engage in hot returns314. The case of N.D. and N.T. thus creates a dangerous precedent,
as it waters down the requirements of a Member State to secure the rights of Article 3 ECHR, while it becomes
increasingly restrictive for migrants to access them.
If one were to imagine the interceptions of irregular migrants by the LCG being litigated against the EU before
the ECtHR, N.D and N.T. could pave the way for arguing that the EU was not responsible for Libyan obstacles
to legal transit and that irregular maritime departure would constitute ‘culpable conduct’. Such argument would
clearly be oblivious to the reciprocal EU-Libya partnership. Unfortunately, however, the Grand Chamber
demonstrated a similar disinterest for facts regarding the discriminatory Spanish and Moroccan border
cooperation. The pivotal task of litigators will be to convince the court of, firstly, the doctrinally untenable nature
of the requirements outlined in N.D and N.T.315, and secondly, the need to engage in an expansive, rather than a
restrictive approach towards migration control, in order to address its everchanging landscape.
c. EU Complicity
Jurisdiction under the ECtHR is not necessarily equal to responsibility. Considering the uncontested influence
which the EU has on the LCG, it is worthwhile to also mention the EU’s potential engagement beyond direct
responsibility, namely potential complicity according to Article 14 ARIO. Subsequently, the nevertheless
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contradicting nature of complicity on the one hand, and jurisdiction under the ECHR on the other will be
addressed.
i. Article 14 ARIO
Pursuant to Article 14 ARIO, an IO can be held responsible if it aids or assists that state in committing an
internationally wrongful act ‘with knowledge of the circumstances’ and if the act was ‘internationally wrongful if
committed by that [IO]’. If applicable, the IO is responsible not for the immediate commission of the act, but for
the unlawful contribution to it. Mirroring Article 16 ARSIWA, both the rules and the uncertainties316 that remain
between states also apply to an IO317.
First of all, Libya must have committed an internationally wrongful act. As elaborated above, a maritime
interception and return to Libya by the LCG constitutes an internationally wrongful violation of the migrants’
right to leave under Article 12 (3) ICCPR. Secondly, the financing, equipping and training of the LCG would have
to establish a form of ‘aid or assistance’. Required is less a specific form, rather than some ‘causative contribution
to the illegal act’318. Financing, thereby, is certainly included319, and there is little reason to question that the
equipment provided, and skills conveyed contributed ‘significantly’320 when they are used and applied directly in
LCG operations.
Another question is that of knowledge, as required by Article 14 (a) ARIO. The ILC demands for Article 16
ARSIWA that ‘the relevant State organ intended, […] to facilitate the occurrence of the wrongful conduct’321.
While it goes without question that the EU intended the LCG to intercept migrant vessels, the more critical
question is whether it needs to be proven that it also particularly intended a Libyan violation of Article 12 (2)
ICCPR. The discussion regarding the exact extent of the knowledge element in Article 16 ARSIWA322 is equally
applicable to Article 14 ARIO323. However, when regarding the mere interception and return of migrants, such a
lengthy discussion is not necessary. Be it the lack of sufficient domestic legal protection for migrants in Libya, the
shortcomings of their partnership in terms of being ‘in accordance with the law’, the prohibition to criminalise
those subject to smuggling or the wider situation in Libya unfit to be qualified as a ‘place of safety’; Considering
the close cooperation between the two parties, the EU cannot be reasonably considered to have been merely
‘wilfully blind’324, let alone to not have known what it ‘should have known’325. Even under a strict interpretation of
knowledge, the EU ‘knew’ what it was contributing to.
Finally, Article 14 (b) ARIO demands that the interception and return of migrants would be equally wrong if
committed by the EU itself. Since an IO ‘cannot do by another state, what it cannot do by itself’326, the same is
true the other way around: No party is bound by the obligations of another, if it is not part to said obligation itself,
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as laid down in Articles 34 and 35 VCLT . This, also, is of little difficulty in the given case. The EU is just as
bound to Article 12 (2) ICCPR as is the LCG. Also, the EU is bound by Article 7 ICCPR and the customary
principle of non-refoulement, and, additionally, by their European counterparts of Article 3 ECHR and Article 2
(2) and 4 of Protocol No. 4 of ECHR328.
The EU can undoubtedly be found complicit in LCG violations of migrants’ right to leave under Article 12 (2)
ICCPR. What seems much more questionable, however, is the relevance of such complicity before the ECtHR,
addressed in the following section.
ii. The Problem of ECtHR Jurisdiction over Complicit Behaviour
The notion of the EU being complicit in a third country’s human rights violation is complicated on several
accounts, as Pijnenburg points out329 lucidly: On the one hand, the ECHR does not explicitly prohibit assisting the
commission of a human rights violation, but rather only explicitly prohibits itself from directly committing a
violation330. Hence, the question of whether someone is complicit under the ARIO is not congruent with that of
exercising jurisdiction under ECHR, as direct responsibility under the ECHR is the necessary precondition for the
ECtHR’s competence to adjudicate331. Moreover, the ECtHR would have to assess the occurrence of an
internationally wrongful act by Libya332. Yet, as stated clearly in Soering, there was ‘no question of adjudicating on
or establishing the responsibility’333 of the third country.
Based on Soering, however, Jackson suggests an expansive and progressive approach towards the question of
jurisdiction by complicity334. As the ECtHR states that Article 3 ECHR applies to ‘foreseeable consequences of
extradition suffered outside [the extraditing state’s] jurisdiction’335, Jackson argues Soering contained a ‘narrow
preventive complicity rule’, which prohibits to provide ‘the principal state of the person of the potential victim’336.
Similarly, Pijnenburg suggests understanding Article 3 ECHR as ‘including a prohibition of aiding or assisting
another State in breaching the prohibition of ill- treatment’337. Eventually, any extradition case likely ‘derives the
individual risk of a future injury’ from some kind of assessment of the receiving state338. According to this
understanding, derived responsibility under Article 14 ARIO could still constitute direct responsibility under
Article 3 ECHR.
The notion of complicity should be broadened. As Jackson argues, ‘there is no good reason to confine its
application to one very specific form of complicity’339. This resonates with the HRC, who stated in Munaf that ‘a
link in the causal chain that would make possible violations in another jurisdiction’ may nevertheless incur
responsibility340. Assuming the ECtHR were to follow such interpretation, the court could establish that the EU
breached its obligations under Article 2 (2) of Protocol No. 4 ECHR for being complicit in Libya’s violations in
Ibid.
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the sense of Article 14 ARIO, as it significantly and knowingly contributed to the LCG’s violations under Article
12 (2) ICCPR.
V. Conclusion
This article sought to answer two main research questions. Firstly, whether a maritime interception by the LCG
can possibly be in accordance with Libya’s responsibility to protect a person’s right to leave. Secondly, whether
and how the EU as a legal entity may incur responsibility for Libyan violations of said right.
Regarding the former question, the answer, clearly, is ‘no’. Because of insufficient domestic legal protection for
migrants in Libya, the shortcomings of the EU-Libya partnership in terms of being in accordance with the law,
the prohibition to criminalise smuggled persons and the utter inability to consider Libya a ‘place of safety’ even
for SAR operations, no interception of irregular migrants by the LCG and subsequent disembarkation in Libya
can be reasonably squared with the human right to leave.
Regarding the latter question, the answer is not as unambiguous. While the EU remains to accede to the ECHR,
an academic endeavour analysing relevant case-law, nevertheless, may shed light on possible pathways in the future.
As shown, different outcomes seem possible. Due to the indirect nature of capacity-building, established grounds
for attribution of conduct are incapable of grasping the indirect European involvement in LCG interceptions.
Moreover, the recent N.D. and N.T. ruling offers concerningly restrictive arguments to free the EU of much of its
responsibility to protect human rights. However, grounds for more expansive interpretations exist. A progressive
reading of Soering could also allow triggering EU jurisdiction for assisting in Libya’s violations of the right to leave.
Preferably, however, the Ilaşcu line of argument allows establishing direct EU jurisdiction under the ECHR, for
preventing the LCG violations happening. This, then, further paves the way to understand LCG capacity-building
as a form of unlawful refoulement.
It remains to be seen which exact directions future Strasbourg rulings will take in this regard. As this article has
shown, however, an earnest commitment to human rights protection will require to be very critical of new
European forms of extraterritorial border control, and to approach them with the willingness to understand
migrant protection expansively.
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CRITICALLY EVALUATING
THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT
THROUGH A REALISTICALLY UTOPIAN LENS:
A PRAGMATIC APPRAISAL
Ethan Gren1
ABSTRACT
Numerous critics have subjected the ICC to utopian expectations such as ending impunity, which it has failed to
meet, resulting in the mass criticism of the Court, causing a legitimacy crisis. Against this backdrop, this article
critically evaluates the ICC through the lens of John Rawls’ realistic utopia. It is that submitted the application of
realistic utopia to the ICC significantly alleviates its legitimacy crisis by restoring a strong element of faith and
legitimacy in the Court. The ICC, viewed through a realistically utopian lens, is a success. In order to demonstrate
this, section one firstly provides a brief overview of the ICC and defines realistic utopia. Its theoretical use and
application to the ICC is then outlined and justified. Section two illustrates how the euphoric appetite for the ICC
and international criminal justice at the Court’s inception instilled it with utopian expectations, which it has failed
to meet, resulting in mass scholarly criticism, causing the current legitimacy crisis. Thereafter, section three
provides the realism in realistic utopia. It injects a much-needed dose of realism into the critical evaluation of the
ICC, illustrating many criticisms are unjustified, alleviating their critical sting. Finally, section four utilises the
analysis in the preceding two sections and critically evaluates the ICC through the lens of realistic utopia. It is
argued that the Court’s legitimacy is restored through the dismissal of unjustified criticism, subsequently engaging
in a pragmatic appraisal of the ICC in that the Court makes valuable contributions to international criminal justice
through its work.
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Introduction
The International Criminal Court (hereafter, the ICC) is a remarkable achievement. Once a pipe dream, a
permanent international criminal court to try and punish the world’s most heinous criminals is now a reality. It has
raised international criminal accountability to unprecedented levels, contributing significantly to ending the culture
of impunity which permeated the 20th century whereby justice for international crimes was sparse and criminals
remained beyond the reach of the law. From its inception, the ICC has been met with very high, utopian
expectations, for instance, single-handedly ending impunity. Once reality ensued, it became evident the ICC was
not meeting these expectations, nor was it capable of doing so. There exists a discrepancy between what the ICC
is expected to achieve, particularly by critics, and what it can actually achieve in practice.2 A wave of scholarly
critique followed, replacing the ICC’s euphoric spirit with manifest criticism, to the point that the ICC is rarely
perceived in a positive light.3 This has damaged the ICC’s legitimacy to the point of crisis,4 whereby faith in the
Court as the pinnacle of international criminal justice is increasingly being questioned. Both Burundi and the
Philippines have withdrawn from the ICC.5 Burundi, the first State to withdraw from the Court, did so because it
perceived it to be deliberatively targeting Africans for prosecution.6 The Philippines withdrew after its President
Rodrigo Duterte decided the country’s justice system was sufficient and that membership of the Court was not
necessary. By contrast, the US has never signed or ratified the Rome Statute, yet consistently antagonises the Court
because it refuses to regard it as a legitimate institution.7 Against this backdrop, this article critically evaluates the
ICC through the lens of John Rawls’ realistic utopia. It is submitted that the application of realistic utopia to the
ICC significantly alleviates its legitimacy crisis by restoring a strong element of faith and legitimacy in the Court.
The ICC, viewed through a realistically utopian lens, is a success.
In order to demonstrate this, section one firstly provides a brief overview of the ICC and John Rawls’ concept of
realistic utopia. Herein, it is defined as tempering our highest aspirations for something by what is achievable in
practice.8 Subsequently, its theoretical use and application to the ICC is then outlined and justified. Realistic utopia
better aligns expectations of the ICC with reality, shortens the normative gap between ambition and reality, and
constitutes an improved evaluative benchmark through which to evaluate the ICC. As such, realistic utopia restores
the ICC’s legitimacy through the dismissal of unjustified criticism and enables a greater appreciation of the Court’s
work and functions, such as sending moral messages and deterring perpetrators.
Section two illustrates how the euphoric appetite for the ICC and international criminal justice at the Court’s
inception instilled it with utopian expectations, which it has failed to meet, resulting in mass scholarly criticism,
causing the current legitimacy crisis. Several prominent criticisms of the Court are analysed to bring these abstract
issues into clearer focus: a failure to end impunity, a lack of deterrence, delayed justice, failure to garner state cooperation, and bias towards African States. This section provides the utopian expectations facet of the realistically
utopian framework.
Section three provides the realism in realistic utopia. It injects a much-needed dose of realism into the critical
evaluation of the ICC, with particular consideration of the criticisms in section two, illustrating they are unjustified
and alleviating their critical sting. The ICC is constrained by inherent and practical realities existing within the
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complex environment in which the ICC operates and international criminal justice more generally. In particular,
complementarity, limited resources, the complex and inevitably lengthy nature of international criminal
investigations and trials, a lack of an enforcement mechanism and dependence on state co-operation, the complex
operations of deterrence in practice, and an inevitable degree of selectivity in prosecuting international crimes.
Finally, section four utilises the analysis in the preceding two sections and critically evaluates the ICC through the
lens of realistic utopia. The ICC’s expectations are reconfigured under realistic utopia, subsequently illustrating it
is an improved evaluative benchmark for the ICC. It is then argued that the Court’s legitimacy is restored through
the dismissal of unjustified criticism, subsequently engaging in a pragmatic appraisal of the ICC in that the Court
makes valuable contributions to international criminal justice through its work, and the often-overlooked
contributions of sending moral messages and deterring perpetrators, further bolstering its legitimacy. The Court’s
existence and work is much more significant than critics too readily assume. Possible criticisms are considered and
rebutted, before offering some final reflections going forward. It is concluded that the application of realistic
utopia significantly alleviates the Court’s current legitimacy crisis, and a strong element of legitimacy and faith can
be restored in the Court as the pinnacle international criminal justice institution. The ICC, viewed through a
realistically utopian lens, is a success.
1. Descriptive formalities: the ICC and realistic utopia
1.1 The ICC
On 1st July 2002, idealists in the international sphere achieved their pipe-dream: the creation of the permanent
International Criminal Court.9 Many hoped the Court would provide the medium through which to end impunity
vis-à-vis atrocities and egregious human rights violations, which the international community had been
incrementally striving towards for decades.10 The Court’s creation was finalised by the widespread ratification,
signing and entry into force of the Rome Statute 1998.11 Today, there are 123 state parties to the Statute, illustrating
worldwide commitment to international criminal justice and ending impunity.
The ICC has competency over the core crimes which were at the forefront of the Nuremberg era,12 namely the
period whereby Nazi war criminals were tried in Nuremberg and brought to justice for their crimes committed
during WW2. The Court has competency to deal with genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes and crimes
of aggression;13 some of the ‘worst offences known to human kind.’14 The universal repression of these crimes is
paramount, but the Court only has jurisdiction vis-a-vis States which have become a party to the Rome Statute,15
unless a non-party state has made a declaration granting jurisdiction to the Court over the crime in question.16
Once the ICC has jurisdiction, there exists three ways it can be exercised: a situation referred to the ICC Prosecutor
by a State (self-referral), a Security Council referral to the Court, or when the ICC Prosecutor initiates an
investigation.17 The ICC’s ability to exercise jurisdiction is governed by the principle of complementarity; the ICC
is complementary to national jurisdictions.18 Domestic justice systems have the chief responsibility of pursuing the
accountability of individuals through prosecution and securing international criminal justice.19 Under
complementarity, a case is only admissible to the Court where a State is unable or unwilling to prosecute the
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perpetrator. When a case is deemed admissible to the Court, State parties are put under various obligations. For
instance, one aspect considered integral to the success of prosecution is the duty of States to ‘cooperate fully with
the Court in its investigation and prosecution of crimes.’21
The preamble of the Rome Statute specifies that the ICC exists to enforce international criminal justice, prevent
crimes within its jurisdiction, and is determined to end impunity.22 Ending impunity may be the fundamental aim
of the ICC enshrined in the Rome Statute, but international criminal justice has been associated with much broader
aims.23 For instance, retribution, deterrence, and restorative justice.24 As such, the ICC has been bestowed with
ambitious aims.25 Emphasised in section two, over-extending the goals of international criminal justice, particularly
seeking to end impunity, can be detrimental to the project as a whole.
1.2 John Rawls and realistic utopia
Political philosophy strives to produce the best possible picture of society,26 and arrive at ‘justified conclusions
about how political life should proceed,’ which real individuals will support.27 John Rawls envisages a society where
individuals are free, equal and have basic rights.28 Rawls’ A Theory of Justice is an attempt to devise the ‘most adequate
conception of justice to be used by a democratic society,’ premised on realistic conditions.29 To find the conditions
under which societal institutions are considered just, he seeks to create a realistic utopia: ‘an account of the world
which is utopian in so far as it does not reflect existing social arrangements, but realistic in so far as it does not
contravene anything we know about human nature.’30 Rawls employs realistic utopia to prevent the recurrence of
‘the great evils of human history’ such as genocide and slavery.31 These evils are caused by political injustices
throughout history and can be prevented through the utilisation of realistic utopia;32 through providing just, wellordered and reasonable domestic political institutions.33 It is imperative to instantiate these reliable and robust
institutional structures, especially when juxtaposed with piecemeal solutions. For instance, individual court rulings,
because of their unreliable and ad hoc nature, do not provide the same degree of justice-inducing ethos which
substantive institutional structures do.
Realistic utopia is achieved by probing the ‘limits of practical political philosophy;’34 exploring a vision of the world
whereby our highest aspirations ‘for human society are balanced by our understanding of what humans can actually
achieve.’35 It is realistic in that the results it produces are ‘workable and applicable to ongoing political and social
arrangements,’36 creating a ‘reasonably just, though not perfect, democratic regime.’37 Although international
criminal law is not the context Rawls originally had in mind for the application of realistic utopia, this does not
detract away from its utility in this new context. The concept, at its basic level, is concerned with tempering our
highest aspirations by what is achievable in practice and reality. This is precisely what is needed in the context of
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the ICC. The reasons justifying the application of Rawls’ realistic utopia as the critical evaluative benchmark in
assessing the ICC will now be explored, illustrating its utility and justifying its transposition to this novel context.
1.2.1 Better aligning expectations with reality
Realistic utopia can balance our highest expectations of the ICC with what is achievable in practice by probing the
limits of what is practically possible. This enables better appreciation of what the ICC can achieve in practice by
providing a more realistic picture, and better aligning expectations with reality. The ICC ought to strive to achieve
particular consequences, and to function in a way to maximise these consequences in the parameters of the
particular difficulties and constraints it experiences.38 This bears stark resemblance to realistic utopia by taking an
ideal and maximising its realisation within the practical constraints in which we find ourselves situated.
1.2.2 Shortening the normative gap
Realistic utopia adequately shortens the disconnect between normative ambition and reality vis-à-vis the ICC.
Currently, there exists a significant ‘gap between normative ambition and reality;’ a discrepancy between what we
expect the ICC to be achieving, and the reality of what it is achieving.39 In order to adequately address this, we
need to ask ourselves the difficult questions of whether what we expected from the ICC when it was created
exceeded what it could reasonably aspire to achieve, and whether this continues to do so now.40 By grounding
expectations in what can reasonably and practically be achieved in the limits of realistic utopia, the normative gap
can be shortened. For example, taking the expectation of ending impunity and grounding it within the practical
limits the ICC faces, such as the fact that its jurisdiction only extends to States who sign up to the Rome Statute,
one can see that expecting the ICC to end impunity is utopian. Through taking an ideal the ICC aspires to achieve
and grounding it within the practical limits of the field, one can discern expectations are too high. Thorough
application of realistic utopia can mitigate this ‘chronic unbalance,’41 and shorten the gap between normative
ambition and reality.
1.2.3 Improving the evaluative benchmark
Realistic utopia also improves the framework of evaluation for the ICC. International criminal justice needs to
understand its existence in the context and circumstances of the world as they are, not what they ought to be.42
Critical debates regarding the ICC have been largely flawed and unhelpful because they have omitted to identify
the conditions and circumstances in which one might expect the Court to work and succeed.43 A realistically
utopian lens can be used to better ‘articulate frameworks of evaluation,’ which will re-energize and deepen the
discourse surrounding the ICC, and enable reflection on ideas concerning what the ICC should be striving to
achieve.44 Rather than critically evaluating the ICC by an ideal which it cannot possibly achieve, it is evaluated by
a realistically utopian ideal, grounded in practical realities and what is practically possible. With greater appreciation
of the inherent complexities and realities at play, the Court’s supposed problems and issues might be perceived
with less scepticism and lament. This will result in both scholarly arguments and those further afield being more
nuanced and pragmatic, with an ‘open-minded’ perspective being adopted towards the Court.45 Utilising realistic
utopia avoids the charge of a facile approach which many critics have adopted, namely one which omits to consider
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the various aspects and inherent complexities.46 Most arguments concerning the ICC’s limitations comprise no
clear view on what exactly the court should be doing, and the yardsticks critically evaluating the ICC are unsound
by virtue of not clarifying the ICC’s precise task.47 Stahn notes how the Court has “struggled to bring ‘hard cases’
that threaten powerful states,”48 yet simultaneously fails to specify whether this is something the Court should
realistically be striving to achieve and to what extent, and to offer any solutions that might help mitigate this
problem. Using a facile and inappropriate benchmark has inevitably had adverse consequences for the ICC.
1.2.4 Alleviating criticisms and restoring the ICC’s legitimacy
Realistic utopia significantly alleviates these consequences by restoring a strong element of faith and legitimacy in
the ICC. The resulting critical diagnosis of how well the ICC is functioning depends on the baseline adopted to
evaluate it.49 Accordingly, if the ICC is diagnosed by an unjustified choice of baseline which falls outside realistically
utopian parameters, naturally the result is dire. Disappointment in the ICC stemming from unmet, utopian
expectations can be very damaging to international criminal justice, particularly for the ICC whose legitimacy in
the international community and among affected populations is ‘as delicate as the wings of a butterfly.’50
Demonstrated in section two, the ICC is ‘living on borrowed time’ – a mere temporary and failed experiment
which is in a constant battle to demonstrate its merit against a standard it can never reach.51 This is partly due to a
critical diagnosis which rests in the previously mentioned chasm between normative ambition and reality. By using
a realistically utopian yardstick to critically evaluate the ICC, many facets of its critical diagnosis can be healed.
This has the grander effect of restoring a strong element of faith and legitimacy in the ICC as the pinnacle
institution of international criminal justice. Not only does this yield vast importance in terms of wider effects, it
also prompts greater appreciation of the ICC’s work and functions, further bolstering the ICC’s legitimacy.
To improve on the current situation and avoid being overly utopian, it is necessary to conceive of a set of
parameters which are realistically appropriate.52 Eradicating unrealistic expectations can engender the ICC’s growth
as an institution.53 In order to ‘save the ICC from its pending implosion,’ it is essential to understand its limitations,
taking criticisms soberly.54 Application of realistic utopia enables the Court’s work and functions to gain evaluative
weight and greater appreciation which hitherto, has not been possible. Consider the ICC’s capacity to send moral
messages and uphold international norms. As Simmons highlights, various studies suggest that the norms the
Court embodies and upholds are supported by, and enjoy consensus within, communities which have been subject
to egregious violations.55 The ICC played an important role in stimulating local discussions on accountability norms
and reform of the justice system in Uganda.56 This, in conjunction with rebutting various unjustified criticisms of
the ICC, buttresses the ICC’s legitimacy significantly. Realistic utopia provides a new and interesting way to take
a nuanced approach to an area of law that is ‘over-studied and over-researched.’57
1.2.5 Analytical caveat
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Rawls himself has highlighted the difficulty that ‘the limits of the possible are not given by the actual,’ and hence
speculation must be used to envision what these limits are and to imagine the set of circumstances within the
realms of what is practically possible.58 Applying this to the ICC, one might ask: how ought we to determine the
practically possible limits of what the ICC can achieve, in terms of, for example, retribution? Retribution is a
central aim of the ICC and is enshrined in the Rome Statute’s preamble whereby it states that the crimes within
its jurisdiction must not go unpunished.59 Whilst subjective judgements do have to be made in determining the
limits of what is practically possible, the interpretation and application of realistic utopia to the ICC in this article
can be defended. It constitutes an important starting point for deepening and improving the debate on how one
should critically evaluate the ICC and is grounded in arguments seeking to maximise the ICC’s potential. In any
case, there exists no ‘magic in-between point’ unassailable from criticism;60 there ‘will always remain a spectrum
for legitimate disagreement about where the ‘right’ balance lies.’61
2. The ICC submerged in criticism: the utopia in realistic utopia
2.1 From euphoria to crisis
With the integral framework of the article presented, it is now apt to examine the utopia in realistic utopia: the vast
criticism in which the ICC is submerged. A prominent theme at the Rome Conference was reconciling sovereignty
with a strong judicial institution.62 The U.S, on the final day of the Conference in a last-ditch attempt to shield
their interests, sought to ‘limit the Court’s jurisdiction to cases when only the State of the accused had accepted
the jurisdiction of the Court,’ but this was rejected.63 It was not enough. The Rome Statute was adopted, filling the
conference room with tremendous emotion.64 It was a momentous step forward for humanity, even though the
Statute is imperfect,65 for instance, lacking an enforcement power. Accompanying the ICC’s creation was
‘extraordinary optimism for the prospects of international criminal justice.’66 Proponents of the Court posited that
it ‘ushered in a new era of international [criminal] justice.’67 The ICC, being a permanent international criminal
court with a more expansive international jurisdiction than, for example, the International Criminal Tribunal for
the former Yugoslavia , elevates expectations much higher than anything within the era of the ad hoc tribunals.68
Disappointment and perceived failure among critics is to a great extent fuelled by unrealistic expectations
stemming from the euphoria which existed in the 1990s, portraying the ICC and international criminal justice as
an omnipotent force.69 The ICC has been bestowed with a huge list of ‘deliverables’: convicting, deterrence, and
bringing peace and reconciliation to conflicts.70 It has not been able to meet its expectations,71 for instance, to end
impunity.72 Once reality emerged, it was inevitable the ‘happy vision of global justice’ would subside.73 The
disappointment animating ICC critics, namely, inter alia, scholars and States, is a consequence of overarching
ambitions they have placed on the court’s shoulders.74 Immediately after the court’s inception, scholars were averse
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to adopting an undue critical stance,75 but now the ICC is ‘surrounded by controversies and criticisms.’76 These
are undermining its value, legitimacy and identity.77 For instance, Powderly posits the Court’s legitimacy is now in
a ‘persistent state of crisis.’78 Likewise, Luban argues that the ICC’s ‘honeymoon is [now] over,’79 whereby the
euphoria which accompanied the Court’s creation has now dwindled. Approaching the second decade after the
court’s creation, critics are unrelentingly questioning if there have been any real accomplishments.80 The critical
discourse has now reached a point whereby ‘the ICC is hardly ever seen in [a] positive light or celebrated as a
success.’81 To illustrate the ICC’s submersion in criticism, it is necessary to consider concrete examples, first
starting with the failure of the ICC to meaningfully contribute to fulfilling its main aim: ending impunity.
2.2 The criticisms
2.2.1 Failing to end impunity
Arguably, the most fundamental aim of the ICC is to convict perpetrators of the worst crimes enumerated in the
Rome Statute, ending their impunity.82 This is included in the preamble and well-accepted in the discourse.83 If the
ICC is not breaking the ‘vicious cycle of crimes, impunity and conflict,’84 it becomes susceptible to the charge that
it is failing its main mission. The ICC has been described by critics as a ‘pathetic institution;’85 one that has
negligible effect on those seeking international criminal justice.86 The world is experiencing considerable human
suffering and impunity,87 in particular in Syria. In 2014, a Security Council Resolution referring the situation in
Syria to the Court was jointly vetoed by China and Russia.88 The Security Council’s referral power is completely
negated when parties with a veto power, who have strong alliances with the state to be investigated, can prevent
the situation from being referred to the Court.89 Due to the Rome Statute not being ratified universally, situations
whereby iniquitous international crimes are occurring as in Syria, cannot be referred to the ICC despite it being a
permanent international criminal court.90 Thus, a sparsity of accountability can encourage more perpetrators and
fuels resentment towards the ICC for being unable to act.91 There is a lingering anxiety that nothing will continue
to be done about present atrocities and international criminal justice will land far afield of any potential it could
have fulfilled.92 This criticism is inevitably tied to the nature of the international legal system as a whole, whereby
sovereignty occupies a central place meaning States can elect to not ratify the Rome Statute, preventing the ICC
from having jurisdiction. This will be discussed further in the subsequent section where such criticism is alleviated.
Akin to this critique is the charge that the ICC has failed to realize the second of its main aims: deterring
international criminals.
2.2.2 Weak deterrence
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Another area where the ICC has been heavily criticised is deterrence: the prevention of further crimes and atrocities
through trials and subsequent convictions.93 The central idea is that potential criminals will refrain from engaging
in criminal behaviour due to the fear of being tried, convicted and punished by the ICC.94 Critics argue the ICC is
not a sufficient general deterrent; the very remote prospect of being tried in the Hague in many years’ time is not
going to be a salient factor in the minds of perpetrators, deterring them from committing crimes.95 For deterrence
to work, potential violators must believe the ICC applies to them;96 without thinking punishment in the distant
Hague is a real possibility, perpetrators will have ‘little disincentive toward offending.’97 Linked to forthcoming
discussion, the lack of co-operation and enforcement mechanisms at the ICC’s disposal further reduces the
possibility of any deterrent effect; the chances of the ICC apprehending and punishing potential perpetrators on
their own, without the help and support of states is very doubtful.98 Thus, the ICC has been heavily criticised for
not fulfilling another of its primary aims, deterring potential criminals. An equally prominent critique the Court
has faced centres on the excessive time it takes to convict perpetrators of international crimes.
2.2.3 Justice delayed is justice denied
The ICC has been heavily criticised because of the long and highly costly nature of its proceedings.99 It was not
until July 2005, three years after the Court’s creation that the first arrest warrant was issued, one for Thomas
Lubanga Dyilo for war crimes in Uganda.100 The ICC’s first trial, Lubanga, only commenced in 2009, seven years
after its creation.101 It was not until 2012 that his conviction was confirmed.102 Out of all the international criminal
courts established, the ICC took the longest to secure its first conviction, nearly ten years.103 This is part of the
wider narrative criticising the ICC and its trials for being ‘too long, expensive, inhospitable, exclusive, complex
and above all, unable to meet the needs of victims, offenders and the communities.’104 This is aptly demonstrated
in the recent conviction of Bosco Ntaganda for war crimes in the Democratic Republic of Congo. Although a
warrant was issued for his arrest in 2006, he was only convicted in July 2019, prompting feelings this was no
triumph at all due to his prolonged impunity.105
Another notorious example of the prolonged impunity of ICC indicted individuals is the case of al-Bashir, who
has still not been surrendered to the ICC,106 although Sudan has expressed its intention to do so.107 The ICC issued
its first arrest warrant for al-Bashir in 2009 for charges ranging from crimes against humanity to genocide. Despite
these arrest warrants, the African Union declared its Member States would not help the ICC and cooperate in
arresting al-Bashir.108 Consequently, al-Bashir could freely travel across Africa, from Chad to Kenya.109 He became
the first Head of State to be re-elected whilst subject to an international arrest warrant.110 This is not what
proponents of the ICC had in mind when creating an institution designed to end impunity, in which a person’s
official capacity such as presidency is irrelevant as a bar for their criminal responsibility and the Court’s
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jurisdiction. It seriously brings into question the ability of the ICC to secure high profile convictions and justice
for victims of atrocities.112 The ability of al-Bashir to completely neglect the international warrant for his arrest via
African States’ reluctance to arrest him is representative of another major problem which the ICC faces and has
been criticised for, its inability to garner state co-operation.
2.2.4 The ICC’s co-operation conundrum
The ICC lacks ‘sufficient mechanisms to hold individuals accountable for the most serious international crimes.’113
This has a crippling effect on the ICC; it is dependent on state co-operation and without it, its effectiveness is
severely weakened.114 A continuous lack of support renders the ICC an ‘exorbitant, but toothless’ international
criminal court.115 When States do not implement the ICC’s arrest warrants, this conveys the message they do not
view them as binding and the ICC’s legitimacy, by effect, is belittled.116 Compounding matters is the U.S’s
‘campaign to actively ensure the Court will not exercise jurisdiction over its nationals.’117 Hostility is rooted in the
belief that its military personnel situated abroad, citizens or otherwise will be subject to ‘disproportionate politically
motivated charges’ in the Court.118 The U.S. has concluded over ninety bilateral agreements with other States,119
agreeing not to transfer to the Court U.S. persons who might have committed crimes under the Court’s jurisdiction
without the U.S’s consent.120 Exempting officials, military personnel and nationals from the ICC significantly
undermines the Court’s legitimacy and integrity,121 and diminishes the Court’s effective functioning in the fight
against impunity.122 The U.S’s approach aims to weaken the ICC to the point of failure.123 These agreements are
an inevitable drawback of the international legal system and framework in which the ICC is situated; one whereby
sovereignty and state consent occupy a central place.124 With the workload and jurisdiction of the Court everincreasing, as will be illustrated later, securing state co-operation is all the more vital for preserving the Court’s
credibility and enabling it to function effectively.125
2.2.5 African bias
A central reason underlying African States regarding the ICC’s arrest warrants as illegitimate, and ultimately the
Court, stems from another significant criticism, an ICC bias towards African States. As such, a common criticism
is the ICC is selective; ICC trials merely target leaders who threaten Western interests.126 Certain African States
perceive the ICC purely as an instrument of Western politics.127 The current Rwandan President, Paul Kagame,
said the ICC was only created for African or poor countries.128 These perceptions stem from the fact that the ICC
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has not pursued any non-African cases, although there are signs that times are changing with the commencement
of investigations in non-African States like Afghanistan for war crimes and crimes against humanity.130 The ICC
has been coined the ‘International Caucasian Court’ in response to such alleged biases.131 If ‘big fish’ like the USA
can go free when they are suspected of acts of aggression against Iraq,132 or using torture in its ‘war against
terrorism,’133 and only ‘small fish’ are tried such as African States, it is inevitable charges and perceptions of bias
will follow.134 Selective enforcement ‘conveys the message international behavioural commands do not bind each
and every person, but just those with a specific, usually weak political standing.’135 The ‘sword of justice’ is not
universal because it seems to only apply to ‘individual States that occupy a lowly place in the de facto hierarchy of
States.’136 This perception of bias towards Africa has resulted in African States withdrawing from the ICC; South
Africa, Burundi and Gambia,137 but eventually only Burundi withdrew, with South Africa and Gambia revoking
their withdrawal.138 Withdrawal reduces support for the ICC, but also reinforces the view the ICC is merely a
servant of the West, as opposed to the international community as a whole in securing the common goal of
international criminal justice, thus undermining the Court’s legitimacy.139 In sum, the ICC has been bestowed with
a broad range of deliverables and has been subject to mass criticism, by both scholars and States, undermining its
legitimacy to the point of crisis. Discussion has provided the utopia in realistic utopia. It is now apt to consider
the latter part, the realism in realistic utopia.
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3. Injecting realism: the realism in realistic utopia
3.1 Injecting realism into the critiques
This section injects a much-needed dose of realism- what is possible in practice, as opposed to utopian ideals
unlikely to happen140- into the critical evaluation of the ICC, with particular consideration of the criticisms in the
preceding section to alleviate their critical sting. The ICC is constrained by several practical realities:
complementarity; limited resources; the complex and inevitably lengthy nature of international criminal
investigations and trials; a lack of an enforcement mechanism and dependence on state co-operation; the complex
operations of deterrence in practice; and an inevitable degree of selectivity in prosecuting international crimes.
Critical evaluation of the ICC’s effectiveness cannot be justifiably assessed without due consideration of these
inherent and surrounding factors.141 This is necessary to provide a ‘reality check’ and a more realistically informed
account of the circumstances and conditions the Court has to operate in, and for the future,142 providing the
second part of the realistically utopian framework employed in the final section.
3.1.1 Ending impunity: a far-fetched goal for the ICC
The previous section considered how the criticism that the ICC has failed to end impunity for not having any
substantive effects on convicting perpetrators of international crimes. Emphasising complementarity alleviates this
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charge. Under complementarity, a case is only admissible to the Court where States are unable or unwilling to
prosecute the alleged perpetrator(s).143 Hence, the ICC is a court of ‘last resort’ and complementary to national
criminal jurisdictions,144 with States having the first option,145 and primary responsibility to investigate and
prosecute alleged offenders.146 The weak prospects of the ICC trying a huge number of perpetrators is not to be
regretted.147 The ICC does not have the capacity to serve as the primary enforcer and prosecutor of international
criminal law, nor was this intended under the Rome framework.148 It was not designed to try huge numbers of
people,149 meaning realistically the ICC ought not to be criticised for failing to solely end impunity. Likewise, there
are criticisms condemning the ICC for failing to investigate situations like the one in Syria, whereby crimes against
humanity have been committed since the start of Syria’s civil war under al-Assad’s regime. These are equally
unjustified. The ICC’s jurisdiction is not universal, it rests on consent; jurisdiction only extends to States and
territories which have ratified the Rome Statute.150 Complementarity is based on a compromise between respecting
state sovereignty and the imperative of prosecuting crimes which threaten the international community.151 This
concept has high political utility in that it helps sustain the Court’s legitimacy by providing States with the first
option to prosecute, which facilitates the perception that the Court is not unduly intruding into States’ domestic
affairs without their consent. It is highly unlikely Syria will ratify the Rome statute and it is consequently unjustified
to criticise the ICC for failing to pursue a case without legal basis. As long as state sovereignty remains the
backbone of international law,152 these problems will persist. Akin to the sovereignty-centred nature of the
international legal system, another reality which must be acknowledged is the ICC’s limited resources.
3.1.2 The ICC’s limited resources
A sub facet of the failure to end impunity charge is the ICC’s unsuccessfulness in securing an adequate number of
convictions, and even those secured are highly costly and delayed. The reality of limited resources alleviates this.
The idealistic desire to secure international criminal justice conflicts with the reality of finite time and resources.153
There is a disparity between the resources available to the Court and the number of potential crimes it could, in
theory prosecute, furnishing the Court with an overload of possible cases.154 ICC resources are very limited.155 In
2019, the Court’s yearly budget was 144 million euros.156 International investigations by their very nature are highly
costly; they require experts, trial staff, interpreters and various other staff to support victims in securing
international justice.157 The final trial at the Special Court of Sierra Leone finding Charles Taylor, the former
president of Liberia, guilty of war crimes158 cost (approximately) 235 million euros.159 Constraints on resources
impairs the Court from initiating new investigations and trying more perpetrators.160 How can the Court be
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expected to provide global accountability on such a measly annual budget? The ad hoc tribunals, namely the ICTY
and ICTR, had primacy over jurisdiction but once it was realised that their resources and capacities did not provide
for its effectiveness, emphasis was placed on using domestic courts.162 The logical way to address finite resources
is to request greater funding from States, but States are largely unwilling to contribute anything more to the
Court,163 evidenced by States’ anti-cooperative stance towards the Court, demonstrated by, for example, various
African States’ refusal to arrest and transfer Omar al-Bashir to the Court after he was indicted. The hard reality of
finite resources inherently constrains the ICC’s ability to contribute to ending impunity, and is exacerbated by the
complex, difficult and time-consuming nature of international criminal investigations and trials.
3.1.3 Delayed justice is an inevitable part of international criminal justice
ICC investigations and prosecutions by their nature consume a sizeable amount of time. They have greater inherent
complexity than those at domestic level, necessitating much greater time-scales needed for completion.164
Sometimes thousands of victims are interviewed and investigations continue for many years.165 When investigating
crimes, the ICC has to circumvent various practical and operational issues such as security, language barriers, and
acquiring state co-operation.166 The situations the ICC investigates are foreign; cultures and societies in, for
example, remote areas of Africa can be alien and unfamiliar to ICC officials.167 These areas are sometimes not
readily accessible and encompass various ethnic groups with multiple language barriers,168 for which the Court has
to provide translation.169 This causes delays and is compounded by limited resources.170 Likewise, collecting
evidence in these environments is inherently difficult.
Investigations often occur long after the crime was committed, meaning the availability of evidence will have
diminished, as well as its quality, for instance, victims and citizens might not have the knowledge of how to
preserve it.171 Normally, there is ongoing conflict in which security is a large concern; danger to ICC staff, victims,
witnesses and other involved parties has meant access to certain areas has been difficult, necessitating large time
delays.172 Central authorities often have no control and evidence is often scattered or hard to ascertain.173 Evidence
will not be readily collectable; perpetrators are eager to stay in power and thus will take all steps possible to dispose
of evidence and absolve themselves of any future responsibility for their crimes.174 Sometimes victims are reluctant
to testify as witnesses fearing further attack, or do not equally share the aims of the ICC; they might prefer local
justice as opposed to helping an ICC investigation.175 This is consistent with the underlying aims of the ICC, in
that criminals should firstly be prosecuted and convicted at the domestic level insofar as possible before the Court
can exercise jurisdiction. When cases do come within the Court’s remit, these ‘investigative challenges’ significantly
reduce the Court’s effectiveness;176 the success of prosecution rests on the availability of evidence.177 Akin to the
ICC, the ad hoc tribunals were slow in their operations, illustrating rather than constituting an inherent failure of
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the Court, it signifies the ‘practical realities for international criminal tribunals;’178 they are inevitable and inherent
in the very operations of international criminal justice. Thus, it is common and expected for proceedings to average
between ‘between five and eight years from investigation to completion, due to their complexity.’179 Delays are
exacerbated by the persistent lack of state co-operation with the ICC.180
3.1.4 No state co-operation, no convictions
Lack of support and co-operation from States has led to criticisms that the Court is ineffective.181 However, this
can be attributed to States omitting to cooperate by arresting and transferring suspects.182 Although expressly
recognised under the Rome Statute that a state must act immediately to arrest an indicted suspect,183 al-Bashir was
able to freely roam Africa due to African States’ reluctance to enforce the ICC’s arrest warrant. There is no readily
available peacekeeping force which the ICC can use to apprehend indicted suspects, and in the absence of military
means, States refusing to cooperate ‘will need to be persuaded with the help of economic carrots and sticks into
handing over offenders and evidence.’184 For instance, the U.S. provided Serbia with economic aid incentives to
motivate them to extradite Milosevic to the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia.185 The
reality is that the ICC’s ability to apprehend indicted subjects is heavily reliant on sovereign state law enforcement186
and the good will of States.187 State co-operation is vital for the ICC to access archives, witnesses and
information,188 execute searches, serve papers and preserve evidence,189 which has already proved inherently
difficult. The ICC’s effectiveness depends on state support;190 without arrests and custody, there can be no trials.191
To maximise effectiveness, substantive co-operation from States and the international community is required.192
Therefore, the ICC should not be unfairly criticised for failing to elicit co-operation from hostile States, it is the
hostile States that should be criticised. In any event, non-co-operation is an inherent trademark of international
law more generally.
Non-compliance pervades the general corpus of international law. Within international human rights law, there is
widespread non-enforcement of human rights norms.193 Akin to the ICC, there is no world police force to ensure
compliance with international human rights.194 Human rights enforcement depends on the will of States.195
Consequently, securing enforcement and co-operation at the international level is increasingly difficult and not
unique to the ICC; both international human rights and the ICC are bound by extrinsic forces. The reality is
sovereign States can ignore ICC arrest warrants and it is unjustifiable to criticise it for lacking the power to force
state compliance when it was never furnished with such a power under the Rome Statute. Anyhow, arguably, States
would never accede to a scheme permitting the ICC to utilise force in apprehending indictees from States due to
not wanting their internal affairs and sovereignty interfered with.196 Enforcement of international criminal law
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resides with sovereign States, as was illustrated with the U.S. bilateral agreements not to transfer U.S. individuals
to the ICC. Continuous lack of state support means the ICC will not be able to fulfil its consistently increasing
mandate, for instance the recently authorised investigation into alleged war crimes and crimes against humanity
committed in Afghanistan by U.S, Afghan and Taliban troops,198 thus decreasing the chances of ending impunity
and securing justice.199 Issues like this are not an inherent failure of the ICC, but rather inherent limitations of a
system ultimately based on state sovereignty and consent. A persistent lack of co-operation means possible
deterrent effects are weakened due to reduced likelihood of perpetrators being tried in the Court. Akin to cooperation, realism can be used to alleviate criticisms of the ICC’s deterrence effect.
197

3.1.5 A realistic view of deterrence
Criticisms of the ICC for not having a strong enough deterrent effect on international criminals have failed to
account for the inherent complexities and actual mechanics of deterrence in practice, and how these interact with
international crimes’ commission.200 They too readily assume a black and white causal link within deterrence, that
merely increasing the prosecutions and convictions of the Court will deter future perpetrators. This view relies
upon criminals being rational actors; making a calculation about whether to commit a crime or not, for example if
the threat of punishment is high and likely, they will not commit an atrocity.201 In reality, possible deterrent effects
are not uniform, they vary; perpetrators will differ in the weight they attach their risk of being apprehended and
the costs to be incurred by being found guilty.202 Even if prospects of conviction and punishment is high,
perpetrators might not be deterred; they are ready to accept the risk of punishment in pursuing their agenda.203
For instance, during the Yugoslavia conflicts, some perpetrators sincerely believed what they were doing was right,
a higher prospect of punishment would have had little effect.204 Where perpetrators are willing to die pursuing
their ‘mission,’ it is difficult to theorise that the elusive prospects of being tried in the Hague will have any effect
on preventing perpetrators from offending.205 Consequently, critics’ version of deterrence used to criticise the ICC
is facile, it fails to recognise the realities actually at play. Criticising the ICC for failing to have an adequate deterrent
effect without taking into account realities outside the control of the Court is unjustified. Proponents of African
bias are also prone to adopting a facile perspective, too readily equating the ICC pursuing African situations with
an inherent African bias.
3.1.6 Exaggerated bias
It is reasonable to see why the ICC has been accused of African bias; repeat decisions to target countries in the
same region whilst a greater number of atrocities are occurring in different parts of the globe.206 Nevertheless, this
does not mean they merely reflect political bias nor lack legal underpinning. Most selective decisions are made
according to where the priorities of international criminal justice are required.207 Charges of African bias are used
by those in power to mask the reality of the millions suffering from oppression and the victims in these regions
who need the ICC.208 Unjustified criticisms of this sort are not peculiar to the ICC but inhere in international law
more generally. For instance, a similar accusation has been made against proponents of human rights arguing they
are neo-colonial in nature, merely Western tactics to regain control of their former colonies through imposing
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human rights on the global South.209 Human rights, rather than a neo-colonial agenda by the West, are a global
fight for increased protection against discrimination and oppression.210 Akin to African bias, charges of neocolonialism are predominantly advanced by repressive governments eager to avoid attention on their atrocities,
and rarely advanced by the oppressed who are eager to benefit from human rights protection.211 Likewise, victims
of international crimes are keen to benefit from international criminal justice at the ICC.212 Besides, the ICC has
begun to investigate various non-African situations such as Afghanistan for war crimes, and Bangladesh/Myanmar,
for the mass persecution and genocide of the Rohingya people by the Myanmar government.213 Once the reality
behind the criticism is unveiled, it is easy to perceive the charge is overstated. Although atrocities occur elsewhere
such as war crimes in Iraq, which the ICC prosecutor has yet to open an investigation into,214 it must be borne in
mind a degree of selectivity is inevitable;215 the Court’s jurisdiction and resources are limited. Going forward, the
Court needs to be transparent as to why particular cases are selected.216 This would enhance legitimacy among the
eyes of critics, as the ICC would be trying to more effectively fulfil its mandate in a more transparent way, reducing
its bias function. The need for realism pervades a substantive majority of the criticisms the ICC is facing. Overall,
this section has, via realism, alleviated the sting of the previous section’s criticisms, providing the second part of
realistic utopia. Analysis can now engage in critical evaluation of the Court through the lens of realistic utopia.
4. Applying realistic utopia to the ICC and critical reflection
The previous two sections provide an integral structure to realistic utopia: the utopian expectations of the ICC
with its accompanying criticisms, and the ICC’s inherent practical limits in the form of realism. This final section
critically evaluates the ICC through a realistically utopian lens as outlined in section one, demonstrating the Court is
a success; it makes valuable contributions to international criminal justice, reasserting its legitimacy. Firstly, the
ICC’s expectations will be reconfigured under realistic utopia, subsequently illustrating realistic utopia is an
improved evaluative benchmark for the ICC. It is then argued that the Courts’ legitimacy is restored through the
dismissal of unjustified criticism, engaging in a pragmatic appraisal of the ICC in that the Court makes valuable
contributions to international criminal justice through its work and the often-overlooked contributions of sending
moral messages and deterring perpetrators, further bolstering its legitimacy. Subsequently, possible criticisms are
considered and rebutted, before offering some final reflections going forward.
4.1 Reconfigured expectations
Under realistic utopia, the realities in section three have significant implications for redefining expectations of the
ICC. Expectations must be reconfigured to evaluate whether the ICC has been successful. The two preceding
sections indicate an acute discrepancy between ideas of international criminal justice and the realities it has
produced, necessitating more realistic expectations. The excessive goals of the ICC and international criminal
justice strive to achieve too much; success is narrowly defined in realising various utopian goals without any
qualification, thus becoming a weakness.217 Expectations of the ICC cannot demand the realisation of ideals
irrespective ‘of the unavoidable circumstances of each case.’218 Certain problems are unavoidable and the best
course of action is to acknowledge and seek to minimise them.219 The ICC’s lack of enforcement power and States’
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non-co-operation, preventing the ICC from achieving its goals, will persist as long as international law is founded
on sovereign States’ consent.220 Constrained practically, financially and legally, it is not possible for the ICC to
prosecute all unpunished cases of international crimes, ‘choices are inevitable.’221 Phrases like ending impunity
which have at their core utopian promises, should not be part of international criminal law.222 As a result, the
number of cases tried at the ICC will be less, especially compared to the amount of crimes committed under its
jurisdiction within a given year.223 The Court will inevitably yield more symbolic and ‘moral authority than real
might,’ limiting itself to a few high-profile cases,224 meaning justice remains symbolic.225 Rather than designating
the Court as an abject failure, it awakens us to the hard realities the Court operates under, enabling greater
appreciation of what the ICC can actually achieve in practice, shortening the normative gap. Realistic utopia also
improves the evaluative framework for the ICC.
4.2 Improvement of evaluative benchmark
A central issue vis-a-vis the ICC is how ‘success’ ought to be defined.226 There are numerous standards by which
the ICC can be critically evaluated, for example, cost or efficiency.227 The ICC needs to be critically evaluated with
a strong awareness of what we expect it to achieve.228 Critics have omitted to identify the conditions and
circumstances in which one might expect the Court to work and succeed.229 Arguments concerning the ICC’s
limitations comprise no clear view on what exactly the Court should be doing, and the yardsticks critically
evaluating the ICC are unsound by not clarifying the ICC’s precise task.230 The evaluative benchmark used to
critically evaluate the ICC cannot simply entail judging success with reference to conviction statistics; a genuine
assessment necessitates nuanced analysis of its inherent limitations and surrounding context.231 Using a facile and
inappropriate benchmark has had adverse consequences for the ICC, evidenced by the mass criticism damaging
legitimacy in section two. Rather than critically evaluating the ICC through ideals it cannot possibly achieve,
evaluation should be by a realistically utopian ideal, grounded in realism and what is practically possible. The ICC,
and by extension, international criminal justice, needs to understand its existence in the context and circumstances
of the world as they are, not what they ought to be.232 This would improve clarity for both the public and itself, in
understanding the content of its own institutional function, and avoids a facile approach which many ardent critics
have adopted.233 A greater appreciation of inherent complexities and realities means numerous of the Court’s
supposed problems and issues are perceived with less scepticism and lament, revealing many problems are not the
Court’s fault.234 Application of realistic utopia illustrates numerous criticisms are unjustified, and the ICC viewed
through a realistically utopian lens is a success, restoring the ICC’s legitimacy.
4.3 Restoring legitimacy: a pragmatic appraisal
4.3.1 Removing unjustified criticism
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The critical diagnosis of how well the ICC is functioning depends on the evaluative baseline adopted.235 If the ICC
is held to utopian standards, such as ending impunity,236 it will inescapably result in disappointment.237 Likewise,
the ICC’s legitimacy will be damaged if limitations on its goals are not clearly explained;238 these limitations hinder
the achievement of expectations, meaning inadequate explanation renders the Court prone to the charge of
ineffectiveness.239 As exhibited in the preceding sections, the ICC has been ‘overburdened by…unrestrained
idealism underlying [its] ambitions,’240 meaning many criticisms the Court faces, when injected with realism, lose
their critical sting. By using a realistically utopian yardstick to critically evaluate the ICC, its legitimacy is restored.
Criticising the ICC because it cannot investigate Syria which has not ratified the Rome Statute is disingenuous and
unjustified because it compares the ICC not to its governing framework under Rome, but to a desired and utopian
ideal of international criminal justice.241 Thus, it is not surprising in the context of inflated and unrealistic
expectations that the ICC is being perceived as a failing institution.242 No doubt the ICC’s credibility and legitimacy
would increase if it could act with greater independence from States in apprehending and arresting criminals,
having increased resources to deliver justice quicker, or wider jurisdiction.243 But the ICC must be critically
evaluated by what it can do, not what it cannot. The Court is viewed with less despair once realised certain factors
such as limited resources and weak state co-operation is beyond the Court’s control. The inability to arrest
perpetrators is not a failure of the ICC nor international criminal justice, it is a failure of state political will.244
Acknowledging that the ICC, in striving to achieve its goals, is practically constrained, provides the much needed
‘reality check that prevents the system from losing its legitimacy by not delivering what it promises.’245 The ICC’s
legitimacy will be bolstered by ‘critical scrutiny – but not by disingenuous charges.’246 From preceding analysis, it
is evident that much criticism that the Court has faced is unjustified, which has clearly weakened its legitimacy.
Now, one is placed in a greater position to more readily appreciate the ICC and further restore its legitimacy.
4.3.2 The ICC is a success
To fully understand and appreciate the ICC’s significance and its work, consideration of its historical background
is required.247 The ICC was once a ‘utopian aspiration.’248 Having a permanent and functioning international
criminal court that can be criticised is itself an occurrence not thought possible a couple of decades ago;249 ‘its very
existence is remarkable.’250 Even if one added up the problems and difficulties the ICC has faced, one finds we are
still in a superior position than three decades ago.251 Heads of States and perpetrators of genocide being brought
to justice by international criminal tribunals was inconceivable in the 1980s.252 Holding perpetrators accountable
for heinous international crimes is now a reality. ICC convictions, though limited, contribute significantly to ending
the previously accepted culture of impunity.253 Given there is now a live threat and possibility for perpetrators to
be held accountable, both the ICC and international criminal justice are a success.254 This significance is magnified
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when considered in light of the difficult operative environment the Court works in, as recounted in section three.
Building on the ad hoc tribunals’ legacy, the Court has elevated accountability to an unprecedented level.255 This is
especially salient as the ICC continues to expand its areas of investigations beyond Africa to countries such as
Afghanistan and Myanmar/Bangladesh. Every conviction, even if it takes a decade is significant; ‘it stands for the
proposition that no matter how long it takes, the international community’s resolve to fight impunity is strong and
unyielding.’256 A Rawlsian realistic utopian view of pragmatism recognises some justice is better than none.257 The
number of convictions is not a sufficient benchmark by which to judge the success of the ICC,258 justice is not
merely about quantity; success depends on the quality of the judgments and decisions made by reference to specific
legal standards like the rule of law and impartiality.259 This overarching significance, together with the ICC’s
liberation from unjustified criticism, illustrates the ICC is a success, furnishing it with legitimacy. Under a
realistically utopian lens, previously neglected functions and contributions of the ICC can be bestowed with greater
significance, further restoring the ICC’s legitimacy.
4.3.3 The ICC’s symbolic significance
The ICC is more than a mere criminal court adjudicating responsibility for crimes.260 An important, yet overlooked
effect of international criminal justice is the ‘shadow of a ruling;’ its wider, expressive function in sending important
messages.261 The ICC emits the important message perpetrators will be punished.262 Investigations and
punishments inflate awareness to a global level, yielding key symbolic implications.263 Accountability reinforces
universal condemnation.264 The ICC communicates to individuals globally the norms contained in the Rome
Statute;265 respecting human rights and securing accountability,266 transforming the view that political violence
against populations is not the inherent power of States nor the norm.267 Every conviction and condemning
statement aids the creation of a ‘moral climate,’ rendering it all the more difficult for perpetrators to flout
international norms.268 Statements such as “perpetrators will be brought to justice” set powerful future
thresholds,269 by setting a legal and moral example for norms and behaviour.270 Even a few important cases can
sufficiently communicate these messages;271 they yield ‘strong normative authority.’272 The ICC provides victims
with hope; perpetrators, no matter how invincible, cannot escape the law.273 Although, the ICC’s ability to transmit
important symbolic messages can be limited. The authority of such messages authority is undermined by the
absence of a coercive power to enforce them.274 Likewise, the moral climate is weakened when prosecutions are
viewed as selective; atrocities occur all over the world yet the Court has failed to investigate and prosecute ‘big
fish,’275 like the U.S. Selective enforcement is problematic because it conveys the message law and norms do not
bind everyone equally, just those with a ‘weak political standing.’276 It must be recalled the ICC is not expected to
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prosecute every perpetrator,277 investigations and prosecutions will remain selective.278 This reflects the imperfect
nature of the Court and international criminal law,279 and should be openly acknowledged going forward.
Accordingly, though limited, the ICC makes valuable contributions to international criminal justice by transmitting
important moral messages, bolstering its legitimacy. Akin to this symbolic function, the ICC’s deterrence
contribution is also overlooked.
4.3.4 Reinvigorated deterrence
Encapsulated in section two, critics posit the ICC will not have sufficient deterrent effects because punishment is
uncertain due to difficulties in apprehending perpetrators.280 Nevertheless, critics fail to recognise the ‘ICC’s
influence [goes] well beyond the common assertion the institution has no teeth.’281 The ICC can have deterrent
effects, irrespective of apprehension issues.282 The indictment itself can have powerful ‘shaming’ effects.283
Investigations and indictments signal to the international community and domestic actors that a particular
individual or group ‘has committed grave abuses in violation of international law.’284 Indictees are furnished with
‘fugitive status’ and will be continuously trying to outrun the law.285 International legitimacy is valuable for Heads
of States and government officials meaning stigmatization through an ICC indictment, as well as the chances of
being arrested and prosecuted for their crimes, may constitute a barrier to them retaining power.286 Politicians and
military leaders are no longer ‘clean’, they are internationally delegitimised and politically incapacitated as
indictments can prevent them from travelling abroad,287 limiting movement to States non-party to the Rome
Statute.288 Other States will not want to damage their own international legitimacy by harbouring a wanted
international criminal, impairing criminals’ ability to pursue their agenda and avoid capture; although some States
permitted al-Bashir to visit, others like South Africa said they would arrest him if he travelled there.289 The ICC,
being a permanent international criminal court is likely to have a degree of deterrent effect simply by virtue of this
fact,290 through increasing the chances of prosecution,291 and signalling its intention and capacity to do so.292 The
costs of committing international crimes are notably raised when juxtaposed with the previous climate of
impunity;293 even though prosecution and apprehension are not definite, they are a possible reality perpetrators
have to consider when acting.294 Although, empirical assessment of deterrence is limited;295 the number of crimes
not committed due to the Court’s presence is not readily ascertainable.296 Likewise, deterrent effects will be limited
due to failure to arrest and convict long-standing perpetrators like al-Bashir.297 This argument is not intended to
suggest that ‘the ICC has positive impacts in all cases,’298 rather the ICC’s deterrent effect is much more significant
than critics assume, increasing the Court’s legitimacy. For the ICC to retain legitimacy, both prospects and
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limitations must be acknowledged. Conversely, even appreciating this overarching significance of the ICC, it
might be argued that realistic utopia narrows expectations, and in turn foreshortens the Court’s prospects.
299

4.3.5 A due dilution
It might be argued that application of realistic utopia, to achieve success, ‘brusquely downsize[s] expectations’ of
the ICC.300 Lowering expectations of the ICC due to their difficulty of achievement ‘foreshortens the prospects of
international justice.’301 By deflating expectations and goals, success will be less valuable and easier to attain because
less is sought after.302 Likewise, if realistic utopia is perceived as pinning the ICC’s non-achievement of goals on
the ‘institutional failures [of] outside actors, and having [its] hands bound by international reality,’ it excuses nonachievement but also necessitates the conclusion the ICC will never be able to achieve its goals.303 Nevertheless,
the intention is not to use this trojan horse approach whereby the ICC’s expectations and goals are lowered to merely
paint the ICC as a success through the backdoor. Rather, explaining and acknowledging the ICC’s inherent
limitations and redefining its expectations by taking them into account, creates transparency between the Court,
victims, and other stakeholders.304 Recognition of these limitations aids transparency and helps restore
legitimacy.305 This approach merely acknowledges the way things are and how the current practical realities work;
it is markedly different to accepting such realities.306 It enables progress to be made in shortening the ‘gap between
normative ambition and reality,’307 reducing the discrepancy between what we expect the ICC to be achieving and
doing, and the reality of what it is achieving and doing.308 As opposed to excusing the ICC for failing to achieve
goals, this approach redefines goals in a realistically utopian way so as to render them attainable within practically
possible limits; progress is realized when ‘idealism sharpens our view on reality.’309 With this in mind, it is now apt
to provide some final analytical reflections going forward.
4.4 Reflections going forward
States agree with the ICC in principle, but in practice are not disposed to offer the help and co-operation the Court
needs to successfully fulfil its goals.310 It is an interesting paradox whereby the values underpinning international
criminal justice are ones which the international community claim to agree, yet simultaneously fail to provide the
coercive powers and will to implement.311 However, impunity is not an academic fiction, it is an unfortunate reality
affecting millions of individuals and victims.312 Each judgement and ruling issued by the ICC is incredibly
important for individuals and groups affected.313 The ICC creates and embodies hope for victims in securing
international criminal justice, but it can only do so much, the rest must be borne by States.314 The ICC is a
remarkable achievement, but to fully realise its effectiveness, it needs requisite, tangible support,315 in particular
States implementing the ICC’s arrest warrants.316 The ICC is a last resort; it was purposively designed lacking the
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power and abilities of domestic courts.317 It is not a panacea for all of the world’s ills; it does not have ‘titanic
strength’ to pursue every violation of international criminal law.318 Although an integral piece of the puzzle,319 it
cannot fight and end impunity on its own,320 the ICC is one medium of international criminal justice among many.
Accountability and ending impunity will only materialise if States fulfil their obligations under the Rome Statute.321
Although ‘wishful thinking [will] not bring about justice,’322 the ‘impossibility of the project need not undermine
its necessity.’323 There is no alternative to the ICC and abandonment equally abandons norms of international
accountability.324 The ICC is not a temporary experiment, it is permanent and here to stay;325 it is not going to be
deserted ‘simply because of the predictable difficulties of being in the world.’326 Within the limitations and practical
difficulties illustrated in this article, ‘the [C]ourt needs to execute its agenda as effectively as possible.’327
Acknowledging these limitations creates transparency and maintains legitimacy.328 Support for the Court can be
increased by delineating what we should and can expect from the ICC in the future.329 Until further support is
realized, an ICC working under realistically utopian conditions is the best one can ask for.
5. Concluding remarks
This article has critically evaluated the ICC through the lens of realistic utopia. It has been illustrated that the ICC
has been subject to very high, utopian expectations by critics, such as ending impunity and having a substantial
deterrent effect on potential perpetrators. The ICC has subsequently been vastly criticised for failing to meet these
expectations, as well as for being slow in delivering justice, failing to garner state co-operation, and being biased
towards African States, causing a crisis in legitimacy. The ICC is constrained by several practical realities:
complementarity, limited resources, the complex and inevitably lengthy nature of international criminal
investigations and trials, a lack of an enforcement mechanism and dependence on state co-operation, the complex
operations of deterrence in practice, and an inevitable degree of selectivity in prosecuting international crimes.
These practical realities in the form of realism, have alleviated prominent criticisms of the ICC and rendered critics’
expectations both unobtainable and untenable. Realistic utopia constitutes an improved evaluative benchmark by
providing a more informed and nuanced critical evaluation of the ICC which grounds expectations in reality and
what is achievable in practice. It significantly alleviates the Court’s legitimacy crisis by illustrating that many
prominent criticisms of the Court are unjustified. The Court’s existence and work is much more significant than
critics too readily assume; the Court makes invaluable contributions to international criminal justice by significantly
contributing to ending impunity, sending moral messages and deterring perpetrators. The ICC, viewed through a
realistically utopian lens, is a success.
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